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PREFACE

This study is intended as a general history of a community in the

sertao of Northeast Brazil from the era of colonization until 1930,

Secondarily, the attempt is made to present some of the changing aspects

of the relationship between the private poller of the dominant families

in the area and the agents of external authority. No claim is made that

the Inhamuns, in all its aspects, is a typical Brazilian community; yet,

the basic structural framework of the society of the area appears to have

contained a large proportion of the characteristics which generally are

attributed to rural Brazil, Thus, in spite of pecxiliarities dictated by

geographical setting and historical development, the Inhamuns may be

more typical of Brazil than, at first glance, its isolation might suggest.

The community of the Inhamuns, as defined here, refers to a rather

large physical area whose parts have been historically interrelated,

rather than to a more limited area in which the inhabitants maintain

frequent primary contacts with one another,-^ The boundaries of the com-

munity are both geographically and historically determined. Geographi-

cally, the Inhamuns is that portion of Cear5 l3ring along the Piio

Jaguaribe and its tributaries to the west and north of Sao Matheus

(renamed JucSs in recent years). Historically, it is the area which was

settled chiefly •under the domination of the Feitosa family and in which

that family maintained preeminence for many years thereafter.

1, The Inhamuns is currently divided into the Municfpios of Tau£,

ParambiS, Cococy, Arneir5s, Aiuaba, and Saboeiro,
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Within the confines of these definitions, at least three limitations

have been imposed. First, the area of Sao Matheus has been excluded.

Although it was considered a part of the Inhamuns in the era of coloniza-

tion, its subsequent development was but little related to the history

of that ccmriunity. Second, although Saboeiro is included, it is given

less attention than other portions of the area. In the first place, it

was the initial part of the Inhanuns to be separated from the dominion

of the Feitosas, after which it tended to evolve as a distinct community.

Considerable attention is devoted to Saboeiro only in the period of the

Empire, years in which political factors often brought it into conflict

with the remainder of the Inham-uns, In addition, the lack of attention

given to the intenial development of Saboeiro was not wholly determined

by choice, for the sources for the study of that area were found to be

less abundant than those for the other areas. Third, this study is, in

many ways, a history of the Feitosa family. Entirely apart from the

fact that the Feitosas have constituted the most colorful element in

the history of the Inhamuns, they were, for many years, the dominant one,

A termination date short of the present was imposed not by a lack

of interest in the more recent years but largely by the limited amount

of time which could be devoted to the research. The year chosen—1930

—

was not entirely arbitrary, for it appears to be a convenient point at

which to close out a period in the history of the Inhamuns, as well as

of the nation.

Certain difficulties may present themselves in the study, the first

of which might well be organization, A chronological organization was

judged to be unfeasible, while, on the other hand, the long time span

did not lend itself to a topical arrangement. The resolution of the
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problem, a shifting corabiiiation of the two which often leans heavily

toward the latter, is not wholly satisfactory, and, to partially com-

pensate for the difficulties, cross-referencing frequently has been

utilized. Second, the wealth of names of persons and of references to

kinship relations is certain to bewilder all but the most painstaking

reader; but, for those who have the interest and fortitude to wind

through the maze, many of these references document the importance of

the family in the society of the Inharauns, For others, they may be

skipped over as just so many extraneous data. Third, an explanation

regarding names is necessary. Parents not infrequently assigned them

arbitrarily to their offspring. Thus, Manoel Ferreira Ferro was the

legitimate son of Francisco Alves Feitosa, just as EufrSsio Alves Feitosa

and JosS do Vale Pedrosa were the legitimate sons, respectively, of Joao

Bezerra do Vale, and Jose Alves Feitosa, In addition, other inhabitants

of the Inhamuns also were acknowledged members of families whose names

they did not bear, a situation resulting from the tendency of the

dominant families to absorb the descendents of male outsiders who

married into them. Thus, regardless of their legal names, the descen-

dents of Leandro Cust5dio de Oliveira Castro, an outsider who married a

Feitosa, were popularly known as Feitosas rather than Oliveira Castros,

Fourth, variations in spelling, including usage of distinctive markings,

of Portuguese words will be noted. No alternations of words appearing

in quotations have been made from the original, while, outside of

quotations, current usage in regard to persons' names usually has been

adopted. Finally, a glossary of Portuguese words used frequently in

the text is appended.



The debts of gratitude which I incurred to people and institutions

during the course of ray research are numerous. The initial plan for the

project was worked out in collaboration with Dr. Jos§ Arthur Rios, a

Visiting Professor of Sociology at the University of Florida in 196^, He

suggested Cear^ as the area for the study, and, after my arrival in

Brazil, aided ny efforts in many ways, I am deeply indebted to my super-

visory committee, particularly to its chairman. Professor David Bushnell,

whose wise and friendly counsel made the task much more pleasant, as well

as profitable, I am grateful to Professor Alfred Hower, who, in addition

to teaching me Portuguese, first urged me to choose Brazil as my field of

research, and to Professor L, N, MoAlister, who has worked on my behalf

in numerous ways, I also wish to acknowledge my debts to the two organ-

izations which jointly sponsored my research in Brazil: first. The

Henry L, and Grace Doherty Charitable Foundation, Inc., and, second, the

Mutual Education and Cultural Exchange program of the Department of

State of the United States Government,

After vjy arrival in Brazil, personnel at the following institutions

lent me valuable assistance: the Biblioteca Nacional, Institute His-

torico, Arquivo Nacional, and the library of the Institute Brasileiro

de Geografia e Estat£stica (all located in Rio de Janeiro) ; the

Biblioteca Publica, Arquivo PtTolico, Institute do Cear5, the archives

of the Assemblea Estadual, Institute de Antropologia of the Universidade

Federal do Cearfi (all in Fortaleza); the two cartorios and the prefeitura

in Taui and the first cartSrio in Saboeiro. In addition, special mention

should be made of the following persons: General Carlos Studart Filho,

Professors Francisco de Alencar and Kozart Soriano Aderaldo, and

Antonio Teixeira Cavalcante, all of Fortaleza, Dr, Derval Peixoto, of
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Crato, and Manoel Gomes de Freitas, a former state deputy from the

Inhamuns who now resides in Rio de Janeiro, I am very much indebted

to two sons of the Inhamuns, who currently reside in Fortaleza, for

sharing with me their knowledge of the area and enabling me to use their

personal historical collections: State Deputy Antonio Gomes de Freitas

and Judge Carlos Feitosa,

Above all, I remember nostalgically the many residents of the

Inhamuns who made ray stay in the area in November, 1965, and from l>Iarch

to August, 1966, the most pleasant and rewarding part of the 15 months

which I spent in Brazil. Especially, I acknowledge my gratitude for the

gracious hospitality and warm friendship of: Colonel Antonio Vieira

Gomes of TauS; Dr. Louren^o Alves Feitosa and Dona EufrSsia of the

Fazenda Cana, Cococy; Colonel Armando Arrais Feitosa of Aiuaba; and

Oziel Freire Cidrao and his numerous and charming family of the Fazenda

Alagoas in the Marruiis area of Tati£,

Finally, I wish to thank Dr. Charles Nissly, for his direction of

the preparation of the maps, and Mrs, Mary Alice Cullen, for the dis-

criminating care with which she typed the manuscript.
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I. THE SOCrETT TAKES SHAPE, 1707-1832

Effective Portuguese colonization of CearS, located on the upper

side of Brazil's Northeast, began in the last quarter of the 17th cen-

tury. Efforts to establish footholds in the area dated froa before the

arrival of the Dutch to that region in the 1620' s, but these attenipts

were confined to the coast and were of a strategic or military nature.

In contrast, those who came in the last decades of the century were

seeking land on which to establish cattle fazendas . It was they, to-

gether with their vaqueiros and slaves, who conquered the interior of

CearS. The first of them settled along the Rio Jaguaribe from Aracaty

south to the confluence with the Salgado, in this latter location

founding Ico.-'- From this base, they began to ascend the river and its

tributaries, reaching the Inhamuns by 1707,

The Inhamuns, an area extending in its extreme points some 70 miles

from east to west by 95 from north to south, is located in the south-

western portion of Cear5 in the headwaters of the Jaguaribe. Separating

it from neighboring areas is a rim of serras , among them the Joaninha

and Guaribas on the north, the Flaraengo on the east, the Bastioes in the

south, and the high Serra Grande, forming the border with Piaul on the

west. The Inhamuns, with altitudes varying from 750 to l600 feet, is

the highest portion of CearS's central sertao. The nature of the topog-

raphy varies considerably within the Inhamuns, some portions being

1. Cruz Filho, Hi3t5ria do Cear£ (Sao Paulo. 1931), PP. '^6-76.
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characterized by rolling, open country, especially in the upper half,

while, particularly in the south, the landscape is rendered highly ir-

regular by numerous serras and serrotes . The Jaguaribe is born in the

upper portion with the confluence of the Trici and the Carrapateira

;

its other principal tributaries in the Inharauns are the Favelas, Puiu,

Juc5, and Urabuzeiro,

The Inharaons, like much of Northeast Brazil, is a hot, wind-swept,

semiarid land, crippled by a climate which limits rainfall to the v;inter

months from January to June and which occasionally denies even these

months of moisture. Rain rarely falls during the other half of the

year, known as the summer, as a consequence of which rivers become dry

and the luxuriant grasses and other plants die, except for those species

specially suited to the seasonal changes. These hardy, deep-rooted

plants and trees, some with perpetually green foliage, save the land-

scape from giving the appearance of complete desolation during the

summer. The density of the vegetation varies, some portions being made

virtually impenetrable by a low scrub forest, while others are compara-

tively open with only scattered trees and cactuses. Bathed by a sxin

which seldom fails to appear, the days are hot during whatever season,

though the nights often bring a refreshing coolness, which, particular-

ly during the months from June to November, may become decidedly chilly.

Actual temperatures vary from 60 to 95 degrees Fahrenheit.^

The rigorous natural characteristics of the Inhamuns did not pre-

vent the entrance of settlers into the area, most of whom, coming from

2. The description of the geography of the Inhamuns is based, in

part, on Thomaz Pompeu Sobrinho, EsboQO Fisio^rlifico do Cear^ (3rd. ed. ;

Fortaleza, 1962), pp. 48, 65-68, 109-110, and Joaquim Moreira de Sousa,

Estudo sobre Cear5 (Rio de Janeiro, 1955), pp. 57-58, and, in part, on
the writer's observations.



Pernanbuco and Bahia were already acquainted with similar terrain and

climate. Ascending the Jaguaribe, they discovered the Inhainuns and soon

spread the news of an area with lush vrlnter pastures. In this manner, a

movement began which, in time, turned the Inharauns into one of the chief

cattle producing sections of the Northeast.

The sesraarias , Portuguese land grants, afford a picture of how dis-

covery and settlement proceeded. 3 The sesmaria had been used since the

l^th century in Portugal, where it was a means of granting abandoned or

uncultivated lands to those who would utilize them. This served as a

precedent for a similar practice in Portugal's new-world colony, where

land was so abundant. The sesmarias were granted by the capitao-mor ,

the chief military and administrative officer of the Captaincy of CearS.

The size of the property was generally one league in width by three in

length, though much more than this was sometimes awarded in one sesmaria.^

Of greater consequence, no limit was placed on the number of sesmarias

that one person could be given. Basic to the description of the land

was frontage on a river or riacho or the existence of a spring, a fac-

tor of importance in a land where water was scarce.

The first sesmaria in the Inhamuns was given in 1707, the last in

1821, two years before this system of granting possession of land was

abandoned. The first one was granted by Capitao-mor Gabriel da Silva

do Lago on January 26 to Lourengo Alves Feitosa, his brother, Francisco,

Domingos Alves Esteves, Lourengo Gongalves de Moxira, Antonio Pinto

3. The sesmarias for CearS are found in: Estado do CearS, Datas
de Sesmarias , 14 vols. (Fortaleza, 1920-1928), hereinafter referred to
as Sesmarias . The following general description of the sesmaria is
based on Tristao de Alencar Araripe, Historia do CearS desde os Tempos
Primitives ate 1850 (2nd. ed. ; Fortaleza, 1958), pp. 96-101.

4. A league is 3.72 miles, while a lej^a de sesmaria is 4-. 10
miles.



Correia, and Siraao Rodrigues Ferreira, each one receiving three leagues

along the Rio Juca. As was commonly done, the request noted that the

lands were unused and, as such, were producing no revenues for the royal

treasury. 5 The next oldest sesmarias were granted on September 30 of

the same year: one awarding Cosme Ferreira, Venceslau Gomes da Silva,

and Joao Martins Fragoso nine leagues, three to each one, in the north-

ein area of the Inhamuns along the Carrapateira ; and the other giving

to the same Simao Rodrigues mentioned above, Raulino Gomes da Silva, and

Manoel Gomes Teixeira lands in the area of the Carrapateira and the

Trici. The latter request stated that the petitioners were residents

of the Jaguaribe, that they were prepared to defend themselves against

Indians, that they had risked their lives and forttmes to discover these

lands never before seen by white men, and that they had no lands on

which to pasture their cattle. Moreover, they had planted crosses in

the area, and, presenting an accomplished fact, added that they had es-

tablished two fazendas on the lands requested and had constructed a

fortified village for the defense of the settlers. All this at their

own expense and to the glory of His Majesty. In answer to such achieve-

ments and determination, the capitao-mor granted to each one of the

three the nine leagues he requested.

From 1707 to 17^ numerous sesmarias were granted within the

Inhamuns to the above and other supplicants. Prominent among the

largest landholders were Lourengo and Francisco Alves Feitosa, Fran-

cisco Ferreira Pedrosa, brother-in-law of the Feitosas, and Simao

Rodrigues Ferreira. These and others of the sesmeiros held additional

5. Sesmarias , IV, 31-32.
6. Ibid., V, 14-15. 34.
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lands outside the area; Louren^o Alves Foitoaa was awarded a total of

some 20 sesmarias scattered along the Jaguaribe and its tributaries from

the InhajEuns to near Ic6.7 Only a few sesmarias vere granted after 17-^,

and the greater portion of these were awarded to persons already resi-

dent in the Inhamuns. By mid-century the basic framework of an economic

and social structure was built, a structure in which the latiftlndio was

the principal characteristic and in which the Feitosas were the most

powerful element.

The sesmeiros, along with their vaqueiros and slaves, were not the

first humans to confront the Inhamuns. The history of CearS's Indians

of the 17th and 18th centuries is not easy to write, for they handed

down no written documents and left very few traces of their existence,

excepting those which can be found in the customs and physical features

of today's cearense.® V/ithin the Inhamuns, all that remains of their

history during these centuries are a few references made by their con-

querors. The groupings mentioned by the early settlers were the JucSs

and the Inhamuns, though there is little assurance that these were not

the same Indians, since nomenclature given by the pioneers was very in-

precise. 9 Similar to other Indians of the region, they were nomadic in

habit and limited their industry to simple agriculture and hunting and

fishing. The characteristics which most impressed the settlers of Cear5

were their warlike nature, their disdain for the white man's work, and

their disregard of his laws.

7, Antonio Bezeira, Algumas OriE;ens do Cearg (Fortaleza, 1918),

p. 131.

8, An historical account of Ceari's Indians is given in Carlos

Studart Filho, Os Aborigines do Cearg (Fortaleza, 1956).
9, Ibid ,, p, 97.
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Vi^^oT efforts to eliminate the Indian threat to settlement were

made between 1708 and 172?. After the last of these, an expedition

which ascended the Jaguaribe to its headwaters, no more major Indian

raids occurred against villages and fazendas.^^ References to major

Indian wars in the Inhamuns are few. The first capitao-mor of Ico,

Eento da Silva e Oliveira, stated in 17^1 that he was made a judicial

official of that vila largely because of services rendered in 20 years

of fighting the Inhamuns Indians,^ and the descendents of Francisco

Ferreira Pedrosa later claimed that that pioneer m^de various conquests

of Indians, among them the Jucls.^^

That the warlike propensities of the natives could be useful is

attested by the fact that the Portuguese frequently used them to fight

not only other Indians, but, on occasions to be related later, fellow

settlers as well. In at least one case, the services of Cear£'s war-

riors were requested by the authorities in Piaul, In an appeal in 1733

to the Capitao-mor of CearS, the Piaui officials stated that Indians

were destroying fazendas and killing cattle and settlers, by their ac-

tions impeding mining, commerce, and the coming of additional colonists.

He then named six aldeias in Ceara, including the one inhabited by the

Inhamuns Indians, and asked that 150 braves from them be sent to his aid.

10. Araripe, Historia do Ceara , p. 53.
11. Pedro Theberge, "Extractos dos Assentos do Antigo Senado do

Ico desde 1738 atS 1835," Revista do Institute do Cear£ . XXVI (1912),
22^)-. -The Revista is hereinafter referred to as RIC. The formal struc-
ture of colonial government is outlined in Ch. I, pp. Jk-HM-,

12. Petition of Jose Alves Feitosa, Sept, 15, 1807. This document
is from the Studart Collection, a massive accumulation of historical
materials brought together during the late 19th and early 20th centviries
by Guilherme Studart and now held by the Institute do Cear£ in Fortaleza,
References herein to unpublished items in this collection identify the
item and give the date and following designation: SC.



adding that while there were sufficient men in his comarca to fight, a

war coxild not be waged without "gentio. " The report made by the capitao-

mor to the Governor of Pernambuco in regard to the matter sheds light on

attitudes towaird Indians. It was with "muito grande gosto," he wrote,

that he ordered the local officials to gather the warriors and their

women and children and march them to the neighboring captaincy. Noting

that they were Indians who had escaped death in the late wars, he recom-

mended that they remain in Piaul. Being few in number, he added, their

continued presence in the captaincy could serve little purpose. 1>

Extermination and forced emigration were not the only answers the

Portuguese had for the Irviian problem in Cear5, Whether for religious

motives, for the hope of using their labor, or merely to keep them from

being a nuisance, or for a mixture of these reasons, attempts were made

to gather surviving natives into aldeias. Such settlements were under

the jurisdiction of a missionary, though it was custom to name a civil

administrator to assist him. Theoretically, the missionary was the

absolute authority in the aldeia, civil and military authorities and

secular clergy being barred from entry without his permission. Royal

orders required that each aldeia be given one square league of land, on

which a church was to be constructed and on which the Indians were to

build houses for themselves and for the missionary, as well as make

their plantings, ^^

A number of missions were established in the captaincy, including

several in the south. The Indians of the Inharauns were placed in a

13. Capitao-mor of Ce&rS. to Governor of Pernambuco, Feb. 1, 1733,
SC.

14. Pedro Theberge, Esbo(;;o Historico sobre a Prov^ncia do Cea.rS.
,

Pt. I (Fortaleza, 1869), pp. 10^-105.
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mission at Telha (later Igtiatu),-^^ located between the Inhamuns and Ico,

at Sao I'fetheus, at the entrance to the Inhamuns, and at Ameiros. The

last named, then known as the Mission at JucSs, was established where the

Rio Jucli meets the Jagnaribe in the heart of the lands granted to the

Feitosas, The traditional date given for its foundation is 172?, while

surviving records of the mission date from 1733.

The mission Indians, as the story is told by their conquerors,

proved to be ura-rilling pupils. The residents of the Telha area regis-

tered a complaint in 17^2 against the Indians there, who, they said,

used their fishing trips outside the mission as pretext for stealing

cattle and pillaging whatever else they found, this with the tolerance

of the missionary. ^"7 The Governor of Pemambuco, the following year,

ordered an investigation of charges that the Feitosas had persuaded the

Indians at Telha to desert their mission, presumably to live on the

lands of that family, leaving the mission virtually -uninhabited as a

result.1° In 17^9, because of continued raids on cattle, permission

was given civil and military authorities to enter the missions at Telha

and JucSs, among others, in order to arrest the erring Indians. ^9

By the late 1770 's the Feitosas tired of their Indian friends, who

continued to disregard the white man's laws in regard to property, and

began to exterminate them.^^ Within the Feitosa family, there is the

tradition that the persecution of the Indians, in at least one case, was

15. Studart Filho, Aborigines do CearS. , p. 152,

16. Francisco de Assis Couto, Grigens de Sao I'lateus (Crato, 1966),

pp. 11-12,

17. Theberge, "Extractos," pp. 225-226.

18. Theberge, Esbo(;;o Historico , pp, I65-I66,

19. Theberge, "Extractos," p. 227,
20. Thebergo, Esbo^o Historico , p. 19^.
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caused by their mistreatment of a Xegro vaqueiro who had pursued then as

a result of their raid on cattle. The Indians, according to the story,

captured the vaqueiro, broke his arms and legs and gouged his eyes.

Another stoiy handed down by the family relates that the Indians killed

cattle only when they were hungry. ' At any rate, the attitude of the

Feitosas led the authorities to direct that the Indians at Arneiros be

removed to an area near the coast, an order reported carried out in 1780

by Lieutenant Colonel Eufrasio Alves Feitosa, grandson of Francisco

Alves Feitosa, the colonizer. ^^

The Kontes and Feitosas

Scarcely had the first colonizers of the Inhanuns time to concen-

trate on their major business of breeding cattle when, in 1724, the

conflict which came to be known as the war between the Montes and

Feitosas brought fear, turmoil, and, not infrequently, death to the

headwaters of the Jag-uaribe, as well as to the entire southern portion

of the captaincy. It v;as a severe shock to a society in formation; more

profoundly, it was a rigorous test of royal authority in an outlying

area of Portugal's new world empire. On opposing sides in t'-^o struggle

were powerful family groupings, constituting centers of social, economic,

and military might, in the face of which the capitao-mor at the fort on

the coast was virtually helpless.

The first of the Kontes to arrive in Cear5 preceded the Feitosas by

several years, settling in the Ic5 area in 1682. By 1707, the year of

21. Leonardo Feitosa, "Para a Historia do CearS" (unpublished
manuscript, written in Arneiros in 1923-1924, now held by the Institute
do CearS), Chapters XV-XVI. Pages are unnumbered.

22. Bezerra, Algumas Cri^ens do Cear5
, p. 233.
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the appearance of the Feitosas, the Montes, their number still increas-

ing by new arrivals, were counted among the potentates (potentados ) of

the land, 23 Their future antagonists achieved an equally prominent

position in the years prior to the opening of the conflict, one well

fortified by landholdings and military commissions. Francisco Alves

Feitosa was appointed commanding officer in 1719 of the cavalry of

Quixelo and the Inhamuns, while Lourengo, his brother, held the post of

comissario.^^ Initial relations between the two families appear to have

been at least moderately peaceful, since Francisco Alves Feitosa chose

as his first wife the widowed sister of one of the Montes. ^5

The origins of ill will between the Montes and Feitosas are obscure.

The oldest known story of the war, first published in 186?, mentions a

matter of honor between Francisco and his first wife's family and gives

an accovmt of rivalries over land grants. 2° The second oldest story of

the struggle, published in 1869 and written by Pedro Theberge, a French-

born physician who lived in Ico, treats of the war in greater detail,

furnishing additional information on the land questions, but also only

mentioning the matter of honor. ^'J' Both of these histories lack refer-

ences to sources in their considerations of the origins of the war, and

other portions of their accounts of the conflict, when compared to con-

temporary documents, are found to contain information of doubtful

veracity.

23. Francisco de Assis Couto, Historia do Ico (Crato, 1962),

pp. 37-39.
24. Antonio Bezerra, "Algumas Origens do CearS," RIC, XV, Nos. 3

and 4 (I90I), 265. The militia, a civilian army to which most men be-
longed, was the chief military force in CearS during the colonial era.

See Ch. I, pp. 3^-38.
25. Leonardo Feitosa, Tratado Genealogico da Famllia Feitosa

(Fortaleza, 1952), p. 7.

26. Araripe, Historia do Cear£
, pp. 159-l60.

27. EsboQO Historico , pp. 127-130.
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Succeeding studies of the causes of the conflict either repeat the

two earlier histories or are based on the sesmarias. The latter ap-

proach buttresses the contention that land rivalries occupied a promi-

nent position among the causes. The fact that the Feitosas and the

Montes were given large numbers of sesmarias in the sane or neighboring

areas strengthens the supposition that they were engaged in a race—per-

haps friendly but, in any case, potentially explosive—to acquire as

much land as possible. Specifically, the Feitosas were granted lands

which the Kontes earlier had been given, this on the contention of the

former that the lands had not been used, a practice authorized by pro-

visions governing the awarding of sesmarias. The sesmarias in question,

located along the Riacho Trugu in the vicinity of Telha and along the

Rio Carius, were given to the Montes between 1706 and 1709, and to the

Feitosas from 1720 to 1723.^^

The one known contemporary document that deals specifically with

the causes of the conflict suggests that ill feeling may have existed

between the chief contenders even before they made their appearances in

Ceara. Desenbargador Antonio Marques Cardozo, a judicial official who

investigated the conflict, noted in a report presented in 1738 that

rivalries existed between the two families when both were residents

along the Rio Sao Francisco in the Captaincy of Pernambuco. 9

1%'hatever the causes nay have been, their results engulfed the

south of CearS in a struggle of no small import during 1724 and 1725

28. Eezerra, "Algumas Origens do Cear5," pp. 265-266, and Couto,
Historic do Ico , pp. 37-^0. Among the newer accounts of the war, in
addition to those of Eezerra and Couto in the aforementioned items, is
L. A. Costa Pinto, Lutas do Famllias no Erasil (Sao Paulo, 19^9),
pp. 150-172.

29. Of£cio of Antonio Marques Cardozo, Apr. 20, 173S, in
"Docunent£rio," RIC, LXXVIII (1964), I67.
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and continued to threaten the peace of the region for marr^ years there-

after. The first official notice of trouble in the valley of the

Jaguaribe was an oficio (official letter) dated May 21, 172^, from a

local magistrate of that area to the caroara at Aquiraz.^O Juiz OrdinSrio

Clenente de Azevedo related that on the previous day a "grossa tropa de

gente," led by Lourengo and Francisco Alves Feitosa, had arrived in

Cariri Novo, there conbining icith Colonel Joao da Fonseca Ferreira, a

pioneer sesmeiro in the Rio Salgado area,^! and his Genipapes-^^ to launch

an attack on the local residents. Sacking homes and fazendas and killing

four persons on the first day of the raid, they kidnapped Negroes,

married women, and "viuvas honradas." The ;3udge further reported that

the attackers claimed they were carrying out orders of the ouvidor , a

royally appointed judicial official, and he lamented that they paid him

very little attention, even threatening to expel him and his officials

from the area. Azevedo ended his letter with an appeal for aid and in-

structions . 33 In reply Capitao-mor tianoel Frances, the highest ranking

official in the captaincy, ordered Sargento-mor Antonio Lopes Teixeira

to proceed to the area with 20 men to investigate the matter and to con-

sult with the ouvidor, who should be, the capitao-mor added, already

nearby with a contingent of men. 3^

30. Until 1738 all of Cear£ was within the jurisdiction of the

camara (also called senado ) or municipal council at Aquiraz, located near

the coast. See Ch, I, p. 38.

31. Couto, Historia do Ico , pp. 29-33.

32. The Genipapos were one group of Indians which took part in the

conflict between the Montes and Feitosas; others were the Inhamuns,

Jucas, Carius, Tapuyas, Icos, and Quizerarius.

33. From "InSditos Relatives ao Levante Occorrido na Ribeira do

Jaguaribe no Tempo de 1-b.noel Francez e do Ouvidor Mendes I'lachado que

Fazem Parte da Colleccao Studart," introd. by Guilherme Studart, RIG, X,

No. 1 (1896), 157-158
,"

hereinafter cited as "Ineditos."

3^. Oficio, June 5, 172^, ibid, p. 158.
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The ouvidor whose presence vas awaited in Cariri Novo was Jos6 Kendes

Kachado, Named the first head of the newly created Cor.arca of CearS-^^ in

April, 1723, he vzas a center of controversy almost fron the tine of his

arrival fron Portugal the following September. Charged with policing the

collection of taxes as well as exercising judicial functions, his vigor-

ous actions and apparent zeal to enforce the letter of the law stirred up

strong opposition in an area unaccustomed to both taxes and justice.-^"

The capitao-mor took notice of Kendes Kachado's activities in the sertao

in mid-August of 172-^, stating that he had received complaints concern-

ing the new magistrate's conduct. 37

The complaints were many, according to the ouvidor' s enemies. A

letter to the capitao-mor written early in 1725 in the name of the resi-

dents of the valley of the Jaguaribe gave an account of the ouvidor 's

activities during the preceding year. In all the captaincy, the letter

reported, the ouvidor conducted inquiries, demanding that the persons

investigated pay costs of 80$000 reis each, even in those cases in which

several persons were involved in the same case. Moreover, the complain-

ants charged, ho condemned single men who cohabited with single women to

fines of 4$000 reis each, and, even worse, those who "se peccavam com

duas" vrere fined double the amount. Besides these affronts, they con-

tinued, he initiated legal action against those who had killed cattle

not theirs even though the ovmer consented, ordered men in the Inhanuns

to be bound and undergo indignities even though their guilt had not been

legally established, and verbally injured various persons without cause.

35. A judicial district embracing all of CearS. A fuller dis-
cussion of the ouvidor 's duties is found in Ch. I, p. 39.

36. Introd. to "Ineditos," pp. Ik3-m6.
37. Oficios, Aug. 18, 172^. ibid . . pp. 159-l6o.
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The most serious charge against Jose Mendes Machado centered aroiind

the alliance he had made with the Feitosas. According to the letter,

the ouvidor encountered the Feitosa brothers, accompanied by their rela-

tives and sequazes (partisans), and Colonel Ferreira at Sao 1-Iatheus, They

had just returned from an attack on the Montes, a raid in which they used

Indians to sack fazendas and murder vaqueiros, the Montes themselves

being forced to flee for their lives. The ouvidor, in the face of such

acts, the petitioners indignantly reported, not only did not arrest the

leaders, but entered into an alliance with them, integrating his troops

vjlth theirs. The combined forces then launched new attacks on their

enemies, sacking and killing and stealing the arras which the people had

as defense against Indians, Nor again were women exempt. Their gold

and clothing were taken and they were insulted by words and actions, the

raiders "mettendo-lhes as maos pelas maneiras das saias" and firing on

them as they sought to flee.

The magistrate on his own initiative, the letter continued, gath-

ered a force of 80 Genipapos and 200 soldiers in an attempt to force his

will on the people of the captaincy. They, fearing they woTild be

totally destroyed, offered him gifts of gold, silver, and other valu-

ables, but, this not satisfying hjon, he continued his attacks, "nao Ihe

escapando coisa viva. . .
. "3^

The known official documents furnish only scant information on the

reaction of the Montes and their allies to the alleged depredations of

those grouped around the Feitosas, and they give little insight into

whatever defense the ouvidor and the Feitosa group may have given of

3^; i^equerimento do Povo," Feb. 3, 1725. ibid ., pp. 185-189.
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their actions. With few exceptions—those few to be noted in due course

—

the documents contain only infomation furnished by enemies of the

ouvidor and the Feitosas, a fact which led Leonardo Feitosa, the gene-

alogist as well as one of the chief apologists of his family, to contend

that accounts of the struggle based on these documents treat unfairly of

his ancestors. 39

Theberge's history may be used as an antidote to the version re-

vealed by the documents, though it would be helpful to know where he

found his information. He wrote that the 1-Iontes and their allies, tiring

of being mauled by their enemies, resolved to end the war with one great

blow, amassing their forces and marching toward the Inhamuns with a

"verdadeiro exSrcito," Passing by the aldeia at Sao Katheus, they added

the Inhamuns Indians to their forces, who, being long-time enemies of

the Juc5s Indians, partisans of the Feitosas, were more than willing to

participate in the planned massacre. All did not go as planned. The

Feitosas, warned of the army's approach, gathered their people and

awaited its arrival. At the place later christened Bom Successo, they

surprised the would-be surprisers with a rout that was complete. Flushed

with success, the Feitosas and their Indian allies marched to Sao Matheus

the following Sunday, where, surprising the Inhamuns Indians at mass,

they massacred all of them.

Theberge also \rrote that the Hontes assassinated a judicial of-

ficial who was sent south to investigate their conflict with the

Feitosas, and that they attacked the ouvidor 's forces after their re-

quest for his recall had gone unheeded. ^^

39. Feitosa, Tratado GenealS'i:ico , p. 9.

40. Esbo(yo Hist5rico , pp. 131-133.
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Meanwhile, Capitao-nor Frances, alarmed by events in the sertao

and having been unable to influence their course, unleashed a barrage

of orders in August and September of 1724. Lamenting that colonels and

other officials of the militia were involved in the war, he decreed on

August 18 that any such officials persisting in these activities would

be condemned to death and their wealth confiscated. In the same order,

he forbade that arms belonging to the militia should be used in the con-

flict.^1 Four days later in a joint oficio with the camara, he appealed

to the ouvidor to retire from the area in the interest of his personal

safety, advising him that in tumults such as those sweeping the sertao

one must use prudence in the performance of his duties.^2 Apparently

not sure of his sources of information and wanting to use caution in his

relations with the ouvidor, Frances requested on September 11 that local

magistrates and other officials of the camara inform him as to why the

people were dissatisfied with the ouvidor' s actions and why so many

deaths had occurred in the areas in which he had been present. ^3 Frances,

on the following day, ordered Colonel Joao de Barros Braga to go to the

valley of the Jaguaribe, where he was to locate the principal residents

and forbid them to take any actions against the ouvidor, who, he warned,

was sent by His Majesty to administer justice,^

Before his order to prevent reprisals against the ouvidor had time

to be executed, the capitao-mor took stronger action. On September 13,

he ordered the ouvidor to retire from the sertao by the best means pos-

sible, leaving his followers behind, since, Mendes Machado was warned,

W. ^ncditos," p. I6l.
42. Ibid ., pp. 161-162.

43. Ibid ., p. 160.

44. Ibid ., pp. 162-163.
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they were in his conpany more for the purpose of exercising their ven-

geance than for service to the king. He added that should the ouvidor

not heed the order he would use force to insure that it was carried out,^5

And two days later an order was addressed to Colonel Ferreira, Corais-

sario Lourenco Alves Feitosa, and Captain Antonio de Souza Gularte

directing them to abstain from committing a.nj actions, under penalty of

being declared disloyal to the king, which woxild impede the ouvidor 's

exit.^

The capitao-nor apparently was convinced by mid-September that the

ouvidor was largely responsible for the conflicts in the interior. On

the 13th, in an order directed to an official of the militia, he stated

that the residents of the sertao were in arms because the ouvidor had

alloi-:ed his office to become a shield for private vengeance. As a re-

sult of such imprudence, he continued, more than ^00 persons had been

killed,^7

During the next several weeks, relations between Mendes J!achado

and the other officials of the captaincy did not take a turn for the

better. On September 15, the camara at Aquiraz, which throughout the

struggle opposed the ouvidor and his allies, sent a report to the

Governor of Pemambuco in which its members stated that the ouvidor

had ordered the arrest of the Kontes and joined his forces with those of

their enemies. The combined forces, the report continued, invaded the

home of Francisco de Kontes and engaged in killing and looting,^ In

45. Ibid ., p. 163,
46. Ibid., TDp. 167-168,

47. Ibid ., pp. 163-I6if,

48. Ibid ., pp, I65-I67, The report was sent to the Governor of

Pemambuco, for until 1799 the Captaincy of Cear£ was, in effect, a

sub-captaincy of Pemambuco,
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the first week of October, an appeal in the name of the people of the

JagTiaribe was directed to Frances requesting that all of the official

acts of the ouvidor be repudiated- and that he be arrested. ^9

Though not as yet prepared to order the arrest of the royal magis-

trate, the capitao-mor did move to curtail his power by directing

Comissario Pedro da Rocha Franco on October 8 to deny him troops to

further his ends. He also stated in the oflcio that the camara had

elected a new ouvidor to replace Mendes Machado.50 The election of

Captain Valentim Calado Rego, the oldest juiz ordinSrio of the camara,

was highly irregular, although it was consented to by the capitao-mor . 51

In effect, the potentates of Aquiraz usurped the power of the crown in

their desire to rid themselves of the official it had appointed. Th^

same oflcio of October 8 indicated that the struggle in the interior

still continued, the capitao-mor stating that half of the population

was found in the camp of the ouvidor. Before the end of October, he

dispatched tvro more oflcios.^^ The first, dated the 22nd, informed

Mendes Machado that before his arrival the captaincy had been peaceful,

but because of his actions the sertao was now in war. And on the fol-

lowing day, he took the long-demanded action, directing Lieutenant

Colonel I^noel Pereira Pinto to conduct the ouvidor to the fort. He

ordered that the best security measures be employed and cautioned the

official to take no action which might offend His Majesty's appointee.

Three days later, Frances wrote the camara that should his previous

^9^; ^equerimento do Povo," Oct. 3, 172^, ibid ., pp. 171-172.

50. Ibid ., pp. 172-173.
51. Oficio, Oct. 27, 172^, ibid . , pp. 175-176.
52. Ibid ., pp. 173-175.
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action not be sufficient he did not possess sufficient troops to bring

about the ouvidor's retirement from the sertao by force."

The order for the detainment of Kendes Machado—it was not to be an

arrest, according to the capitao-mor—may have made a belated impression

on him. It was later reported that he retired to Piaul with his offi-

cials, though it appears that he did not do so until near the end of the

year. When Jos§ Mendes l-iachado did leave, his enemies were convinced,

he bade his allies goodbye with orders to continue the fight.

^

As indicated by official correspondence, the fight, indeed, did

continue. Three days before Christmas, the capitao-nor stated that it

appeared the people were detennined to perish in battle rather than

heed his orders, 55 this opinion following a proclamation of late Novem-

ber in which he had ordered the residents of the Jaguaribe to return to

their fazendas and comport themselves as good vassals. 5o on the 26th,

noting that peace still did not reign in the valley and that many kill-

ings continued to be reported, he repeated the order and further di-

rected that Indians participating in the conflict be returned to their

aldeias. 57 The next offcio, dated January 2?, 1725, directed that no

more than seven persons in one group would be allowed to travel in the

theatre of the conflict, excepting those conducting official business.

53. Letter referred to in: Valentim Calado Rego to Capitao-mor
Kanoel Frances, Sept. 28, 1724, ibid . . pp. 170-171. Apart from the
militia, military forces in CearS dviring the 18th centxiry generally
consisted of 50 to 60 regular troops, who manned the fort on the coast.
Araripe, Historia do Cear^ , p. 85.

5^. "Requerinento do Povo," Feb. 3, 1725, "In&iitos," pp. 185-
189.

55. Ibid ., pp. 177-178.
56. Ibid ., p. 177.
57. Ibid ., pp. 178-179.
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As if he had little hope that his newest move woiild be effective, he

added that "tao repetidas vezes" his orders had been disregarded. 58

Manoel Frances, nonetheless, continued his release of instructions

relative to the war, two of them during January and February, 1725,

directed at the Feitosas.59 The first of these, a proclamation dated

January 28 to be posted in the Inharauns, suspended Lourengo and Fran-

cisco from their posts in the militia, ordered the residents of the area

not to obey them, and gave Capitao-mor JosS de Araujo Chaves temporary

command of the Inhamuns. The new commander was not a stranger in the

dominion of the Feitosas. A foionder of one of colonial Cear£'s most

distinguished families, Chaves held land grants in the Inharauns, though

his residence and principal seat of power were in the region later to

become Vila Nova d'El Rey (later called Ipu)."^ The second of Frances'

orders, dated February 18 and addressed to the Feitosa brothers, threat-

ened to declare them public enemies if they did not terminate their

aggressions.

News from the Inharauns during late February, 1725, was not of a

nature to cheer the capitao-mor. He was informed on February 25 by

Padre Domingos Bias da Silveira, a sesmeiro in the Inhamuns, that the

Feitosas continued to destroy those who opposed them. According to the

padre's letter, they had gathered a band of Genipapos and Carius, which,

under the guidance of a son of Francisco Alves Feitosa, murdered several

residents of the Inharauns, among them Captain Luiz Coelho Vital, a

58. Ibid. , p. 179.

59. Ibid ., pp. 180-181.
60. See Ch. I, pp. 58-59.
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sesmeiro since 1717 near the confluence of the Trici and the Carrapa-

teira.ol As a result of recent events, the padre told Frances, the

greater part of the inhabitants of the area were remaining close to

their fazendas or had fled to the church in fear that the Feitosas and

their Indian allies would launch new attacks. ^^ That the InhaOTins con-

tinued in a state of turmoil appears to be indicated in oflcios released

March 10 directing various officers of the militia to aid efforts to

bring peace to the strife-torn area, ^3

While the Feitosas were drawing fire from the pen of the capitao-

mor as a result of their raids, their antagonists atten^jted to improve

their position relative to that royal official. In the appeal to him

dated February 3t 1725, in which they gave the review of the history of

the war referred to before, they apologized for some of their misdeeds.

They had taken Indians from the aldeias to use against the forces of the

ouvidor and his allies, even i<rithout the consent of the capitao-mor,

they confessed, but only because their forces alone could not hold back

the eneny and only as a last resort to defend their lives, honor, and

property. Excessive deaths and destruction had occurred, they admitted,

but only because of the tumult, the just grievances of the people, and

the exigencies of war. After having explained in this manner the rea-

sons for their disregard of the capitao-mor ' s instructions, they

brought their appeal to a close with a moving plea for a general pardon

in the name of His Majesty. ^^

S!l Sesmarias . X, 101-102.
62. Letter referred to in an of£cio of Feb. 28, 1725, in

"In^ditos," po. 183-184.
63. Ibid ., p. 192.
64. Ibid ., pp. 185-189.
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The only iinraediate reply to their petition was the capitao-mor '

s

of£cio of February 23 directing Antonio Mendes Lobato, son of a recently

deceased, leading potentate of the south of CearS, ^ and Ifenoel de Souza

Barbalho, along with their relatives and other allies of the Montes, to

end their aggressions and subject themselves to the law as good vassals

should. ^6 Possibly affecting Frances' actions was a letter he had re-

ceived some two weeks earlier from the Indians of the Jaguaribe com-

plaining that they had been called upon to fight the Genipapos, allies

of the Feitosas, having been shown false orders to that end said to have

been signed by the capitao-mor."'!'

A measure of peace began to return to the south of CearS before the

end of 1725, if the diminishing number of orders relative to the con-

flict was a reliable indication. Several events occurring during the

year may have contributed to a lessening of the struggle, the first be-

ing action taken by the Governor of Pernambuco, Dom Manoel de Rolim de

Moura. This official issued a proclamation on April 10, 1725, ordering

the residents of the Jaguaribe to return to their homes, to abstain

from violence, and to obey Frances, under penalty of being declared

rebels and having their fazendas confiscated by the crown. He then ex-

tended a piece of the olive branch in conceding a general pardon to the

participants in the war, excluding from it the principal leaders. °8

Also during the month of April, it was reported that one of the

chieftains in the war, Jose Mendes Machado—the ex-ouvidor—had arrived

in Eahia several weeks previously "muito satisfeito" with the glories

oji! Bezerra, "Algumas Origens do Cear5," p. 255. and Joao Brigido,
"Historia," Cearense (Fortaleza), Aug. 15, 1875.

66. "InSditos," pp. 182-183.
67. "Requerimento dos Indies," ibid . , pp. 189-190.
68. Ibid ., pp. 193-194.
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he had acquired in Cear5. The judicial officials there did not think

that he would atteinpt to return to Cear5, but in the event that he should

want to do so, they stated, he would be ordered not to leave Bahia with-

out royal permission.
°

Now armed with the proclamation of the governor, Kanoel Frances re-

solved to assume a more active role in the pacification of his jurisdic-

tion. On I'!ay 30 he reported to the camara his intention to journey to

the Inhanuns, taking in his company a force of 10 regular soldiers, 2U

cavalrymen, and 30 Indians, for the purpose of reinforcing the troops

already there and personally giving the orders of the governor to Fran-

cisco Alves Feitosa and other residents of the area. Tne plan to go to

the Inharauns, Frances told the camara, was occasioned by several factors.

First, it was evident, according to reports from that area, that the

Feitosas would disregard a recent order directing them to deliver their

Indian allies to officials designated by the capitao-mor. Second,

Frances said, the Feitosas had not repented of their misdeeds. Fran-

cisco had written him, he continued, that an unfriendly attitude ought

not to be taken toward his activities, that, if ho was guilty of wrong-

doing, it was only a result of his seal to defend the ouvidor, and that,

in whatever case, his faults were not as ugly as his enemies claimed.

Such obstinacy, the capitao-mor told the camara, indicated insufficient

fear of the king and that in all likelihood the Feitosas would continue

their hostilities, which, indeed, he added, they had as yet shown no

desire to bring to a conclusion. Recent complaints from the Inhamuns,

he said, indicated that the Feitosas and their Indian allies were con-

d9^ Oficio of Vasco Frz. Cezar de Kenezes, Apr, 6, 1725, ibid .

,

p. 193.
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tinuing to employ violence against those who refused to cooperate with

them.'^ Hence, the determination of Frances to confront the potentates

of the Inhamuns face to face.

Keanv'hile, on July 30 the governor extended the pardon to the

leaders of the uprising and, at the same time, further strengthened the

hand of the capitao-mor by declaring that no person of whatever "quali-

dade ou condigao que seja" would henceforth be permitted to possess

troops, even though they be as few as six, without official permission. '•'

In another order, later reported by the capitao-mor to have been given

at the same time, the governor directed Frances to arrest or exterminate

any Indians who failed to obey him.'^^

The capitao-mor reported on December 10, 1725, that his moves had

been only partially successful. All obeyed the orders to abstain from

violence and relinquish their Indian followers and other troops, he in-

formed the camara, except Colonel Ferreira and the Feitosas. Ferreira

had fled to Pianco, in nearby Paralba, vrith his Tapuyas, Frances said,

and the Feitosas also had retired with their followers. But both the

colonel and the Feitosas, he affirmed, had made their moves only so as

to be able to return at a later date to continue the destruction to

which they had become accustomed. Frances mentioned in his report that

he had gone to the Inhamuns in an attempt to punish the criminals, but

he failed to give information as to what had happened on the expedi-

tion. 73 If, as appears likely, the Feitosa chieftains retreated from

the area before his arrival, the journey may have been rather unevent-

ful.

70. Ibid ., pp. 19'+-195. 197-198.
71. Ibid., pp. 195-196.
72. Referred to in an oficio of Dec. 10, 1725, ibid . , pp. 197-198.

73. Ibid.
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Although it appears that the war diminished during its second year,

at least in part as a result of the intervention of the governor and the

succeeding moves of the capitao-nor, its aftermath threatened to plunge

the sertao into a bloody encore for many years. On March 8, 1726,

Manoel Frances ordered a proclamation posted in all public places of

his jurisdiction which indicated that stringent orders and pardons had

not been sufficient to repress rancors and passions. Giving a brief re-

view of the struggle between "\ins chamados Feitosas contra os Kontes,"

Frances argued that his efforts to suppress the hostilities had been

made difficult by the imprudence of the ouvidor, the use of Indians by

both sides, and the 130 leagues separating his fortress from the home

of the Feitosas. Then proceeding to the reason for the proclamation,

he stated that the opposing sides were threatening to reopen the war,

and, having met with his officials, he had resolved to issue a. number

of orders. First, he directed that the Genipapos, Icos, and Quixerarius

be removed to Piaul. Second, he ordered Colonel Ferreira, Francisco

Alves Feitosa and his son by the same name, and Lourenco, the chiefs of

one side, and Antonio Kendes Lobato, I-Ianoel de Souza Earbalho,

Theodosio Nogueira, and Antonio Gongalves de Souza, from the opposing

side, to absent themselves from the captaincy. Third, he directed per-

sons in possession of horses or other animals belonging to either of

the two factions to restore them to their owners, already having stated

that those expelled could leave their fazendas in the care of legally

appointed administrators. Persons disobeyong these oi*ders were to have

their wealth confiscated, and they were to be declared rebels and con-

demned to suffer the ultimate penalty. 7^

7'+. Antonio Bezerra, "Algumas Origens do Cear5, Parte Documental,"
Hic, r/i (19C2). ^^. 154-155.
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By 1727 news of the conflict had reached officials in Portugal, for

in that year the ci*o"wn ordered the Rela<^ao of Bahia, the colony's high-

est judicial body, to conduct an investigation of the recent uprising in

Cearl.75

On April 2, 1731, seven years after the outbreak of the war, Ouvidor

Pedro Cardozo de Morv£es of Ceara informed his superiors that he had en-

countered evidence that a new uprising was in the offing, even though,

he added, he had been told that the principal leaders of the previous

hostilities were dead. The ouvidor stated that the only definitive an-

swer to the threatened reopening of the conflict was the destruction of

the potentates of the captaincy, in which case the area would be left

deserted and lost to the crown. Before taking such a harsh move, he

recoinnended, it would be wiser to give some lesser demonstration of

royal power in the hope that it might make more stringent moves unneces-

sary. To this oficio, an advisor of the crown attached a note stating

that Korv5es had been sent orders instructing him not to spare punish-

ment to any person disobeying the king, though recommending a measure

of pmdence in the dispensation of justice. '°

The representative of the Relagao of Bahia who ultimately con-

ducted the investigation of the war and who sought a definitive solu-

tion to the problems left by it was Desembargador Antonio I'iarques

Cardozo. His report of April 20, 1738, from CearS, pointed to some of

the difficulties involved in a resolution of the conflict. The

desembargador, noting that many members of the Monte and Feitosa

75. Referred to in Secretary of State to Conselho Ultramarine,

July 5, 1730, "Ineditos," pp. 199-200.

76. Ibid ., pp. 200-201.
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famlies and their allies continued to hold posts in the militia, recom-

mended that he be ordered to relieve them of such positions. This action.

he said, would strip them of some of their pOT>'er and leave them less

equipped to plunge the area into another war, for, he added, they were

certain to resume their wayward conduct after his departure. Cardozo in-

formed his superiors that he had also ordered the arrest of the leaders

of the uprising, but, he emphasized, the execution of the order would en-

tail great difficulties in regard to the Feitosas. They were in their

homes, located many leagues from the fort, and it would be impossible to

send a contingent of troops to arrest then, he said, without their being

informed of its approach, since almost all of the residents of the area

were connected with that family. To skirt this problem, he ordered the

colonel of the militia in the Inhamuns to perform the task, and the

colonel in his reply agreed that, indeed, the problem was a difficult

one. Having his home in the area, he did not think that it would be

^TLse to execute the order himself, but, having been ordered to do so,

he would attempt to comply "achando occasiao opportuna." Should the

Feitosas be arrested, the desembargador concluded, they would be sent

to Pernambuco, since the jail at the fort could not be made secure with-

out considerable effort. 77

Desembargador Cardozo presented the results of his investigation

to the officials in Lisbon on March 26, 17^5. The desembargador noted

that, as a result of an eye ailment from which he suffered, the in-

vestigation had been much delayed. By the time he recovered from his

illness, he stated in apology, Jos5 Kendes Machado had died; and, con-

sequently, no information from him was included in the report. De-

Tf. ^ocumentSrio," RIC (196^), p. l67.
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parting with the controversial magistrate, presumably, was his side of

the story. In the covering letter to the report, Cardozo stated that

1/4-7 persons had been killed dtiring the years of hostilities—a figiire

considerably smaller than that given earlier by the capitao-mor—deaths,

he said, for which the Montes and Feitosas, along with their partisans,

were responsible,''^

It does not appear that the leaders of the warring sides suffered

greatly at the hands of the officials, if Francisco Alves Feitosa was

representative, VJhile he did lose six leagues of property in the Riacho

Trugu, sequestered from hiiti to piay the costs of the investigation,
'°

Capitao-mor Francisco da Costa in 17^7 granted him three leagues near

the Serra Timba^a in the Inhamuns,80 prom this action, it appears that

the Feitosa chieftain not only recuperated a portion of his losses but

returned to the good graces of the officials as well,

Theberge again supplements the official documents with some in-

teresting details, and indicates that recriminatory acts continued for

many years after the sounds of the major battles had died. According to

him, Lourenjo Alves Feitosa retired to Pernambuco d\iring the height of

official efforts to repress the conflict, while, somewhat later, Fran-

cisco moved over into Piauit, from which he continued to terrorize the

Montes and their allies, being yet responsible for the deaths of nine

of that faction, Theberge also vnrote that the records of the camara at

Ico indicated that several killings related to the struggle occurred

aftflr that body was inaugurated in 173S, Cne of then: was the rnirder of

78. "InSditos," pp, 207-208, Only the covering letter is in-
cluded in the Studart documents,

79. Bezerra, "Algumas Origens do Ccar5," p, 269,

80. Sesmarias. VIII, 193-19^.
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Captain Manoel de Kontes Pereira in the Rio Salgado area, a crime in

which Lourengo and Francisco Alves Feitosa, a slave of the former naned

AndrS, and Captain Alvaro de Lina Oliveira were implicated. This act

was followed by the assassination of Captain Oliveira by Colonel Fran-

Cisco de Monte.

The story of the war between the Montes and Feitosas serves as a

valuable commentary on the society of the Inhamuns as well as of the

entire captaincy during the first half century following the arrival

of Portuguese settlers to the area. The principal element of social

control during this period was private povrer as contrasted to govern-

mental power. The crown, attempting to people the sertao and erase the

Indian menace at a minim\r7i of expense and official effort, relied on

the promise of generous land grants to attract fazendeiros sufficiently

poTcerful to accomplish the task. The might of these potentates was

officially blessed by conferring commissions in the militia on them,

and, in some cases, the patent as local capitao-mor.

The crown-fazendeiro relationship lacked the necessary element

of reciprocity. V/hile the crown needed the potentates and demanded

much of them, they, in turn, had little cause to respect or place

reliance on the crown. They presided over miniature kingdoms, their

vaqueiros, artisans, and agriculturists filling the ranks of their

private armies. If these non-landed elements were also members of

the militia, as many of them were, this was only an incidental fac-

tor, for to them the chief lines of authority emanated from the

fazendeiro not because he was an officer in the militia but because he

cil. F.f^.boQO Histi^rie o, pp. I36-I38,
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was their patrao . Highly important, the patrao relationship involved

elements of respect for one's social superiors, economic ties, affection

or fear or both, and, not infrequently, kinship links. These small king-

doms of one given area, when interlocked by blood relations of the

CT-mers—as was the case in the Inhamuns—constituted clans in possession

of concentrations of power of no small import. Adding to their strength

was the power they were able to exert over Indian tribes, this in part

given to them by the crown and in part ass-umed by them as a means of

social control in the vacuum left by the weaknesses of civil and eccle-

siastical power. In contrast to the power of the potentates, the

authority of the crown was weak. Represented by the capitao-mor, whose

base was the fortress on the coast manned by a small detachment of

regular troops, and the ouvidor, royal authority could do little but

plead or threaten. The militia as an element of royal power was of

questionable reliability, as events proved.

The system broke doxm in CearS when a conflict originated which

involved or cam.e to involve a complex of family rivalries, alleged in-

sults, unpopular actions by a governm.ent official, and old enmities

among the Indians, A stronger more efficient government, in all likeli-

hood, could have prevented the outbreak of violence, finding a solution

through a combination of the use of official force and the machinery of

justice, two elements which did not exist to significant degrees in

early to mid-18th century Cear5. In their absence, a resolution of the

problems was sought utilizing the channels which were available. The

ouvidor, alone possessing insufficient strength, attempted to take ad-

vantage of the power of one of the family groupings in an attempt to

assert his authority. The two original family groupings resorted to
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war, seeking to fulfill their ends by the extermination of the persons

and power of the opposing camp. Additional fazendeiros and family

groupings were drawn into the war, adhering to one side or the other,

for reasons, it would seem, of sympathy, blood ties, protection, and,

quite likely, private ends of their own.

The war and its aftermath of continued violence were brought to a

conclusion, it appears, by a greater number of factors than the threats

and limited actions of the officials. A possible contributing factor

was the seca (drought) which assaulted Ceara during the mid-1720' s. 82

This natural calamity may have hastened the lessening of the war by

destroying the resources with which it could be waged, as well as by

adding to the decision of some of the leading participants to flee from

the captaincy. It also seems likely that the opposing sides satisfied

their thirst for revenge and in time arrived at what they considered

to be an accommodation which no longer demanded further reprisals. Con-

tributing to such an accommodation may have been the attrition exacted

by the passing of the years, as old warriors disappeared from the scene

and once-intense passions lost some of their urgency.

Tradition records that the Kontes were so impoverished and deci-

mated by the conflict that they never recovered; and, indeed, by the

virtual disappearance of the family's name from the history of CearS.

it appears that such may well have been the case. As for Francisco

Alves Feitosa and his numerous and hardy descendents, the last had not

been heard from them, as so many of these follovong pages attest.

82. Ibid., p. 1^1.
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The Formal Struct-are of Local Government

During the century or so between the War of the Montes and Feitosas

and the end of the colonial period, Ceara assumed ma^jr of the character-

istics of the more advanced tmits in Portugal's colonial empire. The

culminating event was Ceara 's elevation to a captaincy of the first order

in 1799, at which time it acquired a governor (replacing the capitao-mor)

,

its subjugation to Pernambuco coming to an end. The Inhamuns kept pace,

as evinced by its promotion to a vila three years later in 1802. ^ The

steps toward this latter event included, among other factors, develop-

ments in the three areas of the formal structure of local government:

the military, civil, and religious.

The first permanent Portuguese authority in the Inhamuns appears

to have been of a military nature. That, in an^y case, a military unit

was in existence in the area by 1719 is indicated by the nomination of

Francisco Alves Feitosa, as mentioned before, as colonel of the cavalry

of QuJLJxelo and the Inhamuns in that year. The cavalry of the Inhamuns

was a unit in the ordenan^as , a militia composed of men aged 18 to ^0

Oh
years who had visible means of economic support. ^^ Organized by vilas,

or by special districts in the absence of a vila (as was the case in

the Inhamuns in the l8th century) , the ordenangas were under the local

command of a colonel or capitao-mor, °5 who, in turn, was subordinated

to the ranking royal officer—governor or capitao-mor, as the case

83. The Vila was the basic local unit in Portuguese government.
It included the population center which served as the seat and the
surrounding territory assigned to it,

84. In general, the description of the militia presented here is
based on Araripe, Historia do Ceara , pp, 83-86, Also see: Caio Prado
Junior, Formapao do Brasil Contenporaneo (7th ed. ; Sao Paulo, 1963),
pp. 310-311. Additional data are drawn from the sources noted.

85. The conrnanding officer often was referred to as both colonel
and capitao-mor.
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might be—of the captaincy. Second in command was either a lieutenant-

colonel or a sargento-mor. The nilitia of the vila or special district

was further organized into sub-areas, also called districts, each one

under the command of a captain who was responsible to the local capitao-

mor. As examples, in 1752 the Vila of Ico, then comprising all of the

south of CearS, was organized into nine special districts, each having

its own militia under the command of a capitao-mor.°° The Inhanuns was

one such district, Quixelo forming a separate one by that year. To pro-

vide an example of the sub-areas, in I8l3 the Inhamuns, by then a vila,

was divided into the eight districts of Cococy, Flores, Arneiros,

Umbuzeiro, Puiu, Carrapateira , Maria Pereira, and the Riacho das Favelas,

each commanded by a captain."'

The colonel was named by the governor, the nomination being sub-

ject to royal approval. To fill his staff, doi-m to and including

captains, the colonel, in consultation •vn.th the camara of the vila, pro-

posed three names for each vacancy to the governor, who made the final

choice. °° The captains, in theory, named their inferior officers, sub-

ject to the approval of the colonel, but, in practice, the governor

could direct the entire process by his control of royal patents.

Governor Kanoel Ignacio de Sampaio in 1812 complained to the capitaes-

nores that many captains were neglecting to secure royal patents for

their nominations ;
°° and later in the jea.T when he wrote the commanding

8o^ Theberge, Esbo^o Historico , p. 173.

87. Entry of Sept. l6, 1813, Register of oficios of the Governor
of Ceara to the capitlies-mores. Vol. 31. Arquivo Publico, Fortaleza.
This register and others of the kind are cited hereinafter as: ROGC.

Follovring this designation is the volume number used by the archive.
88. Entry of Oct. 7, 1812, ROGC, Vol. 433.
89. Entry of Apr. 30. 1812, ibid.
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officers of the Inhanruns requesting nominations for the posts of alferes

and other inferior officers, he stated that he would order patents

issued only in the event that he approved of the names submitted,"'^

Uniforms and hair styles for the officers and soldiers of the or-

denangas were minutely specified. The former, down to and including

alferes, were to dress in white coats and trousers made of high-qu?.lity

cloth, with yellow buttons, and in a hat adorned with silver lace and

silk bands. The uniforms of the lesser officers and soldiers were of

the same general appearance, though of less elegant cloth and v:ith hat

bands of wool, while both groups were required to wear spurs on both

feet. The only hair style permitted was the pigtail, one for the

officers and two for the soldiers. °-'- Inspections were conducted by the

governor (or capitao-mor ) , as in 1775 when Antonio JosS Victoriano

Borges de Fonseca directed Colonel Manoel Ferreira Ferro, son of Fran-

cisco Alves Feitosa, to assemble his regiment for that purpose on Sunday,

October 22 at 7:00 A.M. at Cococy,^^

The principal function of the militia, once conquest of the sertao

was accomplished, was to serve as the police force. The capitao-mor

was, in effect, a liberally endowed chief of police, the captains of the

district acting as his chief lieutenants. Among his duties were keep-

ing the governor informed of happenings in the area, arresting criminals

as well as expelling all those v:hom he considered undesirable, prohib-

iting public gatherings when he deemed such action necessary, and

90. Entry of Oct. 7, I8l2, ibid .

91. Entiy of Aug. 3, 1768, RCGC, Vol. 537.

92. Entry of July 22, 1775, ROGC, Vol. 53^.
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taking any measures the situation demanded to prevent strife and to settle

quarrels. 93 The of£cios of the governors of CearS to the capitaes-mores

of the Inhamuns provide proof that the latter, in concert with the gover-

nor, did possess broad discretionary powers. While on occasion the

governor would order him to free a criminal who had been arrested or

specify the term of imprisonment, on other occasions he would direct

that the criminal in question be held until the capitao-mor considered

him sufficiently punished. Although the capitao-mor was to keep the

governor minutely informed on all happenings and consult with him on all

important moves, in practice he, of necessity, operated with a great deal

of independence because of the slowness of communications and the dis-

tance from the coast.

The post of capitao-mor, filled for three-year terms until 1749 and

afterwards for life, 94 was much sought. The crown usually awarded it to

the most powerful figure of the area, and not without reason. Though a

juiz de fora covild be placed in any Vila where the crovm considered this

official necessary, 95 it was the capitao-mor who was expected to care

for the crown's interests in the vast majority of the vilas. Naming the

already established chief of the area to the office made the task easier,

at least in theory. It was an attempt of the crown to utilize the

power of the existing leaders to its own end, which, in fact, was about

93. Diogo de Vasconcelos, "Linhas Geraes da Administragao
Colonial," Revista do Institute Kistorico e Geo£:r£fico Brasileiro

,

Special Volume, Pt. Ill (Primeiro Congress© de Historia Nacional,
1914). 296.

94. Araripe, Historia do Cear£
, p. 85.

95. On the juiz de fora, see Ch. I, pp. 40-41.
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the only accoranodation the crc.-m coiild make to private power in the ab-

sence of a large regular army or any other agency of effective social

control. °°

Civil authority on the local level was exercised by the car^ra and

judicial officials. 97 The Inharmms, as was all of CearS, was originally

included in the Vila of Aquiraz, founded in 1700. With the inauguration

of the Vila of Ico in 1738. "the Inhaimms passed into its jurisdiction,

where it remained tmtil 1802.

The canara was composed of two or three vereadores and two juizes

ordinaries, all of whom were elected by the homens bons , the vereadores

for three-year terms, the juizes ordin£rios for terms of one year. No

satisfactory all-inclusive definition of an homen bom exists, though it

is clear that he was a person who was regarded as belonging to the upper

strata of the community in which he lived. The system of election was

indirect, the voters choosing six electors who then made the selection

of the officials.

The camara, presided over by one of the juizes ordinSrios, included

among its functions: levying ta^es on some items and professions, others

being reserved to the crown; responsibility for the construction and up-

keep of roads and bridges; legislating for the vila by adopting local

laws, called posturas ; judging some infractions of laws of limited con-

sequence; providing for the routine administering and policing of the

Vila; naming some of the minor officials. Among the minor officials were

9^. Victor JRunes Leal, Coronelismo, Enxada e Vote , (Rio de Janeiro,

19'^8), pp. 153-15'+. The most famous of the capitaes-mores of the

Inhamuns, Jose Alves Feitosa, rates a section of his awn later in this

chapter. See pp. ^-55.
97. The following description of civil government is based chiefly

on the follovring: Araripe, Historia do Cear^
, pp. 81-93; ^-i^^ Fleiuss,

Historia Administrativa do Erasil (2nd ed. ; Sao Paulo, 1925), PP. 32-38;

Leal, Coronelismo, pp. 38-^+5. 7^-76, 137-1^^0.
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a procurador , ••.'hoso function was to insure that the posturas were obeyed,

a treasurer, a clerk, a jailer, and the quadrilheiros , v:ho served as

local guards.

The judicial structure reached from minor local magistrates to the

crown, by route of the juizes ordinSrios, ouvidores, the relagoes, and

the Conselho Ultramarine. CearS was included within the jurisdiction of

the Relagao of Bahia, the highest court of appeals in the colony until

the crorm itself moved to Brazil in the early 19th century. With the

creation of the Relagao of Recife in 1821, Ceara passed into its juris-

diction. Below the relacao was the ouvidor, whose jurisdiction was a

comarca, this unit subdivided into terraos , each termo usually consisting

of a Vila. Only one comarca existed in the captaincy \mtil I8l6, when

the Comarca of Crato was created, including the Inhamuns t-d-thin the

territory.

The functions of the ouvidor were many. Having original jurisdic-

tion over crimes involving homicide or large sums of money, he also was

required to -"/isit each termo annually to inspect the work of the judges

inferior to him and to correct any errors he located, including order-

ing the inferior judges to proceed against any criminals they may have

neglected. In addition, he was to: inspect jails; police the election

of the cameras; insure that roads, bridges, and other public works were

kept in good repair; examine posturas, annulling any which were illegal

and asking the king to annul those considered prejudicial to the crown's

interest, even though they might be legal; insure that unlicensed physi-

cians did not practice medicine; and police the collection and handling

of royal revenues.
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The chief resident magistrates in a vila were the juizes ordinSrios,

endo^rred with both criminal and civil Jurisdiction. They were officials

of the car.ara, rather than of the termo. In the case of grave crimes,

they ordered the arrests and held inquiries before passing the case on

to the ouvidor. The juizes ordinaries also policed the v:ork of the

almotaces , minor judicial posts rotated monthly among 2^ persons chosen

from the juizes ordinaries themselves, vereadcres, and persons named by

the camara. Almotaces had both magisterial and police duties, including

original jurisdiction in crimes involving minor sums and the policing of

posturas in regard to weights and measures, public sanitation, and the

like. More populous vilas might also have a juiz de orfaos , whose func-

tion was to inventory the property of orphans and, in general, to look

after their interests.

In the outlying villages having population sufficient to need a

judicial official were the juizes de vintenas , their jurisdiction

limited to civil crimes of a pecuniary nature. In addition, evidence

exists that provisions were made to place magistrates with higher juris-

diction than these juizes de vintenas in populous areas far from the

seat of the vila. The Inharauns had a juiz ordinSrio presiding over a

judicial unit known as a jul^ado fro'^. 1795 until the inauguration of the

Vila in 1802.98 The seat of the julgado was the village of Tau5, located

near the confluence of the Trici and the Carrapateira.

A special judicial official was the juiz de fora, nominated by the

crown to sei^e in populous vilas or in any other area where the pro-

longed presence of a representative of the croi'Tn was considered necessary.

93. The proceedings of the juizes ordinSrios of the Julgado of

TauS are found in Cart5rio No. 1, Tau.a.
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Chosen only fron anong graduates of schools of law, he assumed the

duties of the juizes ordinSrios and, in addition, possessed sone func-

tions not exercised by those officials, A juiz de fora ras never sent

to the Inharauns, though a former governor of Ceara, Luiz Earba Alardo de

Kenezes, recommended to the crovm in 1814 that such a move be made, for

the purpose, ho wrote, of bringing peace and civilization to that termo.°9

In spite of its elaborate formal organization, local government was

poorly supported. That portion of taxes collected in the vila which was

destined for its support was small, the major portion going to the crown.

Belonging to the vila was revenue from: taxes levied on cattle killed

in the public slaughterhouse, where all cattle destined for sale were

required to be slaughtered; taxes on the sale of meat in the public mar-

ket; fines collected from infractions of the posturas; and taxes on the

sale of some processed or manufactured items, such as alcoholic bever-

ages. The royal taxes were chiefly on cattle, the definition of cattle

also including sheep, goats, and horses. The dlzimo or tenth was the

original and largest tax on cattle, but, as additional funds were needed,

lesser taxes were also levied on that item. Among them were the mili-

tary- subsidy and the literary subsidy, the latter established in 1772

and designed for public instruction. Collection of the minor taxes was

entrusted to the officials of the vila, while the dizimo was farmed out

by contract to one of the local potentates or, in sone cases, to one

from outside the area,-'-^^

99. "I'lemoria sobre a Capitania do Cear5," Revista do Institute
Kistorico, C-eonr^phico e Sthnoriraphico do Brasil , XXXIV. Pt, 1 (1671).
256.

100, Araripe, HistSria do CccrSi , pp. 78-81,
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That the tax collector was an unwelcome caller in that era was at-

tested by a complaint, dated April 7, 17^7, of the "vereadores, nobreza,

clero, homens bons, povo e filhos da folha" of the Vila of Ic5, Pointing

to the unfertile soil, the constant threat of droughts, and the general

poverty of the country, they stated that the newest tribute on cattle,

to be exacted at the rate of one head for each 100, was clearly exorbi-

tant. 101

The basic unit of ecclesiastical organization was the freguesia
,

presided over by a priest known as the vig^rio who resided at the igreja

matriz , the head church of the jurisdiction. Usually included in a rural

freguesia were smaller churches, called capelas , located on fazendas or

in small villages, A capela might also have a resident priest, if it

had sufficient resources, in which case it was known as a curato. The

boundaries of the freguesia did not always coincide with those of civil

and military government.

The Inhamuns was initially included in the Freguesia of Aquiraz,

but with the creation of the Freguesia of Ico in the 1720 'sl02 -tj^^g area

passed into the new jurisdiction, where it remained until 1755. The

first organized religious effort in the Inhamuns was the mission for

Indians at Arneiros, located near the meeting of the Rio Juc5 with the

Jaguaribe and founded at least by 1731. By 17^3 Eufr£sio Alves Feitosa,

a grandson of Francisco Alves Feitosa, had constructed a substantial

building for the mission, which was served by a resident priest. '-03

The second oldest outpost of the faithful in the Inhamuns was the capela

101. Theberge, "Extractos , " p. 226.
102. Couto, Hist5ria do Ic5 , p. 68.

103. Francisco Carlos de Moraes, "Apontamentos sobre as Freguezias
de Arneiros e de Saboeiro," RIC, XVI, Nos. 1 and 2 (1902), 72.
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on the Fazenda Cooocy, located on the upper Juc£, Its construction, coa-

pleted by 1743, was ordered in 1740 by Francisco Alves Feitosa, vho had

come to live on that fazenda following the. deaths of his brother, Lourenco,

and his nephew, Lourengo Penedo, the original owners of the Fazenda

Cococy.104 The capela at Cruz, later called Saboeiro and located on the

Jaguaribe in the southern portion of the Inhamins, was in existence by

1755.105

In 1755 the Inh^-xins, together \ilth. the valleys of the CuriiS and

Bastioes, was disneiabered from the Freguesia of Ico to form the new

Freguesia of Nossa Senhora do Carnio dos Inharauns, vxith the matriz at Sao

Matheus,-'-^" In the following decade a capela, named Nossa Senhora do

Ros5rio, was constructed by Sargento-mor JosS Rodrigues de Katos on the

Fazenda Tau5, situated near the confluence of the Trici and Carrapa-

teira.lO? The capela at Flores, on the upper Trici, was founded during

the same decade. Ecclesiastical boundaries in the Inharauns were further

altered in 1784 with the creation of the Freguesia of Nossa Senhora da

Paz, the former curato at Arneiros serving as the matriz. The dividing

line with Sao Matheus, frorn: which it was dismembered, was set between

the Fazendas Cangalhas and Pogo Verde on the Jaguaribe, the territory

of the upper portion of the river being awarded to the new freguesia. -^^^

Completing the changes in ecclesiastical organization in the Inharauns

during the century and a quarter follovring 1707 was the dismemberment

104. Feitosa, "Para a Historia do CearS," Ch, HI.
105. Couto, Origans de Sao l-Iateus . pp. 27-28.
106. Ibid ., and Thoberge, Esboso Historico . p. 174.
107. Feitosa, "Para a Historia do CeariZ," Ch. XXIV.
108. Copy of the act of erection of the freguesia, furnished to

the v:riter by Carlos Feitosa from his private archive.
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of the upper Inhaniuns from Arneiros in 1832 to form the Freguesia of

Nossa Senhora do Rosario, the former curato at TauS serving as the

matriz.109

Ca-pitao-mor Jose Alves Feitosa

The most distinguished and durable of the capitaes-mores of the

Inhamuns was Jose Alves Feitosa, who assumed the post in 1791, holding

it until his death 32 years later in 1823. His long public career pro-

vides a central theme around which to trace many of the developments in

the Inharauns during the last decades of the colonial period.

A great-grandson of Francisco Alves Feitosa, the colonizer, and a

grandson of Sargento-mor Francisco Ferreira Pedrosa, one of the earliest

and largest sesmeiros of the Inhamuns, the capitao-mor was a son of

Captain Jose Alves Feitosa of the Fazenda Varzea da Onoa, as vrell as

nephew and son-in-law of Pedro Alves Feitosa of Papagaio, one-time

capitao-mor of the Vila of Crato. The elder Jose Alves, in addition

to serving as commander of one of the companies of the cavalry, was, at

various times, juiz ordin£rio of the Vila of Ico and, after the creation

of the Julgado of Taua, served there as juiz ordin^rio and juiz de

orfaos. The younger Jose Alves was well fortified ^^rith the solid

lineage and the landed wealth necessary to place him among the poten-

tates of the Inhamuns, VJhen he was married in 1781 in the capela at

Cococy, only 11 years after the death of Francisco Alves Feitosa, it

was to a granddaughter of that venerable colonizer. -^^

109, Thomaz Pompeu, Ensaio Sstatlstico da Provlncia do Cear£
,

Vol. II (Fortaleza, 1864), 140.

110. Petition of Jose Alves Feitosa, Sept. 15, 1807, SC; Feitosa,
Tratado Genealogico, passim .
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Prior to bein^ named capitao-mor, Jos6 Alves Feitosa served as a

lieutenant in the cavalry, and in 1790 was awarded the post of collec-

tor of the royal tenths for the Vila of Sobral.^^^ The letter naming

him capitao-mor of the Inhamuns praised his previous services to that

area and noted his substantial wealth and social position, adding that,

while the post paid no salary, he would enjoy the privileges and

IIP
respect accompanying it.-^'"

The first half of his regime appears to have been peaceful, the

second portion being the occasion for opposition from within the Inharauns

as well as from outside the area. After assuming the post, he served as

a juiz ordinSrio of Ic5 and of the Julgado of Tau5,^-^3 but the most note-

worthy event of his early years as capitao-mor was the elevation of the

Inharauns to the status of vila in 1802. Authority for the creation of

the Vila was a general order^^^ of 1766 directing that the vagrants,

vagabonds, and criminals who inhabited the sertao be grouped into vilas

of not less than 50 hearths for the purpose of instructing them in the

ways of civilization. Any persons unwilling to accept such regimenta-

tion were to be considered thieves and declared enemies of the state.

The inhabitants of Ameir6s were apparently the first in the Inhamuns

to attempt to secure a vila for the area. Their efforts met strong

opposition from Ic6, the camara of that vila arguing in 1767 that al-

thou.'^h AmeirSs was appropriately populated by thieving Indians and

111. Oflcio, Aug. 16, 1790, SC.

112. CarU patente, July 7, 1791, SC.

113. Petition of JosS Alves Feitosa, Sept. 15, 1807, SC.

114. Text found in Guilherme Studart, "600 Datas para a
Chr6nica do Cear5 na Segunda Metade do SSculo XVIH," RIC, V, Nos. 2

and 3 (1891). 156.



other vagabonds it lacked personnel capable of staffing a local govern-

ment. 115

When orders were given to erect a vila in the Inhamuns, the place

selected for its seat was not Arneiros, the head of the freguesia, but

Tau£, where there existed a capela, the julgado, and the home of the

capitao-mor. Governor Bernardo tianoel de Vasconcelos later explained

the reasons for the decision to erect the vila and for the selection of

Tau£ as its seat,H° A principal factor was the distance from Ico, the

people of the Inhamuns telling him that an inheritance v:as virtually

all consumed by the juizes ordinaries and juizes de orfaos, together

with their clerks and lesser officials, who were required to journey

to Ico to legally settle the estate, A second consideration was the

administration of justice. The governor noted that the Inhamuns lay

only a day's ride from sparsely settled regions outside of Cear£, to

which criminals could easily flee, returning another day to perpetrate

additional crimes. It was his hope that vrith the erection of a vila

the area would be better prepared to handle this troublesome problem,

Tau£ was selected as the seat of the vila, he said, by virtue of al-

ready possessing a part of the structure of government and because the

people of that village, aided by some of its wealthiest residents, had

offered to construct a house for the camara, a jail, and the pelourinho ,

the last named being the stocks in which criminals were placed.

The first official step toward the creation of the vila was taken

115. Theberge, "Sxtractos," p, 233,
116. "Bernardo I'knoel de Vasconcelos, Documentos para a

Historia do Govern© (Colleccao Studart)," RIG, XXVIII (191^), 363-36^.



by Governor Vasconcelos on Deceuiier 1^, 1801. He directed Ouvidor

Gregorio JosS de Silva Coutinho to create the vila, in the event that

he found conditions in the Inhamuxis suitable for such action. 117 Appar-

ently finding conditions satisfactory, Coutinho published an edital on

April 20, 1802, instructing the people of the Inhariuns to appear in Tau£

on the following May 3 in order to participate in the erection of the

Vila, the fine for non-attendance set at 6$000 reis. On I'lay 3, the

greater part of the inhabitants being present, according to the official

acco\mt, the church bells were rung to signal the coianencement of the

event. The edital was read, and the pelourinho, the symbol of a vila,

was raised, after which the bailiff first and then the people shouted

three times: "Real, Real, Real, Viva o Principe Regente, Kosso Senhor.

"

There was also an address by the ouvidor, who provided philosophical

justification for the occasion, God had ordained, he said, that men

should be congregated in groups, for only in this manner could they be

happy and prosperous. History demonstrated, he continued, that men

living independently of other men in conditions of anarchy were as

brutes; but once transplanted to organized society, they lost their

ferocity and acquired virtue.

The new vila was christened Sao Joao do Pr£ncipe, the r^me chosen

by the governor. Its boundaries were the same as those for the

Freguesias of Sao Katheus and ArneiroS, except that, in addition, an

area to the east of the Inhamuns, in the vicijiity of the village of

Maria Pereira, was included. '"'° Ninety-five years had passed since

11?. J. B. Perdigao de Oliveira, "0 Resume Chronologico, Ligeira

Apreciacao," RIC, II, No. 1 (1888), 45.

118, The preceding account of the creation of the vila is based

on the documents found in "Tau5, Anno de 1802," RIC, XXI, Nos, 1 and 2

(1907), 189-201,
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the arrival of the first sesmeiros.

Friends as well as enemies of Capitao-mor Jose Alves Feitosa v/ere

later to claim that he was responsible for the creation of the vila. His

friends in 1807 attested under oath that he secured the creation of the

Vila, this over the strong opposition of many of the inhabitants of the

area, and that he bore all of the expenses of its elevation. " One of

his major enemies, Joao Antonio Rodrigues de Carvalho, Ouvidor of CearS

from 1815 to I0I7, charged that the capitao-mor worked for the creation

of the Vila to serve his own private ends, and that Tau£ was selected

as its seat only because it was his home. Carvalho ventured the opinion

that jlrneiros would have made a better seat, in view of its more central

location, 1^0

Having been at least partially responsible for its creation, Jose

Alves Feitosa occupied a prominent position in the affairs of the vila,

as well as in the region. He was the administrator of the Vila's liter-

ary and military subsidies and was the overseer of the property of

deceased persons and those absent from the vila. He again served on

several occasions as the collector of the royal tenth, not only in

various areas of Cear£ but as far afield as the valley of the Sao Fran-

cisco. In addition, in 1805 he was appointed general commander of the

boundary bet^^reen Cear£ and Piaui.-^ -^

Following this period of apparently peaceful exercise of his many

duties, the capitao-mor, near the end of the first decade of the century.

119. Petition of JosS Alves Feitosa, Sept. 15, 1807, SC.

120. Antonio Jose da Silva Paulet, "Descripgao Geogr£fica
Abreviada da Capitania do CearS," RIG , XII, No, 1 (I898), 24. The
author of this document is believed to have been Ouvidor Joao Antonio
Rodrigues de Carvalho. See statement by Guilherme Studart, pp. 31-33,
in the above.

121. Petition of Jose Alves Feitosa, Sept. 15, 180? , SC.
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began to confront a series of difficultios which lasted for several

years. First, there were problems from within the Inhanuns. Sometime

between 1809 and 1812, according to Jose Alves, his enemies attempted

to steal a portion of his holdings. In 1819, he successfully appealed

to the governor to restore land to him which he said had been taken in

that manner during the aforementioned years. Employing lies and deceit,

he charged, his enemies had been granted a sesmaria in lands legally

held by him and family for many years, ^^^

The most serious difficulties of his career appear to have com-

menced in 1810. The capitao-mor was ordered arrested by the Relagao

of Bahia, and was subsequently imprisoned in late 1810 or in the first

days of l8ll in the jail at Tau£. This action came shortly after his

receipt of the H£bito da Ordem de Christo , bestowed on him by the crown

on the recommendation of the governor in acknowledgment of a large gift

he had promised to make toward the construction of a new military in-

stallation at Fortaleza.1^3 The reasons for the arrest appear to have

been of a financial nature. In answer to an appeal made by the

capitao-mor ' s son. Captain Jose do Vale Pedrosa, to Governor I-Ianoel

Ign£cio de Sampaio for aid in absolving his father, the governor re-

quested information concerning the handling of property left by the

deceased Antonio de Sousa Carvalhedo, particularly in regard to cattle

and "outros objectos" which were apparently lost. Ke also spoke of

the need to "legalisar" the debts owed to the estate. 1'Jhether or not

the capitao-mor may have been charged with mismanagement or a crime of

122. Ses:.arias . IX, 129-139.
123. Of£cios, Deo. 18, 1810 and Jan. 6, 1811, in "Correspondgncia

Official Administrativa Barba Alardo (CollecQao Studart)," RIC, XXIX
(1915). 299.
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a more serious nature in connection xfith his duties as administrator of

estates is a matter for conjecture, for the governor's letter fails to

state the charges against him. The governor assured Jose do Vale that

he would do all he could to aid the capitao-mor in recognition of the

services he had long performed in the captaincy. ^^^ Prior to this, out-

going Governor Menezes in January, 1811, had appealed to the crox^m in

Rio de Janeiro to aid the capitao-mor, stating in his oficio that the

arrest was the result of intrigue by enemies of that loyal vassal, -^5

That the capitao-mor did, indeed, have enemies in the Inhamuns was

indicated by a forznal complaint which he had recorded in 1811. Stating

that he was iinprisoned on order of the relacao, he charged that his

enerixies were using the opporturdty occasioned by his confinement to

destroy his property. They had reduced the houses and corrals on the

Fazenda Retire to ashes, he lamented, by their actions rendering vir-

tually impossible the caring for that year's calves. Moreover, he

charged that the officials of justice of the vila had made no attempt

to piinish the guilty or protect his property, ^^°

As a result of his troubles, JosS Alves was suspended from the

post of capitao-mor from I'lay 2k, 1812, until February 7 of the follow-

ing year, ^2? gy this latter date he had been absolved, for Governor

Sampaio on January 20, 1813, congratulated him on proving his innocence

to the relagao and granted him permission to journey to Fortaleza,

125^ ^try of Nov. 6, 1812, ROGC, Vol. k3k,

12.5. "Correspondencia Official Administrativa Barba Alardo,

"

p. 299.
126, Petition of Jose Alves Feitosa, 1811, day and month il-

legible, Cartorio No, 1, Tau5,
127, Entries of Y^j 2k, 1812, and Feb, 7, 1813, ROGC, Vols. 433

and 434, respectively.
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adding that he was anxious to become personally acquainted with him, ^2°

The acting commander of the ordenan^as during the imprisonment of

the capitao-mor was Sargento-mor Leandro Cust6dio de Oliveira Castro,

JosS Alves' brother-in-law,-^

9

The circiimstances surrounding the difficulties of Jos§ Alves Feitosa

suggest that changes had occurred in the Inhamuns since his great-grand-

father confronted the authorities some ninety years earlier. First, it

appears that the virt\ially absolute power which the Feitosas enjoyed

during the earlier era had eroded to a significant degree. Not only was

Jos§ Alves imprisoned on his home ground, but elements in the community

used his troubles for attacks on his property, with the apparent tolerance

of the local officials. Such would seem to indicate that the power

structure in the area had come to be somewhat more broadly based.

Second, the events point to the conclusion that the power of government

had become more effective in the curtailment of the private power of the

potentates of the Inhamuns, perhaps as a result of a greater balance

of power among the potentates themselves.-'--'*^

During the years following 1813, Governor Sampaio, who headed the

captaincy until 1820, came to have considerable admiration for his

capitao-mor in the Inhamuns. The governor congratiilated JosS Alves in

January, 1817, for the order and tranquility which he had reestablished

in his district, this action following a recommendation by the governor

128. ROGC, Vol. 434.
129. Entiy of V^y Zk, 1812, ROGC, Vol. ^^33.

130. The capitao-mor, it appears, may have had less than solid
backing from his family in the dispute, this being a probable contri-
buting factor to his difficulties. At the time, he appears to have
been involved in bitter intrigue with his brother-in-law (each was
married to a sister of the other) , the influential Lieutenant Colonel
Ehifrisio Alves Feitosa of the Casa de Estreito. Feitosa, Tratado
Geneal6,=;ico . pp. 22-23.
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in October of the preceding year that he spend a few weeks in the seat of

the Vila to curb disturbances there. '^ But the principal cause of

Sampaio's affection for the capitao-mor was the support that the latter

gave the royalist cause in the short-lived republican revolution in

CearS in I8l7.

The republican efforts of that year were centered in Pennainbuco,

froai which they spread to Ceara, partly as a result of the work of a

priest, JosS llartiniano de Alencar of Crato. Having a duration of some-

what over two months in Pernambuco, the republic in Cear5 lasted only

eight days, froji I-lay 3 to 11, and even then was confined to the areas

of Crato and Jardim, -''^ Tnough Alencar in later years received much of

the credit for instigating the revolution in CearJi, the ground for his

work was assiduously prepared by Ouvidor Joao Antonio Rodrigues de

Carvalho. Carvalho, a native of Bahia and a former juiz de fora, was

installed as Ouvidor of Cear£ in l-Iay, 1815. In the course of his travels

throughout the captaincy in exercise of his duties, he spread republican

ideas and enlisted support for the planned revolution. ^^^

According to the ouvidor 's enemies, Carvalho attempted to destroy

the power of Jose Alves Feitosa, after failing to obtain his support for

the planned revolution. It was charged that the ouvidor initiated legal

action against him, in the course of which he ordered property of Josi

Alves' son, Jose do Vale, sold at public auction. But in spite of it all,

131. Entries of Oct. lb, I8l6, and Jan. l6, I8l7, ROGC, Vol. ^5.
132. The general information presented here on the Revolution of

181? is from Cruz Filho, Historia do Ceara
, pp. 109-11?.

133. The contributions of Carvalho to the revolution are em-

phasized in Carlos Studart Filho, A Revolupao de 1817 no Cear£ e Outros

Estudos (Fortaleza, I96I).
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the capitao-mor remained loyal to the cro\m.^^^-

Carvalho gave a different version of his relations with Jos5 Alves.

Arriving in Sao Joao do Pr£ncipe, he related, he found the people suffer-

ing under the tyranny of the capitao-mor, who used his position and the

anas of the rilitia to dominate and terrorize the area. Protecting mur-

derers and thieves in return for their support, he arrested innocent

persons who opposed his rule or %i/ho incurred his displeasure for ajiy

other reason, always providing witnesses against them from among his own

partisans. The ouvidor told the story of Leonor Pereira do Canto, charged

by the capitao-mor with the slaying of her husband. The woman was sent

to jail at Ico, he said, where she was forced to live from alms and

where she gave birth to a child of her late husband, her other children,

in the meanwhile, left homeless. All this was persecution, the ouvidor

charged, for a debt of 30$000 reis the couple owed to a vaqueiro of the

capitco-mor, Leonor 's husband, he concluded, died a natural death as a

result of sickness he suffered during the last month of his life. Kore-

over, Carvalho asserted, Jose Alves had disregarded his order to release

the woman.

t

Other aspects of the potentate's behavior were equally unsavory,

Carvalho continued. He appointed a man to the post of captain of the

district of the seat of the vila who was not only an alcoholic but a

criminal as well. His mistreatment of the clerks of the vila, which in-

cluded charging them with false crimes and threatened beatings, had re-

svilted in eight different persons being successively appointed to fill

that position. Finally, the ouvidor related, Jose Alves had even

13^. 1-Ianoel Ign^cio de Sampaio to the I'lin'.ster and Secretary of
State for foreign Affairs, Jan. 21, I8l8, in "Documentos para a Historia
do Ceara (Colleccao Tristao Araripe)," RIG, XXVI (1912), 99-lCl.
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offered hira a bribe, using the vig5rio of Crato as an intermediary, to

decide a case in his favor. Such was the basis of the rule of the

capitao-mor, according to Carvalho, who concluded that the choice of

Jos§ Alves Feitosa for the post had been a greater calamity than a seca.

His investigations into the capitao-mor 's activities and the legal pro-

ceedings resulting from them, he asserted, were all justified and in

accordance with the law. -^35

After the republican menace of 181? had been bloodlessly eliminated.

Governor Sampaio thanked JosS Alves for his loyalty and for an offer he

had made to march against the rebels, adding that his services to the

crovm would not go unnoticed in the royal family. '3° The governor, in

contrast to his praise for the capitao-mor, was not certain that all

residents of the Inhamuns had been unaffected by the subversive propa-

ganda of the republicans. He was convinced that the vig^rio of

Arneir5s, Antonio Jose de Lima, was one of the conspirators. 137 Sampaio

was particularly anxious to learn why the vigSrio, in a journey to

Fortaleza, had stopped at Campo Maior, a minor center of the plotters,

on both his trip from Arneiros and on his return. ^38 He was also per-

suaded that two of the district commanders, Francisco Fernandes Vieira

and Gon^alo Batista Vieira, had been sympathetic toward the rebellion, ^39

these two brothers being members of an increasingly powerful family

located in the area of Saboeiro.

135. Statement by Carvalho, May 31, 1817, in: Biblioteca Kacional,
Documentos Hist5ricos , Vol. 101 (Rio de Janeiro, 1953), 242-2^3; Paulet,
"Descripoao GeogrSfica, '• p. 24.

13o. Entry of June 2, 1817, ROGC, Vol. k65.

137. Entry of Oct. 31, 1817, ibid .

138. Entry of Sept. 30, 1817, ibid .

139. Entry of June 30, 1817, ibid .
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CapitSo-nor Jose Alves Feitosa died Noveiriber 9, 1323, '^^ living over

a ye;..:- after the Prince Regent declared Brazil independent of Portugal

and assumed the title of Pedro I. His imnediate reaction to the events

of 1S22 is not loiown, but early in the following year, he offered to send

troops to Piaul to aid Pedro's supporters in their efforts to free that

area from the pro-Portuguese element. ^^-^ The offer being accepted,

Colonol JcsTo de Araujo Chaves and Captain Jose do Vale Pedrosa, the

capitao-mor ' s only offspring, took 300 cavalrymen to Piaui, remaining

there until the Portuguese departed some few months later. -'^'^

The death of Jose Alves Feitosa serves as an appropriate S3rmbol of

the end of a period in the history of the Inhajiiuns, for the event co-

incided vilth the formal termir^tion of Feitosa domination over the entire

area. In 1823 the Vila of Sao I-latheus was created, the Saboeiro portion

of its territory being dismembered from Sao Joao do Principe. In the

area of Saboeiro the influence which the Feitosas once exercised had

been supplanted by that of Francisco Fernandes Vieira and his n\amerous

relatives, l^^

During the years immediately following the death of Jose Alves

Feitosa, several persons from the Inhamuns achieved prominence in local

and provincial affairs. Francisco Fernandes Vieira was one of six mem-

bers of the temporary junta established in Cear£ in January, 1323, to

1^0. Feitosa, Tratado C-enealogico
, p. 189.

1^1. Governor of Piaui to JosS do Vale Pedrosa, Apr. 2, 1823, SC;

F. A. Pereira da Costa, Chronolo^ia Kistorica do Estado do Piaui
(Recife, 1909), pp. 172, 180.

142. Oficio of the President of Piaui, July 22, 1525, SC.

1^3. The Vila was created by Imperial Alvara of Oct. 1?, 1823.
The lavrs, resolutions, alvar£s, and decrees of CearS and Brazil are
found in the official collections, Leis do Cear£ and Leis do Brasil

,

the first commencing with 1335, the latter with 1808. Laws in these
collections generally are identified by number, although in some cases
only the date of promulgation is employed. Cn the Fernandes Vieira
family, see Ch. II, pp. 77-81 and -passim .
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replace the pro-Poi-\.aguese government,-'-^ Jose do Vale's assault on the

Portuguese in Piaui later in the year has been noted. The raost prominent

of the sons of the Inharauns during the 1820' s xjas Colonel Joao de Araujo

Chaves of the Fazenda Sstreito, ths- comirianding officer of the troops sent

to Piaui. The great-grandson of Joao de Araujo Chaves, a sesmeiro of the

Rio Carrapateira, Colonel Chaves of Estreito was married to Josefa Alves

Feitosa, a great-granddaughter of Francisco Alves Feitosa, the colonizer.

Indeed, his major fazenda, Estreito, v:as inherited by him from his father

vho, in turn, had received it from his Feitosa connections. -"-^^

VFaen in 1824 Ceara again experimented with republicanism, adhering

to the Confederation of the Equator which for a few months exercised con-

trol of Northeastern Brazil, it was Colonel Chaves who represented the

Inhamuns in the new government.-'- ° But when the shaky creation of the

republicans began to fall, Chaves turned against the government to which

he had si«Jorn loyalty and, joined by Jose do Vale, raised the royalist

banner in the Inharauns. 1^7 He not oriy escaped the fate of the principal

leaders of republicanism in Ceara, most of whom v:ere killed or executed,!^

but assumed an even more important role in the succeeding royalist

government. He V7as made military commander of the Vila of Ico during

the last days of republican resistance and, before the end of the decade,

was appointed commander of the military forces of Ceara. 1^9

His younger brother, Antonio l^Iartins Chaves of the Fazenda Sao Bento,

1^. Guilherme Studart, "Datas e Factos para a Kistoria do Ceara,"
RIC, iDCXV (1921), 218.

m-5. Feitosr., Tratado Genealog:ico , pp. 33, 139-1^0, 15^.

146. "Confederagao do Equador, Documentos," RIC, XXVI (1912), 296.

147. C-uilherris Studart, "A CoraederaQao do Equador no Ceara," RIC .

Special Volurae (1924), p. 158.
143. Cruz Filho, Hist5ria do Ceara, pp. 136-139.
149. Theberge, "Extractos," p. 2^9; entry of Apr. 25, 1829, and

passim . ROGC, Vol. 103.
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was the Inhariuns' last capitao-mor. Though the last holder of the post

was inappropriately not a Feitosa, he was married to a first cousin, who

did bear that name.-^^O

The marital connections of these two potentates point to a signif-

icant observation: that while political leadership in Sao Joao do

Pr£ncipe, following the death of Jose Alves Feitosa, passed, in consider-

able measure, to the Araujos, the portion of that family which lived in

the Inharauns was being absorbed by the much more numerous Feitosas, Seen

from this viewpoint, the change was not as deep-seated as a simple re-

lation of names would indicate.

Aspects of Social and Economic Life

During the first century and a quarter following 1707, the main

lines of social and economic development in the Inhamuns established

their directions. The principal families assiomed leadership or began

their ascent toward influence, and kinship links among some of them were

made. Centers of population were founded, and the industry of cattle

raising assvuned a secure place in the fabric of the society.

The outstanding family d\iring the period unquestionably was the

Feitosas, 151 Louren^o and Francisco Alves Feitosa, according to the

family genealogist, were the sons of Jos5 Alves Feitosa, a Portuguese

who established himself as a sesmeiro in the valley of the Sao Fran-

cisco during the 17th century. Within the Inharauns, it was Francisco

who founded the family, for both Lourengo and his son, Louren^o Penedo,

are believed to have left no desoendents, bequeathing their property

150, Feitosa, Tratado Genealos;ico , pp. 1^0, 15^,

151. The following account of the history of the family is based
on ibid . , pp. 7-30.
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and influence to Francisco. He resided in the Inhaciuns somevrhat over 60

years, contracting three marriages, all with widows, from which issued

four daughters and two sons. By these marriages, he gained at least five

additional offspring, children of his wives by former marriages. From

him, his three wives, and their combined offspring, with their spouses,

the Feitosas of the Inharauns were descended.

A study of the genealogy of the family leads to the conclusion that,

for reasons of convenience, preference, lack of other contacts, or other

reasons, many of the descendents of Francisco and his wives chose persons

from within the family group as their mates, family group being defined

as the descendents of Francisco and his wives. This becomes particularly

evident in the third generation bom in the Inhamuns, considering the

children of Francisco and his i-rives as the first. Of the 32 persons con-

tracting marriages in that generation, eight chose spouses outside the

family group while the remaining 24- married within the group.

Though the majority of the members of the Inhamuns' most numerous

family chose spouses from amor^' their own group, a significant number

married outsiders. Kot only was new blood brought into the family in

this manner, valuable alliances vj-ere formed with other families, such

as the Araujos. The Araujos in Ceara descended from two brothers and

a sister, one of them being Capitao-mor Jose de ilraujo Chaves. In their

area of Vila Hova d'El Rey, they were as powerful, if not more so, as

the Feitosas in the Inhamuns. They extended their influence into the

Inhairrans during the early years of settlement, receiving sesmarias in

1717 arid 1720.152 i^e union of the families had its beginning with the

152. Sesmarias. V, 202; VI, I65.
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second generation of Feitosas in the Inhanuns, t\io granddaughters of

Francisco marrying a son and a nephevr of Capitao-mor Chaves. It was

extended in the fourth generation with three marriages, one of them be-

tween Jose do Vale Pedrosa and a daughter of tianoel l>iartins Chaves, the

late 18th century chief of the Araujos, while another was between Colonel

Joao de Araujo Chaves and a daughter of Lieutenant Colonel EufrSsio /ilves

Feitosa. VJith these alliances as a base, the union deepened in succeed-

ing generations, as the result of marriages between members of the two

families resident in the Inhamuns, as veil, as between Feitosas of that

area vrLth Araujos of Vila Nova d'El Rey.^53

In some cases, the Feitosa ranks were increased by the addition of

persons who cane to the Inhamuns as strangers, a notable example being

Leandro Custodio de Oliveira Castro, who bequeathed his name and numerous

progeny to the clan. Leandro, according to tradition, left his native

Rio Grande do worte because of difficulties surrounding a love affair,

A yovmg lady, whom he had promised to marry, consented to his wishes and,

as a result, became pregnant. Having changed his mind as to the promised

marriage, Leandro vras imprisoned, and in spite of the appeals of his

153. Feitosa, Tratado C-enealogico
. pp. 139-155. In numerous his-

torical works, the two families—the Feitosas of the Inhamuns and the
Araujos of Ipu—have been confused, chiefly, it seems, because of an
error m^de by Henry Koster in his freo.uently cited Travels in brazil .

Vol. I (2nd ed. ; London, lol?), 195-199. The incident dealt with by
Koster, concerning the arrest and imprisonment of a potentate whom
Koster simply calls "Feitosa"—an event v;hich took place in either 1805
or 1806—involved I-Ianoel I-Iartins Chaves, rather than any Feitosa. jU.-
though the Araujos of Ipu, of v:hom I-Iartins Chaves v;as the chief, had
Icinship links vrith the Feitosas, they reaained a separate family. Only
those Araujos who moved to the Inhamuns merged with the Feitosas. On
the l-Jartins Cnaves case, see Guilherme Studart, "Joao Carlos Augusto de
Geynhausen e I-ianoel I'iartins Chaves," RIC, XZXIII (1919), 3-21.
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former lover, remained adamant as to wedlock. But, the imprisonment con-

tinuing, he consented to wed Ana Tereza, who, by then, had decided she
'

did not want an unwilling husband, whereupon Leandro was released. He

left Rio Grande do Norte and found his way to the Inhamuns, where in 1789

he married a 14-year-old sister of JosS Alves Feitosa, who was soon to

become capitao-mor. Later visiting his native captaincy, he claimed the

product of his earlier indiscretion and returned to the Inhamuns vrith

him. 154 This son, Leandro Custodio Eezerril, also married into the

Feitosa family, and was selected as one of the vereadores of the first

camara of Sao Joao do Principe. '-•55 TJie elder Leandro, living along the

Rio Juca, became one of the potentates of the Inhamuns, serving as tem-

porary commander of the militia during the period of his brother-in-law's

incapacity.

Although the Feitosas augmented their influence by marital alliances

with other families, these were not numerous enough to perpetuate the

near-absolute domination of the Inhamuns which they enjoyed diiring the

early years. By the opening decades of the 19th century, other family

groupings had assvimed control of some areas of the Inhamuns or x^rere

laying the foundation for future domination, this, sometimes, in spite

of limited kinship relations with the Feitosas. Already referred to v:as

the rise of the Fernandes Vieiras in the area of Saboeiro. jlmong other

family groupings which were ending or diluting the power of the Feitosas

in given areas were: the descendents of sesmeiro Tneodozio Gomes de

Freitas of the Rio Trici; the Rodrigues Pereiras, also of the Trici; the

families of Custodio Andre dos Santos and l>lanoel Gongalves dos Santos in

15^. Feitosa, Tratado Genealogico , pp. 48-^-l'9.

155. "Tau5, Anno de 1802," p. I98.
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the valley of the Puiu; and the Caiapo Preto group, composed of Caval-

cantes, Teixeiras, Hotas, and Ferroira de Sousas, along the Rio

Favelas.l5o This is not to say that these families, in all cases, were

opponents of the Feitosas; but they were numerous and influential enough

to achieve a measure of independence in their areas. In the valley of

the Carrapaxeira , the Araujos exercised their greatest influence, and,

while the Feitosas could be found in most areas of the Inhanuns, their

bastion was the Rio Juc£.

The lack of information precludes a detailed description of society

in the Ihhaarons during the l8th and early 19th centuries. In general

lines, it appears that a small number of fazendeiros, who made their

living from cattle raising, ovmed the land and dominated the society,

while, beneath this ntimerically insignificant but privileged group, there

lived the remaining inhabitants, vast classes of slaves and landless

agriculturists. The fazenda serving as the main economic and social

unit, towns and villages were small. Ouvidor Carvalho vrrote that Taua,

the seat of the vila, possessed 55 houses, which v;ere rapidly going to

ruin, and that it had no house for the camara or jail. Carvalho added

that the vila, in addition, had four other places improperly called

villages: Arneiros with 23 houses; Cruz i^rLth l6; and Flores and I-Iaria

Pereira, each with six.-'-^'^ Formal education of the yoxmg does not seem

to have been especially fostered, for no school existed in the area in

1798.158 In the early decades of the 19th century, attempts were made

to establish schools, but they did not enjoy great success. The school

in Tau£ had five pupils in 1629, while the one in Arneiros reported an

15o. /iJitonio Gomes de Freitas, "Inhamuns, Sua Origem e Seu
Desenvolvimento Inicial, " Povo (Fortalesa), Sept. 19, 1964.

157. "Descripgao Geogr£fica," p. 24.
15s. Pl2cido Aderaldo Castelo, "Historia da Instrugao e da

Educajao do Cear£," RIC, LVII (1943), 56-58.
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attendance of one. '59 in spite of its distance from major population

centers, the Inhamuns was not a totally isolated region, for both TauS

and ArneirSs lay on the highway linking Piauf with Bahia and Pernambuco,

this being in that era one of the chief cattle trails in Northeast

Brazil.-'-"^ And after 1821 Tau£ had bimonthly mail service with

Fortaleza.^°l

One traveler whose observations would have been especially valxiable

never reached the Inhamuns, although his arrival must have been eagerly

awaited. A missive was sent from Portugal to the Governor of CearS in

l800 informing him that one Alexander von H;imboldt was journeying in the

Americas under the pretext of making geographical observations, although

his true intent, Lisbon warned, vras to undermine the crown's control by

the dissemination of subversive ideas. Tha governor relayed the message

to the vilas, adding that 200$000 reis—the value of approximately 40

cows—^would be i-warded for the capture of that "viajante perigoso. "^"^

159. OfScios of Sao Joao do Principe, Sao Joao dos Inhamuns, and
Taua, 1829-1920, ofxcio dated Oct, 3, 1829. This is an unbound collec-
tion of correspondence from the camara to the provincial (or state)
authorities. It is found in the Arquivo Publico, Fortaleza, Also
found there are similar collections from Saboeiro (1851-1920) and
Arneiros (187^-1920). Hereinafter, items from these collections are
cited in the following general manner: Oflcios, Saboeiro, Jan. 1, i860.

160. Carlos Studart Filho, "Vias de Comnunicagao do Cear£
Colonial," RIC, LI (1937), 31-3^, 40-41, 44-46.

161. Studart, "Datas e Factos," p. 186. A fuller discussion of
society in the Inhamuns is given in Ch. V, pp. 189-218.

162. Quoted in Theberge, Esboco Historico, p. 205.



II. GOVERl'fl'lSNT AND POLITICS DUHH^G THE nH^PJUE

During the quarter of a century or so follovjlng the end of Portu-

guese rule in Brazil, local governinent und.er\:er.t considerable change.

As it finally emerged in a stable form during the early years of the

reign of Pedro II, it contained elements of two movements: the first

tending in the direction of centralization, while the second veered to-

ward representative democracy. Both of these movements faced heavy odds

in their confrontation with the Inhamuns. In the first place, the

chieftains of the area prized their independence and resisted the en-

croachment of whatever agencies of outside authority they could not

dominate. As a result of the nature of the society, in the second case,

democracy in the 19th century Inhamuns \iras stillborn.

The functioning of local government in the Empire can be vmder-

stood only within the context of the provincial and central governmeni,.

The element of prime importance was the emperor, i-rho formed ministries,

dissolved legislatures, sanctioned lav;s, and named provincial presidents,

in addition to numerous lesser officials. Representative elements in-

cluded a senate, a house of deputies, and, after the Additional Act of

183^,^ provincial assemblies. 'These last named were limited to largely

routine functions. VJhile they could alter administrative, legislative,

judicial, and ecclesiastical boiindaries and legislate ir. regard to mu-

nicipal and provincial budgets and education, determining basic policy

1, Law 16 of Aug, 12, 183^.
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was excluded fron then. The chief element in the provincial government

was the president, vrorking in conjunction -.•:ith the imperial ministry.

The Formal Structure

Of the three branches of local government, the police was con-

trolled by the central government or its representatives, the judiciary

was of a m±jced nature, while civil administration lay i-rithin the province

of locally selected officials. Elections, as a part of the representa-

tive element in the governmental structure, were, at least in theory,

also locally determined.

By laxNT of August IS, 1831, the militia, which had remained essen-

tially unaltered during the reign of Pedro I, was replaced by the nation-

al Guard (Guarda Ilacional ). On the local level, the guard was subdivided

into legions, battalions, and companies, each municroio^ having at least

one company, while large ones might have a battalion or even a legion.

A company, usually consisting of from 60 to 140 men, vras commanded by a

captain, assisted by a lieutenant, alferes, first sergeant, and other in-

ferior officers. A battalion, composed of four to eight companies, was

commanded by a colonel, vrhile the ruling head of a legion was a supreme

commander. Eligible to serve as officers vjere the electors of the

OTunicxpio, while any citizen could be enlisted in ordinary service.

As formed by the law of I83I, the guard reflected the early de-

centralizing tendencies of the Regency under Diogo Antonio Feijo:-^

officers were elected by their fellow officers; enlistment for ordinary-

service vras perfoiTied by a conselho de qualificacao , composed of

2. Leal, Coronelismo
, pp. 8-10.

3. With the end of the colonial period, the xinit which had been

called a vila became knovm' as a iminicipio, the seat of which was either

a Vila or a city, depending on official designation.
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electors; and the guard was declared to be subordinate to the local

officials of justice, as well as to provincial presidents and higher

authorities. Lav: 602 of September 19, 1850, placed the guard \inder

more centralized control. It was subordinated only to the provincial

presidents and the Mnistry of Justice, officers v:orc appointed by

higher officers or by provincial or imperial civil authorities, and the

conselho de qualificagao was composed of officers of the guard itself.

The National Guard had as its purpose, as defined in the 1631 legis-

lation, the maintenance of internal order and aid to the regular anrsy,

should circumstances demand this latter function. But, in practice,

apart from service in the war \riih Paraguay in the I860's, it was soon

reduced to a largely honorific position.^ As a local police force, it

was replaced for the most part by other agencies, although it was some-

times called upon to furnish troops for local police duties.

In the Inhamuns, the camara of Sao Joao do Principe reported in

1833 that four companies had been organized in the municipio, one each

in the vila, Flores, Arneiros, and Cococy.-5 General references by the

provincial presidents to the guard in Ceara indicate that it lacked the

training, equipment, and discipline necessary to constitute an effective

police and military force. A typical view of the guai\i was that ex-

pressed by President Joao Silveira de Sousa, who in 1658 reported to

the legislature that the force was not yet organized in all the province,

ar*d that V7here it had been organized, it was "completamente desarmada,

sem disciplina, e sem habitos militares. . .
. "° Yet, commissions in the

"r. Leal, Coronelismo . p. 157.
5. Oflcios, Sao Joao do Prlncioe (hereinafter cited as: Oficios

SJP), Oct. 23, 1833.
o. Relatorio do Presidente da ProA^ncia do Gcara, I856. p. 6.
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National Guard were greatly prized by those occupying, or aspiring to

positions of influence in the coranunity. ' VJliatever fazendeiro
,
provin-

cial deputy, local politician, or other person of the upper stratiura of the

conmiunity who lacked the title "doutor"—conferred on those completing a

university course and in the 19th century Ihhanuns limited to a few

people—usually could produce a title in the National Guard,

The National Guard being a largely ineffective force, local police

poX'Ter during the Empire was usually exercised hj other officials, the most

important of whom was tlie dele~ado . Created by Imperial Law 26l of Decem-

ber 3, 18^1, that official possessed broad police and judicial powers.

He could make arrests, confine persons suspected of crime and those sus-

pected of having the intention to commit crime, levy fines, and mete out

other punishment for rrdnor offenses. In the case of serious crime, he

interrogated the accused, held hearings on the alleged act, and made the

decision as to whether or not evidence warranted bringing the accused to

trial. The delegado was named by the imperial authorities and he worked

under the supervision of a provincial police chief. His territorial

jurisdiction consisted of a terno, a police and judicial district whose

boundaries vjere usually, but not always, the same as those of a municipio.

Serving under him were the stibdelefrados , one for each distrito , a sub-

division of a termo. They too vjere appointed by imperial authorities.

As examples of organization, in i860 Sao Joao do Principe, a termo, had

a delegado, with subdelegados in the vila, I-Iarrecas, Arneiros, Cococy,

and Flores, Saboeiro (a municipio since 1851) also had a delegado, with

7. i.eal, Coronelismo, p. 157.
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subdelegados in the vila, Bebedouro, Brejo Seco, and Poco da Pedra.^

The delegados were, on occasions, persons from outside the area and, on

others, residents of it. VJhich it was depended largely on whether the

nominating authorities wished to cooperate with, or thwart the dominant

local powers.

Working closely with the delegados was the police corps, a pro-

vincial force created in Cear£ by Provincial law ^ of September 14, I836.

Under the supervision of the provincial president, who had the authority

to station and move the detachments at will, it aided other officials in

the maintenance of order and public security. Enlistment in the corps

was voluntary, with the result that the force was usually undermanned.

Recruits were given little training, and discipline was poorly main-

tained. 9 The number of soldiers of the corps stationed in the Inhannins

depended upon how much influence the provincial president wished to

exercise there, Sao Joao do Principe in 18?5 had 15 soldiers and one

officer, while Saboeiro had seven soldiers and one officer. In I885

the detachment at Sao Joao do Principe consisted of only four soldiers,

Saboeiro and Arneiros (the latter a nunicipio since 1873) possessing

none. 10

Troops from the regular army could be stationed in the municipios,

if the imperial authorities deemed this necessary. Such detachments

8. Pompeu, Ensaio Estatlstico da Provlncia do Cear£ , Vol. II, 93,

chart follo^'.'ing 2^3.

9. See: Relat5rio do Presidente da Provincia do Cear£, Apr. 26.

1871 . p. 8; Relatorio do Presidente da Provlncia do Ceara, A-sr. 9. Icsl ,

p. s.

10. ?alla do Presidente da Provincia do Ceara, July 2, 1875 . Anexo
No. 7, p. 2; Relatorio do Presidente da Prov£ncia do Ceara, ?ah, 19,

1885, p. 52A.
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were reported in 1872 to be located in four interior municlpios, in-

cluding Sao Joao do Principe . -'-1

The judicial structure was a reliable arm of the central govern-

ir^ent only in part, for it possessed a measure of independence, as well

as a partial base in the conitnunity, which the police authorities did not

have.-^" The highest court of appeals was the relaoao, Cearoi remaining

under Recife until 187'^, when a relacao was created in Fortaleza.-^^

Hearer the local level, the province was divided into comarcas and

termos, the comarca consisting of one or more termos. A juiz de direito

presided over the comarca, assisted by a prosecuting attorney, called

the promotor publico . Both of these officials were named by the emperor,

the judges from among graduates of law schools, although, if no laTrjyers

were available, a layman could be appointed promotor. The juiz de

direito held his post for life, the promotor being named for terms of

four years, subject to reappointment to the same or another coiTiarca. To

the juiz de direito belonged original jurisdiction in all criminal cases,

as well as in civil cases of a serious nature.

The Inhaitiuns remained within the jurisdiction of the Comarca of

Crato tintil 1832, in which year the province was divided into six

comarcas, the Inharauns falling within the Comarca of Quixeraraobim. Four

years later, in 1836, the Comarca of Sao Joao do Principe dos Inhamuns

was created. '^ The only other major alteration during the Empire x<ras

11. Relatorio do Presidente da Provincia do Ceara, Jan. 8, 1872 ,

p. 12.

12. The judicial system of the Empire was provided for in the
criminal code, promulgated by Law of Kov. 29, 1832 and altered by Lav;

261 of Dec. 3, 18^1. The version presented here is post-1841.

13. Created by Decree of Aug. 6, 1873. See: Eusebio de Sousa,
Tribunal de Apelapao do Cear£ (Hio de Janeiro, 1945), pp. 16-21.

14. Provincial Law 52 of Sept. 25, I836.
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the creation of the Comarca of Saboeiro in I856, it being disnembered

fron Ico. -^

The termo, the sarue imit nsntioned in regard to the delegados, v;as

presided over by a juiz imnicipal , \irhose jurisdiction was confined to

civil cases. He was appointed by the emperor from among graduate lavr/ers

for a term of four years. The Comarca of the Inhamuns varied in the

nujrber of temos it embraced. Sometimes having only the Termo of Sao

Jcao do Principe, at tixies it included the Temo of llaria Pereira, lying

across the serras on the east of Sao Joao do Principe; and after 1373 it

included the Termo of Arneiros, which was dismembered from the Termo of

Sao Joao do Principe when Arneiros was made a municipio.

The most radical innovation of the Empire in the realm of the

judicial system was the jury, a body which, unlike the judges, v:as

based in the community. It was provided for in the Constitution of

1824, -'° and was retained in spite of the fact that it did not accord

•uath the centralizing tendencies of the reign of Pedro II. Bearing the

name of the conselho dos jurados , it was implemented only in regard to

criminal cases. Eligible to serve as j-urors were those citizens quali-

fied to be electors, with the additional requirement that they be

literate and of good reputation. A list of such persons was dra^-m up

arjiually by the delegado and reviewed by the juiz de direito and the

president of the camara. Before a jury session, these two officials

selected 70 persons by c.-nce from those on the list and summoned them

to appear for duty. On the appointed day, a boy drew out hQ names by

chance of those appearing, from X'lhich the 12 to serve on the jury were

15. Provincial Law 757 of Aug. 5, I856.
16. Article 152.
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selected. If oiily 36 appeared, the formation of the jury could proceed,

the accused and his accuser each having 12 challenges. The 12 jurors

judged the guilt of the accused, the sentence resting with the juiz de

direito.

The jury aside, the chief element in the judicial system vras the

juiz de direito, who could not be ejected from the system except as a

result of conviction for crime. On the other hand, he could be removed

from one comarca to another at the pleasure of the royal authorities.

This fact had a potential compromising effect on the independence of

the system, not only because the will of the judge might be bent by the

threat of remaining in, or being sent to an undesirable location, but

also because the appointing authorities might heed the TrJlshes of local

political chiefs in regard to removals and appointments. In practice,

the posts of juiz de direito and juiz municipal, both of which required

graduate lai-ryers, viere difficult to fill in isolated areas of the

sertao. Resulting from these difficulties was the liberal use of sub-

stitutes, the juiz de direito being replaced by the juiz municipal,

who in turn was substituted by six local citizens designated by the

provincial president. Thus, in the Inhamuns, it was not uncommon for

the acting juiz de direito to be a substitute juiz municipal who was a

local political figure with no special q_ualifications for the post.

The branch of government reserved to local control was civil ad-

ministration, the basic unit of organization being the munic£pio and

the machinery being the camara, composed of vereadores. Imperial Law

of October 1, 182?, set the basic structure for municipal government

during the Empire. In those municlpios having a vila for a seat, as

distinguished from those whose seat vras a city, the camara consisted
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of seven vereadores, elected by the qualified voters for four-year terms,

the men±ier receiving the most votes serving as president. Substituting

for any of the seven vereadores who did not appear for a meeting was the

unsuccessful candidate receiving the highest number of votes, and, in

his absence or in the need for other substitutes, the one receiving the

next highest, etc. The camaras were declared to be purely administra-

tive, possessing no judicial functions. Regular sessions were held at

intervals of three months, the president being empowered to call special

meetings.

The chief functions of the camara included: legislating for the

municipio, establishing the posturas, although they v:ere not effective

until approved by the provincial assembly; policing the municlpio to

ensure compliance with the posturas, the camara having the power to

hire officials for this purpose; setting penalties for infractions of

posturas of up to 30$000 reis and eight days in jail; construction and

upkeep of public buildings, such as jails, slaughterhouses, and markets,

and roads, bridges, and cemeteries; and, as charged by law, encouraging

the introduction of improved seeds and new races of animals.

The oldest municfpio in the Inhamuns was Sao Joao do Principe.

The second oldest was Sao Hatheus, created in 1823, which included the

portion of the Inhamuns in the area of Saboeiro. In I85I the seat of

Sao I'latheus was moved to Saboeiro, and the name of the municlpio changed

to accord \^^ith the alteration, ^^ the name of a municlpio and its seat

always being the same. Sight years later, in 1859, Sao I-:atheus was

dismembered from Saboeiro and was reolevated to a municlpio in its o;jn

right. 13 The area's newest municlpio was Ameiros, inaugurated in 1573

'-":. Provincial Law of Nov. 27, I85I.

lo. Provincial Law 889 of July 22, 1859.
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as a result of Provincial Resolution 1128 of Kovember 21, 186^. As

created, jlrneiros included Bebedouro and Cococy, in addition to the

Vila. In practice, both Arneiros and Saboeiro claimed Bebedouro, as

Sao Joao do Principe had earlier done.

Meetings of the municipal camaras were not always held at the

appointed times, nor were special meetings always promptly called to

care for matters arising in the interim. The camara of Sao Joao do

Principe reported on January 7, l86l, that all of the vereadores had

not been sworn in, a result of travel difficulties caused by heavy

rains. 19 Jn a reply to an inquiry as to why they had not acted on a

matter, the vereadores of the same municlpio in 18^2 somewhat indig-

nantly informed the provincial president that they could not always

conveniently appear to take care of a special matter, since some of

the members lived 12 to l6 leagues from the vila.^^ During the major

secas, business was suspended completely, as a result of the absence

from the area of many of the vereadores and their substitutes.

Posturas were adopted by the caraara to cover most of the major

concerns which lay vrithin the jurisdiction of municipal government.

Reflecting the economic interests of the inhabitants were numerous and

detailed regulations in regard to agriculture and cattle breeding,

while others dealt with commerce, the physical appearance of the com-

munity, public tranquility, slaves, sanitation, and morals. Cattle

were required to be slaughtered in places designated by the camara,

this in order to insure the collection of taxes, and fines were im-

posed on merchants misrepresenting the weight or quality of their

products. Permits v:ere required for construction, and in the vila the

19. Oficios, SJP.

20. Ibid., Hov. 1^, 1842.
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fiscal , an officer who enforced the posturas, insiired that each building

vxas well aligned in reference to others on the sane street. Property

owners were to keep their houses in good repair, though special provision

WiwS inade to grant the poor additional ti:7ie in which to bring their

property up to required standards. Clothing or hides could not be washed

in places froa which the inhabitants customarily drew their drinking

water.

One could not ride his horse at excessive speeds through the vilas,

ar*d in Sao Joao do Principe a tavern keeper was to be fined if he allowed

a slave to loiter in his establishnent after he had made his purchase,

the fine to be six tines as great if the slave was gambling, singing,

or dancing. In Saboeiro, located on the Jaguaribe, a person was for-

bidden to bathe in a place where public morality might be offended. -^

The portion of taxes collected in the municipio which x^as destined

for its support remained little changed from the colonial era. Belonging

to it was income from taxes on cattle slaughtered for consiur.ption, li-

censes required for commercial activities, and fines resulting from

infractions of the posturas, ^^ i-lunicipal expenditvires reflected the

scarcity of revenues. In 1836, a fairly typical year, the budget for

Sao Joao do Principe was as follows: salaries for the secretary of the

camara, janitor, fiscal, and custodian of the municipal corral, 850$000

reis; light and water for the jail, ^0$000; rented house for the camara,

120$000; expenditures to provide water for the vila, lOO^jOOO; and costs

21. The posturas referred to are four-d in Oficios, SJP, Apr. 19,
183^; Provincial Laws 667 of Cct. ^, 1854 and SO? of Aug. 25, 1357; and
Oficios, Arneiros, Jan. 12, 1857.

22. JSach session of the provincial assembly passed an act regu-
lating municipal income, laical is Law 701 of Dec. 15, 1854.
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of jury and elections, 200$000.23 The provincial president in 1880 told

the legislature that the backi>rardness of the municipios was due in large

part to the financial poverty under which they operated, adding that in-

coir^e was insufficient for Eiinirouiii expenses of salaries, upkeep, and

administration. After these necessary expenditures, he concluded, the

camara was left vrith nothing to devote to improvements.'^^

Although election regulations dated from the early 1820' s, the

electoral system which in its essentials lasted throughout most of the

Empire v^as outlined by Imperial Law 38? of August 19, 18^. The basic

electoral unit was the freguesia, with elections to be conducted only at

the matriz. Eligible to be qualified as voters were males aged 25 and

over (reduced to age 21 in the case of married men, military officers,

university graduates, and clergy) who had an annual income of not less

than 100$000 reis, excepting, in whatever case, ordinary servants, mem-

bers of monasteries, sailors on ships of war, and a few other special

classifications. Electors, who participated in elections of the second

grade, were chosen from among the qualified voters who possessed incomes

of at least 20C$000 reis.

The two most important steps in the electoral process vere the

formation of the .iunta de oualificap.ao and the mesa eleitoral . The

25
junta de qualificacao was composed of the most-voted .juiz de oaz

from the distrito de paz in vxhich the matriz was located and four other

ZT. Provincial Resolution 213^*- of Nov. 22, 1886.

24. Falla do Presidente da Provincia do Cear£, July 1, 1380
,

pp. 69-70.

25. The juizes de paz, created by Imperial Dlw of Oct. 15, 1827,

were originally endowed with the broad police and judicial pov^ers vrhich

were exercised by the delegados after 1841. After 1841, the juizes de

paz remained important by reason of their roles in elections. Four such

officials were elected every four years in each distrito de paz of the

municlpio, the one receiving the most number of votes being known as the

juiz de paz mais votado ,
partially translated here as the most-voted

juiz de paz.
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menbers chosen from among the electors and their substitutes who appeared

for the organizing meeting. To choose the four members, the juiz de paz,

who automatically served as president, divided the electors in two equal

groups: one composed of those receiving the most votes for their posts

as electors and the other of those receiving the least votes, arranged

within each group according to the number of votes each elector had re-

ceived. The ones chosen to serve vxere the last of the most-voted group

and the first of the least-voted group. The process was then repeated to

select two members from among the substitutes. The mesa eleitoral was

formed in the same manner and was presided over by the same juiz de paz,

except when he did not appear, in which case the next most-voted juiz de

paz presided. The four other members were the same only if the identical

electors and substitutes reappeared for the organizing meeting.

Following its formation on the third Sunday of January of each year,

the junta held sessions to revise the list of qualified voters, including

the enlistment of new ones, meeting again 30 days after the last session

to consider complaints. Appeal by a citizen vrho believed he had been

wronged was made to the conselho munici'pal de rccurso , composed of the

Juiz municipal, the president of the caraara, and the elector who had re-

ceived the most votes in the freguesia in v:hich the vila was located.

Further appeal could be carried to the rela^ao.

Elections for vereadores and juizes de paz were held every fourth

year, these posts being filled by direct voting. Elections for electors,

who then met in electoral colleges to choose provincial deputies, general

deputies, and senators, were normally held in the year preceding the

expiration of the current legislative body. In addition, special elec-

tions were called when circumstances made them necessary.
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On the appointed day, mass was said at 9:00 A.l-i. , after which the

mesa eleitoral was organized and the election held, all of the events

taking place in the church. Following completion of the voting, the

mesa eleitoral counted the results. In the event of complaints concern-

ing the counting, the decision rested xo-ith the canara in regard to

vereadores and juizes de paz. Further recourse was available by appeal

to the emperor for nullification of the election. The legislative bodies

judged the validity of the selection of their members, having the power

to order new elections for electors in any freguesia.

Candidates for provincial and general legislative bodies were not

required to be residents of the district or province they sought to

represent. The power to redraw boundaries of districts and assign elec-

toral votes rested with the provincial assembly.

Royal Decree 3,029 of January 9, l88l, altered some of the prac-

tices of the electoral system. The juiz municipal was entrusted vjith

forming the list of qualified voters, while appeals from his decisions

were made to the juiz de direito, further recourse still being permitted

to thu relacao. The four places on the mesa eleitoral which had been

filled by electors and their substitutes were delegated to the juizes

de paz and those receiving votes for those offices, a change made neces-

sary by the abolition of eleitoral colleges and, hence, electors. After

lS8l, all elections were direct. Among other changes, the pre-election

mass v;as abolished.
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Faroilies and Parties

Politics, in the sense of elections involving a significant portion

of the population, was an innovation of the Er.pire. It was a serious

Katter in the Inhaimms, for at stake in the game of politics vxas the

privilege of exercising considerable authority in the conraunity. Se-

lecting vereadores and juizes de paz was not the only aim of the local

political chiefs; had they been able to maintain their domination of the

community through possession of these offices, their task vjould have

been simple. But, with the introduction of agencies of police linked

to outside authorities, the traditional prerogatives of the local chiefs

were threatened. As a result of this threat, they had to arrive at some

accommodation with provincial and imperial authorities. Because of the

introduction of representative forms of government, the principal chan-

nels for arriving at such an accommodation were the political parties.

VJhile the political parties of the Empire bore the names of liberal

and conservative, they possessed little identification with the then

current European use of those terms. In reference to the Inhanuns, there

is no basis for believing that ideology played any role whatsoever in

party corjflicts. The comment by Heitor Lira in his study of Pedro II

can be most appropriately applied to that area: "o que havia, no mundo

partid£rio, era sobretudo uma luta de paixoes, de sentimentos antagonicos

ou interesses contrariados."26 in the Inhamuns, the party divisions

broke along family lines, the Feitosas carrying the liberal banner,

while the Fernandes Vieiras commanded the consei-vative forces. As a

result of the preeminence of these families, the intensity of the

struggle between them, and the fact that only two parties existed, the

26. Historia de Don! Pedro II. Vol. II (Sao Paulo, 1938), 333.
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other inhabitants of the area were forced to fall in behind one or the

other of these leading families.

The Fernandes Vieiras, in comparison with the Feitosas, arrived

late to a position of influence in the Inhaimins. According to tradition,

the founders of the family were sijc sisters and one brother, at least

some of whom settled on lands once ovmed by Lourengo Alves Feitosa in

the area of Saboeiro. The descendents of these first Fernandes Vieiras

came to be called Carcaras, a name which was passed on to them from

their Fazenda Carcar£, located near the village. 2? The family began to

assume a prominent position in the Inhaimins in the early years of the

19th century, this as a result of the growing wealth and prestige of

Francisco Fernandes Vieira. In I8IO, at the age of 2?, he v;as a juiz

ordin£rio of Sao Joao do Principe and an alferes in the militia.'^" Ti-ro

years later, the governor, on the recommendation of Capitao-mor Jose

Alves Feitosa, appointed him captain of one of the militia companies.
"

Already mentioned were the roles he played in the revolts and changes

associated with the coming of independence to Brazil. His older brother,

Gon§alo Batista Vieira, was also a public figure in the area, serving

as vereador^O ©f Sao Joao do Principe and as captain in the militia , -^-'-

holding these posts by 1812. Later, he became the capitao-mor of the

--NO

Vila of Sao I^latheus . -'-

27. Carlos Feitosa, "Origens de Saboeiro," A Verdade (Baturite),

Jan. 8, 1961.
28. Proceedings of the juizes ordinaries of Sao Joao do Principe,

1802-1822, Cartorio No. 1, Taua.

29. Entry of Oct. 7, 1812, ROGC, Vol. i^33.

30. Petition of Jose Alves Feitosa, Sept. 15, 1807, SO.

31. Entry of Oct. 7, 1812, ROGC, Vol. 433.

32. Cruz Abreu, "Presidentes do Cear5, IgnScio Francisco

Silveira da Hota," RIC, XXXVIII (1924), 155.
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After his family began its ascent toward power in CearS, Fran-

cisco Fernandes Vieira served one tern in the provincial assembly and,

during most of the 1840' s, was supreme commander of the legion of the

National Guard of the south of the province. Though he was said to have

been a mule driver in his youth, when he died in 1862 he left v:hat was

probably the largest fortune in the province and he brought his life to

a close with the title of Viscount of Ico.-^-^ He oxJed the title less to

his own prestige than to that of his sons, five of the 1? whom he

fathered completing university courses, 34 v/ithout them, in all likeli-

hood he viould have died a plebeian.

It was Miguel Fernandes Vieira, born in Saboeiro in iSlo and

graduated in law at Olinda in 1837, who v:as the most influential poli-

tician of the family, and it was he, in fact, who acquired the title

for his father. The conservative party in Cear£, of which Lliguel be-

came the chief, had its origin in the middle 1830' s, rising in opposition

to the regime of Jose ^iartiniano de Alencar, who as provincial president

represented the liberal faction of Feijo. Formed by a group of intel-

lectuals, the conservative element in Ceara at first attracted little

popular support, but with the recruitment of new members, among them

Francisco Fernandes Vieira and his sons, and the fall of Feijo the

party took on new life. Favored by the imperial government during most

of the time between I838 and 1845, the conservatives established them-

selves as one of the two major political factions in Cear£. During this

33. A biographical sketch of Francisco Fernandes Vieira is found

in Hugo Victor Guinaraes, Deputados Pro\'i.nGiais e Estaduais do Cearei

1835-1947 (Fortaleza, 1952), tjo. 258-260.

34. Pedro II . July 19. i&62.
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period, in 1838, Miguel and an associate founded the newspaper, Pedro II ,

in Fortaleza, which until the end of the Empire championed the conserva-

tive cause. 35

I«iiguel directed the fortunes of his party in Cear5 for over 20 years,

although his tight control and liberal favors to his family resulted in

constant bickering and more than one schism, including the exodus of

many of the foujiders of the party. When he died at the age of 46 in

1862, the same year in which he was elected senator, leadership of the

party passed to his first cousin, Gon^alo Batista Vieira, a son of the

capitao-mor with the same name, Gongalo, who took two of the senator's

sisters as well as his widow for his wives, served as general deputy

and in I87I was made the Baron of Aquiraz.-'" Also outstanding in the

family was Miguel's brother, Manoel, who served as a general deputy. 37

In addition, many lesser offices were filled by the family, not fewer

than 12 Fernandes Vieiras occupying seats in the provincial assembly

during the Empire, 3°

Saboeiro, as the home ground of CearS's leading conservative family,

began to flower in mid-century. In 1851 the seat of the munic£pio was

moved to Saboeiro, an act followed two years later by the creation of

the freguesia. Shortly thereafter, in I856, the CarcarSs were granted

a comarca, thus completing their acquisition of all the chief units of

35. On I'liguel Fernandes Vieira, see Guimaraes, Deputados
,

pp. ^^5^-^55. On the history of the conservative party, see: Joao

Brlgido, "A Queda da' Fac^ao Boticaria," Araripe . Feb. 21, 1857, and

Abelardo F, Montenegro, Historia dos Partidos Pollticos Cearenses

(Fortaleza, 1965), p. 8 ff.

36. Guimaraes, Deputados
, pp. 275-277.

37. Ibid ., p. i+21.

38. Ibid, ,
passim.
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local government. The last named move, the liberals claimed, was done to

give a CarcarS lawyer a post as judge, there being no vacancies in other

areas. Though the liberals conceded that Ico, the judicial unit to which

Saboeiro had belonged, was a long distance away, they thought that a

better solution would have been annexation to the Comarca of the Inhainuns.-^9

While liberal reasoning as to the exact cause of the creation of the

Comarca of Saboeiro may not have been correct, the Femandes Vieiras did

staff the municlpio with their own. In I858 the juiz de direito was

Gongalo Batista Vieira, son-in-law and nephew of the viscount, the juiz

municipal was a cousin of the viscount and an uncle of the juiz de direito,

the delegado was JosS Fernandes Vieira, son of the viscoimt, the sub-

delegado was Francisco Fernandes Vieira, also son of the viscount, while

the promoter was Francisco Rodrigues Lima Bastos, nephew of the viscount

and cousin of the juiz de direito, the delegado, and the subdelegado.^

Commissions in the National Guard were also liberally bestowed

upon the family. Already noted was the post of supreme commander held

by the viscount. In addition, In£cio Bastos de Oliveira, local party

chief and nephew as well as son-in-law of the viscount, held the same

post,^l as did Francisco de Paula Fernandes Vieira, son of the viscount

and twice brother-in-law of the Baron of Aquiraz.^2 Serving under the

latter in the early l870's were JosS Gomes Fernandes Vieira Leal, as

lieutenant colonel on the supreme commander's staff, and Lieutenant

Colonel Francisco Fernandes Vieira Bastos, as commander of the battal-

ion in Saboeiro,^3

39. Araripe . Kar. 28, 1857.
^0. Cearense , Dec. 17, I858.
41. Guimaraes, Deputados

, p. 292.
42. Cearense . Sept. 11, 1868.

43. Almanak do Cearg 1873 (Fortaleza. 1873), pp. 169-170.
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In spite of the power and prestige of the CarcarSs, an opposition

existed in Saboeiro. A correspondent from Saboeiro in i860, stating

that he himself was a Carcara, complained in a letter to the Fortaleza

liberal jonrnal, Cearense , that Saboeiro was an "infeliz Siberia,

esquecida do governo, e parece que de DeosJ" The police, he continued,

was used to persecute the people and guarantee conservative victories,

while criminals went unpvmished. Saboeiro, he wanted the readers to

know, vias a land in v:hich the laws governing the remainder of Brazil

had not yet entered.^ Six years later, another resident of the land

of the Fernandes Vieiras informed his liberal friends that being in the

opposition in that area was not a comfortable position. VJhen their

party was in power, he charged, the Carcaras robbed, arrested, and

assassinated, and, for this, they were proclairaed to be strong men and

faithful bearers of the conservative tradition. But when their party

did not enjoy official favor, he continued, they cried and shouted that

the government was not obeying the law and was letting criminals go un-

punished, and, for this, their friends declared them to be rich men who

were interested in the maintenance of law and order. ^5

Opposition within the municlpio was furnished by dissident CaroarSs,

such as the correspondent mentioned above and Francisco Kodrigues Lima

Bastos, ex-conservative stalwart who in I872 was a member of the liberal

party directorate of Saboeiro,^ as well as by families which never

entered the conservative fold.

These latter were concentrated in the western portion of the

^. July 6.

45. Cearencj, Kar. 18, I866.

^6. Ibid . , July ^, 1872.
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Kiuiiclpio in the district of Bebcdouro, created in i860 vrithin the termo

of Saboeiro. ' The inclusion of Bebedouro in the nunicipio of the

Carcar£s resulted in conflicts v;hich lasted for a century. Bobedouro,

which car.e to be a village with a capela onljr in the 19th century, was

settled principally by Feitosas, Arrais, /undrades, and Goes. Animosity

betvzeen the two areas dated from before the creation of the Iluniclpio of

Sao 1-j.theus in 1823, being initially based on a rivalry betv:een Fran-

cisco fernandes Vieira and Captain Dorningos iilves de Goes over a land

question. Goes, a friend and relative of the Feitosas, resorted to

legal action to thv:art the efforts of the Carcara chief to acquire a

sQssiaria along the Rio Unbuzeiro, °

The leader of the Bebedouro Feitosas in the last decades of the

Empire v:as Pedro Alves Feitosa Timbauba, his second marriage being to

an Arrais, vrhile his children married into the Arrais and Andrade fani-

lies, among others. The Arrais chief was Colonel Nicolau d 'Albuquerque

Arrais, a major political figure in the municlpio from the l880's until

well into the Republic. All in all, the liberal elements in Bebedouro

constituted a rather closely-laiit group.

Before the provincial legislature, in August, l&oO, declared

Bebedoxiro to be v:ithin the Kunicipio of Saboeiro, jurisdiction of the

area vras in dispute. The canara of Sao Joao do Principe in April, 1o6G,

complained to the president that the village—forming a part of the

district of Cococy, the vereadores said—had been invaded by the

delegado of Saboeiro, who had named as a local police officer a person

who was illiterate and only 15 years old. Since Sao Joao do Principe

^y. Provincial Law 929 of Aug. 6, 1860,
W, Cearense . I-Iay 22, looO,
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already had police officers there, the car,ara reported, the residents

were in doubt as to whon to obey. -^ The carriara of Sao Joao do Principe

later recognized the jurisdiction of Saboeiro in the area, although under

protest. The vereadores in I86I v:arned the president that placing a

large nusiber of Feitosas under the Ferr^andes Vieira family—^vxhich, they

said, ruled "cono qualquer sultan no Criente"—could lead only to serious

consequences, -5^

During the following years, the district remained in almost con-

stant turmoil and uncertainty, a situation aided by the fact that while

the area passed back and forth between the two municlpios it remained

vrithin the Freguesia of Arneiros. Thus, in local elections, the Carcara

element elected jaizes de paz in the voting at Saboeiro, while the

liberal faction took similar action in Arneiros, The Feitosas and their

allies won a temporary victory in 1864, when the law which authorized

the creation of the Kunicipio of Arneiros declared the disputed district

to be within the boundaries of the new raunicipio. But as a result of

the long delay in effecting the provisions of the act, Bebedouro con-

tinued under the rule of Saboeiro. Even with the elevation of Arneiros

to a municipio in I873, Saboeiro tarried somewhat in relinquishing con-

trol of the district. The caimra at Arneiros in 1874 was forced to ask

the president to forbid Saboeiro to collect taxes in the area, a re-

quest repeated in 1875. -5-^ Apparently, the Arneiros officials did gain

control, for after the passing of the district back to Saboeiro in I876,

the Carcar£s complained that they were being prevented from establishing

49. Oficios, SJP, Apr. 24, I860.

50. Ibid ., Jan. 11, I86I.

51. Oficios, ilrneiros, Feb. 24, 1874, and Jan. 7, 1875.
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jurisdiction and they requested the suspension of Juiz de Paz Pedro Alves

Feitosa Timbauba.-^^ Previously, the Arnoiros camara, stating that it had

never been properly inforKsd of the chan^'^e, had told the president that

it v;ould exercise jurisdiction in the area until so notified. 53 The

Arneiros vereadores conceded in April, 1677; in subrrAtting their budget

they asked the president to carefully note that they had lost over half

of their revenue as a result of the alteration. 5^

But just before conceding, the opponents of the CarcarSs enjoyed

one last moment of triumph on I'larch 18, 1877. It was the Sunday on which

the priest came to say mass at the capela, this event, as v:as the custom

in the sertao, also being the occasion for a market day and general

festivities: merchants from Saboeiro came to sell their goods; people

came in from the fazendas to trade and enjoy the fellowship of others;

and the vila sent soldiers to maintain order. According to the vereadores

of Saboeiro, the celebration was orderly until a group of some 70 armed

men arrived, among them the "celebre criminozo," Luiz de Goes. Various

members of the band, "com toda audacia e ostenta^ao," provoked arguments

with the soldiers and the subdelegado, whereupon the 70, with "vivas ao

partido liberal, " began an uproar which drove home the more peaceful of

those in attendance and brought the business transactions to a close.

The vereadores charged that the disorder was planned and directed by

Juiz de Paz Pedro Alves Feitosa Timbauba.^^

52;. Oflcios, Saboeiro, Apr. 9, 1677,
53. Oflcios, .'Irneiros, Jan. 13, 1677.
5^. Ibid., Apr. 3, 1877.

55. Oficios, Saboeiro, Mar. 20, 1677. The Eebedouro question
continued to arouse passions for yet many years, subsiding only in 195^
when the assembly, by Lavr 3,336, raised the district to a murdclpio
under ohe name of Aiuaba, the name the district had borne since 19^3.
The political chief largely responsible for securing the move was,
appropriately, Armando Arrais Feitosa, a grandson of Timbauba.
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By the time of the Bebedouro incident in I'iarch, 18??, the

CarcarSs has passed the peak of their influence. The years of their

greatest prestige lay in the three to four decades immediately folloxjing

1838, a period which coincided with the height 01 the conservative

party's influence in the province. Contributing to the decline of the

family after that period was the deepening of conservative dissension

in Ceara Xvrhich followed the death of Senator Miguel. In I863 a group

of conservatives founded in Fortaleza the nevjspaper, Constituicao , in

opposition to the Carcara element, and in I87I a split ensued which was

never healed, one faction follovring the Baron of Aquiraz while the other

was led by Joaquira da Cunha Freire, the Baron of Ibiapaba.-^o The con-

flict between the two conservative factions was, on occasion, as bitter

as the fight with the liberals. Adding to the discord XNrere alliances

which one or the other of the conservative factions made X'J'ith its

former enemies. After one defeat at the hands of a liberal-Ibiapaba

coalition in I872, a Saboeiro correspondent, writing in Cearense , re-

ported that the Fernandes Vieiras, rather than submit to Ibiapaba's

rule, were talking of becoming republicans or even communists. 57

As a matter of fact, a group of the former persuasion was formed

in Saboeiro on election night in 1872, an event reported in Cearense

on August 18 of that year. But the chairman of the organizing meeting

was Captain Salustio Tertuliano Eandeira Ferrer, a bitter enemy of the

Carcar£s. In a keen observation on coming things, the reporter called

the republicans "verdadeiros operarios do future. " Though this early

movement was short lived—Captain Ferrer soon rejoined the liberals,

56. Guimaraes, Deputados , p. 276; Kontenegro, Kistoria dos

Partidos
, p, 19.

51. I-iir. 10, IS72.
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and news of the party ceased to roach the press—it did exist long enough

to order a mass said, also in 1872, on the death of one enemy of royalty,

Benito Juarez of Mexico, ^°

With such a pov:erful fanily on their doorstep, the Feitosas were

hard pressed to maintain their dominance over the center of the Inhaciuns,

The exact reasons why the Feitosas became liberals, and hence opponents

of the Fernandes Vieiras, are somewhat obsctire. In 1868 a conservative

correspondent vnriting in Pedro II , Francisco Earbosa Cordeiro, stated

that the Feitosas' conversion to liberalism dated only from the early

1850 's. Previous to this, he vxrote, they dealt with the Fernandes

Vieiras, giving them their votes when such a move appeared to be advan-

tageous. But because of the vigorous efforts of a conservative govern-

ment to prosecute criminals in the Inharauns in the early l850's, among

them many Feitosas, they became liberals. 59 Contributing to their

change of heart, he continued, was the aid given them during this

difficult period by Thomaz Pompeu, v;ho in I8MS succeeded the Alencar

family as leader of the liberal party. ^*^

Various bits of evidence appear to lend support to Cordeiro 's

version of the reasons for the Feitosas' late entry into the liberal

ranks. They had little cause to support that party during the 1830' s,

for President Alencar denounced crime in the Inhamuns ,
°-*- while a

liberal juiz de direito, Jose Antonio de Maria Ibiapina, resigned from

his post at least in part as a result of the Feitosas' obstruction of

58. Cearense, Sect, 13, 1872.

59. See Ch. Ill, 'pp. 119-135.
60. Pedro II . July 12, 1868.

61. Paulino Nogueira, "Senador Jose Martiniano de Alencar,'
RIC . XIII, i\'os. 3 and ^ (1899). I6I.
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his efforts,°2 With the creation of the Comarca of the Inharauns in 1836,

Antonio Leopoldino de Araujo Chaves, whose mother was Josefa Alves

Feitosa, was appointed to preside over the new jurisdiction, remaining

there until 1851.°^ His many years as judge in his home territory would

indicate that the Feitosas were able to make a satisfactory accoir-jaodation

to whatever government happened to be in power. Thus, the most likely

ansxrer to the question as to the political stance of the family prior to

1850 is that they dealt with both parties in an attempt to preserve their

dominant position in Sao Joao do Principe. Only as a result of the

bitterness engendered by the events of the early l850's, it appears, did

they definitively enter the liberal camp.

In gaining the Feitosas to their side, the liberals acquired a

family of remarkable qualities, one of which was a high degree of in-

ternal cohesiveness. Although the writer in the course of research on

19th century politics in the Inhamuns frequently encountered Carcaras

who left their family to become liberals, not one Feitosa or Araujo was

foTind making the move from the liberal party to the conservative party.

Being in the opposition in the 19th century Inhamuns was not a desirable

position, for the aim of ttie winning element was not to distribute

justice but to exact_reyeng.e, A family with less solidarity would have

had at least occasional deserters to the winning side, but not the

Feitosas, Aiding the maintenance of cohesion was the strength to be

found in numbers, for, though they might be in opposition, the Feitosas

were not totally defenseless. Also, somev/hat in contrast to the Fernandes

Vieiras who had a greater interest in educating their sons, and conse-

o2^ Paulino Nogueira, "0 Padre Ibiapina," RIC, II, Ko. 1 (1888),
182,

63. Guimaraes, Deputados
, p. 184.
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quently. in seeking desirable positions for them, the Foitosas and, to

a lesser extent, the Araujos generally remained on the fazenda. imper-

vious to the lure of public employment which the vrinning side could

grant. Although, as v:ill be seen, political solidarity in the family

was broken in the 1830' s, it came more in the nature of an intra-family

quarrel than a desertion to the enemy.

All of the most prominent liberal chiefs of Sao Joao do Principe

were either Feitosas or Araujos, this as a result of the preeminence

which the family held. As noted earlier, leadership ;^thin 5ao Jcao do

Principe passed to the Araujos following the death of Capitao-mor Josg

Alves Feitosa. the most noted of his successors being Colonel Joao de

Araujo Chaves, who was married to a Feitosa. The colonel's brother,

Antonio I'iirtins Chaves, was the last capitao-mor of the ordenan^as and

in 13^7 was appointed supreme commander of the guard of Sao Joao do

Principe. 6^ Ti^o sons of Colonel Joao occupied leading positions among

the chiefs of the Inhanuns, the first being the long time juiz de

direito, ;uitonio Leopoldino de Araujo Chaves. A graduate of tne law

school in Olinda, he served two terms in the provincial assembly, in

1833-1839 and 18^2-1343. °5 His brother, Joaquiju Leopoldino de Araujo

Chaves, was for many years the local chief of the liberal party. This

position was complemented by the post of supreme commander of the

National Guard, which he held from the late 1850 's into the 1870' s. A

correspondent from Tau5,°^ witing in Pedro II in 1868, said that the

gij^ Entry of Aug. 1^, 1&4-7, Register of nominations for officers

of the National Guard, 1&36-1&52, Arquivo Fuolico, Fortaleza.

65. Guimaraes, Deputados , p. 184.

66. Although the name of the municipio was Sao Joao do Principe,

its seat* continued to be referred to popularly as TauS. originally the

name of the fazenda from which the village grew.
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colonel distributed justice at his pleasure, giving orders which the

local authorities obeyed. '

Although the Araujos held the upper hand during these years, the

Feitosas were not unrepresented in the councils of power. Succeeding

Antonio I'lartins Chaves as supreme commander in 18^9 was Pedro Alves

Feitosa e Vale, who held the post for only a short while as a result of

the widespread dismissal of members of the family from military offices

in the early 1850' s.

Commencing during the decade of the l860's, a closely related

group of Feitosas began to reclaim leadership from the Araujos, All

were descendents of the marriage of Sargento-mor Leandro Custodio de

Olivcira Castro of Rio Grande do Norte with a sister of Jose Alves

Feitosa. Colonel Pedro Alves Feitosa e Vale, mentioned above, was

married to a daughter of the sargento-mor. Leandro Custodio de Oliveira

Castro Juca, a grandson of the elder Leandro, served as acting promoter

and in 186^-1865 as provincial deputy, during which time he introduced

the legislation elevating Arneiros to a municlpio. His career was cut

68
short by his death in Fortaleza in the last year of his term as deputy.

Succeeding Colonel Joaquim Leopoldino as chiefs of the family after the

early 1870 's were two grandsons of the elder Leandro, both sons of a

marriage of his daughter to Pedro Alves Feitosa of the Fazenda CococS.

These twin brothers were l^'iajor Francisco Alves Feitosa and Colonel

Joaquim Alves Feitosa, the latter having served one term in the pro-

vincial assembly in 1868-1869.°° In the closing years of the Empire,

another grandson of the elder Leandro began a political career which was

o7. Oct. 31.

68. Feitosa, Genealorria
, p. 110; Guimaraes, Deputados

, pp. ^01-
^1-02.

69. Guimaraes, Deputados, p. 322; Cearense , June I6, I88I.
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to be the most distinr^ished of that of any Fcitosa since the time of

the capitao-mor. This was Colonel Lourengo Alves Feitosa e Castro, off-

spring of the marriage of Colonel Lourengo Alves e Castro, son of the

elder Leandro, and a daughter of I'ijor Jose do Vale Pedrosa. .vhile he

served two terms in the provincial assembly, in addition to filling

local posts, before the fall of the Empire—an event which occurred when

he v;as aged 45—his career belonged principally to the itepublic.

The strongest concentration of opposition to the Feitosas vxithin

Sao Joao do Principe came from the district of l-^rrecas, located on the

Puiu, Inhabited almost entirely by relatives and allies of the Carcar£s,

it furnished the base for conservative power in the municlpio. To a

liberal correspondent in 1853, it was "o foco do crime, o terror dos

homens pacificos, "' '^

"By the People "

Elections in the Inhamuns were hotly contested. Given the con-

text in which they were conducted, fairness to the opposition or obedi-

ence to either the letter or the spirit of the law was not the primary

aim. The objective was victory. The years of the most intense politi-

cal activity in the Inhamuns lay between 1850 and the 1&70 ' s , the

period in v:hich the CarcarSs reached the height of their influence and

one vjhich preceded the confusion brought about in later years by the

splintering of the parties.

The l£52 election for vereadores and juizes de paz in Sao Joao do

Principe opened the period. Occurring during a conservative ministry,

it came just after the waging of the most concentrated campaign against

70. Cearer.se , May 18.
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the pov7er and prestige oi the Feitosas to take place since the colonial

era. With some of the Feitosa leaders in jail and others in hiding, their

local opponents enjoyed unusual advantages. '-'-

The account of the election of August 7, 1852, presented here is

based almost wholly on the complaint sent by the camara to the provincial

president, "While no Feitosa signed the protest, it did originate from

that family's liberal allies, the Rodrigues-Mota-Pereira grouping in the

Rio Trici area. It was a characteristic of political reporting in that

era that the losers gave the fullest account of the events of election

day; the victors seldom explained how they won.

Preparations for the contest were well planned. The commanding

officer of the National Guard, Lieutenant Colonel Jose Andre dos Santos

of the I^'Iarrecas Carcaras, ordered his troops mobilized, a move made,

according to the opposition, for the purpose of intimidating voters.

Concurring in the mobilization v;as the delegado of the termo, Pedro Jose

Castelo Branco, The camara charged that the book containing the names

of the qualified voters disappeared, later turning up in the home of the

promoter, v:here various alterations in it were made. On the day pre-

ceding the election, the delegado, accompanied by several armed men,

appeared at the building which served as the seat of the camara to ask

that it be turned over to him for the purpose of housing troops. His

request refused, that night 13 men, including knoT^m criminals called

from Piaul to assist in the election, forced open the rear door and

took possession. All through the day and night of the 6th, the vereadores

reported, men were arriving with firearms, so that by election day it

71. See Ch. Ill, pp. 119-135,
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appeared that the vila was prepared for the be':innin.^ of a major battle

instead of an election.

'/fnen, on election mornins at 9:00 A.M.. the juiz de paz, accom-

panied by a large number of voters, arrived at the church to be^in the

election, he found it filled and surrounded by the conservative faction,

which had been there since 7:00 A.M. Protecting then were the police,

their number augmented by 20 additional troops from Piranhas, Piau£.

Repelled by bayonets, the liberals retired to a private home and held

their ovm election in the midst of rumors that the troops had been

ordered to set fire to the biiilding. In the meantime, the conservatives

conducted their plebiscite in the church, casting more than ^00 votes,

when, the camara reported, they could not have mustered more than ^0 in

a legal election. Duplicate returns were also reported from Arneiros,

although in that freguesia the conservatives were forced to retire to

a private home, where, with the aid of a juiz de paz imported from

Saboeiro to provide an atmosphere of legality, they soundly trounced

their liberal opponents. '2

The liberal version of the election was, in part, corroborated

by Delegado Castelo Branco. In a defense of his conduct, he admitted

that criminals had been brought from Piaui, but argued that such ac-

tion v:as taken without his knowledge. In addition, he stated that the

most-voted juiz de paz v:as refused entrance to the church because he

73
arrived there somewhat after the appointed hour of i/:00 «.K.

In this case, the appeal of the camara to the central government

for nullification of the election was not in vain. Even with a con-

72. Cficios, 3J?, Sept. 2, lS52.

73. Ibid.. °ct. 22. 1352.
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servative ministry in power, the imperial government invalidated the

election, 7^

Throughout the l850's, the CarcarSs retained the upper hand in Sao

Joao do Principe. The juiz municipal in I856, who was also the acting

juiz de direito, was Jose Fernandes Vieira Bastos, v:hile Joao Fernandes

Vieira filled the post of promoter. '5 The lead editorial in Cearense on

December 27, 1858, complained that the new provincial president, Joao

Silveira de Sousa, had completely turned over the Inhamxms to the

Carcaras, a situation, the readers vrere informed, which could lead only

to fatal conseo^uences. The redistricting carried out in I856 for elec-

tions of deputies to the provincial assembly grouped Sao Joao do

Principe and I^ria Pereira with Saboeiro and Assare. Arariise , Crate's

liberal journal, claimed that the move was made to insure a conservative

victory, since the most logical districting, it said, would have placed

the two liberal constituencies with QuixeramobiiTi. And, as predicted,

when the district electoral college met on December 3 of that year to

choose the provincial deputy, the CarcarS candidate won handily. But,

even so, Araripe stated, he won only because Luguel Fernandes Vieira

had controlled the college by fraudulent means. In the first place,

the liberal journal charged, the conservative chief had purchased the

votes of various electors and, secondly, had secured the election to

the body of 13 members of his faiaily, v;ho by law were ineligible to

vote by reason of being either brothers or uncles of the candidate. '°

The liberals occasionally demonstrated that they had not lost spirit,

as on December 27, 1853, when they defaced the new home of Vigario Joao

7s-. Ibid., Apr. 11, 1853 and Dec. 20, 185^.

15. Pedro II . Nov. 29, I856.

76. Feb. 21, 1857.
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Felipe Pereira,'''? the priest who ministered to the souls of the Vila's

inhabitants while serving several terms in the provincial assembly as

a supporter of the CarcarSs,'^

The i860 elections for vereadores and juizes de paz brought on a

revival of liberal activity. Among the candidates for the former posts

were Lieutenant Colonel Leandro CustSdio de Oliveira Castro JucS,

Lieutenant Joaquim iVlves Feitosa, and Dr. I-Ianoel l^arrocos Teles. Dr.

I'^rrocos, a graduate of the medical school in Rio de Janeiro and a

native of Crato, had recently moved to the Inhamuns as a result of his

marriage to the sister-in-law of Lieutenant Joaquim, 79 He was not par-

ticularly popular, at least initially, with the area's conservatives,

who charged that he not only demanded high fees for his services but

murdered "sem o maior escrupulo aos infelizes que cahem nas suas maos."^^

The junta was formed, on January 15, to revise the list of voters.

Three conservatives and two liberals were selected as members, the

former being the most-voted juiz de paz, Antonio Jose dos Santos, along

with Captains Domingos Alves Ferrsira and Joao Gonc.alves dos Santos,

while the liberal representatives were Colonel Joaquim Leopoldino de

Araujo Chaves and Jose Rodrigues do Nascimento. Reviewing the list of

qualified voters presented hy the conservative members. Colonel Joaquim

Leopoldino charged that it was grossly incomplete, vjhereupon he pro-

duced a list of his own. But, seeing that he was outnumbered, the

colonel took possession of the book in which the names of the voters

were to be inscribed and, followed by Jose Rodrigues, departed from the

meeting, "deixando a junta estupefacta. " The two then proceeded to the

77. Pedro II . Jan. 14, 1854.

78. Guimaraes, Det)Utados
, pp. 306-30?.

79. Ibid., p. 431.
80. Pedro II . Feb. 8, i860.
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church, where, protected by a band of ruffians from Flores and the vila,

the conservatives claimed, they filled the book with the names of their

supporters. Apparently quickly recovering from their astonishment, the

majority of the junta, furnished a new book by the juiz municipal, se-

lected replacements for the missing liberals and completed their work,

enrolling some 1,100 voters,^! The president of the province, informed

of the proceedings in Sao Joao do Principe, annulled the work of the

junta and ordered that the enrolling of voters be repeated in April,

also directing Colonel Joaquim Leopoldino to return the official book

to the authorities. 82 xhe junta finally met in June, when, according

to the conservatives, its work resulted in a solid majority for their

side.S-? The liberals, for their part, complained that they had been

excluded. 8^

In the months before the election, there vxere charges that the

police forces were threatening liberal voters, S5 the election taking

place during a conservative ministry; but, in an unexplained abrupt

change before the September election, a new delegado. Captain Henriques

Frederico Benjamin Ettur, arrived on August 23 among liberal rejoicing.

The conservatives reported to Pedro II that his home vxas filled with

wine, gin, cachapa , and cigars, all at no cost to him. In addition,

they said that he placed the 20 to 30 soldiers in the detachment at

the disposal of Colonel Joaquim Leopoldino, vrhile the National Guard

took over duties at the jail and criminals freely roamed the municlpio.°°

The election began on September 7 with the foriTjation of the mesa.

81. Pedro II , Feb. 8, i860.
82. Ibid., Kar. ?, 1660.

83. Ibid., June l6, i860.
8^, Cearense, June 26, iSoO.

85, Pedro II , Apr. 18, i860.

86. Ibid., Oct. 3 and 12, i860.
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The conservatives later reported that, having a irjijority of 530 enrolled

voters as opposed to 270 for the liberals, they had thought they were

certain to win the election. But when they arrived at the church, they

found some 800 to 1,000 ardent liberals gathered there. Led by the for-

mer commander of the National Guard, Pedro Alves Feitosa e Vale, the

liberal congregation was composed of inhabitants from the home freguesia

as well as from Ameiros, l-Iaria Peraira, and Piauf. The liberals per-

mitted their opponents to enter the church, in spite of rumors which had

been circulating predicting bloodshed, and the work of the election got

underi'/ay. The mesa was formed, the conservatives placing Lieutenant

Colonel Jos5 AndrS dos Santos and Padre Francisco Bastes d'Oliveira on

it, in addition to Juiz de Paz Santos, while the liberals seated Lieu-

tenant JosS da Mota Sousa Lima and Dr. Marrocos. V/ith the formation of

the mesa completed, voting was postponed iintil the following day.

On the 8th, the church filled with potential voters and interested

spectators, the first name called was Antonio Ferreira Lima. The person

answering the summons was not. Lieutenant Colonel Santos objected,

Antonio Ferreira Lima, and he produced a witness to testify to that

effect. Colonel Joaquim Leopoldino, on the other hand, maintained that

the person appearing was the one called, and his witness stated that it

was, indeed, Antonio Ferreira Lima. To settle the dispute. Captain Ettur,

the delegado, ordered the mesa to vote the person before it, whoever he

was. Shortly thereafter, in the midst of another identification dispute,

Dr, l-Iarrocos grabbed the list of voters and stuck it in his pocket.

Adding to the confusion vrhich resulted from the physician's action were

the arrivals of Pedro Alves Feitosa e Vale and his son, 1-lanoel 1-^rtins

Chaves e Vale, the father intoxicated and the son "furioso como um tigre."
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The conservatives, backed to the wall by the aroused liberals, requested

help from the delegado, whose only ansvrer was a threat to arrest all

those present. Juiz de Paz Santos, the conservatives reported, seeing

that an election could not be carried on in such an atmosphere, sus-

pended the proceedings and he and his followers retreated. The liberals,

left to their oi«i devices, called the second most-voted juiz de paz and

completed the election. °'

Elected vereadores were Dr. I'iarrocos, Jose Rodrigues do Nascimento,

Leandro Custodio de Oliveira Castro Juc£, Joaquim Alves Feitosa, Jose

Ferreira de Castro, i'iarcelino Alves Cavalcante, and Pedro de Sousa Mota,

the first five with 17?2 votes each, the last two with 1771, these

^ QQ
figures including res-ults from the entire municlpio,°°

The liberal organ, Cearense , carried orJ.y brief notices on the

election in its September 18 and October 12 editions. 'The Taua corre-

spondent, in the October 12 issue, reported that on election day the

chief of the Feitosas, Pedro Alves Feitosa e Vale, arrived in the Vila

with 1500 of his family and dedicated folloxirers, while the CarcarS

chief, Joao Vieira, could gather only 300, including recruits drai-m

from Saboeiro and Piaul. Although the mesa was his, the conservative

chief, seeing that he was outmanned, "covardemente com os seus

espoletas abandonaram a urna...." Follox-ang the conservative retreat,

the election proceeded peacefully and legally. The September 18 report

stated that the Carcar£s had retired to the house of Joao Vieira to

hold a duolicate election.

37. Pedro II , Oct. 3, lS60; a preliminary report was carried in

the Sept. 18 edition.
88. Session of Sept. 15, i860, minutes of the caraara of Sao Joao

do Principe, I86O-I876, Prefeitura, Taua.
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Captain Ettur was ordered roraovcd to Tolha on October 8.^9 V.'hile

the CarcarSs charsed that he favored the liberals, the fact rerjtir.s ^.'.a^

he was sent to Sao Joao do Principe by a conservative government, 90

The liberals in Sao Joao do Principe, aided by liberal nirJ.stries

from 1862 to 1868, held the upper hand until near the end of the decade.

Apart from the post of juiz municipal, all of the police and judiciary

offices in 1862 vrero held by sympathizers of that party. The conserva-

tives claimed that their opposition, led by the acting promoter, Leandro

Custodio de Oliveira Castro Juca, had imposed a reign of terror on the

area. 91 The Taua reporter of Pedro II ;-rote that on October 1^, 1863,

the peace of the vila was distvirbed by a group of liberals, led by Juc£

and including among its members a criminal, Vicente tkcaco, and the

local padre, Francisco da Kota Sousa Angelim. Proclaiminj imminent

death to various conservatives, Juc£'s band also threatened the juiz

municipal, Jose Fernandes Vieira Bastes. lifter Bastes had ordered the

commander of the military detachment to arrest l^Cacaco, the liberals

went to the home of the CarcarS magistrate, where, brandishing knives

—

the padre and promoter included, the correspondent emphasized—they

threatened to expel him from the vila, 92

The liberals suffered at least one loss during the decade with

the desertion of Dr. Karrocos to the enenry camp. Having earlier found

o9. Pedro II , Nov. 5, i860.

90. The election occurred during a period of consei*vative mirj.s-

tries lasting from Dec. 12, I858, to i-Iay Zh, 1862. I^elson Werneck
SodrS, Panorama do Se^undo Lnoerio (Sao Paulo, 1939), p. 379.

91. Pedro II , I-lay 5, 1862,

92. Ibid., Dec. 5, I863. The liberal priest participating in
the uproar was a son of jbmeiros. After his service in Sao Joao do
Principe, during which time he served one term on the camara, in 1368
he moved to Ipueiras, remaining there until his death in 183^. In his
ne\^ post, he enjoyed a long career as priest and politician, servln;^

one term in the provincial assembly. Once suspended from orders for
disobedience, he was said to have involved himself in difficulties
v:herever he went. GuimarSes, Len-atcacz

, p. 251.
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himself in disagreement with Colonel Joaquim Leopoldino, he broke v;ith

the liberals in the first part of his term as vereador and lent his ser-

vices to the opposition. In a special election to fill a vacancy in the

senate in December, I86I, he turned over the lists of qualified voters

to the second most-voted jtiiz de paz, his reason being, he stated, that

the most-voted judge did not arrive at the church by the appointed hour.

The liberals, on the other hand, charged that his action was taken to

insure a conservative victory, since the most-voted juiz, de paz was a

liberal, while the second in line was a conservative. °3 in October,

1862, he was elected to complete the term in the provincial assembly of

JosI Fernandes Vieira,9^ a victim of the cholera epidemic of that year.

Finally, late in I863, it x<ras reported that Juca had forced him to flee

from the area in the interest of personal safety.''-^

Near the end of the decade, in I868, a conservative ministry as-

sumed control of the government, and, according to the liberals, wide- •

spread persecution ensued, Cearense reported that a military detachment

was sent to Sao Joao do Prfncipe for the purpose of producing a conser-

vative victory in the September local elections. 9° if that was the

purpose of the detachment, the move was fruitless, for the liberals won

the elections for vereadores and juizes de paz. VJith the expedition of

more troops to Sao Joao do Principe in October, to bring the total to

52, the paper stated that the conservatives could not forgive the

liberals for winning the elections and expressed fear that the scenes

of the early l850's were to be repeated. It added, in a veiled warning.

93. Several statements on the dispute were published in Pedro II ,

Fxay 2, 1862.

9^. Ibid ., Oct. 5, 1862.

95. Ibid . , Dec. 5, I863.

96. Sept. 11, 1868.
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that the Feitosas knew how to preserve their honor. 97 The fears of the

liberals notwithstanding, the worst that soens to have happened in Sao

Joao do Pr£ncipe was the usual dismissal of officeholders, a rdnor attack

on a police official, and the recruitment of a number of opposition

supporters for the arnry. The home of the liberal subdelegado of Ameiros,

Manoel Leonardo de Araujo, was attacked by a group of ruffians, according

to Cearense .^Q but, with the adamant attitude of the Ameiros official,

the conservative band retreated. Soon thereafter, Araujo was dismissed

from his post, the reason given being illegal recruiting practices. To

this charge, the liberal journal replied that his major crime, in addi-

tion to being a liberal, was apprehending deserters from military service,

such as Francisco Alves Cavalcante, urxcle of the Vila's subdelegado.

Liberal claims that recruitment for the regular army was being

used as a weapon of conservative oppression were probably well foxir.ded.

Soldiers were in demand, 1868 falling within the war with Faragviay; and

the selection of recruits, a task in which police officials possessed

broad discretionary powers, had long been employed as a means of con-

trolling the opposition. Cearense reported on December 13 that U-5

recruits, mostly fathers and liberals, were held in the jail at Sao

Joao do Principe. One of them, the liberal organ stated, was appre-

hended only because he had testified against a local Carcar5, who was

accused of rustling cattle.

In Saboeiro, in the heart of conservative strength, the victors

appear to have tormented the opposition to a somewhat greater extent.

According to Cearense's Saboeiro correspondent, who called himself

"Samuel, " word of the conservative return to power reached the vila on

97. Cearense . Oct. 24, 1868.

98. Oct. 1, 1868.
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Wednesday, August 13. The Carcar£s, upon hearing the nevrs of their good

fortune, began three days .of festivities, including torchlight parades

in the evenings. All went well until Friday, when, near noon, Francisco

de Paula Fernandes Vieira and his nephew, Delegado Francisco Fernandas

Vieira Bastos, arrived on the scene, leading a large group of capan,?as

araied ^^rith rifles, revolvers, blunderbusses, knives, and clubs. vJhat

follov/ed, Sanuel wrote, was an "ato de maior selvageria, escandalo, e

canibalismo que poderia praticar o tribu niais feroz de bugres

antropofagosj

"

First, Francisco de Paula inquired if anyone had yet exacted any

revenge, and, someone answering in the negative, he replied that such

had to be done. Tnis surprised the people, the liberal reporter wrote,

for generally the Carcara chief was a prudent man, but, if such a dis-

tinguished citizen thought revenge was necessary, the celebrating con-

servatives were inclined to agree. To create the proper spirit, Fran-

cisco de Paula ordered wine and cachaga distributed to the revelers. At

10:00 o'clock in the evening, the conservative leader and the delegado

called the merrymakers together and led them to the home of i'lajor

Salustio Tertuliano Bandeira Ferrer, the liberal chief whose family vxas

linked to the Feitosas by marriage. Greeted by a bolted door, the con-

servatives called out insults and threatened to murder the major and,

on receiving no answer from inside, they attempted to enter by force.

Although Ferrer had departed earlier, those inside the house defended

the door. With greater violence in the offing, Samuel wrote, Joao

Ricardo de Helo and Captain Joaquim Pinto Penna, both of whom were con-

servatives while the latter v:as a cousin of Francisco de Paula, arrived

just in time to prevent bloodshed. Their counsel persuaded the CarcarS
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leaders to disband the nob, but not before Francisco de Paula had in-

sulted his cousin by callin;^ hira a caboclo. ''"

In the month following the celebration in Saboeiro, Cearense

charged that a full scale political persecution of the /u:rais and their

fellov: liberals had begun. The event which set off the affair was the

murder in Assare of Bentos Alves Pedralino by Ignacio Ricardo Arrais,

the latter claiming that the act was the result of an insult. According

to the Fortaleza paper, the conservative officials began a wave of ar-

rests and criminal prococdings against liborals, includins, among others,

12 members of the Arrais family, the vigSrio of Assare, liajor Ferrer,

and Lieutenant Pedro jVlves Feitosa Tinbauba. Cearense reported that

Delegado Bastes not only arrested Captain Luiz iln"conio de >Iatos Arrais

and I-Iarcos Arrais, both of whom were not in AssarS when the killing took

place, but, in addition, ordered a search of the house of the latter to

apprehend his 17-year-old son. Being met with resistance by the boy's

mother, the police broke her arm and beat her to the point that she

aborted the child she was bearing, an act in the description of which

the liberal reporter added "Horror, horror

J

iJ" and asked his readers if

the war in Paraguay could possibly be resulting in greater atrocities

than those practiced in Cear£ by the conservatives.!^'^ Subsequently, a

dispute arose over whether or not the woman had been pregnant, the pro-

vincial chief of police claiming that she vjas 53 years old and had borne

her last child 12 years earlier. In defense of the truthfulness of its

reporting, the liberal journal produced a baptismal certificate demon-

strating that ^he woman in question had given birth to a child on

99. ^c, Sep-o. 11, 1368.
100. . , Oct. 22, 1863. Also see the Oct. 23 issue.
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The case dragged on for several ir.onths, and perhaps even years, ac

was coKT.on in Ceara in that era. On April 15, I869, Cearense stated that

the number accused in the murder had been reduced to 11 in the previous

month, and to seven in April, fo\ir of them being Arrais, With that

notice, news of the affair ended. VJhatever the ultimate disposition of

the case may have been, the accused appear not to have been permanently

handicapped; in I872 Captain Luiz Arrais v:as the president of the liberal

directorate in Saboeiro.lO^ while in 1881 Itorcos Arrais and IgnScio

Ricardo Arrais, the latter being the admitted killer, were sx>rorn in as

juizes de paz.-^^3

Although the conservatives remained in control of the ministry,

the liberals again won the local elections in Sao Joao do Principe in

1870. The reporting of the election events varied somewhat between

Pedro II and Cearense . The conservatives wrote that a Carcara leader,

Kajor Francisco Alves Cavalcante, and I50 armed voters vxere met on their

way to the vila by Colonel Joaquim Leopoldino and mjor Joaquim Alves

i'eitosa, accompanied by 200 "desordeiros. " The superior liberal forces

took possession of some of the arms of their opponents, bloodshed being

averted only by the prudence of the conservative chieftain. ^"^

Cearense , in contrast, reported that the Carcar£s sent their armed

capangas to all parts of the freguesia vrith warnings that any liberals

appearing in the vila on election day would be assassinated. Ti>:o days

before the election, vxhen Colonel Joaquim Leopoldino and 800 liberals

101. Ibid . . Apr. .1^^, I869.

102. Cearense . July ^, lo72.

103. Ibid .. Feb. 13, IS8I.

104. Reprinted in Cearense, Feb. 20, 1870.
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were entering the vila, they wore net by Francisco Alves Cavalcante and

60 national suardsraen. Supror.e Commander Joaquin Leopoldino asked the

major on whoso authority the guard had been nobilized, and, upon receiving

the &ns\-Ter that the action v:as taken by the subordinate officer, ordered

the arms confiscated and the troops disbanded, Follo'.ring this incident,

the frantic conservatives ran through the vila, calling on their follow-

ers and the police to seize the church, but the cormander of the detach-

ment i-risely refused to heed the appeal. Election day in the vila,

Cearense reported, was peaceful, -^^-^

In Flores, which was a freguesia in I87O, action was somewhat more

animated. The liberals stated that the church was surrounded by the

subdelegado and his Carcara followers, the most-voted juis de paz being

refused entry. The magistrate then formed the mesa in his home and pro-

ceeded with the voting, while the subdelegado held the conservative

election in the church. -^^

Although political events in the Inhamuns were of a less spectac-

ular nature during the last years of the Empire, they, nonetheless,

indicated that the inhabitants of the area had not lost their tradi-

tional interest. NewsT>;orthy happenings, in large part, shifted to

Saboeiro, where the decline of the Carcaras, ccrcbined \rith a liberal

ministry from I870 to I885, tended to result in greater equality between

the opposing sides. In Sao Joao do Principe, these same forces—conser-

vative decline and liberal rule—left the Feitosas facing no strong

opposition, with the result that they began to quarrel among themselves.

The creation of the new municlpio at Arneiros in I873 added little of

105. Feb. 22, I870.
106. Ibid.
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interest to the political scene, for in that area of the Inhamuns the

donination of the Feitosas v:as so coraplete that not even a conservative

government could produce a significant local opposition. In vrhat must

have appeared to the municipal fathers to be an equitable distribution

of votes—discounting the probability of a statistical miracle—the

election for the first vereadores produced results only in round num-

bers: I-Ianoel Leonardo de Araujo Feitosa, 1750 votes; I-Ianoel 1-lartins

Chaves e Vale, 1700; Lourengo Alves Feitosa e Castro, l600; Eufrasio

Alves Feitosa e Vale, 1560; Leandro Custcdio Bezerril, 15^0; Fructuoso

de ju'aujo Pereira, 14C0; and Jose Francisco da Rocha, 1350. '^'

In Saboeiro, the liberals faced an uphill climb. In I876 Cearense

reported that in the district of P050 da Pedra Vicente Conceigao was in

critical condition as a result of a blow given him by one "Gil de tal,

"

administered because the former had shouted a "viva" to the liberal

party. lOS lo^e same journal carried a protest later in I876 stating

that the conservative officials refused to qualify Nicolau d 'Albuquerque

Arrais as an elector, even though he was a wealthy commercial figure who

conducted business in the capital. 'The liberals charged that the treat-

ment of Nicolau was a part of the usual CarcarS lies, which always

pictured the ^Irrais as "miseraveis e proletaries. "109

With the fall of the conservative ministry in I87S, the CarcarSs

faced stronger opposition in Saboeiro. The high point of the liberal

attack came in the I88O local elections, in XJhich the opponents of the

Carcaras emerged v:ith five of the seven vereadores and the juizes de

paz.llO

107. Session of Apr. 8, lo73, minutes of the Camara of Sao Joao
do Principe.

108. Cearense. Feb. 10, I076.

109. June 23, I876.
no. Cearense. Feb. 13, I8SI.
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Though the victory must have been satisfyin.'^ to the liberals, it

threatened to bring anarchy to local government, xor "cne CarcarS minority

found it difficult to sit at the foot of the table. On April 11, follov:-

ing the swearing in of the new officials in January, iiicolau d 'Albuquerque

Arrais, as president of the camara, and his liberal majority sent a re-

port to the provincial president, stating that in the session of that

day the conservatives had resorted to disruptive tactics. I;ot only had

they used disrespectful and even obscene language, so the complainants

said, ii". addrcssin'^: Prosidont i'Jicolau, their capangas caused such dis-

order that the ciccting had to be suspended, ^-^-^

Following this incident, the seven regular members of the camara

did not meet together until January of the next year. The CarcarS

minority, acting alone, held a meeting on ilay 10, in which they mustered

a quorum by calling on conservative substitutes. In their report of the

meeting to the provincial presidem:, xney attacked the liberal majority.

First, they charged that the camara president had refused to call a

meeting, even though urgent business was awaiting attention; and, second,

referring to the urgent business, they informed the president that two

liberal members of the camara and four liberal substitutes, together

with the liberal juizes de paz, were all serving illegally in their

posts, since they had not been properly enrolled as voters in the pre-

vious qualification.H2

The liberals, in addition to producing a notarized document

stating that all those attacked by the conservatives were qualified

voters, 113 informed Cearense that the Llay 10 Carcara session v;as a

111. Oficios, Saboeiro, Apr, 11, 1831.
112. Ibid., May 10, 18&1.*

113. Ibid .. Apr. 11, 18S1.
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clandestine affair, to which the liberal members had not been invited.^^

The June 1 edition of the liberal journal added that the conservative

faction had been attempting to annul the results of the Saboeiro elec-

tion ever since it was held, and charged that at the secret meeting the

CarcarSs had ordered taxes restituted to some of their followers and had

exempted others of them, Cearense returned to the matter on June 8,

printing a statement by Joao Braga da Costa, one of the liberal

vereadores, denying what he called the "assergao caliimniosa" which was

circulating to the effect that he had deserted his liberal friends and

united with his conservative relatives.

It was early in the following year before partisan spirits sub-

sided enough to permit the two factions to sit around the same table.

But, in a statement dated January 15, 1882, the conservative group

claimed that the camara president, without consulting the other members,

dissolved the session every time it appeared that he might be defeated. 1^5

Included in the members signing the complaint was Joao Braga da Costa,

At least a partial explanation for his change of heart was probably the

liberal accusation in November of the previous year that he sold his vote

to his relatives in the provincial elections of that month, -L-^°

In the midst of the camara dispute, the new election law of iBBl,

which raised the annual income required for voter qualification to

200$000 reis, resulted in complaints by Saboeiro 's liberals that their

opponents were employing illegal means to insure that their adherents

could meet the requirement. The Baron of Aquiraz, they charged, had

ordered his local relatives to make contracts with all potential

ll^i-, Cearense . May 31, 1881.

115. Oflcios, Saboeiro, Jan. l6, 1882.

116. Gazeta do Norte . Nov. 29, 1881.
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conservative voters, leasing whatever land they c.med for 2C05000 reic

per year. In this nanner, the indignant liberals clair.cd, just any

"serrote de pedra," on which not one goat could live and nothing was

planted, was serving to qualify a voter. And, to top it all, they said,

the CarcarSs freely adnitted that they intended to pay not one reis of

the amount stipulated in the contracts. •^'

The dissension in the Feitosa camp during the loSO's was the local

version of a provincial-vride split in the liberal party. V.'ith the death

of tho venerable Senator Pompeu in 1877, leadership of the party passed

to his son-in-law, Antonio Pinto Kogueira Acioli. Shortly thereafter,

difficulties developed betv:een the new chief and a rival family in the

party, the Paula Pessoas, The result was an open break in 1880, the

Paula faction controlling Cearense , X'/hile the Pompeus founded Gazeta do

Norte in that year.^^°

The split in the Inhaimns became evident during iSSl -with cor*-

plaints that Paula supporters were being excluded froir. the election

rolls. Charges and counter charges iiidicaxea zccz zco juiz rainicipal,

Francisco Prir.eiro de jVraujo Cito, and Lourengo Alves Feitosa e Castro,

both of the Pompeu faction, vjere opposing Joaquin Alves Feitosa, Fran-

cisco Alves Feitosa e Sousa, and Pedro olives Feitosa Timbaiuba, repre-

senting the Paulas, Among 3^ persons denied enlistment as voters,

according to the Paula accusations, were several jurymen, juizes de paa,

vereadores, and other public officials,-'-'-" In the June 18 edition of

Cearens3 , Sousa, the delegado of jlrneircs, attacked Cito, stating that

it was he, aided by Lourengo, who was responsible for the exclusions.

117. £:_ ,
Oct. 11, lool.

118. IIc..^...^ jro, Historia dos Partidos
, p, 22,

119. Cearense . i'iay 26, l6ol. Also see June 19 edition.
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Not confining his attacks to official matters, he charged that LoTirengo,

the rising political chief Kho in his youth had failed the adnission

test to law school, scarcely Icnew how to sign his name, while Cito, vrho

had completed the law course, was an "ignorante" who vjore leather sandals

and lived fron hunting tatus and planting jerimum.

The juiz nunicipal, himself a member of the Araujo-Feitosa family,

answered the accusations in a long letter to the provincial president. ^^^

Dealing with the exclusions one by one, he stated that some had sub-

mitted incomplete docvimentation, such as lack of proof of age, while the

papers of ox.hors were dated before they were dravm up or sworn to by

persons who were not residents of the comarca. In addition, he charged,

Joaquim Alves Feitosa, vxho had been a leading political figure since

the iSoO's, had aided in the preparation of false documents in order to

qualify his supporters. As to Tiiobauba, the judge stated that he had

submitted no proof of residence, and that, even though he was a

vereador in Arneiros, his long record of holding public office both

there and in Saboeiro left doubt as to where he was legally qualified

to vote.

Although in 1882 Lourengo stated that the liberal quarrel in the

Inhamuns had ended, ^^1 it was reopened by 188^1-. Lourengo informed the

Pompeu jourr-al in that year that maiTT- liberals in the area had voted

against its candidates. 1^2 jj^ February of the next year he attacked

Joaquim jVlves Feitosa, referring to him as the local Paula chief and

charging that he vras a "cego instrumento contra os interesses do

verdadeiro partido liberal. ... "1^3

120. Text published in Gaaeta do I\orte , July 15, lS8l,

121. Ibid .. June 10, 1882.

122. Ibid ., Dec. 23, 188^1.

123. Ibid., Feb. 25, 1385.
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Later in 1835, a lottor to the Pompeu organ protested that the

Paulas in Sao Joao do Principe wore illegally enrollins voters. The

provincial tax collector, accordins to the complaint, v/as furnishing

tax receipts to Paula supporters showing annual sales of 200$000 reis

of cachaca. Some l^J- or 15 voters, the letter stated, had been quali-

fied in that manner, even though it ^^ras cormnon knowledge that their

-1 oh

income was well belov; the required figure.-^

Conclusion

The foregoing account of political activities, even allowing for

exaggerations in partisan reporting, indicates that the attempt to im-

pose forms of representative government on the 19th century Inhamuns

was unsuccessful. The effort failed for one general reason: the con-

ditions necessary for its success did not exist. Representative gov-

ernment, to succeed, required a base of a significant number of in-

dependent voters, whose rights were not only written into law, but

which, more impcrtanxj.y, wtrc rooted in the conditions of the society.

Such a ^prerequisite did not exist in the Inhamuns. The mentality and

social and economic conditions, in their essentials, remained unchanged

from the colonial era. The Feitosas in SSo Joao do Principe and the

Fernandes Vieiras in Saboeiro regarded their respective areas as their

personal dominions, the governmental institutions as agencies of their

control. They did not concede that an opposition had the right to

function.

-onetheless, their power was threatened by the centralizing

efforts of the Empire. Left to their ov.tl devices, the families could

have dominated their areas without serious diffic-olties , utilizing the

12iJ.. Ibid., Oct. 27, 1885.
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channels of representative government and the pa-:er which they possessed.

The innovation v:hich most threatened their influence was the centrally-

controlled police. By an agreement with the political parties, the

local chiefs could largely control the delegado and the police detach-

ment, but only during those periods in vrhich their party allies con-

stituted the emperor's ministry. During tiie other periods, the local

opposition, strengthened by its alliance with the ruling party, exercised

considerable influence in the community. If the police agencies did not

always dominate the local situation, they, at the least, acted as a re-

straining force. It was the pov:er of the delegados and the police corps,

cor.-.bined with the strength vrhich the party system gave to the opposition,

which weakened the traditional prerogatives of the dominant families.

A consideration of political activities in the Inhamuns during the

Empire points to a problem in regard to the overall interpretation of

political life in the nation in that period. At least theoretically,

the concentration of power in the hands of the emperor provided the means

for control of the nation from Rio ds Janeiro. Through a forceful em-

ployment of the delegados and the police corps, both centrally controlled,

the rainistry in power could guarantee election victories for its party. 1^5

In Sao Joao do Principe, as has been shoi-m, this did not always occur.

In spite of conservative ministries during the greater portion of the

period, the Feitosas and their liberal allies generally controlled local

elections. Only in 1852 v:as evidence found which indicated that the con-

servatives v:ere willing to go to the lengths necessary to v;in an election.

And, in that case, their victory was nullified by the emperor. Captain

Sttur'o apparent concordance v:ith a liberal victory in 1850 also fails

125, A forceful presentation of the view that such generally did
occur is found in Leal's Coronelismo

, pp. I6O-I63 and ipassim.
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to fit within a pattern demonstrating central control. Similarly, in

Saboeiro, x.ha rornandes Vieiras generally dominated their area, periods

of liberal ministries notwithstanding. Only in the last decade of the

Empire were they seriously challenr^ed, and this v;as a situation not

wholly attributable to liberal ministries, in view of the strength of

the opposition, the split in the conservative party, and the declining

influence of the family.

It may well be that the Inhamuns, being an isolated area in a

relatively unimportant province, was an exception to the general rule,

that in a more important area, such as I'linas Gerais or ?do de Janeiro,

the system functioned differently. But before valid conclusions can be

dravrn concerning the degree of control from the nation's capital, in-

vestigations need to be conducted to learn to what extent the situation

in the Inhamuns was a general phenomenon.



III. CRU'E AND JUSTICE, 1834-1916

Although a study of the political aspects of life in the Inhamuns

reveals much about how the society functioned, it is insufficient to

provide a complete picture. Political institutions were weak, with the

result that other channels were often utilized to resolve matters which,

according to law, lay within the realm of government. The following

consideration of the dispensation of justice in both its private and

public facets server, in large measure, to complete the pictui-a. Crime

and justice, often involving the preservation or extinction of the life

of the individual, bare a society as little else is capable of doing;

interwoven with basic elements of human life and society, they reveal a

community functioning in moments of extreme stress.

I^nd of the Lawless

The Inharauns at an early date gained the reputation of being the

mostJLawless area of Ceara. The Governor of Pernambuco vjas told in 1732

that there appeared to be as many legions of devils in Ceara as there

were in Hell, this in a reference to the recent uprisings in which the

inhabi'tants of the Inhamuns had played leading roles. In large part,

the Inhamuns acquired its reputation as a result of the war between the

Feitosas and the 1-Iontes, a war in vjhich contemporaries appear to have

affixed major blame to the former family. Neither Ico nor the Montes

1. D-aarte SodrS Pereira to Governor of Pernambuco, in
Documentos Historicos," RIC, LXXI (1957), 23^.

lli^
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were stigmatized historically for their participation in the conflict;

while, in contrast, the Inhamuns and the Feitosas never lived down the

infacy they acquired in that early era. To be s\ire, the almost constant

flow of stories of lawlessness from the Inhamuns served to keep the tra-

dition alive; but whether or not the Inhamuns was, in fact, more lawless

than neighboring areas is a question to be settled by comparative studies

falling outside the scope of this present effort.

Be that as it may, when government officials discussed crime in

Cearfi they often pinpointed the Inhamuns as the principal problem area.

Ouvidor Carvalho's comments on crime and the workings of the machinery of

justice dviring the time of Capitao-mor Jos6 jllves Feitosa have been men-

tioned. To cite another, Menezes, the former governor, wrote in 1814

that the Inhamuns needed much greater surveillance by police. In part

because of its extensive territory but also because of the weakness of

its police and officials of justice, he noted, the area served as a

haven of iirnminity for criminals from. Piaul, Several times, he added, the

jail at Tau5 had been broken open to free prisoners, acts committed by

bands who feared neither residents of the area nor governmental officials.

Menezes concluded that the past history of the Feitosas alone was suf-

ficient justification for exerting greater efforts to bring law and

order to the Inhamuns.

^

From the time of Jos6 Alves Feitosa until the early 1630' s the

province was so rent by revolutions, revolts, and civil wars that law-

lessness became commonplace. But with the suppression of the Joaquim

Pinto Kadeira Rebellion in 1832, marking an end to that turbulent period

in the history of the province, goveimment officials began to direct

2. "l-:em6ria," p. 269.
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their attentions to the problem of law and order. The president who

nost concerned himself with establishing peace in the sertao during the

1830 's was the politician-priest and ex-revolutionary, JosS Martiniano

de Alencar, whose life had been spared during the executions of repub-

licans only by intercession of Pedro I. Taking possession of the office

of provincial president in October, 183^, Alencar represented the liberal

views of Regent Feijo.

Alencar, in a speech to the assemb!]^ on April 7, I835, dwelt at

length on the problem of lawlessness in the province, singling out the

Inharauns as the area most in need of attention. 3 There, he stated, even

the judge appointed by royal action was terrorized by the assassins who

ruled the area. To illustrate the might of the potentates, he related

the story of a recent murder in TauS. Pedro Vieira de Sousa Caldas had

assassinated. Jose Rodrigues do Nascimento, a member of a numerous and

influential family of the Flores community. Arrested and held over for

trial, the murderer was placed in the jail in Taua, The father of the

victim, Joao Rodrigues do Nascimento, led a group of his relatives and

followers to the jail on the morning of December 2, 183^, to avenge the

crime. After cutting off the foot of the accused killer in order to

free him from the chain to which he was fastened, they murdered him in

the middle of the main street of the vila. Subsequently, Alencar re-

ported, the jury absolved the killers of all guilt and the voters

elected the leader of the band the most-voted juiz de paz of his

district.

The president lamented that the success of the innovations

3. Alencar's address is reprinted in: Nogueira, "Senador JosS

Martiniano de Alencar," pp. 156-1?^,
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introduced sinco indepondenco in the Icgai Sorucourc h.ad fallen short of

expectations. The juiaes de paa (endowed with broad criminal and police

powers until 1841) had proved to be extremely timid and fearful in the

exercise of their duties, and not ^^rithout reason, he added. Various

such officials in the sertao had been slain, one of them in P050 da Pedra

in the southern reaches of the Inhamuns. I-lany others, Alencar continued,

corrupted their offices by the acceptance of bribes. Tne president also

indicated that the introduction of the jury system had not resulted in a

inors equitable dicjtribution of justice. Tho jurors, he said, -.iu..ud

complete indifference tovrard lawlessness, being disposed to exonerate

the most reprehensible of criminals. The problem was basic, he contin-

ued, since the general society from which the jurymen were chosen was

more inclined tovrard protecting criminals than bringing them to justice.

In such an environment, Alencar concluded, •the__^il^ punishment for crime

was that based on hate and private vengeance, with the result that the

law possessed no moral force.

President Alencar also blamed a part of the difficulties on the

scarcity of adequately trained magistrates, pointing out that only two

of the province's comarcas were headed by graduates of law schools. And

in one of these, he stated, the appointment of a graduate la.\^-yer as juiz

de direito had only vrorsenod the situation. This vras a reference to

JosS Antonio de 1-laria Ibiapina, in 1833 named he:.-. .,_" v..^ nev;ly created

Comarca of Quixeramobim, which, until I836, included Sao Joao do

Pr£ncipe. Ibiapina, \Jho had studied at the seminary and law school in

Olinda, was in his late twenties and an ardent liberal when he took

possession of the post in the sertao on December 10, 183^, just after
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the nurdor of Podro Vieira.^ IrJhile the president charged that the young

judge had been derelict in the perfordnance of his duties, Ibiapina, in

his letters to Alencar, argued that he had failed because conditions in

the IrJianuns rendered the administration of justice impossible.

On December 30, 183'^, he wrote to Alencar from Quixeramobim,

stating he had quickly learned that conditions in the Ihhamuns portion

of the ccrj-rca were in a sad state. During the previous three months

alone, he added, eight niurders had been committed there. Convinced that

it was his duty to remedy that deplorable state of affairs, he wrote, he

had decided to journey first to I'laria Pereira and soon thereafter to

TaulL.5 Writing from the former location on January 30, he informed the

president that it appeared most of the criminals in the province had

fled to the Inhamuns, In that area, he continued, the most influential

potentates considered it an act of heroism and honor to protect assas-

sins and other criminals. In a thinly veiled reference to the Feitosas,

the young magistrate wrote that:

que tenta perpetrar o crime diz com todo o atreviraento:—Zombo das leis

e das autoridades porque tenho em neu favor em tal parte o Capitao F.

—

Convencido disto mata a seu semelhante, procura a casa do Capitao F. ,
que

e em outro termo; este recebe o assassino em sua casa, e diz para todos

o ouvirem:—Venhao ci tiral-oJ.'J Capitao F. e um rei do logar, ligado

por parentesco com as pessoas mais ricas e de representagao. .,E vao

tirar o criminoso das maos do Capitao F. I Os Juizes de Paz que s2o

parentes, ou dopendentes do Capitao F. , ou se nao querem comprometter,

dormera profound© somno sobre as lagrimas da infeliz viuva, que pede a

punicjao do oue matou o seu esposo, o qual vive publicamente na casa do

Capitao F.J^

Afte: returning from the Inhamuns, where his moves to punish the

killers of Pedro Vieira had been thvrarted by the jury, Ibiapina wrote

Alencar on yi&rch. 8, 1835, explaining why he had failed. Even in his

4. A biography of Ibiapina and items of his correspondence are

found in: Paulino Nogueira, "0 Padre Ibiapina," pp. 155-220.

5. Ibid ., p. 175.

6. Ibid ., p. 179.
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efforts to call the jury, he said, ho had ir.ot resistance frcsi the legal

scribe to the last potentate of the area. The chiefs of the Inhaciuns,

he continued, did nothing they did not want to do; and since the enforce-

ment of the laws would threaten their power they obstructed all such

efforts. The only code of the Inhamuns was the lav; of strength, he said,

and in the execution of that code punishnent was awarded according to

prejudices, not rules of justice. Ibiapina concluded that the ideas of

the 19th century had not penetrated the first line of men in the

Inharcuiis and that thoir system of values and the principles of liberal-

ism were completely at odds.

'

Succeeding him as juiz de direito of the Comarca of Quixeramobin in

1836 was Antonio Leopoldino de Araujo Chaves, a son of the Iriiamuns who

had been graduated in law at Olinda in the previous year. Later in I836

he was transferred to the nexily created Comarca of the Inhamuns, where,

with the exception of a few months in 1842 and 1843, he remained xintil

1851. His removal in that year came as a result of the most intensive

campaign to occur against crime in the Inhamuns during the Empire, a

campaign directed by the provincial president in cooperation with the

imperial Mnistry of Justice.

The president who launched the cr^-sade was Ign£cio Francisco

Silveira da Mota, a conservative who served as the province's chief

executive from November I6, I850, to Jxily 6, 1851,° As a former presi-

dent of Piaii£, he was already acquainted with the reputation of the

Feitosa family. Indeed, he charged that one of his major difficulties

7. reid , , p, 182, Follovring his short career as magistrate, the
young liberal entered the priesthood,

8, Cn his administration in Cear5, see: Abreu, "Presidentes do
Cear5," pp. 125-195.
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in fighting crir.e in that province had been the ease with which criminals

found protection in the Inhamans. When he sent troops to the Inhaurans

fron Piaul to captiire Jose de Barros Melo, a well known criminal, their

efforts wore obstructed at every turn, he said, by the leading citizens

of the area,°

No sooner had the new president taken office in Ceara than his

attentions were again called to the Inhaimins. On November 14, 1350, the

juiz municipal of Sao Joao do Principe, Francisco Rodrigues de Lima

Eastos, wrote to the president explaining the current situation in regard

to crime in that area. His coiiniunication stated that the comarca was

heavily populated by the Feitosas, and that they owned most of the land.

On their irisiense fazendas, he said, they harbored large numbers of mur-

derers and other assorted criminal and disorderly persons. Although the

Feitosas referred to these persons as their ap:rep;ados , in fact they

served as instruments of the criminal poxvrer of that family, he said.

The magistrate added that the people of the area lived in constant ter-

ror. Furnishing a specific example, Bastos related the story of a case

quite siJBiilar to the death of Pedro Vieira. The murderer of a member of

an important family was taken from the jail in TauS and killed in the

street before an audience of several of the toxTOspeople. But at the

trial no one would testify that he had i-ritnessed the slaying or had any

knoiiTledge of it, In addition, Bastos stated that both he and the

9, Mota to the Mnister of Justice, Jan. 4, 1851. This item is

f;ind in the of£cios of the presidents of Ceara to the I-Iinistry of

Justice, Arquivo Kacional, Rio de Janeiro. Although the bulk of the

items in this collection is comprised of oficios from the president to

the ministry, correspondence from lesser officials to the president and

other materials are occasi .nally included for the purpose of elucidating

a matter more fiilly. Hereinafter, this collection is cited as: PCMJ.
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pronotor were threatened with whippings by chicote as a result of their

attempts to bring the Kurderors to justice. The judge appended to the

oflcios a list of criminals who had never been brought to trial. On the

list were: JosS Alves Feitosa, accused of having killed and beaten

several persons; Eufrasio Alves Feitosa, assassin and the owner of 25

firearms; Antonio de Tal, cangaceiro; Pedro Alves Feitosa e Vale, rror-

dorer and the suspected protector of Jose de Barros Melo; Francisco do

Vale Pedrosa, protector of criminals; Manoel Ferreira Ferro e Vale, pro-

tector of criminals; Lourengo Alves e Castro, assassin and protector of

criminals; Bernardo de Castro Freire Juc5, murderer; Joaquim de Sousa

Rego, protector of assassins; Joao Alves Feitosa, protector of criminals;

Pedro Alves Feitosa, murderer of a slave; Pedro Alves de Araujo Chaves,

assassin and protector of crimir-als; Antonio I-Iartins Chaves, assassin;

and ^ianoel de Araujo Chaves, Antonio da Costa de Araujo Chaves, and

Fortunato Alves Feitosa, accused of various crimes, ^^^

The president received additional information on lawlessness in

the Inhamuns in a report, written January 1, 1851, from Lieutenant

Floriano Vieira Perdigao of the military detachment in TauS. The

lieutenant wrote that there was no personal security in the area, the

general population being subject to the domination and caprice of the

potentates. He reported that the situation was worst in the Freguesia

of Ameiros, the stronghold of the Feitosas. It was Perdigao 's opinion

that all 01" the members of that family, excepting four, five, or six,

were criminals; and he added that when they came into the vila from

their fazendas the to'.-m populace was terrified. ^-^

10. 3astos' of£cio is found in PCi'IJ.

11, Oflcio in PC-IJ,
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Considering the handicaps under which he worked in regard to troops

and other resources at his disposal. President Kota appears to have done

about all that it was possible to do to prosecute those alleged to have

coniEiitted crimes. First, he reported to the l-Cinister of Justice on Decem-

ber 21, 1350, that he had removed from their posts all of the Feitosas

who held coaaiissions in the National Guard. He wrote that members of

that fc::±ly did not deserve confidence, in view of the fact that they

not only gave asylum to criminals of all types but were themselves the

directors as well at; authors of much of the crime of the area. Among

those dismissed were: Supreme Cosaaander Pedro Alves Feitosa e Vale;

Lieutenant Colonel Louren§o Alves e Castro; I'^ajors Eufrasio Alves

Feitosa and I-lanoel Ferreira Ferro; Alferes Silvestre de Araujo Veras,

Francisco Alves Cavalcante, Joaquim de Sousa Rego, Jose Alves Feitosa,

Domingos Alves de Goes, and Francisco Alves de Goes; and Lieutenant Pedro

de Sousa Rego. 12 One of those dismissed, Francisco Alves Cavalcante,

appears to have been neither a Feitosa nor a close ally of that family.

His dismissal came principally as a result of the fact that he was being

charged tJith murder. All of the others were Feitosas, with the excep-

tio:i of the Goes of Bebedouro who were allies and, quite probably,

relatives of that family.

Second, the president moved to strengthen the arm of the law. In

early January, he transferred Alferes Antonio JosS Vidal de Kegreiros

from Qui;<:eranobin to Tau2 as commander of the military detachment,

Negreiros, an officer of the regiilar army who had captured several

crimin:ils in Quirceramobirr; , was given kO troops to man the Tau£ post, 13

Mota also discicJGca r-ar.y cf the local police officers, including

^. Oficio in PCKJ.

13, Abreu, "Presidentes do CearJ!," pp. 141-1^2,
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Francisco Rodriguos do Lim Bastos. the dolegado. and /mtonio Alves de

Castro, Francisco Alves d© Castro, Joaquin Lsopoldino da Araujo Cnaves,

Joao Lcopoldo de Aranjo Chaves. Joso Custcdio Eozorril, Jos6 de Sousa

Rego, Jos5 Alves do Castro, E-ofrSsio Alves Feitosa, and Joao Vicente dos

Santos, all of whom were the delegado's substitutes or subdelegados and

thoir substitutes. Bastos excepted, the president charged that all of

thoa were either crijainals themselves or protectors of crojninals.l^ All

of the officers dismissed were Feitosas, excepting the delegado and Joao

Vicer... .:.u Santos, C.o latter bein^ ono ox the ^:arrecas CarcarSs.

Bastos, a Saboeiro Carcar£ who was also the juiz municipal, lost his

police post because the president considered him ineffective and be-

lieved that a person from outside the area could best serve there.

Third, the president attempted to bolster the judiciary in the

area. Shortly after becoming president of the province, he indicated

that he did not think Antonio Leopoldino de Araujo Chaves, the juiz de

direito, was capable of effectively filling the post in his home terri-

tory. In addition to being a member of a family of "perversos reg^olos"

and patrons of criminals, Hota said, he was neglectful of his duties. 15

In one oficio to the judge the chief executive asked him how many tiines

he had presided over the jury and how many times he had left that task

to subordinates, and in another the president ordered hiia to establish

residence in the vila instead of follo^ring his customaiy practice of

residing on his fazenda, located some five leagues away. Antonio

Leopoldino ignored the oj^^stions but answered that the order was

illegal, there being no regulation requiring a judge to live in any

Ik, Cfilcio, I'jir. 9, 1851, PCMJ.

15. Oficio, Jan. k, 1851, ?CI-:J.
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particular portion of the coraarca,-^" As a solution to the problem, the

magistrate was ordered removed to the Comarca of AlcSntara in I'iaranhao on

February 11, 1851, an action taken by the imperial government on the rec-

ommendation of President Mota,^' Domingos JosS Nogueira Jagviaribe, who

was already becoming one of Cear5's leading conservatives, was appointed

as his replacement and was reported as having taken possession of the

office on May 28 of the same year.^° The president, on a note of pessi-

mism, indicated that he was uncertain that his efforts would be success-

ful. It was not the judge but the jury which made or broke the system,

he said, and in the Inhamuns it was invariably composed of relatives of

the criminals. 19 in similar moves, the president directed Juiz Municipal

Bastos and Juiz de Orfaos Jos§ Fernandes Vieira to reside in the vila.

While Bastos complied, the juiz de orfaos, a son of Francisco Fernandes

Vieira, requested dismissal from the position rather than move to Tau5.^^

Fourth, Mota moved to employ the weapon of recruitment for the arny

as a means of control. He named Lieutenant Floriano Vieira Perdigao as

recmiter for the termo, and recommended that in the event criminals

were freed by the jury they be inducted into the army, if they possessed

the necessary qualifications. In such a manner, he hoped, the lenience

of the jury might be partially overcome. He added that it might help

clean up the Inhamuns to the degree that a person could travel through the

2T
area without being armed to the teeth, -^

16^ A report oh the exchange is found in an oflcio of Feb. 7, 1851,
in PCMJ.

17. Oflcio, Mar. 20, 1851, PCMJ.

18. Oflcio, June 16, 1851, PCMJ.

19. Oflcio, Jan. 4, I85I, PCMJ.

20. Abreu, "Presidentes do CearS," p. 1^5.
21. Ibid ., p. 143.
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Fifth, Mota sent the provincial police chief, Francisco Dominies da

Silva, to the Inhamuns to investigate the situation and to initiate pro-

ceedings against those accused of crimes. The police chief spent 18 days

in the Inhamuns, returning to Fortaleza on April 10. In a report sub-

mitted several months later, he commented on the state of law enforcement

in the ntunicfpio. During his visit to Tau£, he said, he was told of

"factos horrosos" concerning crime in the area. Though homicide was the

most common of the serious offenses, never was the murderer brought to

trial, he charged, VJhen the jury met, his report indicated, it was only

for the purpose of trying one or two insignificant crimes. Adding his

opinion to others who pointed to the same deficiency in the system, the

police chief said that the jury, being composed of relatives of the

22
criminals, was not qualified to impartially judge the accused. Accord-

ing to Cearense , the police chief directed the formulation of charges

against 20 persons, almost all of them for homicide. Among those charged

and taken into custody, Cearense reported, was Antonio I'lartins Chaves of

Sao Bento, by l86l over 60 years old and judged to be the richest man in

the comarca. The liberal journal stated that the former capitao-mor,

whose arrest had taken place in a violent encoxinter, warned that the con-

servatives would never win another election in Sao Joao do Pr£ncipe while

he was living, ^3

The president's campaign in the Inhamvins achieved, at best, only

very limited success. Recruiting for the amy did free, temporarily at

least, the area from a few of those whom the provincial authorities con-

sidered undesirable. On December 27, 1850, Perdigao informed the

22, Oflcio, I'lar, 28, 1852, PCMJ,

23, A portion of the Cearense article is reprinted in Abreu,
•Presidentes do Cear£," pp, 145-1^,
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president that he was holding 11 recruits in the jail at Tau5 while

awaiting transportation for them to the capital. He stated that he was

keeping two guards at the jail at all tines, since he had been warned

that the Feitosas were planning to free one of the recruits, Antonio da

Costa d'Araujo Chaves, brother-in-law of iLntonio l-lhrtins Chaves. '^^ Ac-

cording to an annotated list sent by Hota to the I'onister of Justice, the

recruits frcn the Inhaniuns were a varied and colorful group. Heading the

list was Antonio da Costa d'Araujo Chaves, described as having no regu-

lar occupation and as a protector of criminals and patron of "mulheres

livres," Others included were two thieves, two of the Feitosas' body-

guards, three persons of turbulent character, tvio dangerous persons who

always went around armed with bacamartes, and one tmfortunate whose

father had turned him in. Number six on the list was Felix Jose dos

Santos, originally of Bahia, who because of his conduct had acquired

the rjiv.Q of Felix Perigo.^5

Negreiros, the commander of the detachment in Taua, informed the

president that recruitment was not alvrays a satisfactory solution to

the problem of what to do T^rith disorderly persons. One suspected crim-

inal, the alferes said, was arrested, but after being freed because of

lack of evidence he could not be recruited by reason of being over 50

years old. 26 Pedro II reported that of 39 recruits sent from

Quixeramobim and the Inhamuns only 15 were enlisted; five of the

others were held for police investigation v:hile the remaining 19 were

released because they did not meet the arr.ry's qualifications. Finally,

Mota instructed his recr-iiters to employ greater care in their task.

21^. Perdigao's oflcio is found in PQ-U.

25. Oflcio, Apr. 5, 1S51, PG'IJ.

26. Oflcio, r^r. 11, 1S51, PCI-IJ.
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asking them to insxire that their candidates wore eligible for service

before sending them to Fortaloza.'^'

In regard to the arrests of those alleged to have corsnitted crimes,

the law officials encountered considerable difficulty, but met with some

success. A part of the difficulty lay in the fact that the Feitosas did

not await the arrival of the police. Lieutenant Perdigao reported in

late December, 1850, that many of those ^^rho were to be recruited or

arrested fled before his arrival, I-Iany of them, he said, had hidden in

the Serra Grande, a vast area of scant popxilation, rough terrain, and

thick scrub vegetation. Alieres Negreiros added that the people of the

Inhanuns kept the criminals so well infoi^aed of the whereabouts of the

police that apprehension was almost impossible. 2° According to the tra-

ditions of the Feitosas as v:ell as contemporary accounts, rj^-ny members

of the family sought refuge with friends and relatives in Piavil.

Negreiros in l-farch, 1851, stated that virtually the entire family had

fled to that province, and President Kota on I-Iarch 24, I85I, reported

that he had asked the President of Piaul to aid in the capture of

Lourer^o Alves e Castro and other Feitosas who were hidden in the home

of Elias de Sousa of Canabrava, some 12 leagues distant from Oeiras.^^

The lengths to which law officials had to go in order to catch a

suspected criminal who did not submit peacefully to arrest is illus-

trated by the story of the search for JosS de Barros Kelo, the most

famous desperado netted by Mota's campaign against outla^^ry in the

Inhamuns. Kelo, who bore the nickname of "Cascavo_, " vrns wanted for

27. Pedro n article and Ilota's oficio are quoted in Abreu,

"Presidentes do Cear£," po. 162-163.

28. Oficio, Dec. 2*7, IS50, PCl'U.

29. Both Negreiros' oficio of Kar. 11, I85I, and Mota's report

of l-:ar. Zk, IS5I, are found in PCI-IJ.
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various crines, being one of the better knovm criminals of the Cear£-

Perr-arabuco-Piaul border region. It was not surprising that he sought

shelter from the law in the Inhaitrans, for both he and his wife, the

latter from the Kourao faruily, were distant relatives of the Feitosas.

Kelo was first reported as having fled to the Inhamons in iraddle Novem-

ber of 1850, and en the following January 11 Lieutenant Perdigao vrrote

the president that he had been informed the outlaw I'jas hidden in the

home of Pedro Alves Feitosa e Vale. He added that when he had verified

the report h© would att^inpt to ari'ost both o£ them. He was unsuccess-

f\il, for on February 1? Alferes Negreiros wrote Nota that Kelo was

working as a vaqueiro on Sao Gongalo, the fazenda of Francisco do Vale

Pedi'osa. It was later reported that he had left Sao Gongalo for

Pernambuco . 3

The apparent reason for his departure from the Inhamuns was the

fact that Negreiros had taken to the trail with his entire detachment

of 40 men in an attempt to capture the wanted criminal. The soldiers

left Taua on February 20, after having heard that Kelo, his brother, and

their sequazes were in hiding at Exu in Pernambuco, Arriving at Exra on

the 26th, Negreiros and his men conducted a house to house search, all

to no avail. Finally, they took a slave into custody who informed them

that Melo and his band had departed on the 23rd for Brejo Grande, nine

leagues; away in Cear£, Covering the almost 3^ miles the following day

without rest, the soldiers made a house to house search in Brejo Grande,

but again without success, Negreiros reported that he placed all per-

sons who could be found under arrest for questioning, but they told him

'30'. On Barros' whereabouts, see oflcios of Nov. 19, 1850;

Jan. 11, 1851; Feb. 1?, 1851; and >lar. 4, 1851—all in POIJ.
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nothing, even the promise of monetary rewards failing to loosen their

tongues. Later, the alferes said, he learned that Kelo and his men had

left Brejo Grande for CratSus, the area located many miles north in

Piaui which often had been the scene of Kelo's crimes. Intending to

stop at Francisco do Vale's Sao Gon^alo for a change of horses, Melo

planned to steal slaves and sell them to raise funds for his continued

flight. The detachment, resigned to failure at least for the time being,

returned to TauS, informing the military police at Crateus of the sus-

pected whereabouts of the desperado. 31 At least partially as a result

of the efforts of the Ta\i£ detachment, Kelo was captured not far from

CratSus on April 7, he and his band being caught by surprise while they

were resting, 32 president JosS Antonio Saraiva of Piaul thanked Kota

for his work, stating that except for his efforts Melo and others of

his kind would still be free, living under the "sombra dos Feitosas."33

On another successful note. President Mota reported on June 21,

1851, that Jos5 Ferreira da Silva Rabelo, also one of the most sought

criminals, had been captured in Piaul, after having been driven out of

the Inhaniuns by the current campaign. Described as the assassin of two

persons, it was said that he too had been under the protection of Pedro

Alves Feitosa e Vale. 3^

Residents of the Inhamuns—as distinguished from those who had

sought refuge there—reported arrested by late March were: Francisco

Alves Cavalcante, Francisco do Vale Pedrosa, Joao Alves Feitosa,

Joaquim de Araujo S5l, and Venceslau Gomes da Silva, in addition to

3TI Negreiros' report is contained in an of£cio of Mar. 11, I85I,

in PCI-U. CratSus and the surrounding area was until I88O a part of

Piaul.

32. Abreu, "Presidentes do Cearii," p. I60,

33. Ofloio, Apr. 25, 1851, PCMJ,

3^. Oflcio, June 21, I85I, PCMJ.
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Antonio Llartins Chaves and Antonio da Costa d'Araujo Chaves, both nen-

tioned before. Some of them, including Francisco do Vale Pedrosa, were

taken to Fortaleza for safekeeping. 35

President Mota, it will be recalled, had feared that apprehension

of the criminals would not insure their punishment, because of the

leniency of the jury. That his pessimism was not unfounded was borne

out on August 25 when 19 persons accused of crimes were weighed on the

scales of justice in TauS. Among those brought to trial were: Joaquim

de Araujo S&, EufrSsio Alves Feitosa, Antonio Jiirtins Chaves, Pedro

Alves de Araujo, Francisco Alves Cavalcante, Jose do Vale Pedrosa (No),

and Jose de Araujo Lima, all charged with homicide; Francisco do Vale

Pedrosa, for having protected Kelo; Pedro Alves Feitosa e Vale, charged

with murder and icLth being an accomplice of Melo; Bernardo de Castro

Freire Juc5, murder of a slave and the beating of free persons; and

Venceslau Gomes da Silva, "offensas physicas" against a woman named

Maria. According to a report dated September 25 and written by the

interim juiz de direito, the wheels of justice turned rapidly at the

August session, all of the 19 accused being tried and exonerated in a

single dayi The judge chained that, among other irregularities, the

jury was not chosen according to law and that various names on the list

of proposed jurymen had been skipped over in the selection process.

Koreover, Juiz Kunicipal Eastos, who in the absence of the juiz de

direito was to preside over the jury, left to^im, leaving a local sub-

stitute, Joaquim Leopoldino de Araujo Chaves, as acting judge. Joaquim

Leopoldino, who was soon to become the political chief of the comarca.

35. Oflcio, l^r, 31, 1851, PCl'U; and Abreu, "Presidentes do

Cear£," p. I60.
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had more interest in absolving the accused than in seeing Justice done,

the magistrate said in his report. 36 The charge was probably true, since

Joaquin Leopoldino, a brother of the juiz de direito who only recently

had been removed from the comarca, was a relative of most of those tried.

Among other kinship linlcs v;ith various of the accused which could be men-

tioned, he was the nephew and three times son-in-law (though he probably

had not married the second or the third time by I85O) of Antonio 1-Iartins

Cnaves, on trial for murder. The whereabouts of the regular juiz de

direito, Domingos Jose Nogueira Jaguaribe, xjas •unexplained, though it

seems quite probable that in line xrlth common practice he was in

Fortaleza watching after political and personal affairs v.'hile local sub-

stitutes discharged his judicial duties. Eastos, according to the Sep-

tember 25 report, was absent chiefly because he did not want to preside

over a jury which he thought might possibly convict Francisco Alves

Cavalcante, his friend and political associate.

Indeed, Eastos in a letter to a fellow conservative, Joao Rodrigues

Pereira, warned that if the conservative government continued to prose-

cute its o\<m partisans, such as Francisco Alves Cavalcante, a new day

wo\u.d davm in the politics of the Inhanuns.37 Kot long after the August

jury session, Eastos was removed as juiz municipal in Sao Joao do

Principe, an action that Mota had recommended several months previously.

President Joaquim 1-Iarcos de Almeida Rego, another conservative who re-

placed Mota in July, I85I, noted in October of that year that the post

vfas vacant. Being located in the sertao where domination by potentates

and disorder were the rule, Tau5, he said, vjas a difficult post to fill.

W. The judge's report of Sept. 25, I85I, is in PCXJ. Kis name
is not given,

37. A copy of Bastes' letter, dated Aug. 11, I65I, is in PCI-U.
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No graduate lair/er, he added, who v:as honest and intelligent wanted to

serve in such an area. 33

Follovring the August jury session, the campaign against crime in

the Inhaniuns appears to have come to a close. In Noveinber of I85I the

niomber of soldiers in the detachment in Tau5 had returned to a normal

figure of 14. ->9 A compilation of the results of the prosecutions showed

meager results. Of 28 persons judged by the jury in I85I, including 18

accused of murder, only two were convicted, and one of those was a

slave.^0 In what nay have been a lingering, though surprising after-

math of the campaign, a conviction on a charge of having killed Pedro

Ferreira in I85O was obtained in 1852 against Louren<jo Alves e Castro,

and he was sentenced to a life of hard labor. At the same tir.e, the

criminal, who had been arrested when he returned from Piaui, was wanted

in Paraiba for the beating of a student at a school in Cajazeiras; but

he was not sent to the neighboring province for trial by reason of

having appealed the Taua verdict,^^ Tivo years later in 185^, the jury

at TauS, returning to normal behavior, reversed by a nine to three vote

the earlier verdict against Lourengo Alves e Castro in a session pre-

sided over by Joaquim Leopoldino de Araujo Chaves.^2 Also indicating a

return to normality was the action of the September, 1853, session of

the jury which freed all six of those brought before it, including

Jose Luiz Leite who was accused of having slain his wife in 1849.^3

The Feitosas attempted to defend their honor in the I85I campaign

38. Oflcio, Oct. 15, 1851, PCKJ.

39. Oficio, Nov. 17, 1851, PCi'IJ.

40. Oflcio, Fiar. 28, I852, PCl-U.

41. Oficio, Feb, 1, 1852, PC14J.

42. Pedro II . Fay 13, 1854.

43. Ibid., Feb. 22, 1854.
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by charging that tho prosecution of r.cmbors of thioir far^lly V5.r: r-'iliti-

cally inspired,^" A Tau5 corrccponaonu to Pedro II i-.-rooC; "uui^ zne

F«»Atvxsiis hlxv^l a lawtj.x', Banavlicto Maiv^xies da Silva A^-avhS, not orJ^ to

defend tlie accused but to vilify the authorities as kcII, 7he lav.yer,

as a part of his campaign, VJTote A Conquista dos InhaimmG . a parophlet

which referred to an attempted "conquest" of the Feitosas in the early

l&50's by the conservative party. ^-5 On the other hand, a student of

Mota's adninistration in Cear£ presents the president as a fair official

who carried on his work against crir.e without regard to the political

affiliation of the criminals,^ Although this viev; nay be at least par-

tially overdrawn, in view of the partisan nature of politics in 19th

century Ceara, the Feitosa claim that politics was the sole basis of the

campaign is not supported by reliable evidence. Most of the Feitosas'

contemporaries, liberals and conservatives alike, appear to have believed

many of the charges against them, A letter from Tau5 appearing in Cearense

in defense of the family asserted that the Feitosas were peaceful people

—

vjlth the exception of one who had ccrxd-tted rairder, the correspondent

conceded—^but then admitted the truthfulness of the charge that many of

them protected criminals. Later in the letter, in a defense of Francisco

do Vale Pedrosa on the charge that he had given refuge to Jose de Barros

Kelo, the correspondent wrote that it was widely known in the Inhamuns

that it was Pedro Alves Feitosa e Vale who had done "alruns favores" for

that criminal. But, the correspondent concluded, the Feitosas were

44, Feitosa, "Para a Historia do Ceari," Ch. XIX.
45, Pedro H . Nov. 15, 1654. Although the Institute do Cear£

has A Conquista dos Irhamuns catalogued, it could not be located; nor
could a copy be located in any other place,

k6, Abreu, "Presidentes do Cear£," pp. 131, l64, and pas sir. .
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not the only protectors in the Inham-uns of fugitives froai justice,

charging that he who gave refuge to the largest nuriber was none other

than Francisco Fernandes Vieira, the Baron of Ico (later viscoiint) and

father of the chief of the province's conservative party, ' An editorial

also presented in the liberal journal, cast another shadow of doubt over

the Feitosas' claim that members of their family vxere not guilty of the

crimes with which they were charged. The liberal editor wrote:

empenho que o Sr. llotta tern mostrado pela perseguigao dos criminosos

nao podia deixar de obter nosso apoio e aplauso. ,, .Sabemos que a corr^rca

do Inhamuns gosa de pessimo none, jS por crimes de barbara atrccidade que

alii se tem praticado, jli porque com effeito tem sido asilo seguro de

muitos criminosos. Por vezes teraos levantado nossa fraca vpz contra o

estado semi-selvatico a que aquella comarca ia tocando. . .

.

The editorial went on to note that Antonio l"5a.rtins Chaves and Francisco

do Vale Pedrosa were among those v:ho had been arrested. The vrriter did

not protest that they were innocent or that charges against them were

politically inspired but limited himself to calling for a fair trial.

In an earlier chapter it was argued that the Feitosas did not es-

tablish a definitive affiliation with the liberal party until 1851, and

then orHij as a reaction to the anti-crime campaign by the conservative

government. Although they may have been no:rj.nal liberals before that

year, it appeared that they had been able to enter into a satisfactory

accov.; .odation with whichever party was in power, lending support to that

party in return for a f^-ee hand in Sao Joao do Principe. The additional

data presented in this chapter lend weight to that contention. I^iary of

the local police officials dismissed by Kota in late 1850 and early

1851 were Feitosas, and xhis action came several months after the con-

servative ministry assumed guidance of the nation in late September of

-,-?. Letter reprinted in ibid . , p. 1^.
^8. Reprinted in ibid . , pp. 1^7-148.
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iBkB. Tho point is that, consistent with usual practico, the conserva-

tives would not havo waited so long to dismiss dolegados and subdelegados

who vrero strongly identified with the opposition party. Similarly, the

editorial stance of Cearense in regard to prosecution of tho Feitosas

was not in harmony with attitudes usually taken when a conservative

goverrjrxnt brought liberal party chieftains to trial. Thus, the con-

clusion stands that the Feitosas became ardent liberals only in I85I and

only as a consequence of their antagonism toward the conservative govern-

ment and the support they received from Thomaz Pompeu, one of the leading

liberals. Their claim that politics alone motivated the arrest ar*d

prosecution of members of their family was an effort at self-justifica-

tion and defensive propaganda which appears to have had little basis in

fact.

The View from Hithin

The preceding section of this chapter permits a vievr of crime in

the Inhamuns as seen from outside the area through the eyes of the pro-

vincial authorities. The follovring incidents of crime from the middle

1850 's until tho early 2Cth cent\iry, in contrast, offer materials for an

approach to an understanding of some of the factors involved in crimi-

nality, as seen from vxithin the area. Also, the means by which justice

or retribution was meted out in these cases aid in placing the role of

the public institutions df justice in proper perspective in regard to

their importance in the local society. The first of the cases or groups

of cases presented here demonstrates the importance of political parti-

sanship in the administration of justice, the second illustrates the

role of the dominant family in determining the verdicts of the juries,

while the third emphasizes the extent to which acts of private
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retribution met general acceptance in a society in which publicly admin-

istered justice vas of doubtful reliability. Although selected chiefly

for their illustrative value in regard to these matters, the cases de-

scribed here also point to various other facets which contribute to an

understanding of society in the Inhanuns.

Politics

Although doubt was cast in the foregoing section on the validity

of the Feitosas' claisi that the campaign against crine in I85I was based

solely on political gro-onds, it is -Lrue that in the succeeding years

political considerations were heavily interaiingled x>rith natters of

justice. It could hardly have been other^.-rise, since the area's t^'ro

leading families—the Feitosas and the Fernandes Vieiras

—

vere in op-

posite political camps. Fortunately for the peace of the Inhamuns,

conflict between the two families was usually held within reasonable

bounds by a mutual recognition that each family possessed an area of

influence, a recognition attributable not so much to civility as to a

knowledge of the difficulties involved in challenging the opposition

on its home ground. In the event that one of their partisans who lived

in the other area encountered difficulties vrith the dominant element,

protest was generally limited to vilification of the offending parties

in the press. Neither Pedro II nor Cearense ever printed more in-

passioned words than those condemning the Feitosas, in the first in-

stance, and the Fernandes Vieiras, in the second. Illustrative vjas the

correspondent in the June 2, 1868, edition of Pedro II who, answering a

Cearense claim that the Feitosas did not deserve the infamous reputa-

tion 'chey had aca_uired, issued a call for an examination of the

historical record. There, he argued, "nao encontramos outros titulos
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sar£o de sangue; la nao encontranos outras tradicoes senao de assassinos;

l£ encontranos so a selvageria que caractorisa essa raga...." A Ta-a£

corrospondont in a no loss scathing indictment of the Fernandes Vieiras

in the l-Iay 1, i860, issuo ox Cearense concluded his letter vith the

charge that the original seven members of that family in CearS had in-

undated the province with "aves de rapina."

Illustrative of the political cross-currents in which justice could

be ensnared were the cases of 1-Ianoel Alves Feitosa and I-Ianoel Gon^alves,

the first in 1863, the second in 1S?1. The former was arrested and charged

with the knife slaying in 1862 of Thereza, described as a prostitute who

was the daughter of a public official in Ico. Reasons given as to the

motive for the killing varied, A contemporary account stated that it

resulted from the refusal of the woman, a former lover of her slayer, to

consent to a renewal of their relationship, ° On the other hand, Leonardo

Feitosa, historian and genealogist of the family, vnrote that it was be-

cause 1-Ianoel was planning to end his affair vrith Thereza, by reason of

ha-'/ing the inten-Lion to marry, and did not want to leave her for the de-

sires of another man. 50 The person who brought charges against the ac-

cused was Bernardo Jos5 Pereira dos Santos, a Carcara police officer from

Karrecas. VJhile there was little doubt as to the truthfulness of the

accusation, murder, when it involved affairs of the heart, was not

generally considered by the Feitosas to lie vrithin the realm of public

justice, particularly in those cases in which charges were brought by a

Caroar£.

A change of the ministry in Rio de Janeiro in V^j, 1862, gave the

Feitosas the opportunity to use their influence in the liberal party in

^9. Pedro U . Deo. 5, 1863.

50. Tratado Gencalo;;ico . p. 52.
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an attempt to Eecuro disrAssal of charges against the murderer of Thereza.

After the liberals returned to power, Joaquia Alves Feitosa, brother of

the accused and already an influential figure in the area, warned lieu-

tenant Colonel Jose /^ndrS dos Santos, chief of the l^Iarrecas Carcaras,

that vmless charges vrere dropped every Carcar5 who was guilty of crime

would be brought before the liberal bar of. justice. Subsequently,

Pedro II reported, irairder charges were brought against the arresting

officer, and, in addition,, Juiz I'Mnicipal Jose Ferrxandes Vieira Eastos

was suspended, Antonio Pinto Barbosa Cordeiro, a medical doctor, was

sentenced to three months in prison, and ex-Promotor Firmino Barbosa

Cordeiro, originally a liberal who had displeased the Feitosas, was

prosecuted on three counts. These actions, the conservative journal

charged, vrere in retaliation to the initiation of criminal proceedings

against i-Ianoel Alves Feitosa by a Carcara, Pedro II concluded its re-

porting on the matter with a plea for the appointment of a military

delegado to Sao Joao do Principe and the early arrival of the new pro-

motor, who was said to be in Recife. 51 Presumably, the liberal strategy

was successful, since neither F^dro II nor the family historian recorded

that the accused was convicted for his crime. Whatever the case, there

was very little that the Kkrrecas Carcaras could do with a liberal

government in office.

The slaying of Manoel Gongalves da Silva Junior, a Carcara from

>iarrecas, occurred on January 11, 1371, this date falling v/ithin the

long period of conservative ministries stretching from 1868 to I878,

On the day folloi'Ting the crime a correspondent from TauS began a report

to Pedro II with: "Sanguei Horror.' sangue corre pelas ballas e

51. Dec, 8, 1863,
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punhaes dos Feitosas," With that said, he proceeded to give an account of

the incident, I'lanoel Gongalves and Captain Jo2o Gon^alves dos Santos Dino

vers rotiirnin^ in late afternoon to llarrecas fro3i the vila vhon they were

attacked in an aabush, led, the report charijed, by Jose Alves Feitosa.

Captain Dino nanaged to escape unhanaed, thanks to the swiftness of his

horse, but his cor:par^on was hit by tiro bullets and then stabbed no loss

than 1^ times. Following the assassination, the correspondent continued,

the band went to the hoT.e of Juia Kunicipal JosS Fernandes Vieira Bastos

who escaped a fate similar to that of I-Ianoel Gongalves only by reason of

not being at home. It was well known, the report said, that JosS Alves

Feitosa had threatened to assassir^to Bastos and other c on?or\utive

leaders. Tne correspondent asked for police protection for tiio conserva-

tives in Sao Joao do Principe, adding that he feared the Inhamuns was

returning to a state of barbarism. Although the juiz de direito had

sent a small police detachment to arrest the assassins, he said, it was

powerless against the might of the Feitosas.

The motives for the slaying, according to the report, emanated from

pure perversity and political antagonism, 1-Ianoel Gongalves, it was said,

was not only a respected citizen of political importance in his district,

he was the faithful husband of a devoted wife and the dutiful father of

seven children. His only crimes, the report said, were his allegiance

to the conservative party and his membership in the Fernaroies Vieira

family. The Tau£ correspondent charged that, in contrast, Jose Alves

Feitosa had ccr'jrj.tted "no descurso de sua vida desde a mais tenra idade

todos 03 crimes contomplados r-a estatistica criminal. .. ."52 jjj a

52. Pedro II . Jan. 20, loTl.
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dissenting opinion, Leonardo Feitosa later v.'rote that the notive for the

slaying was other than political, >Ianoel Gon^alves and JosS Alves were

intimate friends, he said, vmtil a dispute over a bottle of cachapa turned

into bitter intrigue. Subsequently, tianoel charged that his former frier^

had iniurdered Raimundo Bombom, a cabra v:ho had lived under the protection

of Jose Alves. The accused, learrxing that the one whom he was said to

have Biurdered was living in Piaua, asked hiru to return to the Inhamuns;

and, upon the presentation of Raimundo to the authorities, charges were

dropped. But the intrigue continued. Mhen, somewhat later, i'lanoel again

denounced JosS Alves for the murder of the same cabra, rumor had it that

this time the accusation had not been fabricated. The res\ilt was the

slaying of Manoel Gongalves, Leonardo added that Jose Alves vias forced

to flee to avoid prosecution, once finding refuge among a band of gyp-

sies, 53 Cearense also stated that the sla3n.ng was not politically moti-

vated, claiming that among the assassins \jas Vicente Ferreira dos Santos,

a Carcara and a relative of the Baron of Aquiraz,^^

No one was brought to trial for the murder of llanoel Gongalves

until 1875, and then it vras not the alleged leader of the ambush who

faced the jury. Jose Alves, a member of the influential Cococ5 branch

of the Feitosa family and a brother of Joaquim and Francisco Alves

Feitosa (the political chiefs), apparently managed to outwit his pur-

suers. The person brought to trial x-ras an alleged accomplice in the

act, one Joaquim 1-Ianoel, According to Pedro II , he was first scheduled

for trial in February, 1875, but the Feitosas, distrusting the list of

proposed jurymen, counseled the accused to protend to be sick. He

33. Tratado GeriealGgico , pp. 55-5^.

54. I'lar, 12, 1871.
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apparently followed the advice of his bcnofactors—assuning the charge

•was true—for the trial was reset for I-Iay. By that tirr.e, the conservative

organ said, the Feitosas had the sitviation v/ell in hand. Not only had

the brothers of Jose Alves publicly threatened and bribed the jurors, it

charged, they had attempted to make a political issue of the matter, call-

ing for a closing of liberal ranks in the defense of Joaquim I^noel

against conservative persecution. In the I-Iay trial, the accused, with

Joaquin Alves Feitosa sitting beside him, x-?as exonerated by his peers on

a vote of ©i^ht to four. Pedro II stated that the trial created such a

scandal in the Inhamuns that even some of the Feitosas hung their heads

in shame. The reason for so much crime in the area, the conservative

journal said, was precisely the impunity which criminals found in juries

such as the one responsible for the acquittal of Joaquim tIanoel,-5:? A

liberal correspondent, answering the charge in Cearense , stated that the

real reason for crime in the area was the perversity of the CarcarSs in

attempting to unseat legitimate power v:ith a "meia duzia de farroupilhas

e proletaries. ..."5o

Both of the cases presented demonstrate that the outcome of a

criminal prosecution could be determined by political considerations.

Moreover, they indicate that the entire process of law enforcement and

justice had a partisan base. Except for the existence of political

rivalries, criminal proceedings, in all likelihood, would not have been

started. VJhile vigilance against crime is to be commended, to have

moral force it must apply to all alike, and in these cases public jus-

tice was appealed to only because the offenders were members of the

55. J-one 2?, 1S75.
5S, Sept. 30, 1875.
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opposition. And, in both cases, the innocence or guilt of the accused was

incidental to the outcome .of the trial. The Feitosa family could not al-

low the accused to be convicted, because to have done so, under these

circ;imstances, would have been not only humiliating but politically in-

expedient; for the influence and £owp_r__e£J;3ae. family and its political

chiefs rested, in part, on the immunity ttiey_.could._grant from conviction

£pjr;.,crir.e in a court of justice.

The familv

Although the power of the Feitosa family in the mid-19th century

hardly needs to be demonstrated again, the following case illustrates,

among many other things, the extent to which the jury was under the in-

fluence of that family. Also, in contrast to the preceding case which

dealt with matters of interfamily conflict, this incident serves to show

how a problem involving a potentially explosive situation within the

family was resolved.

The crime occurred in the early morning hours before davm in the

village of Cococy on September 21, 1855. Jose do Vale Pedrosa (also

called "Ko") shot and killed Leandro Custodio de Oliveira Castro upon

finding him in adultery vrith his wife, i-iaria (kno^'m as "laia"). Having

been told of the ^^rhereabouts of the pair by a slave named Anacleto, the

enraged husband posted the informer at one door to the room in which

his wife and her suitor were engaging in illicit love while he fired

through the other exit, hitting Leandro Custodio in the chest. As soon

as news of the slaying reached Taua, Delegado Jose AndrS dos Santos

sent a force of 10 troops to arrest the murderer. The follo^^^ing day

he sent eight more to assist the first party, because, Pedro II noted,

Yio lived in the stronghold of the family and woxild be protected and
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because, the report added, "0 mesmo N3 nao 6 hoiaen para gragas."57 But

No was not to be found in Cococy. It was reported the following January

that he had left immediately after the killing for I'iaranhao, where he

sought the protection of Diogo Sales, No one, Pedro II reported, be-

lieved the rumors that the murderer's brother, Pedro Alves Feitosa e

Vale, would deliver him to the authorities. The January notice also

stated that the slave, Anacleto, had been found dead in an area of Piau£

not far from the Inhamuns, his body partially eaten by vultures. Prior

to his disappearance, it was said, he had been suffering from mental

disturbances, caused, in part, by the consumption of alcoholic beverages

but also by the fear that Louren^o Alves e Castro, the victim's brother,

was out to murder him,>"

The crime aroused an unusual amount of interest in the Inhajmins,

not because killings over adultery were rare in that area but because

the persons involved came from the most influential branch of the

Feitosa family. Both No and Leandro Custodio were descendents of

Captain JosS Alves Feitosa of Varzea da On^a, the father of Capitao-mor

JosS Alves Feitosa, The murderer was the grandson of the capitao-mor

and the son of i<ajor Jose do Vale Pedrosa, while the victim was an off-

spring of the marriage of Leandro Custodio de Oliveira Castro of Rio

Grande do Norte to the capitao-mor 's sister. In addition, the wives of

No and Leandro CustSdio were first cousins and both were nieces of their

husbands. 59

Under usual circumstances, murder committed by reason of adultery

yi , Pedro II , Oct. 20, 1855. In addition to the notice in Pedro
II , an account of the crime is found in: Feitosa, Tratado Genealcr;ico

,

pp. 53-5^.

58. Pedro II . Oct. 20, 1855.
59. All genealogical references in regard to this case are from:

Feitosa, Tratado Genealoixico , pp. 32, 53, and passim .



vras judged to be justifiable and the murderer was seldon convicted by a

jury. Illustrations abound in the history and traditions of the sertao

of slayings of either an adulterous woman or the offending male or, in

some cases, both of them. VJhen Joao Bezerra do Vale, a son-in-law of

the original Francisco Alves Feitosa, resolved to murder his xrife around

1780, in order to facilitate his intended marriage to a young lady vihom

he had met in Recife, he simply spread the word that she vras unfaithfiil

to him. Although in this case complications developed when the slain

woman's brothers discovered he had lied, the incident serves to illus-

trate the sertanejo's opinion of an unfaithful wife.oO Leonardo Feitosa

vras not entirely correct, but probably not far from the truth, when he

wrote that in the sertao, where justice was x-7eak, a woman charged v;ith

adxiltery alxjays paid with her life;°l although at least in some cases,

as with No and his cousin, it vras the offending male v7ho V7as murdered

instead of the vj'ife. Sometimes, it was both partners in the act, as in

1878 when Pedro Alves de Araujo slew both his wife, 1-Iaria, and his

brother, EufrSsio, vxhen he found them engaging in sexual relations. "^

In the event the murderer vras brought to trial—for many times he vias

not—the code of the sertao appears to have taken precedence ave.- laws

against homicide. The promoter of the Inhamuns reported a case in Pedro

II in 1870 in vihich Jose Antonio de I'lenezes killed one Raimundo de Tal,

whom he had found in adultery \-rith his vrife. In the Inhamuns, the pro-

motor wrote, a man who did not take such action was considered to be a

cov;ard. The defending lavjyer argued, he continued, that the killing was

60. Feitosa, "Para a Historia do Cear5," Ch. V.

61. Ibid .

62. Feitosa, Tratado Genealpg-ico , p. 85.
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justifiable, and the jiiry by a vmanimous vote agreed v:ith hin:.°3

In contrast to the aforementioned incidents, Ko's slaying of

Leandro Custodio was not written off as a case of justifiable homicide.

The victin, for one reason, was no mere Raimundo de Tal, left defense-

less before the power of a numerous and influential family. Not only

was he a Feitosa, he was esteemed as an individual. Pedro II . in a re-

port on the slaying, commented that in the period when virtually the

entire Feitosa family had been prosecuted for crimes Leandro Custodio

suffered no difficulties, for his record was clean. The premature death

of the respected citizen, the conservative organ stated, had caused

great sadness among the populace of the Inhamuns."^ Also complicating

the matter was the fact that while the code of the sertao questioned the

courage of a man who did not avenge the crime of adultery, it also de-

manded an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. Locally, it was

assumed that Louren^o Alves e Castro would avenge his brother's death. °^

Indeed, the close relatives of the murdered Leandro Custodio were not at

all disposed toward letting the killer go unpunished.

It appears that the matter might have been less difficult if No

had slain his wife instead of slaying Leandro Custodio; for the slaying

of the adulterous woman was generally considered to be a matter of lesser

consequence than the killing of the offending male—assuming they were

of equal social status—this being a reflection of the generally low

status of women and of sejoial mores v/hich branded the female partner as

the chief offender in an adulterous relationship. But ITo did not murder

his \rxfe, even though there wei-e some vho thought that would have been

o3. Pedro II . Feb. 15, I870.
64. Ibid., Oct. 20, 1855.
65. roid.
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the more desiraliile course, especially in view of the fact that others

had died by No's hand as a result of laia's previous amorous advent\ires.

In one instance, the victim was a more distant relative whom No had dis-

covered in adoiltery with laia, and, in the other, it was a female slave

who was the bearer of love notes between No's wife and her illicit suitor.

In addition. No had been prevented from slaying his nephew, because of

his relationship with laia, only by warnings from the young man's father

that the death would be avenged. It was clear that the seduction of laia

was not partictilarly difficult, and there were those who thought that No

had exacted too high a price from Leandro.°°

No was not apprehended and brought to trial, it appears, until

1863,67 The long delay may have been the deliberate strategy of the

Feitosas, for, with the return of a liberal ministry to power in I'iay,

1862, they were in the position to more effectively dictate the outcome

of the trial. The approach to the day on which the jury was to meet

found the family divided into opposing camps; and, with both armed, blood-

shed was expected to follow the verdict, whatever it was. The faction

supporting No was headed by Pedro Alves Feitosa e Vale, one of the prin-

cipal figures of the Feitosa family of that period. In addition to

being a brother of the accused and the father of the wife of the accused,

he was married to a sister of the victim, Louren^o Alves e Castro, also

a powerful voice in the family, led the faction which demanded that No

pay for his crime, Louren^o's kinship links with both groups were no

less complicated: he was a brother of the victim, he was married to the

murderer's sister, and he was an tmcle of the wives of both the victim

00. Ibid ,

67, The following accoxint of the resolution of the case is from
Feitosa, Tratado GenealS^ico, pp, 53-5^, except where noted.
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and the raurderer. Standing between the two camps, in an attempt to avert

an armed encounter, were Joaquim Fellcio de Almeida Castro, a lawyer, and

Joaqiiim Leopoldino de Araujo Chaves, political chief of the coir-arca. Al-

though each of these mediators was related to both of the opposing fac-

tions, neither one was closely identified with either group.

A few days before the jury was scheduled to meet, Joaquim Fellcio

and Joaquim Leopoldino persuaded the chiefs of the two factions to agree

to a conference in which a peaceful solution to the conflict would be

sought. For three days and three nights, it was said, the four men

earnestly attempted to find a compromise satisfactory to both sides, but

without success. At the end of the third 24-hour session, Francisco

Alves Feitosa, who had been dispatched to bring news of the progress of

the mediation, suggested that the problem be turned over to his mother-

in-law, Ana de Castro, The mediators, weary and despairing of further ef-

fort, accepted the suggestion. Dona Ana was acceptable to both sides by

virtue of being a respected matriarch in the family, not because of a

lack of kinship relations with those concerned. She was the sister of

the victim and the mother of his wife, in addition to being the aunt of

laia, over whom the slaying had occurred. Dona Ana swiftly arrived at

her decision. The jury was to be instructed to exonerate the accused

by a unanimous vote, but he was to be perpetually exiled from the

Inhamuns, No's supporters readily accepted the decision, and, somewhat

reluctanoly, the members of the other group also concurred, but, for

reasons not explained, they insisted that the trial be rescheduled for

a later date. When the case was presented to the jury, No was dxily

acquitted by a unanimous vote. The promoter, Flrmino Barbosa Cordeiro,



moved to appeal the decision, but Juia de Direito Francisco Bernardo

de Carvalho nullified his efforts on the grounds—spurious ones, Pedro

II said—that the petition had not been signed within the required time

limit. The judge's decision, the conservative journal charged, vras also

dictated by the Feitosa family. °° As for I-Jo, Leonardo Feitosa wrote

that he resided outside the Inhamuns for the remainder of his life, but

that, after many years had passed, he occasionally returned to the area

for brief visits.

The case of Jose do Vale Pedrosa demonstrates once again the weak-

ness of judicial institutions as contrasted to the power of the Feitosa

family. In this instance, the officials of justice were of peripheral

importance, as were the written codes of laxj; the officials functioned

merely to bestow legal sanction on a decision vrhich the family had made,

while the innocence or guilt of the accused played no role in determining

the verdict. The Feitosas dominated the society to such a degree that

in regard to those cases which they deemed to be of importance the ver-

dict was synonymous with their collective decision. The chief function

of the jury was to grant the accused freedom from future molestation by

the authorities, a factor of importance in the event a police official

of the opposition party should want to bring up the case at a later

date. Though the Feitosas in that era probably could have dominated

almost any jury, there was always an elem-ent of risk involved in a

criminal prosecution, and, at the least, it was a nuisance. Thus, an

official exoneration, which only a jury could grant, was deemed to be

necessary. Other than for this reason, the case could have been settled

out of court—as, in effect, it was—just as easily.

68. Dec. 5, 1863.



Private justice

Tho oxorcico of private justice ic a rocurrinn thcno in the history

of the Ii^anuns. In rany cases, it v:as nothing more than vengeance, al-

though, in others, it served to fill the vacuum left by the weakness of

public judicial institutions. The following crimes, each related to the

other, star^ as vivid and profound commentaries on the workings of jus-

tice in the Inhamuns in its many and varied aspects, "9

The slaying of Jose Bizarria by Antonio Preto occurred on >Iay 30,

1912, on the Fazenda Poco Cosiprido of Vitcil de Sousa Feitosa, brother-

in-law of the murdered man, in the district of Cococy in Arneiros, Ac-

cording to testimony taken by police officials, Preto, described as a

Negro norador on the fazenda, attacked Bizarria, who also lived on the

fazenda, with a knife when the latter approached him around 7:00 A.M.

asking that he pay a debt. Although Bizarria was armed vn.th both

revolver and knife, as was his custom, it was said that he was so taken

by surprise that he could not adequately defend himself.

Further testimony revealed that the slaying was the result of al-

leged affronts and was enveloped in intrigue vri.thin the Feitosa faxrdly,

all of the principal figures concerned being Feitosas T-n.th the exception

of the morador and his sons, /uitonio Preto had two sons, Jose Antonio

and Paschoal, the first of whom deflowered a girl, named Karia, who lived

and worked in the house of Vital de Sousa, The patrao insisted that the

son of his morador marry the girl, and JosS Antonio agreed to do so.

Bu-c, with the day for the wedding drawing near, the young man secretly

left Pogo Comprido and secured protection from Francisco das Chagas Caze,

09. The follcr.ring accoint is based on the autos do processo criminal,
records of criminal proceedings, in the cases of: Antonio Preto; Cypriano
Alves Feitosa, et al . ; Luiz Pereira de Sousa (also called Lviiz de Tal ar-d

Luiz Umburana in the autos). Cartorio No. 1, Tau£.
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a Feitosa who lived on the Fazenda Riacho dos Cavalos, also located in

the district of Cococy. Shortly thereafter, Chico Caze, as he was com-

monly called, sent word to Pogo Comprido stating that he guarded Jose

Antonio on his fazenda, though not as an affront to Vital de Sousa but

to JosS Bizarria, with whom he had long been on unfriendly terms. Sub-

sequently, Paschoal went around saying that it was not really his brother

who had violated tiaria, and Vital, already angered by the flight of Jose

Antonio, struck the boy. Conflicting accoxints were given as to whether

or not JosS Bizarria, who was present at tho incident, participated in

the attack on Paschoal, Contributing to a deepening of the intrigue was

the boast of Chico Caze that he would protect Antonio Preto, should he

wish to avenge Jose Bizarria 's alleged role in the incident. Thus, on

the morning of the 30th JosS Bizarria went to collect his debt from the

morador who was expected to leave the fazenda of his estranged patrao.

After the slaying, Antonio Preto fled to Riacho dos Cavalos for protec-

tion, but, as a result of altered circumstances, he was arrested and in

September of the same year was sentenced to a ter.-a in prison.

By September, CazS was dead. The circumstances surrounding his

slaying form one of the most dramatic chapters in the history of crime

in the Inhamuns; more than half a century after the event, it was still

a topic of conversation in the area. In the early evening hours of

July 1, 1912, Caze was seated in the alnendre of his home talking with

his vaqueiro, l-Ianoel Avelino, when three men on horses approached the

fazenda. After riding up to the house and dismounting, they introduced

themselves as romsiros from Joazeiro, the city in the Cariri region of

Ceara where the politician-priest, Cicero Rorcao Batista, benevolently

ruled an odd assortment of religious fanatics, ordinary citizens, and
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fugitives from justice. I'Faen Cazo, v;idoly kno>m in the area as an

admirer of Padre Cicero, offered his hand in greeting, one of the

strangers attacked him with a knife, V.'hile l-Ianoel Avelino either stood

by or was held by the otrier x-v/o of the supposed roaeiros—reports varied

—

the unarmed Caze was either killed or so badly v:ounded that he soon died.

Though the mission of the three at Riacho dos Cavalos vras apparently ac-

complished, the violence of that night had not run its course, Viith Caz5

dead or dying, a previously- \mrevealed armed band, numbering perhaps more

than a score, ''''^ launched an attack on the trio of assassins, VJhon the

shooting ended shortly after loidnight, one of the three was dead ar-d

another was so badly wounded that he died later in the day, 1-lanoel

Avelino, who had locked himself in the house, and one of the supposed

romeiros survived the attack.

Testimony taken in the investigation of the case revealed that

those nurdered on the night of July 1 were the victims of a diabolical

plot. Shortly after the May 30 slaying of Jose Bizarria, various meaibers

of the Feitosa family began to make plans to avenge his death, but not

with the life of Antonio Preto, who, they judged, as a lowly morador and

Negro could be left to a jury composed of relatives of the murdered man.

He who had to pay ^rith his life was the man who, they were convinced,

had ordered the killing, namely, their relative and social equal, Cnico

Caze, CazS, by July of 1912, possessed many enemies among his family,

including, as events demonstrated, some of his closest kin. In addition

to his feud with Bizarria and his role in the slaying, he had rebelled

against the political orientation of the family. In the elections of

70. Leonardo Feitosa stated that the number exceeded kO.

Tratado C-enoalo-ico . p, 122.
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April, 1912, he lent his support to the successful candidacy for state

president of Colonel Marcos Franco Rabelo against the remnants of the

deposed Acioli machine with which the Feitosas had long been allied.

Vital de Sousa Feitosa, brother-in-law of the dead Bizarria, appears

to have played a principal part in the events leading up to July 1. He

first called a meeting of interested members of the family at Varzea de

Estreito to discuss what ought to be done with Gaze. Following the

meeting, he made a trip to the Fazenda Barra, near the village of Cococy,

to consult with Colonel Leandro Custodio de Oliveira Castro, one of the

wealthiest and most respected members of the family. Thus, the secret

plan took form and the execution of it began. Three men, who vrere not

members of the family, were promised 100$000 reis to kill Caze. They

were persons whom the intended victim did not know; and, since the ar-

rival of strangers to an isolated fazenda in the sertao usually aroused

suspicion, they were instructed to impersonate followers of Padre Cicero,

to whom, it was correctly supposed, Caze would extend a warm welcome.

Luiz Pereira de Sousa, Jose Balaio, and Luiz Gongalves, agregados, re-

spectively, of Jose de Deus of Timbauba, Cypriano Alves Feitosa, and

Candido Alves Feitosa, were the three. To forever seal the lips of

these hired assassins—and to save the 100$000 reis, one informant tes-

tified—it was agreed that a group composed of members of the family and

trusted subordinates would trail the assassins and murder them, once

their deed was done. Except for the failure to kill Luiz Pereira do

Sousa, the plan was carried out in its entirety.

Efforts were begun immediately to bring the murderers of Caze to

justice, a move aided by the fact that I'iarcos Franco P^abolo and his

party, which the majority of the Feitosas opposed, ruled the state. The
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rabelistas generally engaged in vigorous efforts to prosecute criminals

in all parts of the state, particularly, it appears, when they were par-

tisans of the opposition. Pretrial testimony was taken fron 15 persons,

most of TiThoin were vaquciros or moradores. All of them stated znaz rr.eir

source of information xias "por ouvir dizer, " as was the general practice

01 so-called witnesses in that era, no one being asked to divulge how he

had come to know the testimony he gave. In effect, it was generally the

repetition of rumors and common knov/ledge. Except for a few conflicting

points previously noted, most of the informants gave similar accounts,

although some of them limited themselves to telling the story of the at-

tack "(ri.thout naming any of those alleged to have participated in it or

ordered it. Nonetheless, the information they gave appears to have been

in harmony vfith the accoxint generally accepted in the Inhamuns, the

Feitosa family included. Quite probably, the fact that the rabelistas

controlled the state made the informants somewhat more XJilling to tell

their stories; for when the accused were brought to trial in late 1914,

by which time Franco Rabelo had been deposed by insurrection and federal

intervention and his enemies were in povrer, not one of the persons sum-

moned to testify put in an appearance]

Two separate criminal proceedings were initiated: one against

Luiz Pereira de Sousa for having given aid in the killing of Caze and

the other against members of the family and their associates. In the

case of these latter, considerable time passed before they were arrested.

Six of the leading figtires in the conspiracy petitioned for a writ of

preventive habeas corpus early in 1913, charging that they were being

threatened with illegal imprisorjnent by the substitute delegado from

Tau£, Francisco Aguiar. According to the petitioners, Aguiar had re-

peatedly sent police detachments to arrest them, even though, they
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stated, Arneiros was outside of his jurisdiction and, moreover, they had

committed no crimes. Although their petition was granted, it protected

them only until September 23, 1913, when the juiz de direito ordered them

arrested. The formal charges, as drawn up by the pronotor in July, 1913,

divided the accused into two groups. Charged with being the "autores

psychicos intellectviaes" of the deaths of CazS and two of his assassins

were Cypriano Alves Feitosa, Candido Alves Feitosa, JoSo Baptista de

Castro Juc5, Pedro Honorio, and Jos5 CustSdio Bizarria Filho, the last

named being one of CazS's brothers. The second group was composed of

those charged with being the "autores physicos" of the slajring of the

two assassins. Members of the Feitosa family included in this group

were Jose de Deus, Vital de Sousa Feitosa, and Jose Pedroso Bizarria

(a son of the above named brother of CazS), Antonio Salviano, Antonio

Francisco, and Antonio Pagheu, agregados of various ones of those named

above, completed the second group. These 11 persons were the only ones

against whom formal charges were brought, even though the number of

persons directly involved in the events was said to have been much

larger.

The case came before the jury in the Termo of Arneiros on Sep-

tember 23 and 24, 1914, by which time charges against four of the accused

(Pedro Honorio, JosS Custodio Bizarria Filho, Jose de Deus, and Antonio

Pagheu) had been dropped for reasons not explained in the written records.

The first order of business was the formation of the jury. The 12 mem-

bers, the majority of whom were Feitosas, were soon selected, the defense

challenging five proposed jurors while the prosecution excluded two.

There being no one present to offer testimony, the proceedings were not

lengthy. After Domingos Teijceira Leite, a local citizen serving
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temporarily as promoter, had pGrfunctorily asked the jury to do its duty

as it saw fit, the defense attorney, Colonel Louren^o Alvos i-'oitor.a. "i

Castro, was given the floor. The Inhamuns' nost distinguished citizen,

in his :rj.ld and unassumins nanner, told the jury that the case against

his cl-VotU.r. was based on unproved testimony offered by unreliable infor-

r-^nts. To prove; that a crir:o had boon ordorod by othora, ho stntoa, tho

prosecution had to show the txsie and place of the alleged conspiracy.

The colonel then produced a sworn statement by Joaquim. Leopoldino de

Araujo Chaves, a morador at Varzea de Estreito and a brother of CazS's

vridov:, to the effect that no conferences of any kind had been held on

that fazenda. Later in his appeal for acquittal. Colonel Lourengo de-

scribed Caze as a violent man and protector of criminals, who had made

many enemies in the course of his life. The aim of his arguments was

to show that the deaths of Caze and his assassins resulted from a

battle in which only they were involved and which was waged for reasons

known only to them. The defendants, he concluded, had been unjustly

accused. The jury agreed.

The trial of Luiz Pereira de Sousa followed immediately. VJhen

arrested shortly after the slaying of Caz§, he had informed the authori-

cies that he vjas an illiterate, 21-year-old native of Bebedcuro who

lived from working as an agricultviral laborer. His trial proceeded

much in the same manner as had the previous one. Although no transcript

was kept of C '
:-:al Lourengo's defense of the accused, tho legal scribe,

Joaquim de Koraes Feitosa, admiringly wrote that his remarks were

succinct and clear. In a positive response to the colonel's appeal,

the jury unanimously agreed that the defendant had in no way contributed

to the infliction of the wounds resulting in the death of CazS. Juiz de
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Direito Adalberto Cicero Correia Lima disagreed in this instance, and

he appealed the case to the state tribunal. The state attorney general

(proc-orador geral ), Sabino do Konte, recommended to the tribunal in

February, 1915, that the case be retried. Although only the acquittal

of Luiz Pereira de Sousa i:as \mder reviev;, he declared that the entire

affair was a case of pure and simple murder contrived by members of the

Feitosa family. In the trial, he charged, the jury had completely ig-

nored the facts, and, in addition, he noted that two of the jurymen

seized illegally, since their names were not found on the list from which

the jury was supposed to have been selected. The tribunal ordered a re-

trial. On September 21, 1916, Luiz Pereira de Sousa again faced an

Arneiros jury and again he was exonerated.

The case of the murder of Francisco das Chagas Caze was closed.

Insofar as the great majority of the Feitosa family was concerned, jus-

tice had triumphed.

Conclusion

The concepts of crime, justice, and law enforcement are fundamental

aspects of human social organization, although in their contents they may

vary greatly from one society to another. The Inhamims in the years em-

braced by this study lay within an area of western culture where all of

these concepts were highly developed and, in theory, institutionalized.

Justice, as retribution for crime, vras based on a code of law; and, by

law, it V7as to be administered through goveiT:miental agencies. But, as

the case histories presented in this chapter indicate, a vast gulf

separated written lavrs and actual practices. This sitxiation resulted,

in large part, from a set of conditions which structured power along

monolithic lines. The Feitosa family dominated much of the Inhamuns
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tlirou^hout the period covered by this chapter. Since the jxiry, the

crucial element in the judicial systeia, was subject to local pressures,

the Feitosas doninated its decisions in those cases they deemed iEiportant,

Decisions were not deteriained according to codes of law, but by a ccn-

plex of interacting factors which, at the least, often included consid-

erations of farily loyalty and honor, e^i^iediency, and vengeance. Although

the jury, in sorce ijistances, convicted a person who was guilty of the

crime irith which he was charged, the action was incidental to considera-

tions of just retribution for i^rrong done; for the decision was made on

quite another basis. In the succeeding instance, a guilty party might

go free or an innocent person be judged guilty because the sane set of

considerations determined that it was the expedient or desirable course.

In short, a system of impartially admirastered justice did not exist in

the Inhamuns.



IV. GOVERl^UffiNT AlvT) POLITICS DURING THE DID REPDELIC

At three o'clock in the afternoon of DeceKber 8, 1889, the citizens

of Sao Joao do Principe forrcally acknowledged that the nation had passed

a milestone in its history. In response to news from Fortaleza telling

of CearS's adhesion to the Republic more than three vjeeks earlier, over

100 residents of TauS gathered at the meeting house of the camara to

swear their loyalty to the new government. Dr. Placido de Pinho Pessoa,

the juiz de direito of the comarca, was popularly proclaimed chairman of

the meeting, and he, in turn, asked Lieutenant Lourengo olives Feitosa e

Castro to serve as secretary. The formalities of organization concluded.

Dr. Pessoa solemnly narrated the "gloriosos successes" of the end of the

Empire and the proclamation of the Republic on the previous November 15.

Bringing his address to a close with the affirmation that he was a re-

publican, he invited all those present to join him in signing the oath

to the new government. After the judge had been warmly applauded,

"Cidadao" Louren^o Alves Feitosa e Castro took the floor, terminating

his remarks with three cheers to Liberty, Eqtiality, and Fraternity. He
4

was followed by Dr. Francisco Primeiro de Araujo Cito, local lavyer,

judge, and fazendeiro, vrho gave an eloquent speech on the principles of

liberty, in the course of which he stated with pride that Brazil had

undergone a great revolutionary change without the shedding of blood.

At four o'clock the chairman joined the convention in a lusty viva to

I-^rechal Presidente l'![anoel Deodoro da Fonseca, Dom Pedro's successor.

158
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and invited the crcfv:d to disperse.-^

The Inhamuns had entered the Republican Era.

The Structure

Tne changes introduced by the republicans v/ith respect to local

government were not generally of deep-seated significance, for the de-

centralizing elements in their program touched local government orily

briefly and in an incomplete manner. Mostly, when the republicans spoke

of decentralization and self-government, they were referring to an in-

crease in the power of the states at the expense of the central govern-

ment. Although municipal autonomy was a topic of frequent discussion

among them, the principal change made by the new regime was the trans-

ferral of authority over the local situation from Rio de Janeiro to the

state capital.^ The shift was most clearly seen in the provision for

an elected state president endowed ^^rith broad powers. The state, having

the authority in its hands, could delegate it to the municlpio as it saw

fit. The follovn.ng outline of changes made in CearS in the organization

of local government in the Old Republic indicates the extent to which

local autonomy was granted to the municipios in that state.

Few changes of importance were made in judicial and police organ-

ization. In regard to the former, the major difference was the assump-

tion by the state president of appointive pov:ers—formerly exercised by

the emperor—over juizes de direito, juizes munioipaes, and promotores.

Similarly, the appointment of delegados also passed from the national

government to the state president. There was an attempt in the early

1. Oficios, SJP, Dec. 8, 1889.

2. Leal, Coronelisr.o, pp. 50-53.
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years of the period to place a part of the responsibility for local po-

licing on th.Q "municipio, but it was of short duration, law 33 of Novem-

ber 10, 1892, instructed the iminicipios to establish a local police

force to be kno:-m as the guarda municipal , but this legislation was

soon followed by Law 159 of September 10, 189^, which authorized the

president to organize a company of the state military force to substitute

the local police where deemed necessary. Finally, Law 721 of August 1^,

1903, revoked the 1892 provision, vesting the state with all power over

the local police. It was reported from Ta\i£ in 1895 that the guarda

municipal in Sao Joao dos Inhamuns—the name was changed in 1892 to

erase references to royalty—had been dissolved by the camara as a re-

sult of the lack of confidence in the performance of that body, 3 VJith

respect to the National Guard, which in the last decades of the monarchy

had practically ceased to function, it was continued by the federal con-

stitution of 1891 but, in reality, had no military or police duties. In

Ceara it served only as a means by which the state president bestovred

military titles upon friends of the government.

The main alteration in regard to the administration of the mu-

nicxpio was the creation of a chief executive, an office v;hich had not

existed in municipal government as previously constituted. The new

post, at least in part, evolved from the office of president of the

camara. Various regulatory acts passed during the Old Republic in re-

gard to the office indicated its growing importance, as viewed from

both the raunicipio and the state capital. Law 33 of November 10, I892,

the first general state law in regard to municipal organization.

3, Oficios, Sao Joao dos Inhamuns, Aug, 5, 1895.
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provided for an intendente as the head of the iminicipio. In accordance

with that law, he was one of the vereadores and was elected to the post

by the camara for a terra of one year. Subsequently, Law 26^ of Septem-

ber 26, 1895 f altered the previous act to the extent that the state

president would name the intendente from among the vereadores. Five

years later. Law 588 of July 24, 1900, stated that the intendente would

be elected by the voters and that he could be either a vereador or any

other qualified voter. In 1904, in accordance with Law 764 of August

12 of that year, the state president reassumed the power to name the

intendente. In 1914 the name of the official was changed to prefeito ,^

and the state constitutional reform of 1921, in theory, entrusted to

the voters the task of filling the office biennially, 5 although, in

practice, the provision was not implemented until 1926. The same con-

stitutional reform also provided that the camara would be separately

constituted and would have its own president and secretary. In short,

the municlpio came to be administered by an executive officer who func-

tioned independently of the camara and its president.

Evidence points to the conclusion that the post became increasingly

important as the period progressed. During the first years of the Old

Republic, its importance v/as magnified by the greatly enlarged municipal

income which resulted from the designation of the d£zimos on cattle as

municipal revenue. The fact that the raunic£pio had considerable income

at its disposal made the post of intendente attractive, both to those

who hoped to profit personally and to those who wanted to manipulate the

revenue for political ends. And with money went influence. In 1902 the

4. Law 1190 of Aug. 5, 1914.

5. Lav- 1924 of Nov. 14, 1921.
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Secretario dos Ke,":ocios do Interior of Ceara stated that all povrer in

the municipios v:as concentrated in the hands of the intendente. The

c£r:3.ras, he S3,ii, had or-ictio^lly ce-asod to x\\r\ction. Ks also notwd

^ha^ even tiic-iigh recent legislation prohibited a salary for the intendente

that official was the recipient of exorbitant remuneration which never ap-

peared on the nunicipal budget. ° In 1903 the dxzinos reverted to the

state, 7 and, although this nova may have decreased the attractiveness of

the post to sor.e degree, ^ the interest with which it was sought after that

year is evidence that it continued to be regarded as an office of impor-

tance. It appears that during the earlier period it acquired a political

significance which remained with it even after financial revrards V7ere

less lucrative. Even though during a part of the period the intendente

was an elected official, he appears to have functioned as the local am

of the state political machine centered in the capital. This significance

of the post alone made it attractive to interior political chiefs.

Colonel Lourenco, 1889-1912

The political history of the Inhamiins during the Old Republic may be

conveniently divided into three periods, the first breaking point falling

in 1912. The first period coincides—and not incidentally so—with the

Acioli Oligarchy. VJith the end of the monarchy, the liberal and conser-

vative parties, already badly fragmented, disappeared. This situation

left the republicans as the only organized political group. There being

6. Relatorio do Secretario dos Negocios do Interior, 1902 , pp.

7. The dlzimos were avrarded to the munic£pios by Law 33 of

Nov. 10, 1892, and were retracted by Law 721 of Aug. 1^, 1903.

8. See I-Iontenegro , Historia dos Partidos
, p. 39.
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no idoolocical questions of deep significance separating politicians and

with all desiring to share in the benefits of rule, old line political

figures joined sertanejo chiefs and Fortaleza coimnercial nen, intellec-

tuals, and poets to forn the partido Republicano Conservador , the only

party of significance in the state until 1912. V/ell before the end of

the decade of the 1890' s, jlntonio Pinto Nogueira Acioli emerged as the

dominant voice in the new political grouping. An influential figure

during the last years of the monarchy, he was the son-in-law of Senator

Pompeu, the liberal party chieftain. The 1900-190^ term excepted,

Acioli reigned as the chief executive of Cear£ from I896 to 1912. Kis

political machine was but one of the state oligarchies of the period

which entered into pacts with the federal government for mutual support.

Indeed, the period was one of interlocking oligarchies on the state and

national levels.

9

A similar relationship generally v:as formed betv/een the dominant local

faction and the state regime, '.vhereas during the monarchy tx^ro opposing

political groups functioned in the community, each one enjoying at least

some of the prerogatives of power as ministries in Rio de Janeiro changed,

conditions for an opposition became extremely unfavorable during the

oligarchy. The stato assoimed control of the police forces, and, during

much of the period, appointed the intendentes. Elections were effectively

controlled by the police in concert vrith the dominant local faction, which

lent its support to the state machine in order to have a free hand in the

community. With elections so rigidly controlled, little short of a revo-

lution could dislodge the entrenched groups. An opposition had no tenable

9ri!bid., p. 38.
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position in the political sj'Sten. Consectiently, those v.'ho had boon

bitterly partisan during the r.onarchy entered into an alliance with

their worst eneraies or, in sonie cases, passed into political inaction.

Some, it would seen, bided their tine. If, on occasion, rancor broke

out in the local canp, few dared oppose the state rcachine; the principal

fight was over who would receive its favors.

Of all the local chiefs in the sertao who supported Acioli, none

was nore distinguished or more reliable than Colonel Louren^o Alves

Feitosa e Castro of the Inhamuns.lO Born in Cococy on December 13, 184^,

he was -the son of Lourengo Alves de Castro and the grandson of Leandro

Custodio de Oliveira Castro of Rio Grande do Norte, His mother v;as a

daughter of CapitSo-mor Jose olives Feitosa, and his ^n.fe was a grand-

daughter of that noted colonial figure. In 1853, the year after his

father was convicted on a homicide charge, young Lourengo went to

Fortaleza to begin his studies. During the next few years he attended

school intermittently, returning frequently to Cococy to spend a few

months on the family fazenda, as was the custom of most youthful

sertanejos who studied in the capital. Late in l86l, at the age of 17,

he was sent to Recife to commence preparatory studies for entrance into

the law school. The outbreak of war x-rith Paraguay found him in Recife

attending classes in the lav: course as an auditor, a status Xiihich re-

sulted from his failure to obtain a satisfactory score on the entrance

examination in rhetoric. Enlisting in the army vrith tvro of his friends,

he spent most of the vrar in l-Iato Grosso and was discharged in 1870 vfith

the rank of lieutenant. Photographs indicate that he was a well-built,

dark-haired young man Xvith a neatly trimmed mustache vrho cut a dashing

10, On the life of Colonel Lourengo see: Feitosa: Tratado
GenealoJ:'ico . pp. 72-73, and Guimaraes, Senutados

, pp. 405-^1-06.
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figure in his officer's -uniforri. Returning to the Inhamuns at the end of

the war, he became a fazendeiro and politician and practiced lav: as a non-

graduate attorney (advoniado provisorio ). As a member of the most influen-

tial branch of his family, ho easily entered political life, serving before

the end of the Empire as subdelegado, vereador, acting promoter, and pro-

vincial deputy. In the early years of his political career he cooperated

with Colonel Joaquin Alves Feitosa, the liberal chieftain of that period;

but as a result of the split in the liberal party in the l880's he broke

with Colonel Joaquim and allied himself vn.th the Pompeu liberals, com-

manded by Jlntonio Pinto Nogueira Acioli, Tnus, for Loviren^o the transi-

tion from liberal monarchist to Acioli republican entailed fev; difficul-

ties.

From 1889 to 1912 Louren^o's position as political chief of Arneiros

and TauS^l was unchallenged. He, vrith the aid of his political lieuten-

ants, regularly delivered the entire vote of the area to Acioli candidates.

In addition to serving as a member of the state legislature from 1892

until 1912, he vias intendente of Tau£ from 1899 until 1912. Although some

aspiring young politicians chafed under his control, Colonel Lourengo was

a respected figure. Joaquim Pimenta, a son of Ta\i£ who left there in 1909

and went on to become a nationally-knoim leftist intellectual and a dis-

tinguished teacher and vjriter, remembered the colonel as a benevolent

leader who was set apart from the common run of sertanejo chiefs by his

mild manner and his regard for learning, 12 In an epoch when political

leaders of the interior were scarcely distinguishable from illiterate

chieftains of ccr.-aceiros . a Fortaleza jcornal I'.'rote in 1915 on the

11. Sao Jcao dos Inhamuns became Tau£ by Law 435 of Oct. 14, I898,
12. Joacuim Pimenta, P.etalhos do Pas sad o (?do de Janeiro, 19^9),

p. 10.
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death of Colonel Lo"J.rengo that he vas noted for his ir.^e~ri~" and ^tler-

ance.l3 Although no one claimed that the colonel rebelled against the

sordid aspects of political life in his time, it appears that, at the

least, he was no worse than the average politician of his day and that,

in comparison with his fellow chiefs of the interior, he possessed some

admirable qualities which most of them totally lacked.

Based on the support it received from the federal governraent and on

interior chiefs vjho often ruled less mildly than Colonel Lourenco, the

Acioli regime faced orJ.y minor threats until 1911-1912. Prior to those

years, open opposition was limited to isolated individuals and a few in-

tellectuals such as Joao Brfgido, the erratic publisher of Unit£rio vxho

began to fight Acioli in 190^.-^^ But a tightly knit and nepotic regime

usually generates opposition in time, and the situation in Cear£ by the

end of the first decade of the 20th century was nearing a crisis. Hopes

for the end of the oligarchy were raised in 1910 irith. the election of

I'ikrshal Hermes da Fonseca as national president, for many people believed

that he would break the hold of the oligarchies in the states. But when

he turned out to be no less an oligarch than his predecessors, Ceara's

restless elements became aware that the force to depose Acioli would have

to come from trithin the state. The staxe election scheduled for April,

1912, served as an appropriate event for the formation of an opposition.

In December preceding the election, the Acioli party chose as its candi-

date for state president an elderly desembargador who, it was reasoned,

would dutifully continue the oligarchy. Selected as t'.ro of the three

candidates for the vice presidential positions on the Acioli slate Xvere

13. Correio do Cg 'r£ , Dec. l6, 1915.
1^. A laudatory s.;etch of the life of Joao Brlgido is found in

A Tribuna (Fortaleza), Oct. 1^, 1921.



Padre Clcoro oi" o^cuzutro ar-d Colonox j^o-uren^o oi zho Innar.uns, The

biirgeoning opposition, led by Joao Brigido, l-Ianoel Moreira da Rccha,

and Francisco de Paula Rodrigues, proposed as its candidate Lieutenant

Colonel 1-larcos Franco Rabelo, a little known cearense who was a pro-

fessor at the Military School in Rio de Janeiro.

The vara reception which the candidacy of Franco P^belo received

was ample demonstration that CearS was tired of the oligarchy. Even

from the Inhamuns cam© a message of support. On January 6 a number of

TauS's leading citizens in a telegram to Uniti'rio stated that the "Povo

tauhSense em massa pelas ruas acclama incessantemente o nosso candidate

dr. Marcos Franco Rabello. . .abaixo a oligarchia . "15 Signing the message

were si:>: members of a rising generation of political leaders. Heading

the list was Joaquim Alves Feitosa Sobrinho, a son of Major Francisco

Alves Feitosa and a nephew of Colonel Joaquim Alves Feitosa, the polit-

ical chiefs vhaa Colonel Louren^o had opposed in the l880's. Two other

Feitosas affijced their signatures: 1-Iajor Joaquim Cito de Sousa Vale

and Captain I'ianoel Ferreira Ferro. Captain Luiz Napoleao Koreira, Luiz

Chaves e Melo, and Eufr^sio Alves de Oliveira also joined in sending the

message of support. Other political leaders in the Inhamuns also opposed

Acioli. Over in Saboeiro, the Carcaras, still proud but reduced to a

shadow of their former might, gave support to Franco P^belo, vrhile the

Arrais family, theii- old enemies, stayed xrlth the Aciolis. And, it will

be remembered, Francisco das Chagas Caze in Cococy proclaimed himself a

rabelista.

As a result of the rising tide of opposition to the Acioli candi-

date and an unfortunate event, the oligarchy was deposed sooner than was

15. The telegram appeared in Unit£rio (Fortaleza), Jan, 11, 1912.
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expected. The last straw was added on January 14, 1912, vrhen police

intervention in a rabelista parade composed of children resulted in

injiiries and deaths. VJhile Acioli reraained adamant in the face of

popular anger and indignation and disregarded military warnings that

his position was precarious, the rabelistas dug trenches and amassed

the weapons of vrar. Firing on the presidential palace comraenced Jan-

uary 22, and on the 24th the old oligarch at last ordered the raising

of a white flag. With his departure, a provisional government -under the

vice president was set up. Efforts of the Acioli party to present a

more appealing presidential candidate notv/ithstanding, the oligarchy

appears to have been soundly defeated at the polls on April 11, although

it claimed victory as a result of the two sets of election returns sent

from many municlpios. In the Inhamuns, the rabelistas carried Saboeiro

and Taua but Arneiros remained faithful to Colonel Louren^o and his

party. In Saboeiro 301 votes were cast for Franco Rabelo and none for

his opponent; Taua gdve 300 to Franco Rabelo and l8l to General Jose

Eezerril Fontenele, the final Acioli candidate; and Arneiros voted 88

to 23 in favor of Bezerril. In both Arneiros and Taua Colonel Lourengo

ran ahead of his ticket, but he was, nonetheless, defeated in the latter

municipio, v/here he had lived for many years. 1° After the April 11

election, one hurdle remained for the rabelistas; the state assembly,

with which rested the formal declaration of the winner, contained more

supporters of the oligarchy than of Franco Rabelo. But as a result of

16. Election retoi-ns wore given in Unitario , Apr. I6 and 25, 1912,
and, for Arneiros, in Livro de Notas Ko. 1 (Arneiros), entry of Apr. 11,
1912, Cartorio No. 1, Taua. The livros de notas, registers of documents,
usually are found in a cartorio in the seat of the municipio. ^Irneiros

to 1930 is an exception, since the archival holdings Trere transferred to
Tau£ when the municipio was abolished follovring the 1930 revolution.
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the strong popular support which the apparent vrinner had received and of

negotiations which stretched fron the interior of Cear2 all the way to

Rio de Janeiro, Franco Rabelo was proclaimed the victor.-'-'

Transition. 1912-1919

The defeat of the Acioli party had both imcdiate and long range

significance for the Inhanuns, particularly in the I-Iunic£pio of TauS,

the econcmic and population center of the region. On April 13, 1912,

Colonel Lourengo v:as replaced as intendente by Eufr£sio Alves de Oliveira,

an early supporter of Franco Rabelo and a ineinber of the Campo Preto clan

from the Rio Favelas. During the period in which Franco Rabelo ruled

the state, "the rabelistas held all the elective positions in the

miniclpio, although Colonel Lourengo and his followers sponsored a rival

nunicipal caxaara and always claimed victory in elections by producing

their ovm set of rettirns.l9 The long range significance to Taua of

Franco P^belo's regime lay in the fact that for the first time in its

history the municlpio was under the direction of a political group in

which the Feitosas were not the dominant element. In previous years the

Feitosas had not excluded other families from the ring of power; but

there had never been ar^ mistaking of who stood in the center. As noted

earlier, some Feitosas joined the struggle against the oligarchy, but in

Taua their participation was secondary in comparison with that of Jose

do Oliveira d'Kascimento, the chief of the Gomes family of the Rio Trici,

18

17. An account of the events leading to the election of Franco
Rabelo, covering the years 1910-1912, i- found in Hermenegildo Firmeza,
"A RevolUQao de 1912 no Cear5," RIC, DCiVII (1963), 25-59.

18. ALrjxnaque do Ceara 191^ (Fortaleza, n.d.), p. 103.
19. Livi'o de Ilotas ::o. 6iJ-, entries of Dec. 1, 1912, Dec. 2, 1912,

and June 9, 1912, Cartorio ICo. 1, Tau£; Oflcios, Tau£, Nov. 21, 1912.
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or of the new intendente. Although it must be pointed out that the new

group came to power under the protection of a friendly state administra-

tion and, therefore, friendly state police, its assumption of the

dominant role in the municlpio was not entirely a consequence of exterior

influences. The defeat of Colonel Louren^o's party was indicative of an

alteration in the balance of power in the area. In the I-Iuniclpio of

Taua the Feitosas were no longer the most numerous nor the most influen-

tial family grouping, ^0 The year 1912 stood as a turning point in the

history of the municlpio. In Ameiros, in contrast, the Feitosas re-

mained dominant, this being adequate explanation of why the municlpio

was abolished in 1913. Law 1084 of that year reduced Ameiros to a

district of TauS, By this move, the rule of the rabelistas in Tauli was

extended to that area.

In Saboeiro, the fall of the oligarchy produced an immediate and

clear cut victory for no one. During the long years of Acioli's rule

the Carcar£s and the Arrais had established an uneasy truce, but once

the oligarch's poi'fer began to crumble the former family, led by 31-year-

old Symphronio Braga, joined the opposition. After the deposition of

Acioli in January, 1912, Alexandre de Mattos Arrais Filho, the intendente,

was removed and replaced by JosS da Costa Braga, a Carcarli. But things

did not proceed as the Carcariis had hoped. According to Symphronio,

advisors of the rabelistas counseled the provisional president to with-

draw recognition from the Carcar^s and to favor the Arrais, who, follow-

ing their defeat, were scrambling to get on the winning side. As a

result, Alexandre Arrais returned as intendente in February, 1912, and

the CarcarSs once again found themselves outside the circle of power, 21

20. See pp. 187-188 in this chapter, and Ch. VII, pp. 248-249,
21. Unit^rio . I'lar. 2, 1912.



lifter the April 11 election, the reins of goverrment were returned to

Symphronio ' s group and JosS Gomes Fernandes Vieira Leal was appointed

intendente,^^ The Arrais did not take their defeat gracefully. On the

11th and 12th of l-Iay, according to Unit^Irio . /ilexandre Arrais attacked

Saboeiro with a band of cangaceiros and 20 state troopers froa Assare

in an attempt to intinidate the Carcar£s. The band also raided the

house of the cainara, taking docunents regarding a recent disputed elec-

tion for vereadores.23 The Carcara return to poi-rer was brief, for on

August 31, 1912, Franco Rabelo named Alexandre Arrais the intendente . ^^

Symphronio and his family vrent permanently into the opposition, waiting

for the opportunity to avenge their defeat. As a result of the struggle

in Saboeiro, the raunicipio was abolished by Lavr 10&4- of April 19, 1913,

and the area was annexed to Assare. The Arrais were strengthened by

this move, for they had close political connections as well as idnship

relations vrith the dominant element in that municlpio.^^

It is not clear why the Franco Rabelo regime chose to bestow its

favors on the ^j^rais family which had been so closely allied v;ith the

oligarchy. But such an occurrence was not rare in the period ixnder

whatever regime, Llany times the defeated incumbents maneuvered the

victors out of position, in this manner maintaining their participation

in povrer. In Cear£ the leopard often did change his spots if such a

move appeared to be advantageous to him.

The turmoil in Saboeiro and the duplicate elections in Tau£ were

22. Cflcios, Saboeiro, June 12, 1912.
23. Unitario . I-Iay I6 and June 1, 1912.
2i).. Cf£cios, Saboeiro, Aug. 31, 1912.
25. Information was also obtained on the 1912 conflict in Saboeiro

from Symphronio Braga, Personal Interview, Saboeiro, June 11, I966.
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somewhat analagous to what was happening all over the state. In reality,

Franco Eabelo never consolidated his regime. In part, the situation nay-

have been a consequence of his ovm inexperience in politics and his in-

ability to weld his amorphous movenent into a functiorang political

machine; but, in large part, he appears to have failed simply because he

had too Biany powerful political forces vrorking against him. Short of a

sell-out to the national political machine and a capitulation to the

oligarchy in Ceara, there seems to have been no way for hira to stay in

poxrer. Opposition came from many sides. In the sertao, the new regime's

campaign against lawlessness generated much enmity, and charges were rife

that the rabelistas used their authority more to avenge old grievances

than to prosecute criminals impartially. Indeed, it would have been sur-

prising if such had not been the case. Boanerges Vianna do jlmaral, a

young rabelista law student who served as promoter iii Taua, stated that

he was removed from the post when he insisted on prosecuting criminals

without regard to their political affiliation. 26 xhe most powerful centei

of opposition in the interior was at Juaseiro, where Padre Cicero, an

Acioli mainstay, and Floro Bartholomeu, an adventurer from Bahia who

served as the padre's political advisor, awaited the signal of revolt.

In the capital. Franco Rabelo's performance produced little enthusiasm

among many professional politicians, particularly in the case of the wing

of the Acioli party which had throim its support to the rabelistas during

the post election negotiations. Joao Brlgido, a liberal who never

reconciled himself to things as they were, soon broke with the govern-

ment and lent his editorial voice to the growing unrest. But, most of

all, the end came for Franco Rabelo as a result of his decision to

26^ Boanerges Viarina do Amaral, Personal Interview, Rio de Janeiro,
Oct. 3, 1966.
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participate in a move to oppose the federal regime in its selection of

the national president to be elected in 191^. By mid-1913, a Juazeiro-

Fortalesa-Rio de Janeiro axis had been formed to depose Cear5's

president. Juazeiro was selected as the starting point of revolt.

The sedition commenced on December 9, 1913, vrith the full coopera-

tion of the Saint of Juaseiro. The local unit of the state police was

disarmed, Floro Bartholomeu was declared the state president, and the

rebels decreed that the capital vras moved from Fortaleza to Juazeiro.

The federal authorities moved hastily to recognize the new regime. Al-

though Franco Habelo quickly took steps to contain and e^rbinguish the

rebellion, he fought a losing battle. Not only did the anti-government

forces have federal army officers to direct their attacks and ample

military supplies sent from neighboring states, they had the support of

the most ferocious cangaceiros of the Northeast, And, above all, they

had Padre Cicero. VJhat his hordes of fanatics lacked in training and

military discipline, they more than made up for in enthusiasm. Never

doubting that they would be revived lO-th greater vigor on the third day

in the event they were Icilled, they dauntlessly V7ent to battle. Success

generated momentum, and by late February the rebels threatened Fortaleza,

Among those waiting on the outskirts of the capital for the signal to

attack was Symphronio Eraga of Saboeiro, The young CarcarS chief and

his 30 capangas had deposed rabelista authorities in Saboeiro, I-Iaria

Pereira, and Pedra Branca before spurring their horses on tov;ard

Fortaleza. ^7 with the rabelista regime barely clinging to a portion of

the coast, the federal government decreed a state of siege in CearS on

27. Symphronio Eraga, Interview,
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1-Iarch 14, removed Franco Rabelo from office, and appointed a military

governor for the state. As had been previously agreed on, padre Cicero

"trithdrew his arnry,^°

The fall of Franco Rabelo 's government brought changes to the

Inhanrans. One result was the return to pa^rer in Tau£ of Colonel Louren^o,

who in 1914 completed his 70th year. Having remained firm in opposition

during a tine when many in the Acioli party deserted to the rabelistas,

he was rewarded with an appointment to the post of intendente on April 1,

1914. In the elections of the next month he was returned to his old seat

in the state assembly. After the death of Colonel Louren^o in December,

1915f one of his close political associates, Francisco Alves Ferreira,

was named intendente. Ferreira, who reQ_uested dismissal in 1917, was

followed by Jose Alves de i'lraujo Feitosa.^^ The Feitosas in Arneiros

also benefited from the ne\i regime by the restoration of the district

to the status of municxpio in JxHy, 1914. Saboeiro was again made a

munic£pio at the same time, and the Carcaras returned to power. -'O

After 1915 Colonel Lo-'orengo's position of leadership was partially

filled by his younger brother. Padre Francisco l-l£ximo Feitosa e Castro. -^^

Following ordination in 1873, Padre tiaxirao served as vigario in Cococy

(1873-1886), Ipueiras (1886-1893), Ipu (1893-1911), Tau£ (1913-1917).

28. The story of the 1913-1914 sedition in Cear5 is told in M.

Bergstrom Loiirengo Filho, Joaseiro do Pe. Cicero (Sao Paulo, 1927), pp.
151-208. Also see: Raimundo GirL'o, Pequena Historia do Cear^ (2nd ed.

;

Fortaleza, 1962), pp. 254-261; and Edmar Morel, Padre Cicero (2nd ed,

;

Rio de Janeiro, 1966), pp, 65-78,
29. Relatorio da Secretaria do Interior e da Justipa do Cear£,

1917, pp. 19-20.

30. Both Arneiros and Saboeiro were restored by Law II8I of

July 23, 1914.

31. His life is sketched in C-uinaraes, DeTPutados
, pp. 265-266.

Also see: Leonardo Kota, "0 Centen£rio do Pe. K. Feitosa," UnitJirio
,

July 7. 1947.



and again in Cooocy froa 191? until 1923. .-aving a liking for politics

which at least equaled his regard for celestial natters, he was one of

the celebrated political figxiros in the sertao of his tisie. First elected

to the provincial assembly in 1883, he sat in the legislature during ciost

of the sessions until his death over 30 years later. From 1913 until his

death in 1923 he vras a figure of importance in the Inhamms. A state

political leader i-rrote in 1922 that i-fith respect to nominations for

offices in Cococy Padre Feitosa had to be satisfied. His escapades in

the political and social life of the sertao were so colorful and well

knoi-m that he became a folkloric figure. In addition to his fondness

for beer, dancing, and poker, the padre was renovmod for the dash and

bravado i-rith which he participated in the often violent political drama

of his time. As was ;-jritten of him, "com o missal num bolso da batir^a,

uma garrafa de cerveja do outro lado e o punhal no cos da ceroula, o

padre Feitosa era via. tipo singular. . , .
"^^

Colonel Dcrr±-n^^os, 1919-1930

The faction which follov:ed the political orientation of Colonel

Louren^o until his death in 1915, and after that year of Padre I-lSximo

and other Feitosa leaders, remained in power in TauS until 1919. All of

the vereadores elected in 1916 v:ere from that group. Its fall in 1919

was more a result of events in Fortaleza than in the Inhamxms. For this

reason, a discussion of the general political situation in the state is

again necessary. The sitxiation in regard to political parties between

191^ and 1930 v;as fluid and confused, but, in general terms, tv:o parties

or factions dominated Ceara during; the last two decades of the Old

32. "Padre Feitosa," Unit^rio, Dec. 15, 1956.
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Republic, 33 The Partido Republicano Conservador or conservative party

drev7 i-jithin its ranks most of those vho had supported the Acioli candi-

date in the 1912 election, as well as xnany who had initially given

support to Franco Habelo, Prominent among its leaders was JosS Acioli,

a son of the state's fomer president. The Feitosas generally aligned

themselves with the conservative party or with one of the dissident

groups associated with it. Also found in the party vras Padre Cicero,

who, it v.-as said, furnished valuable support with the assistance of

numerous romeiros from neighboring states who always seemed to choose

election day for their pilgriitiage to Juazeiro. The other political or-

ganization of importance was the Partido Republicano Democrata or demo-

cratic party, the election vehicle of the rabelistas. It was led by

Joao Thome de Saboia e Silva, Tomas de Paula Rodrigues, and Kanoel

Moreira da Rocha, among others. The democrats had a strong follovxing

in Tau£.

These parties had no ideological political programs. Participation

in the distribution of prestige, power, positions, and public funds was

their one aim; and, to achieve this, they had to win the election or,

failing to do so, find an accommodation with the victors as quickly as

possible,. To remain outside the government in opposition meant polit-

ical exile and eventual extinction. Only insurmountable enmity or

principles conoionly support a sustained opposition; and in that epoch

when favoritism, emnreguismo or job giving, and corruption were the most

conspicuous elements in the reality of politics, enmity often dissolved

and few vrere those who stood on principle. With .respect to the national

33. On political parties see: Kontenegro, Historia dos Partidos ,

pp. 4-5-49, A perceptive article by J. H. Ibiapina, analyzing the be-
havior of the parties on the state level in Cear5, is reprinted on

pp. 55-59 of Montenegro's study.
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scene, each of the larr^cr factions in the state sought to be the favored

representative of the federal regime , i-;ith the result that all of them

could usually agree on a united front to support official candidates for

federal office and to divide federal favors.

In contrast, on many a local scene, where remembrances of past wrongs

died slov:ly and daily proximity resvilted in new wounds, such harmony was

not always easy to achieve. It may also have been that the amount of

favors available for distribution to the interior nunicipios was so small

(after the politicians in the capital had taken their cuts) that it was

insufficient to deaden local rivalry. At any rate, it v/as on the local

level ;';here political fights during this period were most bitter ar^d v;here

opposition often vras consistently sustained. But opposition was directed

against the other political faction in the commxinity instead of against

the state administration. Generally, the losing local group maneuvered

to establish a harmonious relationship with tho state regime, without, at

the same time, appearing to embrace its local enemies who were the

origir^al supporters of that regime. The move to receive the blessing of

the state faction in power was necessary, not just to share in the dis-

tribution of whatever favors were available but, more importantly, to be

in the position to win the next local election. The crucial vote in

many contests was cast by the state controlled police who, on the orders

of the state president, \inited i^rith the favored local faction to produce

a victory. In addition, the incumbents freely dipped into tho municlpio's

income to support their campaign for reelection. Faced by both the police

and a fat campaign chest, the opposition often was forced to travel a

roclcy road on its way back to power. Thus it was that the route to pov:er

for a political faction lay more through gaining the favor of the state
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administration than through convincing the voters that its program or

candidates were superior. In general, it was to the obvious advantage

of the state regime to ally itself with the most poi^erfiil of the local

factions.

The fall of the Feitosa faction in Tau£ in 1919 was a consequence

of the breaking up of a state wide party coalition formed in 191^. In

that latter year the major political parties united to elect Joao Tnome

de Saboia e Silva the state president, ^-Jhen in 1919, preceding the

state election in 1920, the coalition fell apart, the state president

went with the democrats, 3^ As long as the coalition held together, the

Feitosa faction in TauS managed to maintain the upper hand through its

connections with the conservatives; but when the union was dissolved

JosS Alves de Araujo Feitosa, a conservative, was replaced as prefeito

by Domingos Gomes de Freitas, a democrat. 35 in 1920 the Taui democrats

elected their candidates to the municipal camara and delivered the

municfpio's vote to the successful candidate for state president,

Justiniano de Serpa, a democrat.-^"

3^. Girao, Pequena Historia
, pp. 263-26^.

35. A copy of the letter of nomination, dated July 29, 1919, is

foxind in Actas da Camara I'lunicipal de TauhS, 1920-1925, held by Antonio
Gomes de Freitas, Fortaleza.

36. Ibid ., entry of Apr, 11, 1920, Arneiros, under the political

direction of Leandro Custodio de Oliveira Castro of the Fazenda Barra,

gave its vote in 1920 to the opposition candidate, BelisSrio da Silva

Tavora, as a consequence of which the state assembly once again reduced

it to the status of a district of TauS, But in 1922 the Feitosas of

Arneiros, after having successfully maneuvered to improve relations with
the winning faction, managed to obtain the reestablishment of the

municlpio. The conservatives in Arneiros were in a much better position

than their counterparts in Tau£ to bargain with whatever party was in

power. As the only political organization of consequence in the

municipio, they did not face the threat that a rival faction v:ould gain

the favors of the state government. The greatest threat to the security

of Colonel Leandro and his partisans lay in the desire of the Tauii

democrats to reduce Arneiros to a district under their control.
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Tho Tau£ democratic party had its bocinnings in the 1912 zi^.y^-^zr.

in support of Franco Rabelo, and until its dera.se VTith the fall of tl'.&

Old Republic in 1930 its nesibers proudly referred to themselves as

rabelistas. By the time the democrats returned to power in TauS in

1919-1920, the Feitosas who had accompanied Franco Rabelo in 1912 had

long since entered the opposition. The new group was, in effect, an

anti-Feitosa party, and it was composed of those who had remained loyal

to Franco Rabelo "until he v:as overthroim. Two family groupings, both

with roots deep in the Inhamuns, were especially conspicuous in its

organization and support. First, there was the Campo Preto clan, a

related group of families bearing the names, among others, of Oliveira,

Kota, Ferreira de Sousa, Teixeira, and Cavalcante, trhich was found in

the Rio Favelas-I-larruSs area. EufrSsio Alves de Oliveira, the inter^dente

of Tau5 during the Franco Rabelo regime, came from this group. The

Gomes family of the Rio Trici-Flores coricaunity was the other important

group in the party. Prominent among its members in the first decades of

the 2Cth century were JosS do Oliveira d'liascimento and Domingos Gomes

de Freitas, The latter, who was ^9 years old when he x^as nsimed prefeito

in 1919, was a wealthy fasendeiro and merchant. Apart from Colonel

Lourengo, he was the most influential political leader of Tau£ in the

Old Republic. 3

7

Follci'ring the deaths of Colonel Lourengo in 1915 and Padre I--aximo

in 1923, the Feitosas produced no political leaders of the stature of

those two distinguished personages. Prominent among the leading voices

in the family in the 1920' s was Colonel Joaquim Alves Feitosa Sobrinho

37. A laudatory pamphlet, published by the family, contains some
valuable data on Colonel Domingos: ilntonio Gomes de Freitas, ed.

,

Kemorias de Dominr:os Gomos de Freitas (Fortalesa, 1956).
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of Cococi, who, after his brief flirtation with the rabelistas in 1912,

returned to his old associates. Other figures of irsportance in Tau£ v7ho

followed the Feitosa political orientation were Pedro Alves Feitosa,

Joac^uim Alves Ferreira, and Joaquim Cito de Sousa Vale.

In view of the tendency toward cooperation among political factions

which often existed in the Old Republic in Ceara and in spite of local

rivalries, the Feitosa leaders and the chiefs of the other important

fardlies could have been e^cpected to work together, as, indeed, sons of

them did in support of Franco Rabelo in 1912. Erut serving as a barrier

to such an alliance for roany years vras the bitterness created by the cir-

curistances of the death of Joaquiri Cito de Sousa Vale in 1921. -^ The 35-

year-old Cito, himself a Feitosa as well as a son-in-lav; of Colonel

Joaquin of CococS, was shot to death by a military policeman on August

27, 1921, in the public market at Taua. His vaqueiro, Antonio Lama,

died in the same encounter. Testimony given at the inquiries which were

held in the investigation of the event was in agreement on most essential

points. The delegado, Jose LUcio do Oliveira d'Kascimento, and his im-

mediate predecessor in the post, Henrique Andrade, had forbidden the

wearing of vreapons—both firearms and knives—^x-7ithin the vila. In addi-

tion, they had ordered the soldiers of the military detachment to shoot

anyone who refused to surrender his vreapon. Such an order vras usually

resented in the sertao, where violence was commonplace and self-defense

a necessity of survival; and in this case it was looked upon I'ri.th suspi-

cion by the Feitosas, who saw in Delegado JosS Lucio, a 23-year-old

member of the Gomes faraily, only an instrument of rabelista control.

3o. '2he following account is based on the autos found in Car-
torio No. 1, Taua.
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August 27 in 1921 came on Saturday, the day of the felra or weekly

market. Since the day fell in the harvest season, a large crowd was ex-

pected to come in from the fazendas to trade, visit, and, in many cases,

drink cachaga. In preparation for the event, the promoter, Armando de

Sousa Leao, loaned one of the two soldiers in the military detachment his

revolver, an action taken, it was said, because the detachment was fur-

nished with two rifles only, one of them unusable. In addition, Kanoel

Gomes de Freitas, a vereador and a 23-year-old son of the prefeito,

ordered one of the soldiers to police the market. The morning passed

without difficulty, except for a confrontation with one young member of

the Campo Preto clan who stated that he would die defending his revolver.

His threat notwithstanding, he was arrested, jailed, and soon released.

Then, in mid-afternoon an unfortunate series of events resulted in the

two killings. Antonio Lama, Cito's vaqueiro, had picked up his knife in

preparation for returning to the fazenda and was riding out of to^-m when

he remembered an errand which took him back to the market. There, he

was disarmed by the soldier on duty and his knife was turned over to the

delegado. When Cito, who on previous occasions had entered into dis-

putes with the military police, was informed of the occurrence at the

market, he went there with Lama and grabbed the arm of the soldier, in-

dignantly asking him if he had disarmed his vaqueiro. Upon being told

that it was, indeed, as he had been informed, Cito, who had only one arm,

ordered Lama to take the soldier's saber and break it. In the struggle

which followed, the soldier, Zacharias Rodrigues da Rocha, piilled out

the promoter's revolver and shot and killed both Cito and Lama.

As could be expected, news of the killings produced considerable

consterTiation in the community. Accusations were hurled to the effect
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that the event was politically motivated, and rumors that the Feitosas

would avenge the killings were abujidant. The youthful delegado, fearing

for his life, left town. The ^ridow of Cito, Maria da Gloria Feitosa

Vale, brought charges against both of the soldiers in the detachment

and, in addition, against the delegado, the ex-delegado, the substitute

delegado, the promoter, and Vereador Manoel Gomes de Freitas, All of

these men, she charged, were implicated in the illegal acts which led

to the death of her husband. To press her case, she hired a Fortaleza

laijyer, Raymondo Brasil Pinheiro de Melo. When the controversy had not

abated after the passing of several weeks. President Serpa in early

October sent the state police chief to Tauli to investigate the case. He

held new inquiries and submitted a report which indicated that the

officials in TauS had acted legally. An opposition joxirnal in Fortaleza,

A Tribuna , in support of the Feitosas charged that the police chief's

jotirney to Taua was for the purpose of producing a political whitewash.

The inquiries he had conducted, it said, were staged performances which

sought only information favorable to the accused. 39

The case came to trial in late October. The most eloquent address

was given by the defense lawyer, Colonel Manoel de Castro Paiva. In a

far-reaching review of the development of society in the Inhamuns, he

spoke of the unfavorable effects on the population of miscegenation and

isolation, the continuance of the mentality of the colonial era, and

the excessive sense of honor which the leading families exhibited. The

case in point, he said, was a perfect example of their backwardness,

jintonio Lama, he pointed out, could have finished his errand at the

39. Oct, 13, 1921. Also see the Oct. 19 and 26 issues.
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market and roclained his Icnife as he departed from tovm. But, Paiva

stated, Joaquin Cito, inbued vn.th that excessive and "mal entendido ciilto

da honra e da dignidade," went to the narket to seek redress. The ac-

tions of the civil and military authorities were, he argued, solely-

motivated by a desire to enforce the law. Turning to the afterriath of

the killings, the defense attorney charged that the Feitosas and their

allies were attempting to use the events for political ends. It was

their intention, he stated, to esibarrass the local rabelistas to the

end that the state authorities would dismiss them and choose officials

friendly to the Feitosas, Lloreover, he said, Cito and his family had

found themselves in the opposition only as the result of a miscalculation

as to who woxild win the 1920 state elections.

Pinheiro de Helo, the lavryer for Cito's vridov:, argued that the

killing was not an incidental occurrence but a result of a planned and

provoked attack. He narrated the events preceding the encounter in the

market in an attempt to shov: a conspiracy involving the public officials

on trial. Apart from the alleged conspiracy, he charged that the orders

to shoot anyone refusing to hand over his v:eapon were excessively violent

and illegal.

Clodoaldo Pinto, the promoter at the trial, recommended that

Delegado JosS Lucio and ex-Delegado Henrique Andrade be absolved of guilt

in regard to the killing, since, he said, their orders \:ere of a general

nature and were not directed specifically at Cito. He added that they

were guilty of giving illegal orders but that they should be tried on that

charge in a separate proceeding. The soldier, he said, had acted only in

the line of duty. As to the other defendants, he argued that their roles

in the events did not warrant prosecution. The case not falling into the
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category of ordinary homicide, the decision as to innocence or guilt lay

vj-ith the juiz de direito, Arnaud Ferreira Baltar. Ke absolved all of the

accused, except for the soldier. He said that the killing of Lama was

justified, if, in fact, the vaqueiro did take the soldier's saber. But

he ruled that the shooting of Cito, who wore no vjcapons and who was one-

armed, was uni-jarranted. The judge ordered the soldier sent to prison.

Two appeals were made from the trial, one by the soldier, Zacharias,

and the other by Cito's vxidow. The state tribunal handed dovm its de-

cision in December, 1925, denying any recourse to Zacharias and ordering

that Jose Lucio and Henrique Andrade be tried on the charge of giving il-

legal orders. But, as the initiation of proceedings rested vjith local

jxidicial officials generally friendly to the rabelistas, the tribxinal's

order was never executed.

The antagonism which divided the two political groups in Tau£—an

antagonism resulting at least in part from the bitterness engendered by

the death of Cito—^was most evident in the election for prefeito in 1926.

In that year, as a consequence of the iraplementation of the 1921 consti-

tutior-al reform, the office vras filled by election for the first time in

over two decades. Although Colonel Domingos Gomes de Freitas, the local

rabelista chief, remained in the post until the new prefeito was selected,

the state administration of Jose Horeira da Rocha, in an action typical

of the period, svritched its support to the Feitosa faction. The democrats

chose as their candidate Benevenuto de Oliveira Sousa of Jlarruas, a

brother of the 1912-191^ intendente, Eufrasio Alves de Oliveira, The

conservatives launched the candidacy of Joaquim Alves Ferreira, a merchant

±n the Vila, with a rousing displaj;- of fireworks in rrd.d-September. VJhen

on September 23 Ferreira vias returning from the capital where he had
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consiilted ^fith conservative leaders, he was welconed some nine miles from

TauS by v:hat the Jornal do Corc.crcio of Fortaloi- (^.u^cribed as "irj-.unerosos"

automobiles. ^0 i^/hen the chief arrived in the Vila, a rally vzas held at

which a large glass of beer was distributed to all those present. Accord-

ing to the Jornal do Commercio . a conservative paper, Ferreira's supporters

were anxiously awaiting the November 10 contest, vjhich they vxere convir.ced

would demonstrate their electoral majority. The Fortaleza rabelista

organ, Di£rio do Cear^ . reported on September 2? that Colonel Domir^os

and other local officials—not to bo outdone by their opponents—had

covered the more than 200 miles from Tauii to the capital by automobile

in less than three days. That, the paper said, was a record.

As the November election day approached, tempers and determination

in the heart of the Inhamuns reached explosive heights. In late October

the rabelistas charged that two of their partisans had been murdered by

the military delegado, Lieuteriant Aristides Rozal. One of those killed

v:as Jose Maria of l^rruSs. According to the acciolinos , as the conser-

vatives were called, Jose Maria was a cangaceiro and bandoleiro in the

hire of the rabelistas, A chronic disturber of the peace \-fho had begim

his career in crime at the age of 14, they said, he was shot while re-

sisting arrest. ^1 Tne rabelistas, in contrast, stated that Jose I-aria

was shot in a manner "barbara, covarde e perversa" after he had indi-

cated that he would submit to arrest peacefully. ^2 j^q conservative

press on October 2? reporx.ec ^-lat the rabelistas in Tau£ were importing

arms because they feared the results of a free and fair election.

Benevenuto de Oliveira and his party, it was charged, had turned the

^0. Sept. 25, 1926.
41. Jorn-1 do Ccr--"rcio . Oct. 23, 1926.
42, Diario do Ceara . Oct. 22, 1926.
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portion of the municlpio which they controlled into a nest of bandits.

And on November 1 a telegrara from Tau5 stated that an attack on the police

by ansed capangas hired by the rabelistas v;as Imiuinent. 3 Similar accusa-

tions were hurled oy the rabelistas. Tney clained that from the first day

of November until after the election the vila was filled with cangaceiros

imported by the conservatives from as far av:ay as l»Iissao Velha and Padre

Cicero's Juazeiro. Moreover, they stated, these capangas of "acciolismo

sanguinario" were working hand in glove xjith the state police to intiird-

date the electorate and guarantee a rabelista defeat, ^^

The Taua acciolinos, shortly before the election, reported that the

rabelista cangaceiros had been defeated and that, as a result, a free and

fair plebiscite would be conducted. -5 And sure enough, in a brief notice

sent to the Fortaleza press, the supporters of Joaquin Alves Ferreira re-

ported that in an election in which reigned the most perfect order and

liberty their candidate emerged as victor by a vote of ^59 to zero.^

The rabelistas, in their reports to the press, supplied the details as to

hw.J' it came about. For eight days before the election, they said. Colonel

Doraingos had been imprisoned in his home by a contingent of state police

and cangaceiros, in this manner being prevented from making any efforts

to rally his forces. In addi-cion, they charged, prospective rabelista

voters viere vrarned that they vxould be greeted with bullets should they

have the temerity to appear at the polls on election day. In the face

of such odds, the reports said, the democrats had thought it advisable

to retire to their fazendas in the country, convinced that it would be

-^3. Jorr^al do Corrj-Crcio . Oct. 2? and ilov. 4, 1926.

44. Correio do Ceara (Fortaleza), Nov. 11 and 12, 1926.

45. Jornal do Comercio , Nov. 13, 1926.

46. Ibid., Nov. 17, 1926.
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both dangerous and futile to contest the election. 7

A report was also received fron Symphronio Eraga, the acciolino chief

in Saboeiro, stating that his party had easily won the contest in that

nunicipio, " Such v:as the picture generally throughout the state. The

conservative party carried 63 of the 69 niunicipios reporting elections, ^9

The victory, Di^rio do Cearl charged, was gained only by threats, beat-

ings, killings, destruction of property, and "outras barbaridades. "-50

The Novenber, 1928, election for prefeito in Tau5 v;as the last local

contest held there in the Old Republic, and it seemed to close out the

period on a note of optimism. In a plebiscite in which neither side made

charges of fraud nor coercion, Joel ilarques, the rabelista candidate, de-

feated his conservative opponent, Francisco Feitosa, by a vote of 922 to

655. On hand to witness the election was an observer sent by the state

president, JosS Carlos de Matos Peixoto.51 Mates Peixoto had been

elected to the post just a few months previously on a conciliation ticket

composed of both the rabelistas and the acciolinos. It was his influence,

at least in part, which prevented another violent contest in 1923.

VJhen the Old Republic cane to a close in.„193-0 the Gomes family had

largely, supplanted the Feitosas as the most influential political force

in Tau5. Standing as a symbol of the shift of power from the Feitosas

to the Gomes was the fact that by 1930 Colonel Domingos was the owner of

the Fazenda Sao Bento, once the property of the Feitosa-Arau jo chieftain

s-7. Diario do CearJi . Nov. 12, 1926. Information x/as also obtained
on the events associated with the election from Antonio Vieira Gomes,
who was with Colonel Domingos during the siege, in a personal interview
in Taua on July 1, 1966.

•^3. Jornal do Cormercio . Nov. 19, 1926.
49. Ibid., Xov. 20, 1926.
50. Nov. 17. 1926.

51. Diario do Ceara. Kov. 20, 1928.
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and last capitao-mor of Sao Joao do Principe, Antonio i^Iartins Chaves.

The Feitosas, by no neans, lost all of their influence—for they con-

tinued to be one of the powerful elements in the area—but they no longer

dominated the community as they had done for dver ti-io cent\iries. Tneir

once all-pervasive influence had been countered by the rise of other

family groupings to positions of importance. Only in their bastion along

the Rio Juca in Arneiros did the Feitosas retain their dominant position.

Their decline in Taua was attributable, in part, to their success in

obtaining municipal status for Arneiros, for, as a result of the dismem-

berment of that district, Feitosa influence in Tau£ was greatly reduced.

To be sure, the Feitosas controlled Taua for many years after Arneiros

became independent of it, but their povrer appears to have rested largely

on the influence which Colonel Lourengo was able to exert, an influence,

it should be added, which, in turn, rested on his relationship with the

state government. Indeed, it appears that the colonel's power in Taua

rested more on his personal ability and strength than on his family's

actual influence. Once Lourengo's grip vjas initially broken in 1912,

the Feitosas were never able to fully recoup their losses. Although

this fact was evident before 1930, it was more clearly revealed after

that date; for the Gomes and their allies v;ere seldom effectively

challenged by the Feitosas after 1930. VJhatever victories individual

members of the Feitosa family won were more a consequence of alliances

with other groups than of the power of the family. -52

52. In the mid-1960 's the Feitosas still controlled the area of
Arneiros—by then divided into the I'iunicipios of Arneiros and Cococy

—

but in Taua and Parambu (the latter being a nevr municlpio in the north-
east corner of the Inhamuns) their influence v;as not decisive. In
Taua, the Gomes were still the most powerful political element. For a
discussion of another probable contributing factor to the decline of
the Feitosas, see Ch. VII, pp. 2iJ-8-2^9.



V. THE SOCIETY MD ECOKOMT

The basic forms of society in the Inhaircuns \:ere largely structured

by the area's natural characteristics and its dedication to cattle rais-

ing and subsistence agriculture. These interrelated factors produced a

social and economic struct\ire which v:as little altered during a period

encompassing more than 200 years. In the course pf these centuries,

Brazil passed from Portuguese rule into independent monarchy and then

embraced republicanism, but whatever effects these changes produced in

the Inharauns were, in the main, superficial. On the fazenda, where the

vast majority of the area's inhabitants played their parts in the drama

of ejd-stence, the past lived on into the future.

The Distribution of the Land

Basic to a discussion of the economic and social structure of the

Inhamuns is a consideration of the original pattern of the latiftindio and

its subsequent evolution. As noted before, the sesmarias, each one gen-

erally granting a minimum of a one by three league holding or approjd.-

mately 9,000 hectares, early set the pattern of land distribution, line

Feitosas, Araujos, and other families, by acquiring many grants, were

able to amass holdings of enormous size by the middle of the l8th cen-

tury. Once set, this pattern was not easily altered, although the system

of dividing inheritances theoretically provided the means for altering

it. Property, on the death of its o'.mer, was divided among all the

legitimate offspring; and, as a result of the large families, estates

189
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tended to beconie considerably fragmented within two or three generations .

^

But many fazendas did not continue to fragment, for a counteracting ten-

dency worked in favor of a regrouping of the properties. Persons who

held only small amounts of land often sold it, for the extensive system

of cattle raising practiced in the Ihhamuns was not propitious to small

holdings. Generally, these lands were sold to fazendeiros who already

possessed considerable amounts of land and cattle. It was a simple fact

that only such persons could purchase land, for ,csitL^_ra.ls4ng provided

the on3xJsasia-£Qr_Health in the area. There is no evidence to suggest

that moradores (landless agriculturists) ever purchased land. Thus, the

system of dividing inheritances temporarily broke up concentrations of

land, but, by fragmenting the land into uneconomical units, it produced

conditions which resulted in regrouping.

The two movements, fragmentation and regrouping, occurred simulta-

neously. By luck, capacity, ambition or a combination of these and other

factors, some members of the society vrere on the economic ascendency

while others were in decline, the former purchasing the property of the

latter. Individual family fortunes rose and fell, but the latifundio

remained, for it was rooted in the social and economic realities of the

society. The effects of the movements were harsh and they produced many

casualties. By the 20th century, many of the Feitosas were little above

the most dispossessed elements in the society while others of them ovmed

many large estates. Yet, the poor and the rich alike were descondents

of the Inhamuns' largest latifundiario . Francisco Alves Feitosa, and all

of then or their immediate ancestors had shared in the continuing

1. The effects of inheritance on the subdivision of land in Brazil
are discussed in: T. Lynn Smith, Brazil; People and Institutions
(Rev. ed. ; Baton Rouge, 1963), pp. 337-3^2,



distribution of his wealth. This instability in Icndholdin^, it might

be noted, was insxrumontal in producinj i:::iny of tho ramagGS between

close relatives, for such a roarriago often provided an economic base

sufficient to start or r^-intain an ascendency, in one case, or halt or

retard a decline, in another.

Specific cases of family fortunes in holdings serve to illustrate

the general pattern. Jose do Vale Pedrosa of Cococy accurralated one of

the largest fortunes in the history of the Inhasiuns, possessing at the

time of his death in 18^3 at least 64 separate properties, /uaong these

were not less than two dozen fazendas whose sizes exceeded 10,000 hectares,

and some of them were at least two and three tines the size of that base

figure. 2 Although his capacity for accumulating wealth should not be

discounted, he was able to acquire such holdings at least in part be-

cause he was the only offspring of Capitao-mor Jose Alves Feitosa, from

whom he inherited many of the properties. The size of Jose do Vale's

holdings served to perpetuate the prosperity of many of his descendents

for more than one generation, even though his property was shared by 10

offspring. The handiwork of that landed baron of Cococy could still be

seen many years later when in the 20th century his x^realth in land was

approached by the accumulations of Kajor Eufr^sio Alves Feitosa. Eufr5sio,

of the prestigious Cococa branch of the family, married Eufrasia Alves

Feitosa, of Jos5 do Vale's Cococy branch. A part of the wealth which

constituted the basis for the new fortune was Dona Eufr5sia's inheritance

of properties once owned by JosS do Vale,

The cg.se of the fortune of Capitao-mor Antonio l-Iartins Chaves of

2. Inventory, Joso do Vale Pedrosa, Cartorio No. 1, TauS.
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Sao Bento presents a slightly different story. '.\'hen that illustrious

figure died in 1673, he left 75 separate properties, among then fazendas

rivaling or exceeding in size those of Jose do Vale.-^ In contrast to the

story above, no descendent of the patriarch of Sao Bento halted the dis-

integration of the fortune. The Fazenda Sao Bento was itself lost to the

family in the early 20th century when Colonel Domingos Gomes de Freitas

began to purchase the fragments from the impoverished descendents of its

proud founder. Colonel Domingos, a member of an old and prosperous but

not spectacularly wealthy Flores family, was on the economic ascendency;

his accumulations of land were made possible by the decline of another

family. Such was the evolution of the phenomenon of the latifundio in

the Inhamuns.

A determination of land distribution among o'.^iers in the Inhamuns at

any given time is rendered impossible, it seems, by tvro related difficul-

ties. (1) Few landoT-mers themselves knev: how much land they possessed.

(2) Contemporary surveys furnished only grossly inadequate data. The

first situation resulted from the lack of demarcations. To be sure, reg-

ulations governing sesmarias called for the demarcation of grants within

a period of t\-ro years -under penalty of losing the holding, but the regu-

lations were not enforced.^ The language of the sesmarias was itself

vague, speaking of boundaries in terins of rivers, riachos, vratersheds,

springs, serras, other natural foriinations , and, the most complicating of

all, other sesmarias and unmarked properties. The sesmarias were granted,

it should be noted, by a capitao-mor or governor of the captaincy who

3. inventory, Antonio 1-Iartins Chaves, Cartorio Ko. 1, Tau£.

^. Araripe, Historia do Cear£
, p. 93.
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knovr nothing of the lands requested and vho awarded then on the basis of

descriptions given by petitioners. Although, under such conditions, grants

often overlapped, the sesmeiros left decisions as to boundaries vith

future generations.

Subsequent generations were little nore disposed toviard confronting

the problem of unraveling the tangles bequeathed to them. Properties often

were iriierited and sold on the basis of descriptions of sortes (portions)

of lands of \mkno'.im size within sitios (fazendas) of unnarked boundaries,

which, in turn, were contiguous vrith sortes and sitios of sirdlarly vajnie

dimensions. If several persons inherited a fazenda, they often avoided

formal division by holding it as co-proprietors. As succeeding genera-

tions multiplied the number of ovmers, the problems involved in the

eventual division of the property became more difficult. Illustrative of

descriptions of boundaries are the following:

Uma legoa e raeia de terra, ou o que na verdade se achar, no sitio
Jardin, da parte do poente, com os fundos que se acharem, extremando
com terras dos fundos da Fazenda Arraial comprehendendo a situagao do
Angico, o Sacco e o Veado da outra parte do rio pelo poente, extremando
no cumprimento no lugar denoninado Vertente em una aroeira secca que
tern na ponta d'um magape pelo rio abaixo ate a barra do Puiu e com todas
as suas bemfeitorias.^

Huma sorte de terras no sitio Kotta, da parte do Sul, de valor de cem
mil reis, em comum com outros coproprietarios; limita o sitio (sem
extenoao sabida) em cima com terras de Cococ£, em baixo com terras da
Varzinha da On^a, na ilharga com terras da Varzea da Onca e Cruz.°

The a-LX-empts made before 1930 to f\irnish information with respect to

land distribution merit only brief consideration. The Freguesia of TauS,

it was reported in the l850's, contained 164 cattle fazendas while

Arneiros vras said to have l8l and Saboeiro, 123. "^ That the total number

5. P^egistro de Terras da Freguesia de Arneiros, 1854, Arquivo
Publico, Fortaleza,

6. Inventory, JosS do Vale Pcdrosa.
7. Pompeu, Ensaio Sstatlstico . Vol. II, 91, 140-I4l.
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of properties vras larger than these figures was indicated by a survey

Eiade by the vigario of Arneiros in that freguesia in 185^ which reported

the existence of 315 properties, the difference betvieen the tvro figures

resulting from the inclusion of small holdings devoted to agriculture in

the vigario's calculation. No inforriation was given in either instance

which would indicate the total number of hectares possessed by each land-

o\-meT. It is l-cno-'in oi-iLy that properties exceeded proprietors in nuEber,

for some lando^%'ners possessed more than one holding, as available inven-

tories and other sources demonstrate.

The 1920 national census—reporting 125 properties in Arneiros, 259

in Taua, and 151 in Saboeiro—^vxas little better, even though an attempt

was made to present figures in regard to land distribution. The chief

faults of the census lay in the small percentage of total land area in-

cluded in the survey and, again, in the failure to indicate the total

number of hectares possessed by individuals oi-ming more than one property.

Hith respect to size—disregarding the question of how many properties

were held by multi-property lando^^ners and the vast land area left out

of the census—it indicated that over half of the holdings in each of

the three municlpios varied from 200 to 2,000 hectares. 9 That this was

an approximation of the truth is borne out by available inventories which,

to the extent that \,neir descriptions permit quantification, suggest that

properties of these sizes were common. In addition, the inventories in-

dicate that the number of persons who held one, ti'70, or three such

properties by the mid-19th century was high in relation to the total

8, Registro de Terras da Freguesia de Arneiros, 185^.

9. I-iir-isterio de Agricultura, Industria e Comrr.Srcio, Recenseamento

do Brasil Re?-lizado em 1 de Setembro de 1920 , Vol. Ill, Pt. 1 (JcLo de

Janeiro. 1923). 13^-135, 138-139.
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nuinbor of landovmers. They also indicate, as noted earlier, that sone

few persons possessed onorr:ous anoiints of land.

Before concluding the discussion of land distribution in the

Inhariuns, it shoiild be mentioned that most land possessed only limited

economic value, A fazenda of 1,000 hectares, located in the sertSo (as

opposed to a better-watered serra), sustained from 50 to 150 head of

cattle in years of normal rainfall. A herd of less than this nvLmber

probably did not constitute a rational or self-perpetuating economic

tmit. The largest fazendas, approaching or exceeding 10,000 hectares,

supported herds of approicimately 1,000 head of cattle in normal years.

Some of the land in the area was of greater value—at least potentially

—

because of its location in serras where rain fell with greater regularity.

Eut, in practice, utilization of this land was long retarded by lack of

markets and adeq-uate transportation. It usually \^as given to subsis-

tence agriculture.

Conclusions in regard to land distribution folloxiring the first

generations of settlers can be stated only in general terras, as the pre-

ceding discussion indicates. (1) A few dozen individuals ar^ssed large

numbers of properties by inheritance and purchase. These persons con-

stituted the class of latifundiarios in the Inhamuns. (2) A consider-

ably larger number of persons possessed total amounts of land varying

from a few hundred to 2,000 hectares. Tnese amounts of land constituted

the minimum in rational econord.c units in a semi-arid area devoted to

cattle raising, (3) Proprietors with holdings of less than 500 hectares

existed. In general, their production—^^'.'hether in crops or animals—was

small and their level of living was little above that of the landless

class, (^) The vast majority of the population of the Inhamuns was
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without land, comprising the morador and, before the l880's, slave

classes.

The Fazenda and Its Inhabitants

The most important unit of social and economic organization in the

Inhamuns was the cattle fazenda. The human population of a fazenda varied

from one fainily to several hundred persons, consisting in the latter case

largely of slaves (before the l880's), moradores, and, perhaps, a few

agregados. The chief of a fazenda was its patrao or ovmer, and he was

the supreme authority in all matters. He stood between his people and the

law; if they were voters, he took them to the polls and instructed them

as to how they shoiild vote; and to the extent that aid 'vras available in

times of need or disaster, it cams from him or through hira. He was their

friend, their co^lnselor, their employer, and their ruler.

Tae physical comforts of the fazenda were few. 10 The home of the

owner was a sq-uat, rambling structure generally constructed on an elevated

location. For almost the entire period covered by this study, it was a

house of taipa . a kind of stud and mud construction. During more recent

decades it might be built of rough, locally produced bricks; and in the

20th century the roof—iormerly of thatch

—

v&s almost alvxays of tile.

Generally, there was an alpendre (porch) in front. In addition to serving

as a cool resting place from the midday sun, it vras a place for saddles to

10, General descriptions of the fazenda in Cear£ are found in:

Thomaz Pompeu Sobrinho, A Industria Pastoril no Ceara (Fortaleza, 1917),
p. 20^ and •oassim ; Gustavo Barroso, Terra de Sol, IJaturesa e Costumes
do I'Jorte (6th ed. ; Fortaleza, 1962), pp. 153-15^ and passim; and
Octavio Domingues, A Pecuaria Cearense e Seu l.elhoramento (Rio de
Janeiro, 19^1), 39-^1 and passim . V/ith respect to the Inhamuns, much
of the following description is based on the author's observations of
conditions in 1965-1966, which appear to have changed but little since
the l8th century, and on conversations with numerous residents of the
area.
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repose in the shade, for the sortanejo vras convinced that sitting in hot

saddles resulted in various ailments of sorious consequences. Hear the

alpondre one or nore high posts wore enbeicled in the grour^ for hitching

animals. Simplicity characterized the interior of the dwelling. Furni-

ture consisted of a few stools with seats of leather, wooden benches,

trunks made of leather, and a table for eating. Suspended from wooden

hooks on the walls x^^ere redes (hammocks) for sleeping, these being rolled

up when not in use. Honored visitors, no iratter what tine of day it

might be, were invited to rest in a rede while conversing with the host.

Heat for coolcLng v;as fiirnished by an open fire built in an elevated pit,

from which smoke sought its oi^m route to open air.

Often the fazenda house also served as a storage place for saddles

and other harness and for the year's harvest of corn and beans. Wander-

ing chickens, ducks, pigs, dogs, lambs, and small goats shared the

earthen or, sometimes, brick or concrete floor X'Tith the patrao's latest

offspring. Under the direction of the patrao's wife, the work of cook-

ing, cleaning, and caring for children was done by older offspring and

slaves, as well as by wonen, girls, and small boys called from among the

families of moradores, Tae fazenda house was well populated, with off-

spring numbering as many as a v;oi"iian could bear and sustain during her

productive years and v;ith members of four generations often li\'lng

under the same roof. Adjoining the house or in its immediate vicinity

were found the currais for cattle, horses, and mules and the chiqueiros

(pens) for sheep and goats. If the fazendeiro ov.T?.ed slaves, tneir

senzalas usually were located nearby.

The fazenda house was usually located near the riacho or river

faced by the property. During the rainy season, the river supplied

water for drinking and bathing to both man and beast, Vfnen in l-lay or
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June the vrater began to disappear, shallo^'f wells or holes were dug in the

bed of the river, such excavations being knovm as caciinbas . They were

generally fenced in order to prevent animals froci dirtjring the vrater.

Drinlcing water was transported to the house on donkeys v;here it v/as poured

in large earthen jars for cooling and to allovr visible impurities to

settle to the bottom.

In addition to the Kain house and its immediate dependencies, the

fazenda consisted of the surrounding lands to which the patrao possessed

legal title. Although boundaries were vague and fences non-existent, it

sho\ild not be supposed that range in the Inhamuns was regarded as ccrjr.on

property. The landovmer had at least a general idea of where the bound-

aries of his property lay—even though his idea and his neighbor's often

were in conflict—and he guarded his claim to it jealously. The many duly-

recorded transactions involving the transfer of land ovmership stand as

proof of the value which the inhabitants of the area accorded to legal

possession. In practice, as a result of the lack of fences, cattle

occasionally vrandered onto the properties of neighboring landovmers,

particularly in an area in vrhich small fazendas existed. There is some

reason to suppose that ovmers of sroall properties may have encouraged

this, for they had reason to look ^^rith longing toward the vast holdings

of some of their more eminent neighbors. The municipal camaras, gener-

ally dominated by the most landed element, attempted to prevent such

practices by prohibiting the grazing of cattle on alien lands under

penalty of fines and jail sentences.H Actually, the extent to which

cattle wandered from their home grounds nay be e:caggerated, for, gener-

ally, fazendas were distant from one another, and, moreover, the

11. Cflcios, SJ?, Aur. 19, 183^, and Oficios, Arneiros, Jan, 12,

1875.
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necessi-^y oi' v.-ax.cr ana ccrs Aex.z u.'-e arJj::u-_s •..•iwr.up. z:ia general vicinity

of the rjiin house. Somothinp; rosomblinr; opon ranr^o existed in the un-

divided, fasendas Jharod by sovoral oirners, but, oven in those, grazing

lands were not looked upon as cocaion property, for each of the proprie-

to'rs laid claim to a particular portion on which he located his ho3:e and

curraia and pacLunid liir. animals;

.

Next to the patrao the nost inportant person on a fazenda usually

was the vaqueiro. The small fazenda rcir^ht not have a vaqueiro, the owner

assuning his duties, while a large I'azenaa iright have several, Fazendas

other than the one on which the ovmer resided were managed by a vaqueiro.

It was his duty to care for the cattle, in return for which he received

one of every five calves born to the herd. Often no distinction was

rcade beti-Jeen his cattle and those of the patrao, the vaqueiro receiving

the proceeds from one fifth of those sold. In other instances, in con-

trast, vaqueiros were permitted to develop their own. herds with their

cattle, in which case they viere sometiines able to accunxilate sufficient

wealth to purchase land and become fazendeircs. The vaqueiro' s social

position in the community was far higher than that of a morador. Not

infrequently he was a relative of the landovmer, and, in some cases, he

married a woman vrho had inherited land, in this manner moving into the

fazendeiro class. If he lived on the property occupied by the ovmer,

his house was located near the main house, while if he directed an out,-

lying fazenda he resided in its main house. The vaqueiro and his

family received the milk from the cows, with vfhich they made cheese

during the rainy season, a period when milK was plentiful. They sup-

plied the patrao 's home with milk and divided the cheese with him. In

addition to caring for the cattle, they opened small ro^.as (fields for
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planting) of corn and vegetables and usually possessed chickens, gcats,

sheep, and pigs. It was generally expected that they would offer occa-

sional gifts from their produce to the patrao.

The Koradores usually conprised the largest class on a fazenda.

Even the siaallest cattle fazenda often had at least one family of

Eioradores, while the largest units sheltered a hundred farroilies or more.

They made their living from subsistence agriculture, residing in widely-

dispersed cottages on the patrao's lands or, less frequently, in small

houses near the main house, lioradores came from several sources. I'lany

of them were descendents of the moradores and other landless persons who

accor^panied the sesmeiros in the era of colonization, and at least some

were descended from the Indians vjho originally inhabited the area, A

considerable portion was composed of liberated Negro slaves and their

descendents. This group continually grex-r in numbers by virtue of the

manumission of slaves, and it x-ras greatly augmented in the 1880 's by

the end of slavery. The other morador element, which was particularly

significant by the 20th centxiry, was composed of former landowners.

Host members of this group were victims of the fragmentation of properties

and the secas. Their properties becoming so small as to be uneconomical,

they sold them and sank into the morador class, ''..'hen Colonel Domingos

Gomes de Freitas began to purchase the fragments of Sao Bento in the

1920' s, he acquired moradores who vrere second generation descendents of

Capitao-mor ilntonio l-Iartins Chaves. Greatly contributing to such an

occurrence were the secas, which so impoverished many small property

owners that they were unable to recover from the disaster.

The life of the moradores was simple, and their obligations and

possessions were fev;. They lived in huts ov.Tied by the patrao and they
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tended their smill fields on whicii "wicy paid no rent, only occasionally

contributing some of their produce to the table of the patrao. If they

ovmed any animls at all, these consisted of a few chickens and, perhaps,

a goat or a pig. If they left the irmediate area of the fazenda, they

went on foot, for the possession of a beast of biirden—even a donkey

—

was beyond their r.eans. They were not bound to the land; nor were they

debt peons. Although several generations of some families remained on

the same fazenda, many moradores moved frequently from one fazenda to

another. Particularly severe secas, which necessitated flight from the

area, resulted in many permanent dislocations. If the obligations of

the moradores were fev:, so were their rights. They could be ejrpelled

from the fazenda at any time; and, if this occurred during the middle

of the planting season, they possessed no right of compensation for the

crops they v:ere cultivating. Their chief value to the landowner was

the occasional labor they furnished him on request, for which they ex-

pected to be paid small wages. But since such labor was required only

a few times a year, the moradores had very little to do,

Moradores in the Inhamuns, at least until the 20th century, were

little more than a landless class which eked out a meager living from

the soil with the ovmer's permission, contributing almost nothing in

return. The patrao-morador relationship was a largely non-economic

device which enabled the society to offer the means of life to its most

numerous but totally dispossessed element. The relationship, at the

sane time, encouraged the integration of the landless class into the

social organization in a manner which contributed to order and stability.

The society, in effect, adjusted to accamodate a class which had no

secure economic position in a cattle raising economy requiring few hands.
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Only in the 20th century did the morador class bejin to assime a

position of soaie importance in the economic structure of the Inhamiins,

As early as the first decade of the century, some fazendeiros began to

require that a certain portion of the harvest of corn and beans be given

to them as payment for rent. Initially, the amount usually vjas quite

small, but, as the years passed, there was a tendency to increase the

rent, some landowners requiring as much as 25 percent of the production.

The year of the introduction of the requirement and the percentage de-

manded, it should be emphasized, varied greatly from one fasenda to

another. TiJo reasons may be advanced to account for the nev: obligations

of the morador to his patrao, the first of which was taxes in money on

small anitnal (sheep and goats) and agricultural production. Such taxes

had long been levied, but the first objections to payxTxent of them appear

to have come in 1903 when these taxes, along with dxzimos on cattle,

were taken from the municipio and given to the state, a transfer which

resulted in an increase of the rates. At that time, the camara of Taua

complained to the state president that the 10 percent tax on agricul-

tural production was unjust. The vereadores pointed out that some 90

percent of the population of the municipio lived from plantings they

made on land o'.-mod by others and that it v:ould be almost impossible for

them to pay a tax in money, 12 -j^q vereadores probably were more con-

cerned for the lando'.mers than for the poor, for the landoimers ulti-

mately were responsible for payment of taxes on products grown on their

land. Subsequently, in 1907 the first tax on rural property was levied

by the state, -^^ an action which was often given as the reason for the

rent required of moradores.

12";; Oflcios, Taua, Dec. 26, 1903.

13. Law 878 of Fob. 1^^, 1907.
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Another factor appears to have served as the 2;i*Ga-ter imoetus in

bringing about the new deinands, protests in regard to taxes notwith-

standing. This vras the first step tov:ard the cociEercialization of

agricultural products—chiefly corn, beans, and farir.:ia—v:nic.i took

place in the Inhareuns in the early 20th century. 1^ Tau£ began to de-

velop as a narket center for the heart of the Inhanuns and as an inter-

mediate point for shipr/ient to the capital, vrhile products fron Saboeiro

were transported to Iguatu and Crato in increasing amounts. As such

comnerce developed, agricultural products acquired a sufficiently high

value that landoimers began to look with interest toward the rogas of

their moradores. It appears that it was chiefly the increase in the

value of products from the soil, rather than ta:<:es, which resulted in

the reqxiirement that the morador contribute a portion of his production

to the oT-mer of the land. Understandably, demands on moradores were

greater on those fazendas which began to emphasize agricultural produc-

tion than on those where cattle raising remained the chief concern.

The Economy

Agricultuj'e, meaning the tilling of the soil, and criacao (cattle

raising) were the economic bases of life in the Inhamuns. Generally,

the two activities existed side by side, although differences in the

nature of the terrain tended to result in a partial separation of them.

From the viewpoint of the residents of the Inhajmms, two types of terrain

or land existed: sertao and serra. Sertao v;as relatively flat, open

coiintry, which in the rainy season produced abundant natiiral pastures.

Such land comprised great portions of the Inhamuns, particularly in the

1^. See pp. 213-214, later in this chapter.
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given over to cattle raising; but, when rain came in sufficient quanti-

ties, the soil was capable of producing crops of grain and vegetables.

And along the rivers and riachos of the sertao was found rich and moist

soil which ^^ras particularly suited to plantings. Since cattle, sheep,

goats, hogs, and other animals roamed freely in the sertao, plantings

had to be protected from them. Moradores and landoximing agriculturists,

consequently, vrere forced to construct fences around their small rogas,

%-rithout which they were not permitted to file claims for darrjiges done by

invading animals. -'5

Serras in the Inhamuns were mountain ridges of low elevation which

generally were somewhat better watered by rainfall than the sertao. Al-

though serras were found in many portions of the area, some of them were

especially valued for their agricultural production. Among these were:

the Guaribas, Flamengo, Serra Grande, and numerous others in Arneiros

and Saboeiro, Although crops prospered in the serras in normal seasons,

agriculturists faced a serious problem in the foraging herds of cattle and

other animals which sometimes ravaged their rocas. The vereadores of

Sao Joao do Principe in 1857 noted that the Serra of Guaribas produced

abundant harvests of cereals and vegetables, but that cattle frequently

entered the area, causing great daroage to crops, 1° The problem arose be-

cause agriculturists usually did not construct fences around their fields

in the serras as they did in the sertao. Actually, cattle generally

15. Posturas to this end for Sao Joao do Principe and Saboeiro
were approved, respectively, by Law ^89 of Aug, 14, 1849, and Law SyS
of Sept* 16, 1858.

16. Oflcios, SJP, l-iay 13, 1857.
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grazed in tho lower areas, but particularly whon grass in the sertao be-

car.e sparse and dry they vere likely to seek bettor pastures in the serras.

Conflicts over the raids led the cacaras to atte.T.pt to resolve the

question by legislation, Sao Joao do Principe in 183^ adopted a postura

prohibitinr; the pasturing of cattle in any serra of the Kunic£pio in any

season of the year under penalty of a firie and payment of damages to the

owner of the invaded land, Saboeiro and Arneiros also enacted legislation

in regard to the problen, declaring specific serras closed to cattle vrniie

others renained open to them,-^' There is little reason to believe that

the efforts of the ca,T^ras produced satisfactory solutions to the problen,

for complaints continued long after the first statutes had been er^acted.

The only practical solution, in reality, was the construction of fences

around all rocas, Arneiros in 1875 attempted to bring this about by pro-

viding that no damages could be collected for the invasion of any roga in

the municipio which was not protected by a fence of at least 1.76 mex-ers

in altitude, ^°

There is evidence that agricultiire became increasingly important in

the Inhamuns from the first decades of colonisation. The reasons for

this trer^ appear to be the folla:ring, (1) Cattle raising employed few

hands and could not sustain a large population. Consequently, as the

population grew an increasingly larger percentage of it v/as forced to

turn to agriculture for its livelihood. (2) Host of the inhabitants

could not become fazendeiros because the investment in land and animals

was far beyond their capacity. That industry was largely restricted to

17^ Ibid .. Apr. 19, lo3'^; Iaw 807 of Aug. 25. 1857; and Gflcios,
Arneiros, Jan. 12, 1875.

18. Oflcios, Arneiros, Jan. 12, 1875.
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the sesmeiros and their descendents. (3) The periodic sScas ruined many

ranchers, especially the smaller ones irhose resources did not pertnit re-

covery. They then turned to agriculture, tilling their own land if they

were fortunate enough to be able to retain it, tiany of them, losing their

land, remained on it as moradores of the new proprietor. (4) Agricult\ire

required little or no investment; and, although it was even more suscep-

tible to the disastrous effects of secas than cattle, recovery was much

easier. (5) Finally, the increase in the value of products fron the soil

in the 20th century resulted in an expansion of agriculture.

It is not suggested that agriculture ever displaced cattle raising

as the most highly regarded industry in the Inhamuns, for the greater

portion by far of the land continued to be dedicated to the latter, and

the value of its products, in terms of exports from the area, was never

rivaled by that of agriculture. Yet, the fact remains—if we accept the

1903 figure of the camara of Taua as a base—that agriculture, and not

cattle raising, provided the livings of over 90 percent of the area's in-

habitants. ^9 Cattle supported a very small class of fazendeiros, but it

was agriculture which sustained the people. This generalization should

not obscure the fact that control of agricultvire and cattle raising

generally was not separated, for the criadores (ranchers) usually o>med

the land on which the lavradores (agriculturists) made their plantings.

Only the small group of lavradores vrho possessed their o'.<m land consti-

tuted exceptions. Other than for this group, agriculture was carried on

by moradores.

KnoX'^ledge and practices, with respect to both agriculture and

cattle raising, registered few significant advances in the Inhamuns

19. Of£cios, Taua, Dec. 26, 1903.
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during the almost two and one quarter centuries embraced by this study.

One perceptive observer, Antonio Eezorra, after visiting the Inharmins in

the l880's, vrote that even though the leaders of the area avidly and in-

telligently discussed political affairs of national import they ansv;ered

references to the latest advances in agriculture and animal care with

silence, for, he added, they knev; nothing to say of these matters.'^O

Agriculture, as practiced by both morador and independent lavrador,

ei::plcyed, in the words of the camara of Arneiros in I875, the methods

"primitivamente usados pelos descubridores,"^! VJork on the proposed

roca., which only rarely approached a hectare in size, commenced after

the end of the harvest with the cutting of trees and underbrush found on

it. Normally in November or so preparation for planting was completed

by burning the trees and brush which had remained lying v:here they fell.

If it was judged necessary, a cerca (fence) was constructed to protect

the roga from marauding animals. Such an enclosure was built of small

pliable tree trunks and branches, thickly woven either verx-ically or

horizontally with stronger tree trunlcs and posts for support. If well

built to a height of six to seven feet, it presented a formidable barrier

to even the most dexterous goat. These tasks done, the lavrador, with

some foreboding, awaited the first rains. If the season was regular.

20. Ilotas de Viag-em ao Horte do Cear^ (2nd ed. ; Lisbon, 1915),

p. 2^0.

21. Oflcios, jlrneiros, Jime 19, lo75. The follov;ing description
of agriculture and cattle raising is based chiefly on the author's

observations in I965-I966 of practices which have changed very little

in many years. For general accounts of Cear£, see: Barroso, Terra de

Sol , pp. 17-59; Pcmpeu, Ensaio Sstatlstico , Vol. I, 377-37o; Thomaz

Pompeu, Ccar^ no Ccmeno do Siculo 7J. (Fortaleza, 1909), PP. 16-19:

Pompeu, A Ii-.dustria Pastoril . pp. 197-193, 210-213, and mssin . In

addition, information on crops and practices occasionally is io\ind in

the of£cios of the municioios.
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the rains came in January, at which tine he and his family made small

excavations in rows with a hoe and dropped the seed in them, covering

them v:ith soil. The seed, usually consisting of corn, beans, and, per-

haps, squash or melons, were all deposited in the same hill. Rice, sugar

cane, and manioc were sometimes planted, but less frequently so, since

they required special terrain and preparations. Both rice and cane were

planted in the more humid areas, such as alongside a riacho or river,

while manioc v:as extensively groi-m in some serras, especially in the

Serra Grande. In addition, tobacco was cultivated in some areas, par-

ticularly in Saboeiro.

VJith the seed in the ground, the lavrador's apprehension did not

end, for the first rains might be follox-red by weeks of clear skies, in

which case the planting was lost. In this eventuality, he avxaited another

rain and, if it came, planted more seed, but with considerably less an-

ticipation of a good harvest than he had the first time, for he began

to suspect that the vrinter might not be a good one. The lavrador's

chronic concern for the xreather was justified by his experiences. Even

in seasons in which normal amounts of rain fell, the pattern of distribu-

tion determined the success or failure of crops, and that pattern might

vary greatly from year to year. If by mid- to late l^Iarch sxifficient

rains had not come to nurture his plants, he and his family faced the cer-

tainty of a long and hungry year. Assuming the season vras a regular one

of rains from January or February to near the end of I'lay, the plants

flourished. Care of the roga consisted of usually two cleanings done

with the hoe. Harvest came in June, July, and August. Preparations for

the next season vrere easier, for the same roga v:as used for as many as

10 consecutive years.
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The fact that no changes occurred in methods of tilling the soil re-

sxilted largely from the harsh climatic environment and the system of land

tenure. In the first place, the ever-present prospect of failure occa-

sioned by the climate discouraged any experimentation requiring an invest-

ment. In the second place, in the system of land tenure which predominated

in the Inhamuns agriculture was delegated to moradores, the small number

of independent agriculturists not constituting significant exceptions.

The moradores, being totally deprived of property, opportunity for educa-

tion or enlightening social experiences, and, for that matter, hope for a

substantially better life, did not find the concept of progress within

their world view. In short, the conditions under which agriculture was

carried on in the Inhamuns were not favorable to innovations.

Cattle raising was equally ancient in its methods. The vaqueiro,

dressed in clothes of heavy leather as protection from the spiny vegeta-

tion, regularly inspected his charges, paying special attention to cows

which were ready to calve. He carried the newborn calf to the curral in

order to protect it from the on<;;as and other predatory beasts. The

calf's mother arrived daily to the curral to suckle her young, at which

time the vaqueiro and his family took advantage of the opportunity to

extract a portion of the milk for consumption and making, cheese, par-

ticularly if the calf came in the winter. Once a year, usually in late

winter, all of the calves born during the past 12 months were collected

and branded, the mark distinguishing the freguesia being applied to the

left hind quarter while the owner's sign was placed on the right. Feeding

the cattle in normal years was left to nature during both the rainy and

dry seasons. From the coming of the first rains tmtil September or

October pastures remained sufficiently abundant so as to sustain the
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herd well, but from then until the coming of the next year's rains cattle

grew gaimt and hungry, having only the resiaining dried grasses to eat.

If the winter was unusually short or if a seca occurred, cattle might

be saved by feeding them the foliage of the perpetually green trees typical

of the area, such as the .juazeiro , and certain types of cactuses, frora

which the thorns were removed by burning. As a last resort, the cattle

were driven from the area in search of water and pasture, a journey which

sometimes took them many leagues from their home. The retirada , as the

flight was called, was approached vrith dread, for many or even all of the

cattle, already weakened by the lack of sustenance and, consequently, un-

usually susceptible to diseases, never returned to the fazenda.

Cattle were not the only domestic animals in the Inhamuns, although

they usually vera the most important. Almost all fazendas also had sheep,

goats, hogs, donlceys, horses, and mules. Sheep, goats, hogs, and donkeys

were always expected to seek their ovm living, for their value vras lov;.

Although it was said in the Inhamuns that in a particularly severe seca

only the .jumento (donkey) and the padre escaped unscathed, the same could

well be said of goats. Adapting with ease to the conditions of the sertao,

they could live on even the most arid serrote; and they multiplied so

rapidly in the Inhamuns that in numbers they STirpassed cattle. ^^ Un-

fortunately, no market existed for them, although their hide was worth

a few reis. Horses and mules, in contrast, were given careful attention,

for their value vras high. A good horse vras V7orth four to six cows and a

mule of similar qualities vj^as valued at even more. Some fazendeiros

specialized in the breeding of horses and mules, among them Capitao-mor

22. The census of 1920 gave the number of goats and cattle in
Tau5 as 27,321 and 20,8?? respectively.
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Antonio hlartins Chaves of Sao Bento. His inventory, done in 1873, indi-

cated that he owned 1,057 horses and 239 mules, a fortune in animal

flesh which far exceeded the value of his herd of 2,^1-30 head of cattle.

Innovations in animal breeding and care before 1930 were few in

number, the chief one being the introduction of new breeds of cattle.

Although the importation of foreign breeds began in CearS as early as

the turn of the century, ^3 they reached the Inharauns only in the 1920'

s

and then in very small numbers. Generally, the breed brought to the

Inhamuns was the zebu of Asiatic origin. Reception of the nei-r animals

in the area vxas mixed; breeding them with the small native cattle of

Portuguese descent produced heavier animals, but, contrary to some en-

thusiastic predictions, they suffered and died in secas just like common

cattle. In addition, there wer© complaints that the crossbred cows bore

fewer calves than their native counterparts. A^udes, small reservoirs

made by the construction of an earthen dam on a riacha, could also be

considered as innovations in regard to cattle raising, for they provided

a more reliable source of water for the herd. Although they had long

been built in the Inhamuns, the number of them increased greatly after

the seca of 1877-1879 demonstrated once again the need for more effec-

tive preparations for such disasters. The enclosing of fazendas and

pastures in the Inhamuns, permitting a more rational use of available

food—a move long advocated by Cearfi's writers on rural econony—^was a

post-1930 development.

Closely linked to the state of the agricultural and animal raising

eoonorny of the Inhamuns were the related matters of markets and

23, Pompeu, A Ind-fistria Pastoril , p. 1^1.
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coiEatmications, Cattle, as late as the first decades of the 19th century,

were sold in Eahia and Pernambuco, but after the laiddle portion of the

century they were driven to Fortaleza, a much closer market. Bois or

steers—actually they v:ere bulls, since castration was not generally

practiced in the InhaiTiUns—^were usually sold at an age varying between

four to six years. Even at that age, they were small, but they enjoyed

the reputation, it was reported in the early iSOO's, of being especially

resistant to the ill-effects of the long drives. ^^

Transportation, with respect to agricultural products, was much

more difficult, for no roads which could be considered graded or improved

were found in the Inhamuns, To be sure, communications with Piaui, Ipu,

Crato, Ico, Fortaleza, and Pernambuco arjd Eahia existed from the early

l8th century, ^5 but they were carried on over trails which were not

generally suitable for the passage of any tjrpe of vehicle. Consequently,

almost all cargo in the Inhamxms was transported by the stolid and dura-

ble donkeys, usually in small leather trunks or bags hrmg on a wooden

frame on the animals' backs. Such a means of transportation did not

encourage commerce in agricultural products; and, moreover, the distance

of the Inhamuns from markets, in comparison with more centrally located

areas producing the same products, effectively stifled attempts to com-

pete. These difficulties aside, the Inhamuns was quite capable in nor-

mal seasons of producing for export, for sizeable qviantities of tobacco,

corn, beans, manioc, and sugar cane could be grown. To be found in the

area were nxacerous mills for making farinha, the meal made from manioc.

21^. Luiz dos Santos Vilhena, "Carta XIX, em que Se D£ Not£cia da
Commarca do Ceara Grande," RIC, XXI, Hos. 1 and 2 (1907), l62.

25. Studart, "Vias de Ccmmunicacao do Ceara Colonial," pp. 31-3^,

40-41, 44-46,
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and r2.t)ad\ira , which resenbled mors than anything else a cake of hardened

molasses, 2° Both of these products, as v:ell as corn, beans, and tobacco,

were staple items in Northeast Brazil; but in the Inhamuns, because of

market and transportation problems, they were produced only for local

consumption. This appears to have been the case also with respect to

cotton, which was gro'.m profitably in many areas of Cear£ from the 17C0's.

Cotton was planted in the Inhamuns at various times in the 19th century,

and a number of boi-operated gins were established to process it, but

eventually all was abandoned, according to reports from the area, as a

result of the difficulties of transportation.^/'

Only in the 20th century, as stated before, did the production of

agricultural items in the Inhamuns attain any commercial importance be-

yond the immediate area, Tnat development appears to have been closely

related to the construction of Ceara's first railroad. Coming from

Fortaleza and eventually reaching Crato—thus linking the state's two

principal cities—it arrived at Senador Pompeu in 1900.28 Ser-ador Pompeu,

located som.e 125 kilometers from the city of Taua, was the area's closest

link with the new line. The journey from TauS to the railroad could be

made by horse in three days, and, at that, it was the Inhamuns' best

connection with the outside world until the coming of the automobile.

Even with the difficulties of transporting cargo by donkey over the

rugged route from Taua to the rail connection, agricultural products

from t".;e Inhamuns were able to compete for the first time in a v;ider

2o, Pompeu, Ensaio Estatfstico , Vol, I, 363; Oflcios, j\rnoiros,
June 19, 1875, and Nov, 8, IcJ-.-.

27, 0f£cios, SJP, July 28, 1853, and Oficios, Arnoiros, June 19,
1875.

28. Institute Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatlstica, Encicloncdia
dps I-iunicinios Erasileiros . Vol. XVI (?d.o de Janeiro, 1959), 507,
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market. Among those who engaged in the exportation of products from the

area was Colonel Domingos Gomes de Freitas, TatiS's most powerful politi-

cal chief after 1915. His rise to a position of economic prominence

appears to have been related to the increasing commercial importance of

the Inhamuns' agricultural products.

Except for the arrival of the railroad in Senador Pompeu, no signif-

icant developments in transportation in the Inhamuns occurred in the

years before 1930, In spite of the bragging referred to earlier of the

Fortaleza political journals in regard to automobiles in the Inhamuns in

1926, gas-powered vehicles remained very much of a novelty in the area

until some 20 years or more after the close of the period being con-

sidered. True it was that the first automobiles reached the Inhamuns

in the 1920' s, but such journeys, performed only in the dry seasons, were

more in the nature of frolics or endurance tests than demonstrations of

the worth of the vehicles for practical transportation. Decades would

pass before Tau£ approached the condition existing in Fortaleza in 1912

when Unit£rio complained that, with a dozen cars in the city, every

citizen was in danger of becoming a traffic fatality.
"

Culture; The School and the Chirrch

Education of the young in the Inhamuns was a matter unthinkingly

left chiefly to the fazenda, where a member of the younger generation was

given the training to prepare him for the position he would occupy in the

society, be it fazendeiro, vaqueiro or morador. This was the only educa-

tion received by the vast majority of the residents of the area. Oppor-

tunities for formal education were limited to children who lived in the

29, Issue of June 4,
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seats of the munic£pios and to those privileged few whose parents could

afford the cost of sending then beyond the region to study. Sone type

of school, either public or private, e;-:isted in Taua from the first

decades of the 19th century; and Saboeiro and Ameiros also generally

had schools, particularly after they became municipios.30 These schools,

both public and private, functioned only intermittently and were poorly •

attended. Teachers v:ere few in number and ill-prepared, with the result

that schools either vrere closed for lack of a teacher or conducted by

one who usually was \msuited to the task. At best, a very small per-

centage of each generation learned the rudiments of literacy in such

schools, while an occasional student X'fith desire and capacity acquired

the basic lQicrt-:ledge of reading which enabled him to educate himself,

junong these latter was Joaquim Fimenta, the only son of Tau£ to become

a riationally-knovm intellectual figure. By the time he left the Inhamxins

to prepare for the study of law vrhile still a teenager, he had probably

moved x^rell beyond the intellectual level of his teachers. 51 Outside the

vilas, ignorance prevailed, although an examination of legislation in-

dicates that public primary schools were frequently provided for in such

places as Bebedouro, Cococy, Flores, Jlarrecas, and Marruas as early as

the mid-19th century. But this legislation served little purpose beyond

granting a small stipend to one of the politically faithful who received

the appointment as professor. In reality, the schools seldom functioned

30. Castelo, "Historia da Instru^ao e da Sducapao do Cear5,"

pp. 5o-58. Also see: Oficios, SJ?, Oct. 3, 1629, and the relato-
rios and falas (annual messages) of the provincial and state presidents.

31. Observations on Tau£'s educational facilities around 1900
are found in Pimenta's Retalhos do Passado , p, 9 and -passim .
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and the professor often vras dismissed when the opposition party assumed

po:\''er.32

Sor.e of the r:ore prosperous residents sent their sons to Fortaleza

and Recife to receive instruction, a practice vjhich produced a goodly

number of priests and lav.yers, as well as o"thers '.mo, failing to pursue

a course of higher education to its conclusion, attained a measure of

culture. In the 19th century, the Fernandes Vieiras were noted for the

frequency of educated persons among their ranks, while an occasional

member of the Araujo-Feitosa family also became a "doutor." In the late

19th and early 20th centuries, a fevr members of other families also went

beyond the Inhamuns to pursue their studies, among them the sons of

Colonels Nicolau Arrais and Coningos Gomes de Freitas, Most of these

persons never returned to reside permanently in the Inhamuns, for the

opportunities and culti.ur'al attractions of the area were fevr. Those who

did spend significant portions of their lives there were either officials

of justice or priests, most of vrhom also possessed considerable holdings

of land in the area. It was this small group of persons, joined by

other officials and priests who served in the Inhamuns during the course

of their careers, which comprised the area's educated elite, Joao_^uim

Pimenta vrrote that Tau£'s cultural circle in the early 20th centxiry was

comprised of the vig£rio, juiz de direito, juiz municipal, promoter, and

legal scribe. Its members, he recalled, read the Fortaleza papers, when

they viere fortunate enough to receive them, and talked much, always of

32. Complaints ".'rith respect to political motives in the adminis-
tration of public education in CearS were common in the political press

and legislative body. Cn the Inhamxms, see: Pedro II , IJov. 24, 166?;
Cearense , i-Iar. 2?, 1S73; and Annaes da Asseir.blea Provincial do Ceara,

Vol. T\f (1873), 2, and Vol. XJII (1386), 72-73, 12o.
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the cano thin;^.-^-^

The church was somewhat more finnly oatablishcd in the Irjiarrjj'.s

than the school, but whether or not it had a more profound influence on

the area would be a difficult question to ans^-rer. In terms of orjianiza-

tion and the founding of churches, only a few significant developments

occurred after the end of the colonial era, the chief of which, the es-

tablishment of the Freguesia of Saboeiro in IS5I, has already been men-

tioned. Freguesias also \irere established during the 19th century at

Flores and Cococy, but only the latter survived into the 20th century. 3^

The conservative-dominated provincial assembly in I870, answering the

appeals of the CarcarSs, provided for the creation of a freguesia in

Karrecas, but the bishop refused to issue the order to actually estab-

lish the new freguesia. 35 In addition, capelas were built at l-jirru£s,

Sao Nicolau, located near Bebedouro, and on the Fazenda Sao Bento. There

is little reason for suggesting that these moves promoted the church's

progress. Generally, priests were sent only to TauS, Saboeiro, and

Arneiros, and their visits to the other matrizes and capelas were in-

frequent. In addition, the Freguesia of Arneiros after I89I ceased to

have a resident priest, being served by the vig^rio of Saboeiro. 3o 'j^o

or three priests, hovxever dedicated, viere insufficient to minister to

the dispersed population of the Inhamuns; and some who came never made

the attempt, spending most of their time engaged in politics and other

33. Pimenta, Retalhos do Passado
, p. 9.

3^. On Flores, see: Leonarao I-Iota, "Notas para a Kistoria
Eclesiastica do Cear£," RIG , LX (19^), 20^. The Freguesia de Nossa
Senhora da Conceigao de Cococy was created under the provisions of
Provincial Resolution 1279 of Sept. 23, I869.

35. Ar^naes da Asser.blea Provincial . Vol. I (I87O), 88, and Vol. V
(187^^). 78.

36, Moracs, "Apontarcentos sobre as Freguesias de ArneirSs e de
Saboeiro," p. 80.
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secular mtters, xmile they served the church only in the nost routine

manner.

Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that ir;any persons

in the Inhanuns entered the world, begat, and died vrithcut churchly

blessing, VJhatever instruction they were given in regard to spiritual

natters was received on the fasenda, and it consisted of that body of

folk beliefs which in the Inhanuns passed as the doctrines of the church, -^7

Even if they had received their instruction in regard to religion fron a

priest, the beliefs might not have been much different, for nany of that

calling in the sertao v.-ere themselves of little training and culture.

In practice, most residents of the Inhaxnuns were given the opportunity

to see the priest only on those infrequent but valued occasions when he

came to an outlying village or fazenda to say mass. By long-standing

custom, his visit occasioned a day of festivities which hardly provided

the appropriate atmosphere for a sermon on the correct doctrines of sin

and redemption, even had the priest himself been properly schooled in

such matters. To be sure, he said his mass for those who cared to at-

tend, but most of the miiltitude dedicated themselves to cachaga, women, 3S

and the adjustment of accounts with enemies v:hom they had not seen since

the padre's last visit, Flores v:as particularly famous for its celebra-

tions of the occasion, for the day invariably ended in a bloody brawl. 39

37. Gustavo Earroso briefly discusses the religion of the ser-
tanejo in Terra de Sol

, pp. 14^!--1^.
33. References to prostitution are found frequently in the history

of the Inharauns, jlntonio Eezerra, who traveled there in the iSoO's,
^^^rote that the large number of women who dedicated themselves to that
activity—included, he noted, daughters of families of "certa ordem"

—

vras the aspect of the area vrhich most seriously impressed hin. The
Fortaleza intellectual, adding that the situation was taken as a matter
of course by the inhabitants, opined that it all was attributable to the
demands of the climate, Notas de Yls-zem , p. 2^7.

39. Pimenta, Retalhos do Passado
, p. 30.



VI. NEGRO SUVERY

Negro slavery" as a labor system never had the importance in the

Inhamuns that it did in the su^^ar growing regions of the Northeast.

This situation resulted from the area's emphasis on cattle raising,

an activity which requires only a few workers. Yet, slavery was not

insignificant in the Inhamuns, for the numbers of slaves in the area,

and the financial investment which they represented stood as proof

of the importance of the institution.

References to slaves in Ceara exist from the earliest attempts

at colonization, and it seems likely that the sesmeiros of the Inha-

muns brought slaves vrith them from their former homes in Pernambuco

and Bahia. The censuses taken in the late colonial period indicate

that Negro slaves comprised some 20 percent of the total population

of Sao Joao do Principe. Although their relative numerical position

declined as the 19th centuiy passed, they still remained a signifi-

cant element in the society. The 1872 census, whose figures gener-

ally agree with other censuses of the period in regard to the number

of slaves, gave for Sao Joao do Principe (including ArneirSs) 2,1^9

slaves, approximately nine percent of the total population of 25,063.

The proportion in Saboeiro in 1872 was near 10 percent, there being

496 slaves in a poptilation of 5,126.1 It was demonstrated in all the

1. Directoria Geral do Estatlstica, Recenseay.ento da Po'pulacao
do Im'o^rio do Erasil a quo Sa Prcccdcu no Dia 1 do .'-.-octo de 1872 ,

Vol. Ill (Rio de Janeiro, n,d,), 53, 121-135.
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censuses that Sao Joao do Principe was among the nunic£pios in the

province having the most slaves.

^

Some indication of the nature of slavery in the Ihhamuns is given

in inventories of properties and in other le^al documents. The numbers

of slaves held varied widely from one fazenda to another. The largest

slaveholder in the 19th century Inhamuns was probably JosS do Vale Pedrosa,

the only son of Capitao-mor Jcso Alves Foitosa. Vrnen Jose do Vale died

in 1S43 in Cococy, 263 slaves were inventoried prior to the distribution

of his property among the heirs, 3 All of these slaves, it should be

noted, were not held on one fazenda, for he was the owner of mar^ prop-

erties, some of which were located outside the Inhamuns. The wealth in

slaves of JosS do Vale was unusually large, for other persons of con-

siderable means ovmed fewer slaves. The inventory of the property of

Francisco Femandes Vieira and his wife, executed in 1859 on the death

of the latter, listed 40 slaves.^ Antonio riartins Chaves, who died in

1873, left only 18. Less wealthy fazendeiros owned fewer: Jose da Paiva

Brito, who died in i860, bequeathed nine slaves to his heirs. Francisco

Alves de Castro left fo\ir slaves on his death in the same year; and JosS

2. The total number of slaves in CearS in any period of the 19th
century was less than 35.000. No satisfactory study of slavery in CearS
exists. Piaimurjio Girao's A Abolipao no Cearcl (Fortaleza, 1956), dealing
chiefly with the canrpaign against the institution, partially fills the
gap.

3. All of the inventories referred to in this chapter, except where
noted, are found in Cartorio No. 1, Taua. By law, inventories were exe-

cuted on the death of both husband and i:ife. One half of the property
remained vrith the surviving spouse, while one half was divided among the
heirs. The half held by the remaining partner went to the heirs on his

death. For two reasons, the inventories do not usually indicate the
total wealth possessed by the deceased. First, a person was permitted
to give av:ay one third of his property prior to his death; this portion
of the property was not included in the inventory. Second, since an
advalorem tax was exacted from the property listed in the inventory, it

was the general practice to underestimate and undervalue the vrealth of

the deceased.
4. Cartorio No. 1, Saboeiro.
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Insufficient records in the cartorios preclude quantification as

to the percentage of landowners v:ho held slaves, but these documents do

indicate that slaveholding was by no means rare. Incomplete records,

for example, of sales and purchases of slaves in Sao Joao do Principe

for the seven years following I863 contain the names of 79 different

residents of the m\inic£pio who were engaged in such transactions.^ But

such a statistic would be more significant if the number of landonwers

in the municfpio could be given. An estimate in the l850's placed the

number of fazendas at l64, but this figure is an inexact indication of

the number of owners, since many fazendeiros held more than one property."

A more definitive statement not being warranted by the evidence, it ap-

pears judicious to conclude that the holding of one or more slaves was

common within that small proportion of residents which comprised the

fazendeiro class.

Although it is generally thought that slaves in the cattle growing

sertao were used only as house servants or as workers in the small sugar

engcnhos .7 evidence fails to lend credence to these assumptions in regard

to the Inhamuns, Homes, being small and generally crude, did not require

large numbers of servants, especially males; and the growing and proces-

sing of the small amount of sugar cane cultivated in the Inhamuns re-

quired only a few days of labor per year. Rather, slaves appear to have

been involved in most types of work which vjere carried on in the Inhamuns.

5. Records of sales of slaves transacted within the municfpio are
found in the livros de notas in the cartorios. All such volumes referred
to in this chapter are found in CartSrio Xo. 1, Tau2.

6. See Ch. V, pp. 189-196.
7. Girao, A Abolicao . po. ^0-^; Pierre Donis, Erazil (London,

1911), p. 327.
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Among the residents of Jose do Vale's senzalas were tailors, seanstresses,

blacksaiiths , Easons, carpenters, saddle and harness makers, and vaqueiros.

With respect to the last named, general commentaries on slavery in CearS

state that the Kegro uas little suited to the life of a vaquciro; but

•there are traditions in the Inhanuns which record that it was precisely

the work of a vaqueiro to T-rhich the Kegro was most suited. To be sure,

most slaves were not vaqueiros, nor did they possess any other special

skills. In general, they x^ere employed in diverse tasks involving domes-

tic labor, care of animals, and subsistence agriculture, exactly the

same work in which the great majority of tlie free population was engaged.

The value of slaves in the Inhamuns—always high in relation to

other forms of property—showed a steady increase in the 19th century,

Q
at least until abolitionist successes made slaveholding a risky matter.

°

In 1815, Felix, a l6-year-old male, was given the value in an inventory

of 100$000 reis, the equivalent of 25 cows. Isabel, aged 38, and her

six children, aged one to 12 sold for 1:800$000 reis in I838, a year in

which cows sold for around 12$000 reis each. In the l860's, when a cow

was valued at approximately 25$000 reis, able bodied slaves, aged 15 to

25, sold regularly for around 1:000$000 reis. Some few brought even

more. The vigSrio of Tau2, Padre Joao Felipe Pereira, in i860 paid

1:500$000 reis for Benedicta, a 22-year-old cabra, a price equivalent

to the value of Antonio l-Iartins Chaves* Fazenda Sao Bento, of \indeter-

mined size but totalling at least some several thousand hectares.

Throughout the 19th century the number of slaves in the Inhamuns

declined relative to the total population, and in the early l880's

8. The following data are drawn from the inventories and livros

de notas in Cartorio No. 1, Tau£, On the abolitionist efforts see

pp. 227-233.
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the decline and eventual demise of the institution: (1) Eanumissions.

(2) sales of slaves fron tho area, and (3) tho abolitionist campaign.

The records of the cartSrio in Tau£ indicate that a s^all but steady

stream of liberated Negroes was fed into tho free population by means

of the granting of letters of liberty. Fron 1795. ^hcn the cartorio was

esUblished. until the l830's, the nuBiber of slaves freed annually ap-

pears to have ransed fron five to 15.9 Slaves were mnumtted for various

reasons. In instances involving srnall children, affection appears to

have furnished the chief notivation. Illustrative was Isabel Ferreira

of Flores viho granted a letter of liberty in 1822 to Joarxa, aged l^,

"pela ter criado con grande anor."10 Although wonen most frequently

freed smll children, raen not uncoinnonly did so, particularly in in-

stances, it appears, in which the child was their offspring. Cohabita-

tion betvreen slave women and slave ovmors and their sons was common; arii

sexual mores were such that men were little loathe to recognize the

fruits of these unions, as in the case of Joaquim Vieira Barbosa who

freed T^ria, a parda, aged 6, "por ser minha filha/'^^

Fewer adult slaves were liberated because of affection. Letters

granted to young adult slaves who were able bodied generally noted that

freedom had been purchased. Slaves paid for their liberty in money,

horses, cows, and, sometimes, other slaves. To what extent this is an

indication that they were able to accumulate wealth and property is

difficult to ascertain; for in at least some, if not most, instances of

9. A conclusion based on an c:camination of the li\'ros de notas. in

which letters of liberty vrero recorded.

10. Livro de Notas No, 11, ontiy dated Jan. 1, 1822

11. Livro de Notas No. 2, entry dated Sept. 17, 1793.



this, funds for the slave's liberty were furnished by a free person.

Marriages between free persons and slaves were contracted, and in some

cases the free partner in the union pxirchased the liberty of the one in

bondage. In other instances, liberated slaves p-urchased the freedom of

their spouses and offspring. When adult slaves were freed gratuitously,

it was generally because they were old or disabled, or because the owners

themselves were growing old and wished to grant liberty to one or more of

their slaves while there was still time. Many slave owners in the latter

case granted conditional letters of liberty, stipulating that the slave

was legally free upon receipt of the letter but that his services were

required until the owner's death. At the least, such a letter protected

the recipient against being sold. Finally, it is to be wondered if

liberation was always a beneficial move, as in the case of a 13-year-old

mulatto, Joao, who was freed in I869 by reason of having "delirios no

Juizo."^

Manumissions of the character described above clearly were not of

sufficient frequency to bring about the extinction of the institution of

slavery. On the other hand, they did occupy a position of some signifi-

cance in the relative decline of slavery during the 19th century,

especially as the liberation of any slave of child bearing capability

helped to prevent a potential increase in the slave population. At the

least, they helped to hold the number of slaves at a fairly stationary

level.

Some few slaves sought their liberty by flight. Cases of runaway

slaves are noted in documents appointing a procurador to apprehend the

escapee. Illustrative was the case of 1795 when EufrSsio Alves Feitosa

12, Livro de Notas No, 26, entiy dated Mar. 2k, I869.



of Arneiros appointed seven persons in Piau£ and l-'aranhao to act le-ally

in his place in regard to the search for Tour Kale slaves who had fled

fron his proporties.l3 By the nid-19th century, if Tauil's liberals can

be believed, there was no need for an escaped slave to flee to Piaul or

Jlaranhao; he could sis;ply join the CarcarSs in F^rrecas. Reports to

Cearense repeatedly conplaincd that runaway slaves were hired as free

laborers there under the protection of the Carcar5s. A Tau£ correspon-

dent to the liberal journal, referring to F^rrocas as the "Carcarazal"

of the Inhanuns, charged in the July 20, I858, issue that nothing less

than a "quiloabo de negros" existed in that area of the municipio.

The second contributing factor to the decline of slavery in the

Inhamuns was the sale of slaves from the area, particularly during the

secas. During normal years, a few slaves were sold to buyers, both

slave traders and fazendeiros, who lived outside the InhaiKuns; but, at

the sane tine, slaves were brought in from other areas. Although it

appears that the n^onber exported was greater than the nujT.ber ir.?orted.

definite quantification would be diffic-olt to establish, since the

cartorios in the Inhaaiuns conUin records of only those transactions

which took place in the area. In general, it appears that transactions

in normal years were not of sufficient frequency to greatly reduce the

number of slaves in the area over the long run; on the other hand, they

appear to have contributed tc^ard holding the nurier of slaves at a

stationary level by providing a means of disposal of the natural in-

crease.

In the secas, in contrast, the actvial number of slaves declined.

Daring these times, x^hen crops failed and herds d'.djidled, a dependent

"2', Hvro de Kotas No. 1, entry dated Nov. 28, 1795.
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population which i±Le patrSo was e:q5ected. to sustain v:as a handicap. It

is not surprising that he sought to salvage his investr.ont in huican flesh

by sales to other regions, a proposition which became especially attrac-

tive as the demand for slaves by the coffee planters of the south during

the 1850 's and after drove up prices. The seca of the three consecutive

years of 1877, 1878, and 1879 serves to illustrate the effects of such a

crisis on the sale of slaves, although the nuEber of such transactions

in this period vj-as larger than could be expected in a seca of shorter

duration. Records show the exportation for sal© of 241 slaves from Sao

Joao do Principe during the 18 months between July, 1877, and December,

1878. Records for 1879 are incomplete, but it appears that exportations

decreased, an occurrence which would seem likely in view of the fact

that by that year a large portion of the population had left the area.l^

Although the number of exportations given above represents only approxi-

mately 10 percent of the slave population of the municxpio in I872, it

is several times larger than the sales of a similar time span in normal

years, when more than 30 sales were seldom registered. And not included

in the number are those slaves who were taken from the area by their

masters and sold in Fortaleza, in Piaux, and other places, a number which

must have been significant as a result of the large scale flight of

fazendeiros from tlie area. Thus, it appears that the seca of 1877-1879

substantially reduced the number of slaves in the Inhamuns, Lending

weight to the conclusion are the reports listing 1,157 slaves in Arneiros

and Sao Joao do Principe in 1882, -^^ this being almost one thousand less

than the I872 figure of 2,1^9.

14, Data dravm from the livros de notas, volumes numbered 32, 34-36,

15. See Pedro II. Juno 1, 1882,
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Of tho three factors which contributed to the end of slavery, the

abolitionist novement vas tho nost effective. The abolitionists, work-

ing on both the provincial and rjitional levels and, to a lesser degree,

on the local lovel, attacked the problcn of slavery from various sides.

First, there was imperial legislation, the rcost inportant being the 1671

free birth law, which also included a provision for slave enancipation

funds, 1° and the all-e3±)racing emancipation proclanation of 1883. Second,

the provincial assedhly enployed both taxes arid emancipation fxxnds

against slavery, although in the case of the latter its efforts were of

little consequence. Taxes were more effective. Levies for revenue on

sales of slaves were exacted dxuring the colonial period, and after 1832

they fell \mder the reg\ilatory action of the province. 17 Using their

powers, the legislators of Ceara began to raise such taxes as early as

the 1850' s for the purpose, especially, of stemming the sale of slaves

to the coffee planters of the south. Later, the abolitionists, angered

by the spectacle of profitable slave trading during the seca of the late

I870's, began to agitate for taxes which v:ould virtually eliminate the

institution of slavery. In tho early 1880' s, the provincial assembly

began to respond to their appeals. In l8Sl, a year in vrhich able bodied

young adults sold at prices exceeding l:O0G$COO rois, the assembly

levied a 1:000$000 reis tax on each slave entering the province and a

tax of 50$000 reis on transactions involving the movement of a slave

across municipal boundaries within the province. -'° In the follo-.Jlng year

the tax on the export of slaves from the province was raised to 1:500$000

16^ Law 20i<-0 of 1871.
17. Pcmpeu, Ensaio Sstatfstico . Vol. I, 6l3.
18, Law 1937 of Aug. 5, loSl.



rsis per headjl^ a move which resulted in the end of legal exportation

and a consequent drastic lowering of prices. The fir^l measure came in

October, 1883, when the assembly elevated the annual tax on the posses-

sion of slaves to 100$000 reis for each one held.^^ Since the value of

a slave had dropped to less than that figure as a result of the end of

exportation, the possession of a slave became a liability. In most cases,

the o^mer, being able neither to sell his slaves nor keep them, granted

them letters of liberty. Seme slaveholders managed to redeem a portion

of their investment by the use of the emancipation funds.

As noted above, emancipation funds were supported by both the im-

perial and provincial treasuries. At best, the provincial funds,

established by Resolution 125^ of December 28, 1868, resiilted in only a

few dozen freeings in the Inhamuns. The imperial emancipation funds,

provided for in the legislation of I87I, were more effective. They be-

came increasingly so as the confiscatory taxes and fear of impending

liberation drove dox-m prices. Five to 10 slaves by 1882-1883 could be

freed with the same amount used to liberate one slave a few years

earlier. As was typical of the period, fraud and favoritism limited the

effectiveness of the program. In the scramble to participate in the

distribution of f\inds, the slaveholder sought to persuade the local

emancipation commission, composed of the vig5rio, the juiz municipal,

and the president of the camara, to accept as many as possible of his

slaves at the highest possible price, Libertador , Fortaleza's aboli-

tionist newspaper, reported on October 19, ISS3, that 22 slaves had been

granted letters of liberty in Sao Joao do Pr£ncipe as a result of the

19. Law 2027 of Sept. 15, 1882.

20. Uw 203^ of Oct. 19, 1833.
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latest distribution of the erancipation funds. The journal noted that

the average compensation per slave paid by the corniaiscion there was

199$000 reis, the highest figure of any municlpio in the province. Ai^T"

price above 50$000 reis, the journal claimed, vas a "verdadeiro

escandalo,

"

Further employment of the emancipation fxinds in the Inharauns pro-

vided additional insighuS into the administration of the program. Of the

37 slaves freed in Sao Joao do Principe on December 26, 1883, all but two

belonged to the Foitosas, Eight were the property of Joaquin Alves

Feitosa, the liberal party chieftain vxho was also the president of the

camara, and eight more belonged to his wife. Five v:ere owned by Lourengo

Alves Feitosa e Castro, while the remaining—two excepted—were the

property of various other members of the family. Prices paid for the

emancipation of the great majority of those freed ranged from 110$000 to

150$000 reis. 21 Near the same time, the CarcarSs in Saboeiro charged

that the Arrais, whose friends composed the local commission, were en-

gaging in similar favoritism. Although 12 slaves v:ere offered for eman-

cipation at prices permitting the freeing of all of them, the Carcaras

claimed, the commission chose to liberate two slaves owned by Nicolau

Arrais and Joaquim Saldanha Arrais at prices which expended the entire

amount of available funds. ^'^

Before bringing the story of slavery in the Inhamuns to a close,

some mention sho'uld be made of the local abolitionist movement, which

also made a contribution to liberation. Societies dedicated to the

21. Document entitled "Audiencia P-oblica," Dec. 2?, 1883,
Cartorio No. 1, Taui.

22. Pedro II. Oct. 13 and 1^^, 1883.
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emancipation of slaves existed in Cear£ fi-ora tho early l870's, but an

important and aggressive abolitionist movement originated only in Decem-

ber, 1880, with the formation in Fortaleza of the Sociedade Cearense

Libsrtadora , the publisher of Libcrtador.^3 The abolitionists produced

their first notable success in the efforts to make Cear5 free territory

when on January 1, I883, the l-Iunicfpio of Acaripe (later rjimed Reder^ao),

located near the capital, proclaimed to the nation that all slaves v;ithin

its boundaries had been liberated. This action came, it should be noted,

only after the value of slaves in CearS had fallen drastically as a re-

sult of the levying of the high duties on the exportation of slaves from

the province,

Tae redemption of other municipios and vilas soon followed, among

them the Vila of Sao Joao do Principe, That vila, meaning only the seat

of the municipio, celebrated the extinction of slavery within its con-

fines on April 25, 1883. According to reports sent to Libertador , a

large number of distinguished citizens congregated in the house of the

camara at five o'clock on the afternoon of the 25th to grant letters of

liberty to the last of the Vila's slaves. Presiding over the gathering

was Juiz de Direito JosS Balthazar Ferreira Faco, assisted by other

officials, including Promoter Publico Francisco Primeiro d'Araujo Cnaves

and I^jajor Joaquim Alves Feitosa, the president of the camara, Dr, Faco

gave the principal address, Ke told his listeners in the opening lines

of his oration:

Se o campo me desse as flores, se o mar me desse as perolas, se o ceo

me desse as estrellas, com as flores. eu cobriria os vossos regagos, com

as perolas eu cingiria os vossos cellos, com as estrellas eu coroaria as

vossas frentes.

23, Girao's A Abolipao is the most competent work on the abolition-

ist movement in Cear^,
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And in closing:

Ch-isto O'Christo, tu one foste o martyr das ideas, o rede=:?tor dos

S;is fLS desc;r sobre nossas cabcc.as un raio do tcu dxvxno anor

qurm^e nossas alras. e una os nossos coragoos. on prol ca causa

santa da redempgao dos captives.

Following the address, a group of girls, dressed in white and car:r/ins a

banner of green silk reading "Viva a rederapgao dos captives." sang a

hymn. Letters of freedo^i were then granted to ^0 slaves-37 of whom

were liberated without compensation to their ownors-after which the

national anthem was sung and the meeting was brought to a close.

Tau£ thus joined the nine municlpios and vilas reported to be free

of slaves. Although no slaves my have existed in the Vila of Sao JoSo

do Principe after April 25. 18S3. it should be pointed out that some of

tiiose on whom Dr. Faco showered such eloquent and poetic praise were not

yet out of the ranks of slaveholders. Among them was Major Joaquim

Alves Feitosa. who. it will bo recalled, held on to a large number of

his slaves until the government paid him to free them. In part-but

only in part, since 1^0 slaves were liberated-Dr. Face's praise had a

hollar ring; if. indeed, no slaves existed in the vila. some of the

Vila's residents ovmed slaves on their fasendas.

Over in Saboeiro. abolitionism was also gaining adherents. On

July 10. 1833, shortly after the redemption of Tau5 in April, the

Sociedade lAbe-rt^dora Saboeirense was founded. The Saboeiro abolition-

ists appear ^o have consisted mostly of Carcar^s. and elected president

of the group was a metier of that family, Anibal Fernandes Vieira. Not

one member of the Arrais family appears to have been associated with

the society's activities. Tnirty-f.ro slaves wore given their freedom

2ii, A description of the occasion was carried in lAbertador on

l-lay 12 ar.d 1^1, 1883. Faco's address was printed in full xn .ae issues

of June 7 and 9.
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at the first meeting of tho group, an action taken, it vas said, to give

neaning to the demand for tho total extinction of slavery in the municlpio.

Among those freed were 14 slaves, aged 13 to 36, who comprised the entire

holding of the society's president, -^ During the follov7ing months the

group continued to work for the emancipation of slaves, reporting occa-

sional successes in the abolitionist press,^o They also succeeded in

portraying their political enemies, the Arrais, in unfavorable light.

They charged that the Arrais had long engaged in slave trading and that

evon aftor tho n^ijority of tho ir.unicipio's citizens embraced abolition-

ism that family continued to hold on to its human captives. They claimed,

moreover, that Nicolau Arrais had ordered on© of his slaves clandestinely

transported for sale to Bahia by way of Piaui in order to avoid payment

of the prohibitive export tax, ^7

As a result of the legislative meastires described above, slavery

in the Inhamvins, as well as in the entire province, appears to have been

reduced to very small proportions, if not totally extinguished, by

1-Iaroh 25, 1884. On that day the provincial president declared that

slavery had been totally eliminated in the province, and from that day

forvrard Ceara laid claim to the honor of being the first province in the

nation to abolish slavery. The president's declaration was based on re-

ports received from abolitionists and public officials in the municxpios.

The munic£pios in the IrJiamuns were among the last to report the end of

slavery within their borders. S^o Joao do Principe was listed by

Libertador as free territory on February 29, 1884, and Saboeiro joined

IT. Libertador . Jxily 24, 1883,
26, Ibid ,. Oct, 24 and 26, 1883.

27, Ibid .. Sept. 12, 1883.
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the ranks of liberated municipios by 1-Iarch 17. The date for the redemp-

tion of Arnoiros was never reported in the anti-slavery journal's roll

of esancipatca r^unicipios, although the abolitionists and provincial offi-

cials clained that no slaves existed there. Vfnatever lingering incidents

of slavery may have persisted in the Inhamuns and in other areas of the

province after March 25, iSSil-—and evidence demonstrates that slavery did

continue on a significant scale in one municSpio outside the Inhamuns ~

were legally ended by the Princess Regent's sanctioning of the general

emancipation act of May 13, 1883.

A lasting contribution of the institution destroyed by the Princess

Regent was the large Negro element in Brazil. In works on Ceara little

attention has been given to the Negro in the formation of the area •

s

population, ''.^fhen members of that race have been mentioned, other than

in connection with slavery and abolitionism, usually it has been only a

brief statement to the effect that they never formed a numerically sig-

nificant portion of the po?ulation.29 Yet, Negroes and other persons of

partial i;Ggro ancestry were active on a major scale in the propagation

of the population of the Inhamuns, as the following census data

2Z. In the Municlpio of 1-lilagres, located near Crato, slaves

totaling between 200 and 350~estinates varied—vrere not granted letters

of liberty until at least late in 1887, a situation resulting from the

failure of the authorities to enforce the collection of the onerous taxes

in regard to slaves, ^.•/hen letters of liberty were granted, some slave-

holders of that Eiunicxpio exercised their privilege of requiring three

years of additional services from their ex-slaves, an action which pro-

longed legalised servitude in the province until the Princess Regent

sanctioned the 1888 law abolishing slavery in the nation. The laiagres

slaveholders were violating no laws by their continued possession of

slaves after 188^)-, for no nrovision making slavery illegal had been en-

acted. Tney were in difficulty only by reason of not having paid their

taxes. B. J. Chandler, "Cs Escravistas de Milagres," Unit£rio ,
Apr. 17,

1966; "Docunentos Historicos sobre a Libcrtagao dos Escravos no Cear5,"

Correio do Cear^ (Fortaleza), Apr. 25, 1966.

29. Typical examples are found in: Barroso, Terra dc Sol , p. 136;

and Girao, Pecuer.a HistSria , pp. 100-101.



demonstrate. The census of 180^ gave for Sao Joao do Principe: 5,36l

brancos ; 3,231 free protos and pardos; 1,856 enslaved pretos and pardos;

and a total of 10,448,30 The next census, taken in 1808, reported 3,535

brancos, 1,372 pretos, 2,525 mulattos, and 11? Indians, with a total of

7.549, providing no differentiation as to the servile or free status of

the pretos and Krulattos.31 The I813 census provided the follo'vring figures:

3,294 brancos; 465 free pretos; 973 enslaved pretos; 1,798 free mulattos;

572 enslaved mulattos; and a total of 7,102.32 The I872 national census

reported a total population for the Inhamun.s (the freguesias of Saboeiro,

Tau£, Flores, l^rrecas, Arneiros, and Cooocy) of 25,C63, a figure which

included 7,864 brancos, 14,232 pardos, 1,894 pretos, and 1,073 caboclos.33

The foregoing data indicate that persons possessing recognizable

Negro ancestry exceeded the white population in the Inhamuns in the

census of I872, as they had also done in the I808 and 1813 counts. In

1804, the only exception, whites outnumbered pretos and pardos 5,36l to

5,087, an insignificant variation. Even alloi'ring for considerable error

in the census data of that era, the evidence demonstrates that Negroes

contributed in large measure to the formation of the population of the

Inhamuns.34

30. "Administragao de Jcl'o Carlos August© de Geynhausen no Cear5
(Docunentos da Colleccao Studart)," RIG . XXXIX (1925), 278.

31. Kenezes, "I-Iemoria," p. 276.
32. "I-lappa (^ Po'iulacao da Capitania do Ceara no jlnno de 1813," SC.

33. R3censeami>nto I872 . Vol. Ill, pp. 53. 121-135. Cata were re-
ported according to the freguesias then existing in the area, A caboclo,
as the term is used here, was either an Indian or a halfbreed. These
included descer-dents of the aborigir^l inhabitants of the Inhamuns, as
well as others who had come into the area from other places,

34. The 1940 census gave the follo-.'/ing results for Saboairo:
5,782 brancos, 1,918 pretos, and 8,9-!4' pardos; and for Tau£: 14,723
brancos, 2,554, pretos, and 11,766 pardos, Servigo Nacior^al do Recon-
seamento, Rccenseamento C-eral do Brasil 1940 , Pt. VI, Vol. I (Rio de
J.-.ieiro, 1950), 52,



VH. THE SSCAS

Tne secas constituted an integral part of the environment for roan

in the Ihhanuns, as indeed they also did in nost other areas of Brazil's

vast Northeast, Tneir periodic occurrences, combined with the constant

threat of their recurrence, hung as a shadow over the area, producing a

strain of fatalism vrhich, in large part, characterised the sertanejo's

outlook on life. That his foreboding in regaard to the future was not un-

grounded in reality is indicated by the events related in these following

pages.

Some general comments on weather in the Inhamuns are necessary to

provide a background for a discussion of the secas. Rainfall, in vrhat-

Gver year, is relatively scarce in comparison with more humid areas of

CearS, l-Jhile in some parts of the Serra of Ibiapaba annual precipita-

tion reaches 1500 millimeters, ar-nual rainfall in Taua averages some 650.

Of this figure, near 90 percent, on the average, falls in the months

from January to I-!ay or June,^ Averages often belie reality, and, in

fact, the Trrinter seasons range from moderately wet to very dry, although

none is ever completely devoid of rainfall. VJithin this variation, con-

siderable differences often exist in the area in the same year, parts of

it being blessed with adequate rainfall while others suffer from the

lack of it. Even a relatively high amount of precipitation is not a

1. xnstituto Brasileiro de C-eografia e Estatistica, Enciclor)Sdia

dos Kunicj^pios Erasileiros. Vol, V (Rio de Janeiro, I960), 174-177.
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guarantee of a prosperous year, for, apart from the total rainfall, its

distribution in relation to the needs of crops and pastures is a crucial

factor. Here, we are concerned chiefly with those winters which brought

precipitation in amounts and distribution insufficient to provide a year's

BiiniBium sustenance of crops and pastures for the area's human and animal

inhabitants. It is this condition which constitutes a seca.

The first seca recorded in Ceara occurred in l605-l6o6. Subsequent-

ly, the area was assaulted by such disasters at average intervals of less

than 10 years, 11 secas falling in the l8th century, 12 in the 19th, and

five in the first three decades of the 20th century. ^ They differed con-

siderably in intensity, and in duration they lasted from one to four

years, ijitervals between them varying from two to 32 years. Available

evidence does not permit a judgment as to whether or not all of the secas

affected the Inhamuns as severely as they did more centrally located

areas of Ceara, but it does indicate that some of them took a heavy toll

in that region. Guvidor Carvalho reported that the secas of 1809-1810

and 181^ left roany fazendas in the captaincy completely destitute of

cattle, especially, he noted, in Sao Joao do Principe. 3 Appeals of

vereadores of that same municipality to the provincial government in

1846 demonstrate that the seca of that year, which followed two seasons

of scarce rainfall, was also severe in the Inhamuns. In early June it

2. Pompeu, Cear£ , pp. 282-283; mria da Gloria Campos Hereda and

Alfredo Jose Porto Dcraingues, eds., Grande s Rezloes Keio-Norte e Nordeste ,

Vol. Ill of Geografia do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro, 1962), 129. The best

general historical trork on the secas in Ceara is: Joaquim Alves,

Historia das Secas (Fortaleza, 1953). Unfortunately, it covers only the

18th and 19th centuries. Upon the untimely death of Alves, the con-

tinuation of the story fell to Thcmaz Pompeu Sobrinho. His Historia das

Secas (Fortaleza, 1958), covering the 2C:h century, is chiefly a technical

accour^t of engineering proposals and measures to reduce the effects of

the secas.

3. "Descripgao Geogr^fica," pp. 8-10.
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was reported that the caraara had suspended its nonoal business as a re-

sult of the absence froa the region of a majority of the veroadores,

the president of the body himself having moved temporarily to the Cariri,

The remaining vereadores appealed to the provincial government for regu-

lar amy troops to protect the few cattle still surviving, which, they

said, were being decimated rapidly by stealings.^ Their appeals going

unheeded, they again asked for troops in December, saying that attacks

on homes had commenced. 5 These statements indicate that not only had

law and order broken do;m, the dispossessed population v;hich remained

was desperate enough to resort to attacks on the few who still had re-

sources.

In addition, the Inhamuns experienced at least light secas when

conditions in other portions of CearS were considered normal. The

camara of SIlo Joao do Principe in July, 1853—a year in which no general

seca was recorded—informed the provincial president that rainfall had

been so scarce in the preceding winter the poor people would be suffer-

ing from hunger by October, After that, the vereadores added, they

would resort to wild plants and roots—some of which had toxic effects--

to sustain life. They further noted that, after a few more weeks, no

animals would be available to transport food to the area, since pastures

and water supplies were rapidly disappearing." Five years later in 1858,

a year which followed a scant harvest, rainfall again was inadequate in

Sao Joao do Principe, Cattle began to die of hunger and thirst by

December, 1857, the situation being only partially bettered by a rainshcwer

^. Oficios, SJP, June 7, 18^.
5. Ibid,, Dec. 1, 1846,
6. Ibid,, July 26, 1853.
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in early February. Then for more than six weeks the skies produced no

moisture. Only in late Ilarch did the rains start, but they served to

produce only late pastures and vary inadequate crops, for the rain plant-

ing season had passed, 7 i-Ieanuhile, in a circumstance which the residents

of SSo Joao do Principe must have regarded as a diabolical twist of

nature, Saboeiro was enjoying a fabulous winter.

The satisfaction that a good icLnter could bring to the people of

the Inhanuns is indicated by an enthusiastic report sent from TauS to

Pedro II in February of 1869:

Vamos gosando d'um famoso inverno, gragas a Divina Providencia, desde
o dia 8 do corrente mez, dando una cheia ejrtraordinaria, nunca vista
pela gerac^o presente, que excedeu a de 1839, inuiidando a ponta debaixo
da rua, e cahindo casas e quintaes: apesar de tudo isso, est£ o povo
alegre e animado, esperando abundancia, consequencia de bom inverno.

9

But that the following year could bring a reversal of fortune is in-

dicated in a notice appearing in Cearense in February, 1870, stating

that the fazendeiros of the Inhamuns had begun to drive their cattle

from the area in search of water as a result of the tardiness of the

rains. 10 It v;as conditions such as these which made weather in the

Inhamuns more than a topic of idle conversation.

The most severe seca in Cear^ for which a large amount of data is

available occurred from IS?? to 1879, embracing three winters. Affect-

ing almost all of Northeast Brazil, the havoc that it vrrought in the

Inhamuns was pronounced. Although it lasted longer than most, this

seca serves to illustrate in some detail the general type of disaster

vrhich every person in the area faced several times during his life. As

T. Cearense . Dec. k. Mar. 2, Mar. 30, and Apr. 13, 1857.
8. Ibid .. Apr. 27, 1857.

9. Pedro II . I-iir, 11, I869.
10. Cearense . Feb. ^, I87O.
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was usually the case, the scca camo on with no clearly visible pattern.

Even in early January of 18?? faaondoiros wcro concerned about the lack

of rains, for the pastures of the previous season were gone ar^ cattle

had bo^un to die.H January v;as generally dry in all parts of the prov-

ince, but in February a fe\i scattered rains cano, including one in

Saboeiro, to give hope to the population, 1^ riarch was dry, and the

plantings, green foliage, and grass occasioned by the earlier rains

withered and died. By the early part of that month, the poor in the

Inhamuns had begun to suffer, as the stores of com, beans, and farinha

from the last year's harvest were exhausted. For many fazendeiros the

time for moving cattle to a mora humid region had passed, for the ani-

mals were so weakened they coxold not survive a long drive. Already, many

families were tallying of fleeing to Piaul, the nearest area lying outside

the region most affected by secas,13 Vlhen, by the first of April, no

substantial rains iiad fallen, some of them began their pitiful treks

from the region, while others remained xvith hopes that the rains might

yet cone.l^ By I-Iay, with skies still clear, the inhabitants of the

Inhamuns no longer doubted that they were xn the midst of a major seca,15

The conditions which reigned during the following months appear to

have been typical of any severe seca. Flight from the area was the course

chosen by the majority of the inhabitants, especially those of the poorer

classes. It vs-s reported in May and June that people had already died of

hunger and that large scale migrations were beginning. Padre Germane

11. Ibid., Jan. 6, 1877.
12. Ibid .. I-iir. 8, 1877.

13. Ibid., Vjxt. m- and 25, 1877.
1^. Ibid .. Apr. 20. 1377.
15. Oflcios, Saboeiro, i-:ay 14, 1877.
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Anthenor do Araujo, the vigario of Saboeiro, iirote Cearense that the

roads leading from the vila were filled vxith people fleeing from the

seca, Sonie of them nvide and all of them gaimt and hungry, the padre

said, they left in panic and desperation, hoping to find refuge in Piau£,

Fortaleza, or other areas, 1^ Similar migrations were reported from Tau5,

and the correspondent added that even scree of the prosperous fazendeiros

were beginning to lack food, 17 Generally, it was the poor who migrated

in greatest numbers during a seca, for they were dependent entirely on

agriculture and their reserves in food stores were small; but, as con-

ditions worsened, the well-to-do class also began to consider that al-

ternative. Captain Salustio Ferrei- virote frora Sabosiro on June 12 that

migration was about the only course left open to most of the inhabitants

of that municlpio, since it was becoming increasingly difficult to find

water, 1-Iany leaders of the community, he added, were forming a caravan

to depart for Piaua in the following month, "Grandes sao, meu amigo,

OS nossos peccados," Captain FerrSr I'irote of the seca, "que tem merecido

tao horrivel castigo,'"-'-"

With the passing of winter and the advent of summer, conditions

continued to worsen. Population was further depleted as flights from

the area increased in volume. It was reported from TauS in July that

over half of the comarca's population had left and that entire streets

in the vila were without a single inhabitant. -^^ In late August, accord-

ing to one estimate, over 4,000 persons had migrated from Saboeiro to

Piaul, including the vast majority of the most prosperous citizens. ^'^

lo, Ces-rensa . June 10, 1877,

17. iDid . . June 21, 1377,
18. Ibid., July 5, 1877.
19. Ibid ,. July 26, 1877.
20. Ibid ,. Sept. 14, 1877.
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Those who remained encoxaitered increasinsly harsh conditions. Food, when

it could bo fo\ind for sale, was so exorbitantly priced that even the more

prosperous inhabitants could little afford it. Farinha was the only food

to be found for sale in Saboeiro by late August, Any residents who still

had aninals or food supplies wore forced to guard thes: vigilantly, for

hunger and, sor.etin:es, greed for profit were leading soxe of those re-

mining to covet their neighbors' possessions. ^^ Cococy appears to have

fared somewhat better during the early part of the seca than other areas

of the Inhamuns, a situation resulting in part fron the resources of the

wealthiest branch of the Feitosa faraily which lived there. Lourer<;.o

Alves Feitosa e Castro reported in October that the homes of most

faaendoiros were being supplied with food brought from Piaul. He added

that scrae of the poor had been given work constructing a new road to

the neighboring province, a project supported by funds from the provin-

cial government. It would become increasingly difficult, he feared, to

continue to import food, in view of the disappearance along the roads

of pasture and water for pack animals. ^^

By the end of 1877 the vast majority of the inhabitants of the

Inhamuns had departed. A large number went to Piaui, particularly those

\-fho had some resources, while others sought refuge in Ipu, the Cariri,

arid Fortaleza, The completely destitute tended to go to Fortaleza or

some other center v;here the government gathered large nximbers of

retirantes , as the refugees were called, in camps. At least an occa-

sional resident of the Inhasruns, it is to be supposed, joined the bands

of desperados which roamed the sertao in search of plxmder throughout

21, Ibid . . July 5. Aug. 9, and Sept. 30, 1877.

22. Ibid .. Nov. ^, 1877.
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the seca. And some sons of the Inhanuns wore among those many Cearenses

who became rubber gatherers in the Amazon Valley,

A small number of the irihabitants of the Inharmns—hardly more than

10 percent of the total population, it appears23—remained in the area

throughout the three years of the seca. Their struggle against the

calamity was waged by their ovm resourcefulness and vjith aid sent from

the outside. Water for humans and surviving animals usually could be

found in some river or riacho if a cacimba was s\ank sufficiently deep,

and at least one agude, l-ionte Alegre of Joaquim Alves Feitosa, contained

water throughout the disaster, ^^ Some fazendeiros kept a fev7 animals

alive by feeding them cactuses, from which the thorns were removed, and

foliage from drought-resistant trees. In addition, the vjinter of

neither I878 nor 1879 was totally lacking in rainfall. Although rains

did not come in sufficient quantities at the proper times to permit ar^

substantial harvests, they did result in grazing for animals, ^-5

That even a small percentage of the population was able to remain

in the area throughout the seca resulted, in part, from aid furnished

by provincial and imperial authorities , in the forms of public works

projects, food, and money. The province sponsored a few construction

projects in the Inhamuns, such as road building in Cococy; but provin-

cial funds were very limited and thoy were soon exhausted. At best,

only a fev; vrorkers were employed for short periods of time. 2° Food and

money were sent to the area as early as April, 1877, ' and in that same

23, See p. 247, in this chapter.

2k, Pedro II , Nov, 3, I887.
25. Falla do Prcsidente da Proyxncia do Cc-.-^t, Hov. 1. I878 . p. 21;

Cearense , Apr, I6. 1879; Falla do Presidcnto da Pro'rxr.cia do Co3.t^,

July 1 1830 . pp, 61, 68.

26T Cearense . Sept, 2^, 1830,

27. roid., July 12, 1877.



nonth a ccr.is3~o de socorros or relief commission, conposed of the

vig£rio and one or two other loading citizens, was sot up in each of the

freguesias to administer the program. ^^ The coiamissions encountered laar^

difficulties and much criticism in the performance of their duties.

Money was not the best form of aid, for food was already expensive, and

the distribution of funds drove prices even higher, ^9 The sending of

food from the capital entailed great difficulties with respect to trans-

portation, as illustrated by a report appearing in Cearcnse on November

11, 1877, On October 14 of the previous month, tho notice related, thd

commission in charge of relief in Tau£ contracted i^rith an cvmer of pack

animals to go to Quixeramobim to transport supplies sent from Fortaleza;

all of the animals died in the course of the journey, the last survivors

succumbing more than 60 kilometers from Taua on the return trip.

Criticism was directed chiefly at the distribution of relief. The

liberals were in power during the greater part of the seca,-'^ and charges

were rife that members of that party v;ere misusing the aid and profiting

from it. Complaints from Saboeiro appearing in Pedro II stated that the

Arrais, who dominated the relief commission in that freguesia, were en-

joying unusual prosperity, even though the great majority of the

munic£pios wealthiest citizens had sold their cattle and slaves and fled

from the area in desperation. ITicolau Arrais, it was charged, had ac-

qxiired, since the beginning of the soca, a pack team of more than 30

znules and a warehouse in Fortaleza filled vrith staple foods. In I-lay of

1879, Pedro II continued, Nicolau, along with Luis jlntonio Arrais, had

28. Ibid., July 15. 1877.
29. Ibid .. Doc. 8, 1877.
30. A liberal ministry assumed leadership of the nation on

Jan. 5, IS78.
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arranged vrith the provincial goverrjaent to deliver between 500 and 600

loads of relief food to Nova Roma, Poco da Pedra, Bebedouro, and

Saboeiro, where the cojrjsissions were all controlled by their relatives.

Yet, the conservative joiirnal claimed, only five people rer^ined in

Nova Roma and only two families in P050 da Pedra, one of these in the

latter ir^tance headed by the aid ccrardssioner, Salvador Arrais. Some

of the supplies, Pedro II charged, were sold in the village of Pio IX,

located nearby in Piaul.-^l Although Saboeiro' s conservatives, being

out of pcwer, did not hav© equal opportvmties to profit from the re-

lief—nor, for that matter, to acquire their rightful portion—they

appear to have made the best of an unfavorable situation. In January

of 1879, Cearense reported, an armed band of "desordeiros," iinder the

lead of Candido Francisco de Oliveira, attacked the storehouse of

Salvador Arrais in P050 da Pedra, carrying away 30 sacks of the relief

commission's food supplies. Also in January, the liberal jourr^l con-

tinued, a group of the Carcaras' capangas robbed 11 sacks of food from

a pack train headed toward Pogo da Pedra. 32

Among those implicated in sijailar charges in Sao Joao do Principe

was Dr. Francisco Primeiro de Araujo Cito, lawyer, public official, and

mer.ber of the Araujo-Feitosa clan. Among other charges involving mis-

management, he was accused of diverting government food supplies to his

fazendas for his ovxn benefit. In the case of Cito, his actions were

defended on the floor of the provincial assembly by Lovirengo Alves

Feitosa e Castro, The deputy from the Inhamuns explained that a con-

siderable number of moradores and other needy persons had remained on

31. Pedro II . July 31, 1879.
32. Cearense . Apr. I6, 1879.
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Cito's faaendas in the headwaters of the Carrapatoira. Txi© supplies

which he transported vreekly to that area, Loxiren^o told his fellow legis-

lators, were destined only for the many needy persons who depended on

him. Dr. Cito, he concluded, should not be condemned but congratulated

for his aco of philanthropy. ^3

Accusations of i-nrongdoing in the adninistration of the relief pro-

gram are difficult to judge, as are also defenses of the accused, such

as the one made by LourenQO. Yet, even though the validity of specific

charges might be impossiblo to ascertain, they square perfectly with the

conditions under which the program operated. In the first place, the

times were extremely harsh, when even persons who had been considered

wealthy were living on the outer limits of deprivation. Even apart from

a consideration of the low star^rds of public morality which were char-

acteristic of the area in normal times, it would have been surprising

indeed if graft and favoritism had not accompanied the distribution of

food under the conditions existing in 1878-1879. Secondly, the imper-

sonal, public institutions necessary for an efficient and impartial

administi'ation of relief did not e:cLst in the society of the Inhanuns.

All important functions were carried out under a complex of circumstances

in which regulations and laws were subordinated to private or extralegal

considerations of vengeance, class structure, political and familial

connections, and personal benefit. The distribution of food, a vital

function in the Irhamuns in those critical times, could not but have

been effected within those same well-worn channels.

33. Anr^es da Asser.blon. Provincial do Cear^ . Vol, XI (i860),

99-100.



By Biid-February of I88O, after three years of suffering, it began

to appear that a good vrinter was in the offing. Cearense reported on

February 22 that the president had appointed a coMiiission to help the

retirantes return to their homes. The notice also stated that seed for

planting and a small quantity of provisions x^rould be distributed to each

fanily to prcmotG recovery, Hith the gradual return of a portion of

the inhabitants ar^d the arrival of abundant rains in April, life in the

Inhamuns slov/ly began to approximate nor.-nality, Rebiiilding the area's

herds was a difficult task, for it seeas likely that woll over 80 per-

cent of the animals had been lost.3^ Some few cattle had been carefvilly

guarded as a nucleus for breeding, vrhile others were returned from their

places of refuge in Piaui. Although these small nvimbers provided the

means for eventual recovery, they did not permit sales of cattle in

significant quantities for several years. In the meantime, almost the

entire popxilation of the Inhamuns, criador and lavrador alike, turned

to subsistence agriculture for the means of life, 35

The long range effects of the seca on the Inhamuns were profound.

The exact reduction in population is difficult to estimate, although it

appears certain that many years passed before the area regained a popu-

lation of pre-1877 size, A significant number, it v:ould appear, of

those who left during the seca never returned. Some died before they

found aid, while others succumbed in refugee camps, vrhere epidemics of

various types took heavy tolls. The dead could not return to their

3^1 The general loss in the province was reported to be 80 percent.

Since this figure included areas which, in comparison with the Inharrans,

were not severely affected by the seca, it is assumed that the loss was

greater in that area. The figtire of 80 percent is from the Falla do

Presidente da Provlncia do Coar»:r, 1887 (no month and day given), p. 86.

35. Oficios, SJP, Oct, 7, 1881,



honeland, and others renained avay fror;: it as a Kattor of choice. The

Arneiros vereadores provided an indication of the effects of the seca

on population depletion in ansi:er to a provincial questionnaire in lS8l.

They estinated that 90 percent of the inhabitants left the iiiunic£pio

during the seca and that 50 percent of those had not returned by August,

1881, two I'Tinter seasons after it ended. -^^ In regard to the recovery

of the cattle industry, the provincial president reported in 188? that

in a few areas herds were beginning to near their 1376 size.^7 VJithin

the Inhamuns, there are many vho boliovo that the area never fully re-

covered froa the seca of 1877-1879, as a result of the havoc vnrought on

fortunes and herds and the general feeling of demoralization which en-

sued. The Great Seca, it is said, cast a long shadow.

Complete and sustained recovery of the society and econoiny frora

the disaster was greatly hindered by the frequent recurrence of secas

in the foUotfing decades, Secas of moderate to severe intensity

assaulted Cear5 in 1888-1889, 1891, I898, 1900, 19C2-1903, 1907, 1915,

and 1919. The decade of the 1920 's was unusually well watered, but it

was followed by a severe seca in the early 1930 's. Although all of

these secas affected the Inhaiiuns, those of I888-I889, I898, 1900, and

1915, in addition to the one in 1932, were of particularly serious ijn-

port. Illustrative of these disasters was a report from the vereadores

of Tau£ in mid-I'larch of 1915 stating that half of the municlpio's herds

had already been lost. 33 Before the effects of the seca ran their

course, it appears that the percentage of loss exceeded two thirds. ^^

W. Gazeta do Ilorte . Aug. 29, iSSl.

37. Falla. loo7 . p. 86.

38. Oflcios, Tau£, l-Iar. 23, 1915.
39. Calcxilation of the author, based on data in Pcmpeu, A Indgs-

tria Pastoril . pp. 133, 17^.
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Substantial numbers of cattle were saved only by driving them to Piaii£.^0

The secas in the Inhainuns, in the totality of their effects, period-

ically destroyed wealth and resources, stifled endeavor and initiative,

and effectively barred virtually any advancement in agriculture and

cattle raising which, in other circumstances, night have been made.

These were the general results of the secas. Other effects of a more

specific nature might be suggested. Agriculture, to cite one, probably

expanded at least in part because of the secas, even for reasons other

than the on© which was previously nontionad of landowners who sank into

the morador class as a result of such disasters. Some landCT^mers, who

lost their herds in a seca and turned to agriculture as a temporary

expedient in the years follox'ring it, found the endeavor profitable,

particularly in the 20th century when products from the soil acquired

increased value. Although most of them rebuilt at least small herds of

cattle, agriculture assuraed a new importance in their total economic

effort. Subsequent secas demonstrated the wisdom of the move, for agri-

culture could be revived afterwards with much less effort than cattle

raising. By distributing seeds and, perhaps, small quantities of pro-

visions to moradores, a fazendeiro could obtain a harvest in a few

months; rebuilding a herd, in contrast, was an effort which required

considerable investment, if breeding stock had to be purchased, and

which, in any case, stretched into years.

The decline of the Feitosas relative to other important families

appears to have been related to a combination of circumstances which

included, among other factors, as already suggested, the secas and the

40. Oficios, Taua, l-iir, 23, 1915.
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grovring importance of agriculture. Unlike those many other fazendeiros

who turned to products fron the soil to bolster thoir incone, the lead-

ing meinbers of the Feitosa family continued to dedicate their efforts

almost exclusively to ccttle raising. ^^ Each sSca which occurred deci-

mated their herds and impoverished more of their number. Although secas

hurt all landamers of the region, they did less permanent damage to

those who, by fostering agriculture, achieved a more balanced economic

base. For these reasons, the economic position of the Feitosas sank

relative to those of the othor influontial fanilios. It is significant

that the family which replaced the Feitosas as the dominant element in

TauS was led by a man whose rise to a position of economic prominence

was largely based on an endeavor involving ccr,3:erce in agricultural prod-

ucts. To be sure. Colonel Dcmingos Gomes de Freitas was also a criador,

but, compared to the Feitosas, he was less dedicated to that activity.

It thus appears that the relative decline of the Feitosas was aided by

the interlocking factors of: (1^ the importance they gave to the pres-

tigious industry of cattle raising, even when others achieved a broader

economic base by emphasizing agriculture; and (2) the periodic decima-

tion of their only productive resources—their herds of cattle—^by the

secas.

41. EufrSsio Alves Feitosa, Personal Interview, Cococy, June 14,
1966.



VIII. EXTEIGIjlL AUTK0?J:TY MD PRIVATE PCVJER IN A ERi'iZILlAI; CGinJliirf

:

AN OVERVIEi^r

The principal unifying theme in the history of the InhamTins frcK

the early l8th centtay until the end of the Old Republic i:; tho i-'oitosa

family. Their power based solidly in the land and prestige which they

acquired in the era of colonisation, norabers of that fanily cxcrclcod

the major influence in the area for over two centuries. The story of

their changing fortxines serves to illustrate the relationship in the

Irihamuns between private power and external authority from the colonial

period through the Old Republic.

During the colonial period, the officials of the captaincy grad-

ually asserted their authority, bringing the potentates of the frontier

xinder their influence. This influence, it should be added, generally

was nominal, for, in practice, the potentates were given broad authority

within their connunities. Later, the institutions of the Empire, as

they became firm in the iS^O's, threatened to terminate this situation.

In the first place, the arrival of the delegados and police corps took

from the Feitosa chieftains the police authority they had formerly

exercised as officers of the ordenangas, and, in return, they were

given empty, though prestigious titles in the National Guard. Second,

the creation of political parties, coupled v;ith the rotation of tenure

from Rio de Janeiro, forced the Feitosas to suffer through periods in

which their enemies were elevated to power by imperial mandate. For-

tunately for the Feitosas, the threats which these changes posed to
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their autUoi'iiy woro not usually realised. In praczice, tl-.e i^rpcriz^l

authorities did not exercise their prerogatives to the degree which would

have been necessary to upset that family's dcmination. And the throats

to their power were offset, in considerable measure, by the jury system,

another innovation of the Kmpire. Composed of local citizens, the jury

was particularly susceptible to domination by the area's most pov;erful

family. In short, the attempted centralization of power during the Em-

pire threatened the influence of the Feitosas but did not unseat them,

for their power was rooted in their numberg and wealth, the fear v;hich

they inspired, the existence of a subservient population, and, finally,

in long-established social relationships. Although legal authority

rested, at times, with the opposition, effective power remained with the

Feitosas.

By the last decade of the Old Republic, this was no longer the case

in Taua, the largest and most prestigious municlpio in the Inhamuns. In

the first years of the Republic, the Acioli Oligarchy gave support to

the Feitosas, who, supported by state police power, suffocated the oppo-

sition. But after the fall of the oligarchy in 1912, it became clear

that the Feitosas had lost their former preeminence in the municlpio.

Their domination was effectively challenged by the group led by Colonel

Domingos, a political force whose pcr.rer rested not on external police

authority—as had been the case of the Feitosas' opponents in Sao Joao

do Principe during the Empire—but in the power which its members

actually wielded in the community.

The following reasons at least partially account for this altered

state of affairs. First, other family groupings had reduced or ended

the power of the Feitosas in given areas. The upward movement of the
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Gomes and Canpo Preto fariilies vras ivDKiriiscent of the rise of the Fernandes

Vieiras sane 100 years earlier, at which time Saboeiro had been lost to

the Feitosas, Second, the dismoraboment of Arneiros frora Sao Jcao do

Principe in the I870's weakened the influence of the Feitosas in the

older mx;inic£pio. Although the move gave theai a municipio which they

could dominate absolutely, it contributed in large measure to their down-

fall in Taua some forty years hence. Finally, it has been suggested that

the economic position of the Feitosas relative to other family groupings

hastened their decline.

These locally based changes probably were more influential in the

decline of the Feitosa family than the introduction of elements of ex-

ternal authority. Yet, the t\ro factors—the weakening of the Feitosas

relative to other families and the increasing importance of external

authority—^x-rorked reciprocally, for the latter was permitted greater

range as private power in the community fragmented. For this reason,

in fact, state authority had become the decisive element in TauS by 1930

in determining which local faction controlled the municfpio. In con-

trast, this was not the case in Arneiros, In that munic£pio, external

authority was not in evidence to a significant degree. There is every

reason for believing that along the Rio JucS the descendents of Colonel

Francisco Alves Feitosa wielded pa^^er much as the colonizer himself had

done, a fact which suggests that where private power had remained intact

external authority had produced little effect.

For that matter, very little had really changed in any portion of

the Inhamuns since Francisco and his family established their dominions

in the area, the many pages herein devoted to local power struggles and

their relationship to external authority notwithstanding. The members
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of that vast class of landless noradores vrhich had its birth on the

latifdndio in the l8th century livsd their lives s'Jich as thsir f cr'3-

failiora had lived ihoiro, and whothor it was the gonoraticn ciT *whe l/^C's

or the 1920 's did not make a great deal of difference. In whichever

case, the prospect of rainfall to nurture their neager ro^as was a more

vital question to them than the natter of which family enjoyed the favor

of authorities in Fortaleaa or Rio de Janeiro, The history of the Inha-

muns could be written almost without mention of the great majority of its

inhabitants, for thoy v7oro not integrated into the level on which deci-

sions affecting the community were made, and the passing of time did not

alter this circumstance. The Inhamuns was a traditional society in a

very real sense, for the basic structtire of human relationships which

was created in the l8th century was brought into the 20th century vir-

tually intact. This fact should not be obscured.



GLOSSARY^

agregado, a person of scrr^e privilege or social status who lives on a

fazenda for an extended period by invitation of the owner, even though

there is neither a close kinship nor economic relationship involved,

aldeia, Indian village,
alpendre, the porch of a fazenda house.

bandoleir , outlaw

,

boi, an ox or bull,
branco, a person of the white race.

caboclo, an uncultured sertanejo.
cabra, a term applied to a person of partial Negro ancestry, usually

implying that he has a violent nature; originally meaning simply a

person of partial Negro ancestry,
cachaqa, a distilled beverage made from sugar cane.

cajTiara, the administrative and legislative body of the municipio (vila),

cangaceiro, outlaw.
capanga, a hired gtmman, usually of a sertanejo political chief or other

rural potentate,
capela, a church or chapel served occasionally by a visiting priest,

capitao-mor, the chief military and administrative officer of a

captaincy; also the commanding officer of the ordenangas in a

subdivision of a captaincy,
cartorio, an office in V7hich vital statistics and documents are recorded,

cearense, a native of Ceara,
chicote, a short, braided leather whip used by a rider to urge on his

steed,

comarca, an important judicial division, comprising from one to several
municfpios or termos, headed by an ouvidor, in the colonial period,

and, thereafter, by a juiz de direito.
criador, a cattle raiser, as distinguished from an agriculturist,
curate, a capela served by a resident priest,
curral (plural: currais), corral or cattle pen.

delegado, the head police officer of a termo.

desembargador, a member of a relagao.
distrito de paz, local police and judicial district; subdivision of a

termo.

dlzimo, a tax which fell most heavily on cattle,

dona, a common title of respect prefixed to the r^me of a woman,

doutor, title commonly assigned to any university graduate.

1. The definitions and explanations given are closely related to

usage in the text. Ko attempt has been made to include other connotations,

25if
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en^enho, sugar mill or, sinply, rail,

farinha, a flour made from manioc.

fasenda, a large landed estate,

fazendeiro, the oi-mer of a larc© landed estate,

freguesia, church parish.

gentio, heathen; savages,

igreja matris, the seat or head ch\irch of a freguesia,

intcndente, nar.e assigned for a time in the Old Republic to the chief

administrative officer of a aiunicipio,

jerimum, pumpkin,

juiz de direito, the chief judicial officer of a comarca,

juiz de fora, a special judicial officer of the colonial period vrho vas

expected to watch after the crox^m's interests in important vilas.

juia ordinirio, the highest administrative and judicial official of the

car^ra in the colonial period,

juiz de orfaos, a special judge whose duties pertain to orphans,

juiz de paz, a police and judicial officer of the distrito de paz,

jxilgado, a local judicial district in the colonial period,

juiz municipal, the chief judicial official of a termo,

latifundiSrio, ovmer of one or more very large landed estates,

latifundio, a very large landed estate.

lavrador, agriculturist.

mesa eleitoral (or mesa), the board which conducts elections,

morador, a landless peasant who derives his living from the soil with

the oi-mer's permission; sharecropper,

rauniclpio, an administrative subdivision of the state (province),

consisting of the seat and sxirrounding territory.

offcio, official letter.

ordenanjas, a military unit of the colonial period manned by civilians.

ouvidor, the head of a comarca.

pardo, mulatto.
patrao, common term used in direct address or in reference to one's

boss, landlord, and protector.

postura, local ordinance or law.

prefeito, the chief administrative official of a munic£pio.

preto, Negro,
procurador, an attorney or one vho holds a pav;er-of-attorney,

promoter publico, the prosecuting attorney of a car^rca,

reis, the plural of real, the Brazilian monetary unit until 19^2, A

milreis* (1$000) was the equivalent of appro:cimatcly $1.00 (U.S.) in

1825, 0.55 in 1850 and 1675. In the Republic, its value dropped

drastically.
relagao, a high judicial body, immediately superior to the comarca.

riacho, a creek or small stream.

ro^a, field for planting.
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raiaeiro, religious pilgrim.

sargenio-inor, an omcer oi the oixiGnaii^as,

seca, drought,
sensala, slave quarters,
sequazes, follov;ers or partisans.
serra, nountain ridge,

serrote, hill or low moimtain ridge,

sertanejo, a person who lives in the interior,

sertao, seniarid land as distingiiished from land receiving more rainfall;

the interior,
sesmaria, a Portuguese land grant, usiially avrarded to a person of high

social status,
sesmeiro, holder of a sesmaria,

subdelegado, a subordinate of the delegado,

tatu, armadillo.
terrao, the police and judicial division i^hose boxmdaries are usually the

same as those of a municlpio; a subdivision of the comarca,

vaqueiro, cowboy,
vereador, a m^ember of the camara.
vig£rio, the head priest of a freguesia.
Vila, the basic administrative subdivision of a captaincy in the colonial

period; afterwards, the seat of a municipio.



BISLIOGRAPIIY

for a study of the history of the Inharauns are scattered

and inco:::pletc. T:ic oldest cartorio in Taua possesses a larco

quantity of records, but specific itoias freq_UGntly arc ciissinc, par-

ticularly in the cases of inventories and criiainal proceedineo. The

archival holdings of the oldest cartorio in Saboeiro arc much less
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